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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
how, it is not difficult to imagine that at commères is a very different matter and
one time or another there may have been probably unique in the annals of broadANY constructors spend a considerable four compères to one programme ; but four casting. At the time of writing, their
names are not yet known, but a thorough
amount of time and money on the
bid is being made in England, Scotland,
component parts of a receiver and in many
Wales and Ireland to find the woman who
c.ases are disappointed in the results which
Book
Offer
our Special
is really representative of her country.
they obtain from experimental equipment.
MANUAL
In the last programme, the great wealth of
In some cases it may be found that the . RADIO TRAINING
for the Services and the Trade.
song and story which is the heritage of each
failure of a proposed circuit to function :
Readers who have been collectingTokens- country was well represented.
properly is due to the use of a wrong type
from No. i in connection with our special:
of valve, and the valve is often taken for
ofler now have the four Tokens re-:
granted. Any type is considered good
Mr. Amery to Broadcast
quired, and should claim their Book
enough to use for test purposes, whereas
it may be possible that the circuit would to-day.
N appeal on behalff the British Social
The Voucher on which the Tokens
act quite dierently if another valve was
Hygiene Council will be given in the
used. In order that readers may have a i must be affixed, together with postal
Home Service programme on 1Iay 5th by
and
at
once,
should
be
posted
in
order,
of
the
differences
better understanding
:
Mr. L. S. Amery, M.P. It is an unfortunate
TRAINING. fact that
valves and the features associated with , copy of the RADIO
the vast majority of young people
dispatched
MANUAL
will
be
within:
this
in
of
the
articles
majority
:
them, the
are still without proper information or guid. 14 days.
assoand
valve
data
to
issue are devoted
ance on sex behaviour, and this ignorance
If you have mislaid any of your four; may lead to individual tragedies as well as
ciated subjects, and it is hoped that these
your
Voucher
Tokens
you
may
complete
to
be
improved
results
will
enable
details
serious results for the health of the commuby sending up Token No. 5. No. 5
obtained by using more suitable valves or
nity and offuture generations. Fortunately,
week's
PRACTICAL
be
given
in
next
should
will
It
hand.
valves
on
circuits for the
up tò date the incidence of preventable
. WIRELESS.
not
does
that
a
valve
remembered
be
also
diseases is far less than during the last war.
collect
:
just
begun
to
who
have
Readers
may
conalthough
it
and
indefinitely,
last
For the last twenty years the British Social
until
they
have
four
wait
Tokens
must
emission
the
for
years
function
tinue to
Hygiene Council, recognised by the Ministry
;
. numbered consecutively before sending
use,
and
from
continued
suffered
have
may
of Health aM lotltl authorities, has been
;them
in.
one
by
of
valve
the
mere
replacement
the
working actively to eradicate such diseases.
made
have
been
arrangements
Special
greatly
may
give
similar
type
of exactly
:
Already, one disease hasP fallen by over 50
original.
the
overlooked
who
for
those
;
results.
improved
per cent. To prevent the ground already
offer. They should apply for a Voucher: won being lost and the damage of the last
Presenta..
WIRELESS
Ito
PRACTICAL
war repeated, the Council's educational
Sponsored Programmes
:tion Dept., Holford Square, London,: work both for Service and civilian men and
IT has been suggested in certain quarters :. W.C.i (Pref.), enclosing a penny stamped women is essential and urgent. This work
that the B.B.C. is considering, or addressed envelope marked " Printed is essentially directed towards the protection
The Voucher gives full of family life.
preparing to consider, the introduction of : Matter."
particulars of the offer.
sponsored programmes. We understand
from the B.B.C. that there is no foundation
Children's Hour Fable
whatever for this suggestion.
SINGING ASS " is the title of the
THEAsop
fable which occupies ten
"
Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
Mr. R. d'A. Marriott
Practical Wireless," George Newne. Ltd..
Children's Hour on May 4th.
ofthe
minutes
HE B.B.C. announces that it has
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
will be retold with words and music by
It
Temple
Bar
4363.
'Phone
W.C.2.
:
appointed Mr. R. d'A. Marriott to be
Henry Reed, who has already done much
Telegrams : Newne,, Rand, London.
its war-time representative in Paris. Mr.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
work with fairy-tale and fable adaptations.
Marriott's task will be to facilitate the
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Also on the same afternoon will be a variety
closest possible co-operation between the
The Editor will be pleaced to consider articles of a
programme which will include Edith and Vi
nature
for
publication
in
practical
uitab1e
British and French broadcasting authorion two pianos, the Three Semis, Francis
Such
articles
ahould
be
PSIAcTIcAL
WIRELESS.
ties and to co-ordinate the B.B.C.'s growing
wìitten on one side of the paper only. and should
with his harmonica and accodion,
Walker
activities in France in non-technical fields.
cotain the name ansi address of the sender. Whi(st
Pickles.
and
Wilfred
hold
responsible
for
the
Editor
does
not
himself
Mr. Marriott joined the B.B.C. in 1933.
,nanuscripts, every effort wilt be made to return
For some years before the present war he
t%
titeos if a stamped and addressed envelope is
Meet the Family"
was the B.B.C.'s liaison officer with foreign
enclosed.
AU correspondence intended for the
Editor should be addressed s The Editor, PRACTICAL
broadcasting organisations. Since the war
3rd Martyn Webster will revive
May
ON
Ltd.,
House,
George
Vawnes.
Tower
WIRELESS,
he has taken an important part in the
Southampton Street, Sttond, W.C.2.
a farce with music by the Melluish
organisation of the Monitoring Service.
Owing to the rapid projress in the design of
Brothers, called " Meet the Family," which
wireless apparatus und to our efforts to keep our
He will take up his new duties on May 6th
was last produced from Birmingham in
readers :n touch will; the latest developmen's, we give
next.
no warranty that apparat-us deoer-ibed (n our
January, 1934. The Melluish Brothers are
columns is not the subject of letters patent.
r .
renowned for their burlesques-an excellent
Copyright itt all drawings, photographs and
it
British and Proud ot
example of their work, " Only a Mill-girl,"
articles published in PRACTICAL WIRRLSSS 8
throughout
the countries si gna
specifically
reserved
has already been broadcast, but it is not
RNEST LONGSTAFFE produced retory lo the Berne Convention and the U.S.A.
often that they attempt actual farce. Since
cently his first version of " British
Reproductions or irnlations of any of these are
its radio performance " Meet the Family"
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL Wingand Proud of It," with four compères, one
LRS5 incorporates " Amateur Wireless."
has become a great favourite with amateur
for each of the four countries. On May 3rd
actors.
he intends to have four commères. Some-
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The Third Article of This Series Deals with the Screen-grid
and Pentode Types of Valve.
By L. O. SPARKS
far we have dealt with diodes and

and have seen that the latter
So triodes,
are produced in several types, but

for the purpose of classification it can be
assumed that the three groups given below
cover all general requirements. The first
of these would embrace thoae triodes
suitable for high-frequency amplification
and those which form efficient detectors.
Et will be remembered that such valves
have a high magnification factor and an
impedance between 15,000 and 30,000
ohms. The second group would cover
those triodes specifically designed for lowfrequency amplification, and, as already
explained, in consequence of the work
they have to undertake, they usually have
a lower amplification factor and impedance.
Values between 8,000 and 15,000 ohms are
normal for valves coming within this
section. The last group la solely concerned
with those types which como under the
heading of power valves, and they are
intended for the output stage of a receiver
or amplifier. Owing to the fact that they
have to handle a much larger signal than
the valves which precede them, they have
the lowest impedance of all ; in fact, the
value might be anything between 1,500
ohms and 5,000 ohms. The amplificationfactor is, of course, reduced accordingly.

Screen-grid Valves
The next valve type in order of popularity is, undoubtedly, the pentodc, but
before any consideration can be given to
it, the screen-grid valve must be explained,
as this will then keep them in their proper
sequence as regards the number of electrodes employed in their construction.
The screen-grid valve, or to give it its
1.-4-H.t#

r-°

(tetra

I

I

I

I

j

uothingmorethan
an additional grid
added to a triode

...- .-

.i

L:::J

I

f---\.

\

i

F

meaning

five), consists of

¿S.

I

correct technical
name, the tetmde

i

.

assembly. This,
then, now gives us
filament or
heater, the anode,

the

the conml grid
and the additional
grid which is
known as the

screening grid.
The fifth electrode
The order of location of hie has a grid or mesh
three grids in a pentode CO fl S t r u e t i o n
similar to t h e
valve.
control grid, but
its gauge, i.e., mesh, is very much finer,
and it is located between the grid and the
anode. It is rather difficult to understand
its purpose without going into technical
matters and characteristic curves, but as we
are avoiding such items in these articles,
it is hoped that the following description
'will make matters quite clear.
Whon it was desired to increase (amplify)
the signal before it reached the detector,
in the early days of the thermionie valve,
use had to be made of the triode, owing to
the very good reason that nothing better
-G8.

was then available. Owing to the characteristics of those valves, plus other items,
it was not possible to obtain a very high
degree of pre-detector (H.P.) amplification
without introducing that very undesirable
item known as is4ability, or, in other words,
lots of whistles and shrieks and ry little
amplification. One of the main factors
which contributed to this very unsatisfactory state was the fact that the triode
allowed a certain amount of energy to be
passed from the anode back to the grid, and
this. especially when the two circuits were

Variable-mu S.G.'s
The term variable-mu is applied to valves
of the S.G. and pentode types which are
used for IT.F. amplification mrposes to
denote that it is possible. to vary their
amplification factor. The expression "mu"
is another term for amplification factor.
Valves of this type are similar in construction, but their characteristics are
different from that of the ordinary S.G. or

pentode valve. inasmuch that thMr operation can be affected by varying the bias
applied to the grid. With an ordinary or
straight type of S.G. valve, its grid coil is
normally returned to the negative earth
line, but with one of the variable-mu type
it is taken to a source of negative grid-bias
which can be varied according to the will
ofthe operator. As this variation increases
or decreases the amplification factor
according to the value of the negative bias
supplied, it forms a very efficient type of
lire-detector volume-control and also intro.
duces other certain desirable features.
To sum-up the screen-grid valve, we can
say that it is primarily designed for use as
an H.F. amplifier, but in addition to its
original purpose, it is now quite widely
The electrode arrangemenis for the diode
lLsed as a detector and in certain instances
(left) and the (node (rig/il) are shown here.
as the first valve in an L.F. amplifier when
exceptionally high amplification is required.
tuned to the same wavelength, caused the
In spite of the numerous advantages a
valve to act as an oscillator. This passing screen-grid valve offers over the triode it
back of energy from one electrode to has, however, certain defects which the
another (feed-back) was chiefly due to the technicians in their quest for super.
two electrodes forming a very minute efficiency decided could be removed with
condenser which provided the valve with advantage. For a more complete technical
what described in valve-makers' leaflets description of the problems involved, the
as in4er-electrcde capacify. Valve designers, reader must wait until he is more fully
realising that until the value of this minute conversant wit4i the items mentioned in the
condenser or its effects could be rendered previous articles, therefore, it must suffice
so small as to be negligible, no worth-while at this stage to say that the characteristics
amplification would be possible, set about
the problem seriously. The result is the
screen-grid valve ; it was found that by
introducing the second grid between the
first and the anode, the inter-electrode
capacity could be enormóusly reduced,
and the characteristic of the valve so
affected that it was possible to obtain an
exeeptinnally high degree of amplification
together with perfect stability, provided
that, of course, certain common precautions
were taken with the lay-out of the oemponents and the operating voltages.
To enable the screening-grid to carry
out its functions to the full, it has to be
Note how the second grid is inserted in
maintained as a positive voltage with
the S.G. valve.
respect to the filament or cathode, in a
similar manner to that of the anode.
The chief difference between the voltages of the SAI valve were considerably imapplied to the anode and the screening-grid proved by the simple process of a4ding yet
is not one of polarity (they both have to be another grid.
positive) but of value. The voltage on the
This third grid has a much coarser mesh
screen is usually in the neighbourhood of and is inserted between the screening grid
half that applied to the anode. The and the anode. It is actually situated
valve-makers always quoto the most nearer the anode than to the screening grid;
satisfactory voltage values for both elec. in fact, its position with relation to these
trodes.
two electrodes is rather critical. To
The impedance of these valves is of a differentiate between the three grids now
very high order, when compared with other in use, the last one to be added is known as
types, the figure being in the region of the suppressor grid, and it is either con300,000 ohms and more, while the ampli. neeted internally to the filament or cathode
fication-factor also rises to the amazing or, in the case of multi-pin bases, it is
figure of 330, to quote but an average value. brought out to a separate pin.
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Valve Installation
Important Points Regarding H.T.. LT. and G.B. Supplies
By W. J. DELANEY
for Battery and Mains Valves.
ELSEWHERE in this issue the important points regarding the selection of
valves, and the various types, are
explained, but it is also important to know
how to install the valves in a receiver-that
is, the various methods of obtaining L.T.
and H.T. supplies for different types of
valve and different types of receiver. First
and foremost, the heater or filament supply
imist not exceed that recommended by the
makers or the life of the valve will be
impaired. With indirectly-heated valves,
that is, those which have a cathode which is
heated to obtain the necessary electron
stream, it is also essential to see that the
valve is not under-run. A low temperature
may cause unsatisfactory performance, and
also will reduce the valve life. Operating at
too high a temperature will also shorten the
life of the valve. Therefore, the voltage
applied to heaters or cathodes should always
be measured across the valveholder terminals with a good meter. A.C. types of
valve may be operated direct from a trans.
former, whilst D.C. valves may be operated
from dry batteries or through a mains
dropping resistance from D.C. mains.

cathodes should be joined to the negative
terminal on the cell. These remarks apply,
of course, to those valves which are not to
be biased as described later.

H.T. Supplies
H.T. may be obtained from dry batteries,
from banks of acoumulators, from D.C.
mains through a smoothing choke, or from
A.C. mains through a transformer and
rectifier. The latter may be a valve or
metal unit, but the output from either is of
the pulsating D.C. type, and miast therefore
be smoothed in the same way as that from
D.C. mains. In all cases the smoothing
consists of a high inductance iron-cored
choke having a large capacity fixed condenser connected on each side of it joined to
the negative line. The maximum rating
given by the makers should not be ex
eroded or the valve life will be shortened.

Screen Voltages
Valves having a screening grid-H.F.
pentodes, L.F. pentodes, S.G. valves or
must have a positive
output tetrodos

-

FfJE;:±
:
Fig.

2.-Alternative

methods of biasing mains and battery

Filaments or heaters (they are both
regarded in the same light although m the
case ofthe former type the emissive element
is on the filament and in the latter case the
heater is merely used to make the cathode
hot, and it is this which has the emissive
coating) may be joined in series or parallel.

Filament Circuits

With battery valves the usual procedure

is to conneet the filaments in parallel. With
A.C. valves the heaters areusually connected
in parallel . With D.C. valves the arrange.
ment nnìy consist of series or series-parallel
connections. The current in the case of
D.C. valve circuits must be the same for
each valve, although the voltage rating may
be different. A series resistor is then also
included between the chain of heaters and
the mains to provide the correct voltage
drop, and at the same time regulate the
current. In the case of the transformer the
winding must be capable of delivering
sufficient current for all the valves in circuit,
that is, the sum ofthe individual currents.
With A.C. indirectly-heated valves the
cathodes should be joined to the centre tap
on the heater winding, or the centre-tap
on a resistance across the winding. If the
modern 6.3 volt types of valve are used, and
operated from an accumulator, then the

HF, and

....L F. valves.

potential applied to the screen, and this
may be obtained by means of a resistance in
series with the grid and the H.T. positive
line, or by means of a potentiometer connected across the H.T. supply. The latter
arrangement is generally preferable for
H.F. valves, as it enables the current to be
raised to such a level that the voltage on
the screen remains sensibly constant in
spite of variation in the grid voltage. This
is important for H.F. valves ofthe variable.
mu type. Output valves, or simple S.G.
H.F. valves, may be fed through a singlo
resistance. As a reduced screen voltage
lowers the gain or amplification of the valve
it is important to obtain the correct voltage,
unless the potential is varied by means of an

Fig.

I

-Alternative

methods of feeding th
screen-grid of a pen/ode valve.

adjustable potentiometer in order to
High
provide a volume-control effect.
voltage on the screens will cause instabilIty
and shortening of the valve life.
Grid

Voltage

Not all valves work with zero grid voltage, and therefore some method of applying
a voltage-negative--is necessary in most
cases. A detector will work with positive
grid volts, obtained by connecting the grid
leak to the positive filament terminal or to a
resistance across the filaments.
H.F.
valves generally require a lower voltage
than L.F. or output valves. With battery
types the bias is generally applied by means
of a battery. Variation in the bias canses
erratic performance or hum, and therefore a
constant or smooth bias supply is essential.
The grid is joined to the negative side of the
battery at the voltage desired, in the case
of L.F. valves through the transformer
secondary or through the grid leak of an
R.C. coupling. In the case of H.F. valves
the lower end of the tuning coil is joined to
the battery or to the arm of a potentiometer joined across the battery. This may
have a total value of9 or 16 volts, the former
being necessary for " short grid base"
valves, and the latter for " long bnse"
valves. In the case ofmains valves the bias
is generally obtained by including a resistanoe in the cathode lead. To smooth out
the effect and prevent hum a high-capacity
fixed condenser must be joined across the
resistance. On the H.F. side a maximum
of i mfd. is suitable, but on the L]?. side
up to 50 mfd. may be used. The value of
the biasing resistor may be calculated from
the following formula:
Resistance_ Desired bias voltage x 1,000
Anode current in mA
( ohms)
The anode current is sometimes referred
to as the cathode current, as the cathode and
anode are in series, and thus the anode
current also flows through the cathode.
(Continued on page ¡66)

Fig.

3.-Hw

heater circuits

D.C.
are

wired.
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Tschaíkpwsky

2

Further Notes on the Life and Work of the Great Russian
Composer, by Our Music Critic, MAURICE REEVE
th time of which we are writing,
Russian music was divided into
two clearly defined schools : the
nationalists in St. Petersburg, comprising
the Kutchka under Balakirew's leadership,
and the ' ' eclectics ' ' of Moscow, of whom
Tschaikowsky was to become the bright
particular star. Although Tschaikowsky
occasionally used folk-songs, he more frequently crossed the national frontiers for
his inspiration than his St. Petersburg
rivals, who dug ever deeper and deeper
into the welt-springs of Russian lore. But
he had great admiration for much of their
work, particularly Balakirew's. The group,
for their part, also recognised Tschaikowsky's genius, and made many attempts
to convert him to their ways. Each
played the other's work, and thus showed
a commendably liberal-minded spirit.
The success of Nicholas Rubinstein's
school naturally led to a valuable increase
in Tschaikowsky's material prosperity, but
he was fortunately dissuaded from leaving
it to set up on his own. His life was rather
uneventful, consisting mainly of the usual
round of pupils plus his own studies, and
great bursts of creative effort in the
recesses, and such other times as were
practicable.
But the development of his pwn genius,
and doubtless, also, its recognition by the
public, led to further attempts at gaining
independence from anyone who might
prove a restraining influence, and he
finally managed to do so in 1877. The
affair over the piano concerto will be
referred to when that work is discussed.
AT

.

Antipathy to Wagner's Music

After 1870 he travelled much, and had to
leave Paris hastily during the FrancoPrussian war. He developed a great
antipathy to Wagner's music, and more
especially to Brahms'. The latter is more
understandable than the former, as we
have a cold, logical reasoning opposed to
the rule offeeling and passion. He actually
expressed a preference for Delibes' Sylvia
Ballet music to " Götterdämmerung' ' : even
genius nods sometimes.
The year 1877 was a memorable one.
Perhaps the more important, as it certainly
was the more remarkable, event was the
amazing friendship which sprang up between
the 37-years-old composer and the 46-years.
old widow of a railway engineer. Mme.
von Meek first heard of Tschaikowsky
from one of his pupils at the Conservatoire,
who never tired of singing his praises,
and whom she used to engage to play the
violin at her house. She became very
enthusiastic over Tschaikowsky's music,
and ordered an arrangement for piano of
two or three of his orchestral pieces for her
use. This led to a protracted -correspondence oves technical and other details, the
whole of which is quoted in his brother
Modesto's exhaustive biography. It is an
historic series of lettèrs, and most of what
we know of the composer's own opinions

of his works, as well as on niiisie in general, ordered him out of Russia for a complete
eome from them.
rest. A separation was effected.
Nicholas Rubinstein died in 1881, and
Whole Time to Composition
Tschaikowsky refused an offer of the
Later, Mme. von Meek engaged him at a succession. In Leipzig he met a remarkable
regular salary of 6,000 roubles a year, number of musicians, the most famous of
ostensibly to make pinno arrangemenfs of whom were Brahms, Grieg, Delius, Brodsky
his works for her, but de facto to render and the young Busoni.
him independent of all further material
Once free, he left Moscow much more
worries, and free to devote the whole of frequently than hitherto, and rarely did a
his time to composition. One of the con- year pass by without his making a trip
ditlons, however, was that the two should abroad. He found himself a suitable
nev'er meet. This was faithfully kept, even country house near Klin, and led the life
to the extent of avoiding each other's which he preferred above all others, that
recognition when they met at Tschaikow- of a hermit, only emerging from it for those
sky's concerts ; she in the audience, and triumphal tours which the spread of his
fame rendered unavoidable and inescapable.
he on the platform.
This condition was chiefly insisted upon He rose between seven and eight and had
so that she could preserve intact the tea. He then read books of a philosophic
impressions of him which she derived from character occasionally varied with the biohearing his music. There is certainly graphy of one of the master musicians.
nothing known about him that was likely During the last years of his life he took up
to disagreeably dispel her illusion had she the serious study of English, and it was at
come into personal relationship with him. this time ofthe day that he devoted himself
She was doubtless also solicitous of avoiding to it. Then he would go for a short walk,
him any pain of feeling under personal and it was curious how he would reveal his
obligation to her that a meeting might intentions for the day. If he breakfasted
have engendered within him. Art has in silence and started out alone, it was
always had its wealthy patrons, but few practically certain he would commence
more tasteful and delicate examples are to work on his return. On the other hand,
if he was jovial or shared his walk with a
be found than the present instance.
The second event was his unfortunate friend, it meant that little beyond some
marriage. Whilst engaged on the Fourth proof reading would be accomplished.
Symphony hebegan looking round for the His servant Sovranof, on whom he was
subject of a new opera. A professor at solely dependent for every comfort, always
the
Conservatoire suggested Pushkin's acted on these indications. He dined at
" Eugene
Onegin." On reading it he was one and invariably went for another walk,
completely fascinated. Without waiting returning at five for tea. He would then
for Shilowsky's libretto; he got to work work again until about eight. We have
on Tatiana's Letter scene, which exercised noted how his nervous disability compelled
animmuliate appeal to him. At the same relaxation after that hour.
time he received a long letter, containing
a passionate declaration of love, from European Tour
Mlle. Milyukow, who said that her love
In 1887 he undertook an arduous three
for him began when she was his pupil some months' tour of 'Europe, partly
because,
years before at the Conservatoire. Being most unexpectedly, he very successfully
very busy, he put the matter out of his conducted one of his own operas and then a
mind, but another letter arrived. He was symphony concert. But a diary, quoted in
wholly wrapped up in Tatiana whilst he Rosa Newmarch's biography, shows how
considered Onegin one of the worst of little enjoyment he obtained from it.
scoundrels. Miss Milynkow pleaded elo- Although highly successful, the coiìcerts
quently and in the same terms as he, in he gave in London hardly foreshadowed the
his imagination, was addïessing to Onegin. enormous popularity his work achieved
She threatened suicide if he did not reply. here after his death. In 1892 he gave six
This similarity affected him so profoundly concerts in America, and he could not
that he called upon her.
cavil at the magnitude ofhis triumph there.
Towards the end of his life he was much
His Unhappy Marriage
distressed by the cooling off of Mme. von
With typical Russian fatalism, and still Meek's friendship.
She was supposed to
immersed in the hallucination that he and have suffered considerable financial losses
the lady were Onegin and Tatiana, he through the extravagances of her son.
expressed his willingness to marry her, Also her own health was rapidly declining,
declaring, at the same time, that it would and was probably more to blame than her
be a loveless union. He also painted his son's follies for the ceasing of the correshealth and his poor prospects in the darkest pondence which had been carried on for
colours.
fourteen years.
Before this, however,
_It is not surprising that such a marriage Tschaikowsky had voluntarily cancelled
turned out disastrously and late in the year the financial arrangements subsisting behe fled to St. Petersburg where, on arrival, tween them upon his hearing of her
he was prostrate for forty-eight hours strait-cued circumstances.
She died only
Followed a week of fever, and the doctors two months after Tschaikowsky himself.
-

-
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A Bogy Laid

glancing through Number 83 of
and well-produced
house organ, The Chloride Chrornck and
Exide NeW8. In it I found a most interesting article by the Company's chief engineer,
Mr. E. C. MeKinnon, who has a friendly
word in thatarticle forPiAcncAL WIRELESS.
He compliments us for the interesting
practical hint which we published in our
issue dated November 11th, 1939, relating
to a charge indicator. He points out that
this is a revival of the Hicks Patent Hydrometer which was in fairly common use 40
years ago. He thinks that our reader's
idea would be less satisfactory than Hicks',
owing to the slownessof diffusion, for there
can be no assurance that the electrolyte
inside the glass tube has the same specific
gravity as that of the surrounding electrolyte. In the Hicks hydrometer, he tells us,
attempts were made to overcome this
objection by making a series of holes in the
walls of the glass tube. He states that
from experience this was not effective, and
it was necessary before taking a reading
to lift and lower the tube a few times in
order to be assured of reasonable approximation to accuracy.
Which is, of course, all very pleasant
and friendly. Having, however, gilded the
pill, Mr. McKinnon proceeds to the pill
itself. This is what he says : "A problem
propounded to the readers of the same
paper was one in which the owner of a
battery set found that after some years
satisfactory service, the quality was not so
good and the accumulator did not last very
long between charges. After recharging
the accumulator and making a few tests on
the receiver, which failed to rôveal any
trouble, the accumulator was disconnected
and its voltage measured with a good
meter, giving a reading of 2 volts, which
was assumed by the owner to indicate that
order.
it was
" Theincorrect
answer to the problem, as
subsequently
in the paper, was that
given
the voltage should have been measured
with the valves in circuit. The published
answer amplified this by stating that as the
accumulator had been in constant use for a
considerable period, the acid was in need
of replacement. This sweeping statement
does not carry any endorsement in the
battery-makers' instructions, unless the
accumulator is contained in a celluloid box,
in which case exchange of the acid would
not" be tied up with falling away in capacity.
It would appear to be another indication
ofthe widespread erroneous impression that
sulphuric acid loses. virtue when employed
for any time as electrolyte in an accumulator." I fear that Mr. McKinnon in this
case has jumped tò the wrong conclusions.
He has, in fact, created a bogy which
does not exist, and then proceeds to slay it.
The inference in the solution to our problem
which he quotes was not that acid loses its
effectiveness after use through any actual
change in the acid due to the cell material,
but that conditions which exist at the
average charging station result in coitinued
dilution of the electrolyte. Consequently,
after a long period of use,. the electrolyte
becomes for the main part distilled water.

IWAS
that interesting

8y Thermion
4...flh

..........................................

11

Mr. MeKinnon to refute the
accuracy of my comment.
Mr. McKinnon will observe my little
pleasantry of adopting his formula, namely,
first the gilding, then the pill!

I invite

The Radio Engineer's Pocket Book

which must be answered by the student
and returned for correction and comment.
My objection to this arrangement is that a
dishonest person anxious to obtain a post
as a radio service engineer, and not possessing any degree of conscientiousness which
is vitally necessary for borne study withodt
a personal tutor, could easily get someone
else to answer the questions, and thus
without the slightest technical knowledge
obtain a post. It is true that he might nOt
hold the job long, but if he is engaged by a
dealer who himself knows nothing of radio
it might take a long time. The only satisfactory method in my opinion is to hold
annual examinations so that those wishing
to pass would all attend an examination,
and be given a list of questions to answer
both orally and in writing.
I see that it is suggested that the student
should be able to complete one lesson in a
week. At this rate the N.A.R.R. proposes
to turn out a fully trained service engineer
in twenty weeks. Impossible
Those who wish to take the course can
obtain further details from the N.A.R.R.,
Africa House, Kingsway, W.C.2.

very convenient series under the
heading, which has been
running for several weeks now, has beefl
much appreciated by readers. The information has been set in small pages so that
readers can stick them into a small pocket. An Anxious Moment
book. It has been suggested, however, that
action by an anti-aitcraft
we should publish these sheets in book PROMPT
gunner a few days ago probably saved
passed
along
the
form. I have duly
the crew of an R.A.F; Blenheim from being
that
these killed or seriously injured. Flying at about
imagine
I
should
of
paper
shortage
days
2,000 feet over an anti-aircraft gun site
-that there would be a difficulty on that score. some miles from an R.A.F. station in the
South of England, a gunner noticed that
H.P. Re-possession
one of the Blenheim's wheels was hanging
CASE of great interest to all those who down.
purchase wireless sets on hire-purchase
He at once telephoned to the station,
arrangements was recently tried at Norwich from where a wireless message was flashed
County Court. The facts briefly are : that to the Blenheim's pilot, a sergeant, warning
a man who had paid £11 out of £31 due on him of his danger.
the set fell into arrears. The suppliers
The station fire engine and an ambulance
removed the set from the man's home with- were rushed on to the landing ground in
out his consent. A representative of the readiness for an accident. After a while the
firm entered the home and, against the Blenheim appeared over the aerodrome.
wishes of the wife, took the wireless set An officer on the ground gave instructions
away. No notice h&I been given by the by wireless-telephone to the pilot. " Dive
suppliers of intention -to re-possess. The at high speed and pull out quickly," he
hire-purchaser went to see the manager of advised the sergeant.
the depot and protested, but the manager
It was hoped that this manoeuvre would
stated that he had the right to take the set release the whole under-carriage. Four or
away. Thereupon, the manager was given five times the Blenheim swooped over the
a couple of hours to return the receiver, station, and then the ground staff, with a
but this was not done. The judge stated sigh of relief, saw that the under-carriage
that no action could lie against the de- had come down. A few minutes later the
fendants under the Hire Purchase Act, or sergeant made a safe landing.
the Courts Emergency Powers Act, but he
" GADGETS"
considered an action did lie against them
for trespass. He was not satisfied that the
always lots of gadgets
firm was acting as authorised agents for
THERE'S
Which the sucker's asked to buy
the real owners. He found for the plaintiff
By the boosting of their " Wonders"
and awarded him £10 damages with costs.
Which are mainly " ll my eye";
Relying on the well-known fact
Radio Service Engineering
That suckers have no sense,
E National Association of Radio
it's not too hard a matter
TH Retailers has been considering the And
To annex their hard-earned pence.
problem which affects all radio dealesu. The
So I offer words of caution,
Army has called up a large number of them,
Which is surely not a fault:
and there is now a great shortage of service
When you read these " gadget adverts"
engineers. They are pressing for a modificaDon't forget a pinch of salt.
tion in the reserved occupation age limit,
And remember what the Yankee said,
and are also adopting schemes for the
That
still to-day is true,
rapid training of service engineers. They
" There's
a sucker born each minute,"
have prepared a 20-lesson course, and those
And look qut it isn't you.
taking it will be sent one lesson at a time.
"Tonen."
Each course includes a number of questions
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Hints for the Experimenter,

and Details of a

Simple Dipole Aerial
Tmeet the special needs of the service
and commercial interests as a result
of war developments, it is a wellknown fact that most of the available frequency spectrum has been sorted Out.
W7ireless communication is vital, and the
result of this is that no matter whether
listening is undertaken on the long, medium,

short, and ultra-short wavebandsaveritable
mixture of broadcasts will be heard. Coded
messages, broadcast entertainment, highspeed communication, etc., all vie with
one another in their adjacent channels and
it says much for the efficiency and careful
control of the radio transmitters them.
selves that intelligent results are obtained.
There is no doubt that crystal control of
the transmitters has had much to do with
maintaining the different messages within
the carrier band allotted, while in other
uses the design of the master oscillator has
heen improved to such a degree that the
qiite usual tolerance of 0.1 per cent. has
been improved upon very materially.
It is both interesting and instructive to
carry out an ether search within the tuning
range of the particular set which functions
for home listening requirements, but the
keen amateur is always anxious to go a
stage farther, and so keep his operating
and practical skill at their maximum
efficiency. lt is for this reason that so many
have turnedtheirattention to the ultra-short
waves, and although spells of listening may
prove a trifle tedious at times, i f attempts
at ambitious contacts outside what is
regarded as the normal service range are
made, this should only add zest to the work,
and in no way discourage the amateur.

one television programme service would be
provided, and, in consequence, the manufacturer deliberately incorporated sound
tuning over a specific band. Indeed, in
some sets, the instructions were to tune to
the ixultion for the best sound, and this
would automatically provide the best
picture.

Reflector

8,acket

f

-

8mboo
II)

rod

sect,OflS

.

Adaptations
In many oases there is available a perfeetly good television receiver which has
had but little use lately, and there is no
reason why some of the experinlental work
undertaken should not be with the sound
chassis of this set. Insofar as the cornmerciai models are concerned the circuit
arrangements differ very materially but
three basic designs are employed, namely

superheterodyne, tuned radio frequency
and super-regenerative. Nominally these
sets arc required to function on one ultrashort wavelength, namely 7.23 metres
corresponding to the 41.5 megacycle carrierwave which used to be radiated from the
Alexandra Palace. An examination of the
instruction booklet will often show whether
the set is capable of being tuned over a
certain hand, or, alternatively, the local
dealer can furnish the information by a
reference to the service manual.
In the earlier days of the B.B.C. high.
definition television service many sets
were marketed with some form of tuning
control over a known band, because at that
time it was not known whether more than
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and only have a O decibel drop in signal
strength as compared with that secured
at the frequency for which the length of
the aerial is designed. That is to say, that
if this drop in signal strength to about
one half can be tolerated at each end of the
band and assuming the aerial is designed
originally for 45 megacycles (6.67 metres),
then one aerial will be suitable fo 33 to
57 megacycles (9 metres to
.3 metres
approximately).

Light Construction
For simple experimental work itis best to
make up a light aerial which can be moved
to convenient places and orientated as
desired to suit the form of polarisation of
the transmissions being timed in. This can
be done with the aid of light bamboo rods
made with brass end bushes which fit
snugly into one another. The number of
rods used will depend upon the height at
which it is proposed to locate the aerial for
it must be remembered that the best results
are achieved when the dipole aerial is
mounted free from all obstruction because
of the fairly limited service range of the
broadcasts. At the summit of the top
bamboo rod a small bracket should be
attached so that the dipole is held away
from the rod by a distance of at least Ift.
This will enable the feeder cable to be
clipped in place along the rods and then
make its connection at right angles to the
centre of the dipole elements.
This is shown in the accompanying
sketch. Good qually coaxial cable provides a convenient form of feeder, that
known as AS420 having a characteristic
impedance of the order of 79 to 80 ohms.
This cable will normally be coiled up when
not in use and then when the bamboo rods
are joined together small clips can be made
to hold it in position down the rods when
positioning the aerial. The aerial itself can
be made from any suitable metal up to
about O.lin. in diameter, and the separate
sections of the dipole should be cut to the
desired resonant length with a correction
factor allowance. That is to say, if the
dipole is to resonate at 7 metres the theoretient length for the whole dipole would be
almost lift. 6m. This must be muftiplied
by a convendon factor 0.9 giving a length
for each dipoleelement of Mt. 2m. One or
more dipoles of differing lengths can be
made up as desired and these should be fixed
to a cross bar attached to the arm as shown
on the left.

MeiIod of construction

Using a Reflector

of a

simple

aerial.

The

The cross bar must be capable of turning
through a right angle so that it can be set
horizontally or vertically as required and
the outer metal braiding, and inner core of

dipole

feeder

cable is clipped to the
bamboo support.

A Special Aerial
In any case it is possible to find out the
operational possibilities of the sound chassis
and make use of this in searching for trans.
missions. It is advisable to employ a
separate and distinct aerial when engaged
on this work, for it must be borne in mind
that the response of a simple dipole aerial
is dependent upon its orientation with
respect to the piane of polarisation of the
station's carrier-wave. For the television
transmissions this was vertical, but there
are other stations which resort to horizontal
polarisation for their particular service.
With the usual form of efficient dipole
construction it is found that it is possible
to get about I 2 megacycles off resonance

the coaxial feeder cable, should be joined
to the two ends of the dipole as shown.
When made up in this way the light bamboo
construction imparts to the aerial a high
degree of portability, and allows it to be set
up in position in convenient places. If
increased gain in signal strength should be
desired it is a relatively simple matter to
extend the top bracket or cross bar in the
opposite direction as shown dotted in the
sketch, and mount a reflector one quarter
of a wavelength away. This will increase
the signal strength by about 5 decibels,
and also improve the sisal-to-noise ratio
by destroying the omni-directional characteristics of the aerjal by cutting down sigsìal
pick up from the rear of the combination.
To discriminate correctly, and give full
advantage to this form of construction the
bamboo rod with aerial array should be
turned until maximum signal strength is
heard.
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THE PICK-UP
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How to Connect a Pick-up in Various
Multi-electrode Valve Circuits
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diode-triode for automatic volume control.
In the circuits already described, and also
in those dealt with below, the volume
control is so arranged that it functions on
both radio and gramophone, a combination
that is valuable and seldom described,
although its advantages are obvious.

diode-triode, and each is completh
with pick-up connection it will
be obseed that in these illustraAVC FEED
tions a two-way switch is used to
accomplish the change-over from
V.C.
for
A.
arranged
double-diode-triode,
.-The
I
Fig.
as this is
The gramophone to radio
with delay, wit/i provision for gramophone pic/-up.
preferable to incprporating a plug
in
superhet.
valve
a
for
this
used
usual/y
that
¿s
shown
circuit
jack.
are liable to considerable modifications. and
I
k
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_.e

,

.L' mfd
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The Double-diode-tetrode

Components marked

is quite a simple matter to connect a

IT

gramophone pick-up to an ordinary
straight detector circuit, and even if
it is an all-mains arrangement the provision
of automatic grid bias presents little difliculty many modern sets, however, use
some form of automatic volume control,
and when this takes the form of a special
valve such as the doubie-diode-triode the
addition of a gramophone pick-up becomes
more difficult and the most experienced
constructor may be excused if he finds
himself hopelessly bewildered by the circuit
tangle of a double-diode pentode.
A1 these special A.V.C. valves have one
thing in common-they make use of a
sniall diode for detection and reserve the
maki portion of the valve for low-fmquency
amplification. Quite obviously the diode
cannot be fed by the pick-up as it is quite
impossible to make this form of valve into
an L.F. amplifier, so the gramophone connection must be made direct to the lowfrequency portion of the A.V.C. valve. A
moment's reflection will show that there is
no alternative to this arrangement, as it
would not be satisfactory to tap uìto the
grid circuit of the output valve owing to
the amplification of the single stage being
insufficient to raise the relatively small
output from the gramophone pick-up to
volume sufficient tooperate a loudspeaker.
The diagrams, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, both
show circuits for using the popular double;

The correct way of introducing a pick-up
The circuits shown employ identical into a diode-tetrode circuit is shown at
pick-up connections but differ slightly on Fig. 3. A in the other circuits, the changethe radio side. Both are arranged for over is accomplished by a simple singledelayed A.V.C., but the former is most pole double-throw switch. The diagram is
suitable for use in a superheterodync complete and, therefore, no further corn-

A Simple Scheme

___________________
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meats are necessary except to draw attention to the ease with which the lowfrequency portion of a diode-tetrode is

receiver, where the detector is not preceded
by a tuned circuit.
A glance at Fig. i will show that it
would be most inconvenient for use in a
straight set using the nosmal ganged condensers where the rotating plates are all in
metallic connection with each other, as
neither side of the condenser is connected

overloaded. Consequently, care should be
taken to select a volume control with really
satisfactory grading.

The Pentode

to earth.

sets the arrangement shown in
Fig. 2 is suitable

).F

Fig. 4 shows the double-diode-pentode

circuit has been
moved to bring
one side of the
tuning condenser
direct to earth
these two variations are explained

TRAN$FORMR
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Fig. 3.-The single-diode-tetrode for A.V.C. and gramophone
The arrangement shown is suitable for use in a
reproduction.
superhe!. Connections to anode aisd screen are normal. An
HF. filter may be necessary at " x " in certain circuits. Comare liable to modification. Value of bias
poneests marked
resistor varies widely with different makes of valve. That
recommended by valve maker should be used.
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identifythe circuit

that should
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introduced by the
slight rearrangement necessary to
include the pick.
up, and willenable

the reader to

-

soo,000

indetailtoprevent
the possibility of
confusion
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AVC CUD

-----

TANSFOMER

raight"
with delay in a
receiVr, and fitted for reproducing gramophone records.
filter may be required at
X
sets inclined to
insability.
Components
SmJ
marked * are liable ¡o modijìcation.
-*..
:

I
p

For straight

I

The double-diode-

arranged for 4.V.C.

j

ô

trnn

2DJCcI

'I
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EARTH tJNE(CHASIS)

b
j

be

chosenwhenintro- Fig. 4.-A pick-up added to ¡he double-diode-pentode, arranged
ducing a pick-up for delayed and corrected A. V.C. in a superhet. Connections to
to a set already anode and extra grid are normal and not changed by the addilion
of the pick-up.
using a double.
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arranged for use in a superheterodyne to
give delayed and corrected A.V.C. or reproduction of gramophone records.
The
circuit is, necessarily, complicated but the
actual addition of the pick.up section is very
simple.
Fig. 5 alsoshows the additionofa pick-up
to a double-diode.pentode circuit which is
arranged for use in a straight receiver.
When using a pick.up with this type of
valve it is often necessary to shield the
leads as they are apt to cause mains hum
in the speaker unless they are kept vety
short. This is due to the relatively high
sensitivity of the pentode portion.
In all these circuits care has been taken
to so arrange them that they are entirely
free from the radio section and to ensure

______

CONSIDERABLE controversy appears
to be raging round the exact definition of efficiency, or the operating of a
receiving station, and judging by the correspondence already received there are
apparently two very distinct schools of
thóught, namely, those who maintain that
the very spirit of amateur radio demands
that home constructed equipment should
be used, and those who put forward the
view that it is quite immaterial whether,
say, the receiver is home constructed or a
multi-valve commercial model of the cornrnusiications type.
If careful consideration is given to the
matter, it would seem that the participants
in the discussion are really losing sight of
the main object of amateur radio, that is,
improving their own knowledge of the
subject and making what contributions
they can to its general progress. While it
cannot be denied that the enthusiast who
is out to take the hobby in a serious vein
would, undoubtedly, acquire a far greater
and sounder knowledge of radio by undertaking the constructional work of as much
of his apparatus as that which comes
within the scope of the average amateur's
ability, it must also be realised that time
plays a very important part in some amateurs' activities, and in many cases, it is
this factor alone which prevents the
construction of a large or elaborate receiver
and eventually necessitates the purchase
of a commercial product.
Another point is that the amateur who
constructs his own equipment obtains far
greater interest and thrill out of the
results obtained, but against this must be
l)laeed the efficiency of home-constructed
receivers compared with some of the
commercial models. The experimenter of
many years standing can, no doubt,
design an4 assemble a receiver which will
satisfy all his requirements, but these
loo per cent. men are naturally in the
minority, so one has to consider the vast
numbers of enthusiasts who, while very
keen on their hobby, have not yet had the
opportunity of acquiring the experience
and skill of the older members.
From the details available, we are

4t, 1940
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Fig 5.-The double-diode-pen/ode
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Station Efficiency

My

that one side is, in each case, sensibly at unnecessary to shield the Jead to secure
earth potential. Consequently, it is often stability.

inclined to imagine that the whole controversy has been started by log reports which
have been compiled by stations who
operate multi-valve commercial receivers,
and knowing the high efficiency usually
obtained with such designs, many members
have quite naturally raised the question
as to whether the logging of stations with
such apparatus demands any great experience or skill and, in fact, whether such logs
can be taken as a true indication of the
amateur's enthusiasm and capabilities.
The smaller the receiver the higher has
to be the efficiency of both operator and
aerial installation and, to carry this line of
argument just a stage further, it cannot be
denied that. far greater interest and instruc.
tional experimental work can be obtained
by seeing what results can be secured
with a small receiver therefore, it would
seem that this in itself opens up a very
wide range of activity, especially for newcorners to the game.
As usual we would like to hear other
members' views, but please make them as
concise and interesting as possible.

"
Regarding DX, I find that now
winter is setting in here in South Africa
conditions become remarkably poor on
the short-wave bauds.
It is, however,
strange that reception on 49 metres is
becoming better. Further, I also noticed
that Radio Saigon and Radio Filipino, as
well as two Chinese stations on 25 metres,
are coming in better now than during the
Ñ11mmir mnnfha
" In the early
mornings the American
short-wave stations are coming in quite
good, but they too are now getting
weaker."

A Member's Thanks
E following letter from member 6487,
TR
Tottenham, speaks ñ,r itself:
" I of
should like, through the medium of
PEACnOAL WIRxLESS, to sincerely thank
the anonymous person who delivered a
box of radio gear at my house while I was
laid up with German measles, and refused

his name to my mother. Ifyou are reading
this letter, A. J., I should like you to drop
me a line as I'd like to write and thank
you personally. Wishing the last of the
radio weeklies every success in the future."

DX Contest
No. 6436 writes as foflows:
t 4EMBER
Jyl
" With regard to the DX Contest,

by all means let us have one. The harder
is, the more interesting it becomes, as
well as taking your mind off the present
international situation.
I own a small
RX ; it is a home-made O-v-2 using
Foreign Broadcasts
pentode output. I make all my own gear
of our members, No. 6180 of and the serial is an inverted L. running
.
ONE
Rasnsgate, has been kind enough to North-East. I am trying hard to get an
send us a copP of a very interesting pro- A.C.R., but I am not get1ing enough time
grammo sheet from the Broadcasting to listen owing to work, but some day I
Corporation of Japan, and he informs us hope to send you the necessary yen's."
that copies can be obtained from the
Foreign Department, The Broadcasting
AIMS OF THE B.L.D.L.C.
Corporation of Japan, Tokyo. The stations
THE purosè of the club
oleIy to lring
concerned are JVW, operating on 41.34
together aH those Ii,teners who speciali8e
metres, and JZJ on 25.42 metres.
in the reception of ttation, situated in distant

it

is

:
.

Belgrade
THIS short-wave transmitter in Yugoslavia commenced a series of transmissions on April ist on a wavelength of
49.18 metres, and general news items,
lectures, and comments in English aro
radiated daily at 10.25 p.m.

.

:
:

DX

comradeship.
The B.L.D.L.C.

has

Membership

Members can,

is free.

no commercial

aims.
therefore, still

belongtoall other similar clubs withsimilaraims,
without further incurring any additional financial t
responsibility through their membership of the
B.L.D.L.C.

In order to give member, the opportunity of

News from S. Africa
MEMBER No. 6520 states in a letter
we have just received : " Thanks
for my certificate of membership received
on Saturday, March 23rd.
It is really
something worth possessing, and I am
going to have it framed.

parts of the world. It is intended to form a cornmunity of kindred minds, and its aims are encouragemeist of
reception, mutual help anti

¡

exchanging ideas, the services of the éntire tech- i

turai staff of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
placed at the disposal of every member.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
!

are
i

will

pecial section in which reports of

i

reception, con,tructive article,, information, etc.,

i

set aside a
,

furthermore,

and the internal

affairs

of the club will be

dis.

f

cussed.
;
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

Extending the Speaker Leads

sumnser months many
listeners are desirous of taking the
loudspeaker into the garden. On the face
of things all that is required to do this is
a long piece of twin flex that can be
attached to the set at one end and
to the speaker at the other. But many
readers who have tried that method will
have been disappointed by the much poorer
reproduction obtained. It is obvious that
the flex introduces a fairly appreciable
capacity which produces a decided loss of
high-note reproduction. In addition to
this the flex may carry the anode current
Tpa.osfop/7er
¿
of the outjÑit valve, so that if H.T. is de.au
rived from the mains there it alway a
possibility of a shock being. felt on handling
All hints must be accompanied by the
thewires, and a definite danger of causing a
coupon cut from page 168.
short-circuit especially when. the mains are
ha.u.a.o.a.O.O.S,Oe,O..O..O.e!UeOa4
D.C. It is better in every way to fit a choke.
milliammeter. Next a coil is connected capacity output arrangement, so that only a
to A and B and also to the aerial, or anode single wire need be used between the set
of an S.G. valve. The
local station is then
A compentuned in on condenser
I
Choke
sated lone
C and the milliamI
con/ro!
meter reading careL
deuce
fully watched. It
will be noticed that
the current increases
as the tuning circuit
defect, I have successfully tried the simple is brought to resonsystem illustrated in the accompanying ance with the transmission, and it is the
diagram.
The extra components required are maximum deflection
enclosed by a broken line. P is the usual of the milliammeter
potentiometer volume control and R is an needle which must
additional variable resistance. When the be observed. Other
potentiometer is set to " full volume " the coils can then be
tone compensating circuit has no appre- substituted for that
ciable effect, but it comes into play as already tested. Each
volume is reduced. Since the choke and must carefully be
condenser " tune " to the middle fre- tuned to the same
quencics they allow these to " leak away" transmission, and it
io be used at a
MethOii of connecli ng a loudspeaker when ii
to a certain ektent and emphasis is thus is the maximum dedistance from I/se set.
given to the higher and lower notes. By flection noted in
experimenting with the setting of resistance each case. The coil which produces the and speaker. The " earth return " can
R a position can be found with which the greatest increase in anode current is be made at the speaker " end " by means of
tone is automatically balanced for any the most efficient at the wavelength of a short metal rod pushed into the ground.
The arrangement is clearly shown in the
setting of the potentiometer.-J. DAvY the particular transmission tuned in. Of
course, tests must be made always with the sketch. A low-frequency choke is connected
(Harrow).
same valve in circuit, in order to make accur- directly across the loudspeaker terminals,
and this carries the anode current to the
Comparing Coil Efficiencies
ate comparisons.-C. Wrrau. (Pinner).
last valve. A large fixed condenser (anyREADERS making their own
thing from i to 4 mId. will do) is joined
tuning còils will find the
between that L.S. terminal which is confollowing dodge useful for
nected to the plate of the output valve,
accurately comparing the effiQ,,l ¿/,,aand the loudspeaker. The second speaker
ciencies of two or three different
7y?.
terminal is joined to an odd length of
types. Of course, the coils could
metal tube, which can be pushed into the
be tried in a set, but that
s a ;.
r-tsoil in the corner of a flower bed. This
method is very slipshod aùd
rge H V.g/ve
applies equally well whether the speaker is
does not furnish any reliable
I,Ht
a moving-coil, balanced armature, or any
data. A much botter system is
other type.-J. WATERS (Clapham).
represented by the circuit diaTh'ee'sa/
gram where the coils under c'sG
H
test are connected in the grid 4d
circuit ofan anode bend rectifier,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
Hdfrterj.
in whose anode lead is included
'V.
a milliammeter reading up to 2
HANDBOOK By F. J. CAMM.
mA, and a pair of'phones.
400 pages, 6/. or 6/6 by post from
i
First of all, points A and B
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
are short.circuited and the
I
i
s Tower House. Southampton Street,
2,OOO ohm G.B. potentiometer
POte't,ame''e,
Strand,
W.C.2.
is adjusted until a reading of
I
exactly zero is shown on the A simple meihod of comparing the efficiency of coils.

ONE cifect of reducing the loudspeaker
volhmé'below certain limits is that the
" quality
" beóomes worse. The reason is
that the ar is less responsive to both
high and low notes, especially at low sound
levels ; as a result the ' ' middle frequencies"
are heard quite well, but the high iind low
ones can scarcely be detected. Under. such
conditions music seems to lack all "punch"
and "vigour" so that mos& of the enjoy.
ment in listening is lost. To remedy this

DTiRING the

Every Reader of " PRACIICAL WIRE.
LESS '» must have originated sometittle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not eau it on to us 1 We pay £i.1O-O for the
best hint submitted, and for every other item
published on this page we will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
"PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
in muai be original. Mark envelopes
sent
" Practical
Hints." DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

'-i

i-;_- -

_____
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Multiple SpeQker Matching
Amentioned elsewhere ¡n this issue one
of the most important points in the
output stage is the load provided
for the valve. With a single speaker this is
not a difficult proposition, but when two or
more speakers are to be used certain diffleulties may arise. As mentioned, the formula

Article a Common
Problem in P.A. Work is
In This

Discussed
1OR

.

the impedance of that particular speaker

2$

R

or line.
Perhaps it would be as well to consider
a practical case to illustrate the method of
attacking the problem.

12$A

ihres

-

i

Practical Problem
It is required to feed power to four

separate loads simultaneously from an
output stage of optimum load 4,000 ohms,
Fig. .-Showing the division of power in the the conditions required being:
Load l-5-ohm speaker taking 10 per
anode circuit by two loads in parallel.
cent of total power; Load 2-15.ohm
speaker taking 20 per cent. of total
grouped together in any way desired to give
power ; Load 3-30-ohm speaker taking
different percentages of the total power
20 per cent. of total power ; Load
output.
600-ohm line taking 50 per cent. of total
(a)

(b)

I

4-

Distributing the Power
If we desire to distribute the

power into a
number of parts of a%, b%, c%, . . .
of the total output, the anode
load R may be replaced by
7o
loads in parallel of resistance

'Z 2OZI
¡OR

.

respectively in place of the single load
resistance R.
The load may be imagined as split into
one hundred equal parts which may be

for matching the speaker is
where N is the turns ratio of the output
transformer, R the optimum load of the
output stage and Z the impedance of the
speaker. This method may be extended
with a little help from Ohm's Law to
problems of matching involving any number
of speakers of different impedances taking
different amounts of the output power.
This type of problem is commonin systems
of large power output. In the cinema the
main speakers behind the scien must be
given most of the power output from the
amplifier, and only a little is fed to the
monitoring speaker in the projection room.
In recording work the cutting head is pro.
vided with a major portion of the available
power, and the monitor takes just sufficient
to provide a x»nfortable level for listening.
In P.A. work any demand may be made,
and it is very common for an amplifier to
feed power to several outgoing lines of
difirent impedances requiring different
amounts of the power output.
Let us consider the methods available for

with a primary impedance of R ohms and
with secondaries of ratios as calculated
above may be used with as good effect.
In general, to feed power to a number of
speakers or lines from an output stage
requiring an anode load of R ohms, the
primary of the output transformer should
be designed for an impedance of R ohms,
and the secondary ratio for any given load
diaipating a pereentagen% of the total
available power is
where Z is

lOA

DA

;-

7_

I

R

a

b

power.
The first step is to split the anode load
in such a way as to divide the output power
in the proportions required, namely,
10%, 20%, 20%, and 50%.
The 4,000-ohm load may be replaced by
four separate loads in parallel:

100x4000

Load i

e

¿

Loads 2

100x4000

=

40,000 ohms.

20
= 20,000 ohms.
This only holds as long as
loo X 4,000
Load 4
= 8,000 ohms.
a+b+c+ . . . n=l00 as the
I 'b)
output power cannot he split up,
into only 30 and 50 per cent. of
Fig. 2.
Unequal distribution of power o6toinel by the total, leaving 20 per cent.
undisposed of. This would mean
grouping load resistances.
that the total effective load
splitting the AF power developed in the would not be R ohms and the entire
anode load of the output valve in any argument would then fall.
desired proportion.
Now that the output power may be
distributed as desired, the next step is to
Optimum Load
match the speakers required to the output
Suppose the valve represented in Fig. i stage by replacing the loads Ra, R',
has an optimum load of R ohms. If the etc., by output transformers
8 5
365
single load oIR ohms in Fig. i (a) is replaced ofthe correct ratios to match
I
3.5
by two loads in parallel each of 2R ohms as the impedances involved.
shown in Fig. i (b) it is evident that the Assuming that the loads are
effective resistance of the combined loads as above, the primary impe. §
S
ÎEo
will remain R ohms, and in addition that in dances of the output trans.
liF
each of the two loads in parallel one-half formers are respectively JOR,
of the output power will be available.
iOR
IOR
and ---. If the
Equally well, if the single load were replaced by three loads in parallel of 3R ohms speaker impedances are in
Ic)
eaeh one-third of the power output would order, Z, Zi, and Z, the
be dissipated in each of the three loads. transformer ratios will be
This idea may be extended further so that respectively
Inipedancj %
Ratio
we may make up the load by iO resistances
A
89.5
S obus,
i
and
in parallel each of lOB ohms. The output As/!;
B
36.5
IS
rower is divided into ten equal parts, the
C
33
25.8
20
total load remaining R ohms as before.
D
50
3.65
These resistances may now be grouped
together as shown in Fig. 2 (a), each group
These ratios are calculated
Fig. 3.-Successive tees in working ouf
of resistances dissipating a different amount by the customary matching
the problem.
of power, and these groupings may then be formula mentioned in the
o
replaced by single resistances of equivalent first place.
These four loads are now replaced by four
value. In Fig. 2 (b) the output has been
output transformers to match these loads
resolved into three portions of 10, 20 and Matching Transformers
and the four impedances involved.
70 per cent. of the total power output,
In practice it is unnecessary
The four transformers are as follows:
respectively, by the substitution of three as well as uneconomical to
Load 1.
Primary 40,000 ohms.
.
.
iOR
Secondary 5 ohms.
resisteaices in parallel of bR, --- and have several matching trans.
formers. A single transformer
(Continued on page 166)

-
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The Short-wave Four
(Concluded

from

April 27th

page 139,

issue)
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should have been mentioned. when of the chnssis in the position indicated in of the short-wave type, and the lead, which
passes through the chassis (see Fig. 2)
stating the total consumption, that the Fig. 2.
bias for the output pentode is fixed at
The on-off switch in this particular by the hole " X," connects with the
4.5 volts.
model is of the key pattern, this having serial insulating pillar " A " by passing
Dealing now with the construction and been handy at the time of construction. through the centre and finally soldering
assembly of the chassis, it will be seen that
The top-cap connector for the detector to the head of the pillar terminal screw.
essential measurements are included in the valve V2, is supported by a short length There are no connections to the pillars
wiring diagrams on pago 139. These of copper strip, this strip serving to keep Al and E other than those shown externally
measurements, when read in conjunction the choke and resistance away from the in the diagram.
All wiring should
with the front panel details given in Fig. 3,
be -carried out with
will provide the centres for the principal
).
2» -b
.4
good quality pushcomponents, the loúgths of the extension
NIER
back wire or 18
controls completing this requirement.
S.W.G. tinned copper
Fig. 3 depicts the front view of the
wire and sleeving,
'phone panel, and the loudspeaker
but whatever method
control panel is similarly fitted, but to a
SW
adopted, the conseparate angle-piece of aluminium.
nections to the reA pair of sharp dividers, or other suitable
action potentiometer
instrument, should be used to mark off
be of 18 or
the centres for the sockets, the elongated
Z'0d V»2 should
even 16 gauge tinned
sockets being fashioned by filing after
copper wire suitably
drilling two +in. holes sufficiently close
FIXING
TE ,1
insuted.
together to conform with the panel slot.
HOLES
PHONES
The connections to
the actual positions for drilling being
the T.C. of Vi, the
3I''
scribed on the *in. arc (radius) indicated
4_
on-off switch, and
in Fig. 3.
the control panels for
Having also drilled a *in. hole for the
phones and loudpivot socket of the panel, it will then be a
speaker are as
----t
simple matter to mark off the fixing hole
follows:
centres.
Letter reference is
When finally fitted, the pins of the plug
employed for followFig. î-Panel layout and ¿rifling diagram
in each case should not foul with the
ing the through
periphery of the slot or top pin ocket.
of the valve which, of course, is chassis connections for holes 8, 9 and
The loudspeaker panel, after being envelope
lo. In the case of No. 8 hole, the
mounted on an aluminium angle-piece---- metallised.
leads " I " and " h " are respectively the
which should be cut and filed to the same Wiring
series connection between the load and
width and length of the actual panel when
The grid connection for the screen-grid .
resistors R7 and R8, and the confitted-is then screwed to the underside valve Vi is the top cap, this valve being decoupling
nection between the H.T. end of the HY.
choke and the coupling condenser to V3-C9.
Three leads pass through hole No. 9
LIST OF COMPONENTS
(a, b, c), these being the H.T. and L.T.
Resistors
Switch (see text)
negative battery leads and the OEB. positive
One 4,000 ohms 4 watt ßulgin).
One type 5124 key switch (Bulgin).
lead, all being connected to one side of the
One 5,000 ohms I watt (Bulgin).
Brackets (Insulated)
key switch.
One 10,000 ohms watt (Bulgzn).
Two type 1007 (Stratton and Co.).
One 25,000 ohms watt (Bu1gn).
At hole 10 there are three connections
Extension Control Outputs
One 30,000 ohmsi watt (Bulgin).
(d, e, f), the lead " d " connecting R13
Four type 1008 (Stratton and Co.).
One 50,000 ohms watt (Bulgin).
ThaIs,
Knobs
and
Drives
One 100,000 ohms i watt (Butgin).
pivot socket of the phone panel, to
One type 1085 (DUNTE) (Stratton and Co.).
One i megohm i watt (Butgin)
this socket also being connected one side
One type 1099 (DIFMR) (Stratton and Co.).
One 4 megolsm ) watt (Bulgin).
of the condenser Cil, as depicted by " k."
One type 1P8 dial (Stratton and Co.).
Potentiometers
Two type K92 small instrument knob (Bulgin).
Rl2 connecte through "e" with the
One 50,000 ohio (without switch) type "M" One type 1086/9 (KNOJM) (Stratton and Co.).
contact member of the 'phone panel, as
(Brie).
One 100,000 ohm (without switch) type " M" Valves
will
be seen on studying the circuit diagram
The following HIVAC and TUNGSRAM I
(Brie).
were used, but any suitable equivalents i
Fig. 1. The lead " f " is the negative or earth
One .25 megohm (without switch) type " M" valves
will do.
, lead from the negative filament socket
(Brie).
One .5 megohns (without switch) type "M" vi. SG22OS, V2, HP215, V3, L210 ; V4, PP2
of the valve-holder V3 to the other sido of
Coils, 6-pin
(Brie).
the on-off switch.
One 400 ohm (without switch) type M " (Erie). One type 6BB, 9-14 ni. (Stratton and Co).
One type 6LB, 12-26 os. (Stratton and Co.).
I
The connections to the loudspeaker
Condensers (Fixed)
One type 6Y, 22-47 m (Stratton and Co.).
panel will be better undeitood if cornOne 100 mnsfd. (cup type) (TCC.).
One type 6R, 41-94 ni. (Stratton and Co.).
One 002 mfd (Tubular) (N-S.F.).
parative reference is made with the circuit
One type 6W. 76-170 rn (Stratton and Co.).
¡
Two Ol nsfd type (PC 101) (Bulgin).
, diagram.
Insulating Pillars
Four .1 mfd. type (PC PI) (Bulgin).
-
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-

I
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I
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Three type SS (lin.) (Radiomart).

One .5 nifcl. type (PC P5) (Bulgin),

Two 2 mfd type (ECl) (Butgin(.
Condenser, (Pre-set)
One 'O/IOO mmfd, type SWI2C (Bulgin).
L.S. Control Ponti,
Two L.S. Control Panels (B.M.P. (Clix)).
S

Choke H.F.
One type 1010 (OFRA) (Stratton and Co.).
Choke L.F.

One type F.C. (Radiomart).
Brackets for R2, R9, RI4
Three type E.H.9 (cut down) (Bulgin).
Plugs, Spades
Four type MPI2 plugs engraved Fl.T.-, H.T. +,
G.B.-, G.B. + B.MP. (Clix)).
Two type R415 spade terminals (red, black)

(B.M.P. (Clix)).
One type LFI6 (Bulgin).
Chasiss
See text (Peto-Scott).
Condensers (Variable)
One 18 mmfd. type 1094 (POWRX) (Stratton Batteries
and Co.).
H.T. 120v type (Exide)
One 160 mmfd. type 1131 (PlUNK) (Stratton L.T. 2v type (Exide).
and Co.).
G.B. 9v type (Exide).
Valve and Coil Holders
Miscellaneous
One 4pin type 949 (Stratton and Co.).
Wood screws.
One 6-pin type 969 (Stratton and Co.).
Wire (Bulgin).
One 7-pin type X147 (B.M.P. (Clix)).
Sleeving (Bulgin).
One 4-pin type X116 (lemon) (B.M.P. (Clix)).
Flex (Bulgin).
One 5-pin type X116 (lemon) (B.M.P. (Clix)).
Screened Flex (Bulgin).

S

Operation

Flexible Coupler

The receiver should be roughly adjusted
first of ail by setting the potentiometer R6
to approximately midseale, the H.F. gain
scontrol R2 being then set to about
degrees.
75The reaction
should now be increased
just sufficiently to establish the signal, so
that the potentiometers M and R5 may be
adjusted without the receiver going into
oscillation when the maximum amplitude
is obtained.
The adjustment of R4 and R.5 remains
fixed for all wavelengths above and
including the 12. to 26-metre band, but for
operation on the 9- to 14-metre band, it
wifi be found necessary to make a marginal
re.adjustment to R5.
W.R.H.
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Novel Bending Tool

Constructional Details of a Simple Press
for Bending Sheet Copper and Aluminium
The jaw B is fitted after the assembly
just described, as the holes in the press
head, through which the fixing screws pass,
are in, direct line, and can be conveniently
used-at least in this particular case-for
inserting a screwdriver to fix the padding
strip and base screws ; this will be clear
on referring to the illustration.
The inset diagram shows how an extension
Wi may be made in the width W
if deeper bending is required to that
depicted by the limits in the illustration,
the pattern of the particular press casting
determining the limit to the edge of the
metal. By cutting away the jaw B
to bridge the press as depicted, a greater
degree of rigidity is given to the ends of
this jaw, whilst at the same time. the
U clamps about to be mentioned
afford a better purchase ; a plain strip of

AVERY necessary tool for the home
constructor is a bending vice that
will provide clean flexures for the
more pliable metals-copper, aluminium,
brass and certain soft steel of reasonably
light gauge. The simple bending vice,
shown in the accompanying illustration,
will be found particularly useful for the
purpose, especially where an ordinary
wood-worker's vice is not available.
When deciding upon a suitable method
of construction, it was found that an old
embossing press provided the desired
pressure. When obtaining one of these
embossers froni a second-hand dealer's,
and after a preliminary examination, it
was found that' the rèmoval of the name
plate fixing screws was all that was required
in the way of alteration.
With both plates removed it was then

-
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SCREWS
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SCREWS
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r. Type OC. lTouse, Garage Wall
m,output D.C. 25 volts.6 amps.,6/5.
with valve for 25 volts 10 amps.
4 CIrcuit charger for up to 80 cells.
sets of Auto-charge regulators.
LGERS FOR GOOD SERVICE.
10-volts AU. aoci D(J. Ii-u VOIES, l amp.,
t amp.. 25/-. Model N/CS, 1001250 volt,

amps., 35'-. Model NID12. 100/2CC
amp.. 32/-. Ditto with 0-volt tap. 55/-.
2

GE %STINGHOUSE in 241e. z
atte, 8 volts. 32 amps., 58/10(0.
case. 48m.

241n.,'23 volts, £14110.

X

24m. steel case
800 watts in

tA.C. ROTARY CUARGERS.
3 phase Motor
200 volts Dynamo 8 volts
15 amps.,
D.C.. £4/17/8.
«¼\ R.C.A.
3 ph. Motor 220 volts,
500 volts, 200 mIa., D.C..
.:.\
Metvlck 3 ph. 1 h.p.
i
Motor Dynamo 12 volts
..............t £5/10.
to 210 volts AC.
)ynamo 8 volts
.. 25/10.
.V.!D.C. CRYPft-GEN. SET.
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12-volt 10 amp.
's. Sale. £32.

harger. Single
amps. LT. and
D.C. ROTARY CHARGERS. 3:h.p. F20vOlt D.C. Motor
G volt 250 amp.. Dynamo, £16. 2CC voltMotor CC volts
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ELECTRADIX
FOR AC. MAINS
READY
FOR USE. LESDIX TUNGAR
CKARGER. Two models 01708.
One for 70 volts G amps. with meters
and controls, etc., will handle 100
cells a day, £711716. Two 7010 'is'
.Tungar for two 5 ames. circuits
with meters and variable volt
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General arrangement of a simple bending oke.

noted that the maximum movement of
the press head was 3116m., thus by allowing
Fn. gap between the proposed wooden
jaws c, the correct thickness of both jaws
and the intermediate padding strip a,
b and d could soon be determined. It is
not intended that gauges above 16 S.W.G.
be handled by this vice, so kin. is ample for
adjusting the metal along the bending lines.

Oak Jaws
To provide a flush mounting, the base
of the press is recessed as depicted,
consequently the jaw A is made up
with two pieces of oak, carefully planed.,
these pieces being positioned on the
bench runner with the vice in the most
convenient place, then screwed down with
three well-countersunk screwsto each side.
Both jaws A and B are of wellseasoned oak, the intermediate strip,
which was necessary to bring the width up
to the desired limit of the movement,
being of good quality plywood. This
" padding " strip, as it is called
here, also
serves the purpose of reinforcing the
fixture of the press base to the bench,
since afterfixing down the base and each
section of A as mentioned, the extra
screws necessary for the padding strip
should be long enough to pass right through
the aw to the bench runner.

wood is not, after considering this point,
advisable.

Side Clamps
Owing to the slight " give " which may
be apparent at the ends of the saws after

clamping the> metal, two U clamps are
provided to ensure a more even distribution
of pressure for acute bends, and the method
adopted is clearly defined. Fairly heavy
gauge mild steel is used for each clamp,
with the edges slightly rounded to facilitate
fitment over the tapered edges of the
jaw.
It will be noticed that these U
pieces slide into slots provided between
the jaw and the bench, thus when the
metal to be bent is positioned, it only
remains for the end clamps to be tapped
over the jaw, after pressing down the
handle.
Ifit is desired that the handle ofthe press
be kept down under pressure in addition
to the end clamps, a simple method is to
attach a strong spring to the bench, a
suitable hook being provided which will
conveniently sup over the thin part of the
handle ; this consideration, however, is
not included in the illustration, as the
essential features only are dealt with in
regard to the adaptation of the embossing
press.
-
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Simple Explanation of Valve Characteristic
Curves and their Meaning. By Frank Preston
A

D"
i.1
a.

IT

appears that many of those readers
who have been enrolled as radio
mechanics in the R.A.F. have
been asked questions relating to valve
characteristic curves in their examinations.
Fortunately for them, this subject has been
dealt with in previous issues of this journal
and also " The Practical Wireless Encyclopdia.' ' Nevertheless, the subject is one
of importance which is deserving of further
study, especially by other readers who
propose to apply for entrance as R.A.F.
radio mechanics.
At this point it is worthy of note that
a number of PiAcTIcAL WIRELESS readers

to remain unchanged.

But if the

anode voltage were increased to
200, in addition to raising the G.B.
voltage to 3, the anode current
would be about 2.25 suA.

Finding Mutual Conductance

-j.1

zk"
s

From the same curve it is possible to find the mutual conductance
of the valve. As is well known,
i
the mutual conductance is the
change in anode current brought
.
r.:.--.z.r._..............T.r.- !.. __________is.rd
ANODE VOLTAGE
about by altering the grid voltage
by one volt. For convenience,
mutual conductance is taken when the anode Maximum Anode Dissipation
voltage is 100 and the initial G.B. voltage is
The type of curve just dealt with is
zero. By looking at Fig. i again it will be used for all triodes, whether they are
seen that the curve drawn for an anode volt- general-purpose, detector, L.F. or power
age of 100 meets the zero grid volts upright valves. In showing the anode-currentat 7mA. If you now follow the upright grid voltage curves for a
power
line from i volt on the base line you will output valve, however, it is large
not
unusual
find
that it meets the 100-volt curve to add another curve as shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. l.-Thebest known
directly opposite a point on the anode This is usually drawn in
type of valve curve. It
a broken line and
current upright representing 2.5 mA. cuts across the other curves.
shows how anode current
Its purpose
Thus, by increasing the (IB. voltage from is to indicate the grid voltage and anode
varies with changes of
zero to i volt the anode current is reduced current, at different anode voltages, which
grid voltage.
by 7 minus 2.5, or 4.5 mA. That are maxima for the particular valve.
means that the mutual conductance
To put the matter in another way:
of the particular valve represented is 4.5 it is known that any valve has a certain
mA/volt.
maximum dissipation (15 watts for that
represented by the curves in Fig. 2) and
Slope
that if this dissipation is increased the valve
The various points referred to above are will suffer. If we examine Fig. 2 we may
indicated by brokenlines in Fig. 1. Another see that the " 15-watt " curve cuts the
name for mutual conductance is slope. 250-volt-anode curvó at a point which
The reason for this will also be clear from represents approximately 58 mA. MultiFig. 1, fór it will be seen that the more plying 58/1,000 A by 250 volts we get
and this
steeply the curve rises the greater will 58/4, which is, roughly, 15
V
9
5
be the difference between the anode answer is in watts (voltage times current
Grid Volts
current at zero and -1 grid volts. In in amps).
other words, the mutual conductance is
have already been accepted for service, greater when the curve has a steeper slope, Anode Current-Anode Voltage
some of them being so successful in the or makes a greater angle with the horiAnother type of characteristic curve is
preliminary test that they have immedi. zontal.
often drawn for power valves, this being
ately been given the rank of Leading
shown in Fig. 3. It is an anode
Aircraftman ; that is an excellent start,
current-anode voltage curve, and
and I have heard from readers who find
00 therefore shows how anode current
the new life very congenial.
varies with anode voltage. Here
again, however, the grid voltage
Anode Current-Grid Volts
must be taken into consideration
But that is rather beside the point for
because it affects the anode cur. !,1
the moment. There are a large number
rent. That is why several curves
Q k
of different types of valve curve, and it
z
are drawn for different grid
would not be possible to deal with them all
gvoltages.
in a single article. Additionally, before
Po fn
By drawing what is known as
some of them can be fully understood it is
o a load line-a straight inclined
necessary to have a fair knowledge of
C
line joining points of manimum
.
valve theory. The simplest and most
)O D
current and maximum voltagewidely used characteristic curves are those
,1
it is possible to use a set of anode
known as anode current-grid volts curves.
current-anode y o i t a g e curves
0
These are plotted to show the variation
- plotted for an output valve to
in anode current with changes in grid
determine the A.C. output of the
voltage.
valve.
*0
An example is given in Fig. 1, where it
will be seen that several curves are given
: For S.G. and Pentode Valves
on the same graph. These show how the
30
The anode current-anode voltposition is affected by employing different
age curves for an S.G. valve have
anode voltages. For the particular mains
a shape quite different from those
triode represented by the curves in Fig. i
for triodes, as can be seen in Fig.
it may be seen, for example, that if 150
4. Instead of the anode current
volts is applied to the anode and the
showing a steady rise as the anode
I O
grid given a negative bias of 1 volts, the
voltage rises, it first ri8es to a
anode current is approximately 3.75 mA;
peak, falls, rises again and then
volts the
if the G.B. were increased to
straightens out.
anode current would be reduced to about
(Continued on opposite page)
GRID VOLThG
.75 mA, assuming the anode volfage

-
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UNDERSTANDING VALVE CURVES grid current does not pass. With the valve
(Co,uinued from Jacg page)
in question, however, bias is not necessary.
This point will be appreciated by coni- if the curve crossed the upright line from
paring Fig. 4 with Fig. 5, which shows the zero point a certain amount of bias
curves for a battery variable-mu H.F. would be required if the valve were to
pentocle.
in the latter case the curves are operate efficiently. In the case of most
" ironed out
" and aro comparatively flat. valves the curve comes entirely on the left
The curves for an output petitode are of the zero grid volts line, showing the
similar in form. The same result is achieved necessity for grid bias.
in the case of modern tetrodes of both
There are many other types of valve
H.F. and L.F. tyl)es bY the scientific curve, but these cannot be dealt with here
positioning of the electrodes This is a because of the limitations of space. At
1eat, sufficient has been written to show
the general principle of the characteristic
curves.
Fig. 4.-Repre5111
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ANODE VOUS

Grid Current

By A. T.

WITTS

This book provides the knowledge demanded
by the R.A.F. of recruits wishing to volunteer
tor the excellent posts available in the Signals
branches. It is a well-known, established work
of which ' Practical Wireless " says " Gives
sill the information necesary for a coniplele
understanding of the Superheterodyne Receiver.' Essential to every radio mechanic
and student. Get a cop)' at once 4. 6 net
(by post 5!-).
:

Before leaving the subject, however,
is one point which must be explained.
it concerns the symbols used to indicate
anode current, anode voltage, etc. In
general, the method is to use a capital letter
to indicate voltage and current, and a small
one just below and to the right of it to
show whether reference is being made to
the anode, grid or screen. Most nianufacturers employ the letters E and I for
voltage (E.M.F.) and current respectively,
and a, g and s for anode, grid and screen.
Thus, anode voltage woul.d be shown as
Ea, and grid current as I. Occasionally,
the letters V and (J are used to indicate
voltage and current, and p and g for anode
(plate) and grid. If that method of notation
is employed, anode voltage is given as VP,
and grid current as Cg.

SHORT-WAVE RADIO
By

J.

H.

REYNER

A comprehensive survey of the available
data concerning short waves and of the
practical methods of their use in radio and
television transmission. lt is profusely illustrated and an invaluable companion to the
author's standard works. O/S net(by post I!-).
i

I

CATH ODE-RAY
OSCILLOGRAPHS
By

J.

H.

REYNF.R

Radio men-and particularly those about to
enter the Services-will find a sound knowledge
of this subject invaluable. Here is the book
they want-a reliable source of information
by one of radio's greatest experts. This book
discusses theory and shows its application in
practice. Intensely interesting and helpful
clearly presented and profusely illustrated.
S/6 net (by post 9/-).
P!TMA N, PARKER ST. KJrTGSWA y, W.C.2.
.

s

PITMAN'S

u-----

Another type of curve is
shown inset in Fig. 4. This
is a
grid volts-grid current
curve, the current being shown
in microamps (millionths of an
amp.). In the example represented it will be seen that grid
current does not flow until the
grid is made positive to the
extent of about .6 volts. Of
course, grid current must be
avoided except in the ease of
class B valves, and in most
cases it is necessary to apply a
negative bias to ensure that
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THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER

IV

,ww

Anode Vola
BRISTOL

EXPERIMENTAL RADIO
King's Corridor,

tieetBristol,2.

Publicity Manager

:

CLUB
Old Market

D. J. James, 40, Robertson Road,

ofth e
THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Publicity Sec. : E. lt. Combers, 14, Campdeii
Road, S. Croydon.
Croydon Radio Society's first war-time
session ended on Thursday, April 4th, in St.
Peter's Hut, S. Croydon. Tise vice-president, Mr.
G. S. Vellacott, was in the chair, and he called upon
the hoa. treasurer to present this balance sheet for the
past session. The meeting unanimously agreed to
continsse next session with the low subscription of
35. 64. as it was suged that the society's activities
should not be debarred frons anyone on account of too
heavy a subscription in these times of many calls on
our purses. After further discussion, the balance sheet
was adopted, and all officers were re-elected.
To conclude the evening the societys popular
chairman, Mr. P. 0. Clarke, gave a programme of
records on his new quality amplifier, made specially
for Ihe night. In his selection Viennese Waltzes were
particularly appreciated, asid in contrast was " Biffin
the Scot, a so-called " swing number," which had the
effect of making Mr. Clarke wish he had not chosen it.
'fisc iseat session will begin in October, and PRACTICAL
Wiratess readers who are able to come will be welcomed at every meeting. A special effort is being made
to iersuade members themselves to talk of their own
experiments, and it should be recalled that in this
session just past over ttsres-qsartcrs of the programmes
were girets by members.

T'

u PE R HETERODYNE
RECEIVER
s

Nomenclature

matter which is more concerned with valve design than

with characteristic curves, and
must be overlooked in this
article.

THE

curreni- there

grid volts

00K S

Ji

TU5dyMa;7th51

Bristol

p.m., at club headquarters. Will all members please make a special
effort to attend this meeting, as the policy of the club
for the forthcoming year is to be decided. New
officers and committee are to be elected.
All experimental radio enthusiasts in the diitriet
are invited to join. The annual subscription is very low.
It has been decided that experimenters In the
Services may attend macrings free of charge for as
long as they ars in Bristol-so let's see plenty of
khaki and blue on Tuesday evenings Any further
details required may be obtained from the publicity
manager
8

SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB
Headquarters : Cafe RoyI, Croydon.
Hon. Sec. : S. A. Morley, 22, Old Farleigh Road,
Seisdon.
club's 4-Plis ineetisig was held at the shove

THIaddress on April 6th,

after an informal opening.

Mr. Mime (G2Ml) was asked to tgive his isromised
lecture on an Automatic Transmitter. This he did
with his well-known thoroughness. it consisted of

two telephone multi-contact pre.selectors perchased
from a web-advertised second-hand retailer of wireless
componeDts.
'fhe secretary will be pleased to receive any prospectire members anxious to visit our club.

AND OWNER

The man who enrolls for an

I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly. corn.
pletely, practically. When he earns his
diplomo, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin.
ciples of radio, we want to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every.day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

Dept. 94A, International Buildings,

Kingeway, London, W.C.2.
Please explain fully about- your Instruction n
the subject marked X.
Complete Radio Engineerint
Complete Radio
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
isls to
Radio examinstiot,.

l'°

Il Yost
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wirelest Technology

P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Airerait
City and Guilds Tefecommunicatsont

Name

...............................\c,,
..............................

Address

,

.

.
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detector" is strictly a " by-phase half-

typical full-wave
" bridge"
arrangement, and I maintain that, given
perfect rectifiers, this will undoubtedly give
full.wave detection of radio frequencies
whether of the form A sine pt or (A B sine
The Editor does not uecessattty agree with the opinons expressed by hi
wt) sine pt.
correspondenta. All letters must be accompanied by the name anti addre
It would no doubt interest many readeis
of the sendez (not neceuarily for publication).
if Mr. Ford contributed an article to these
pages giEing the grounds on which he bases
his opinion " that full.wave detection 'of
current t)f all kinds, whether of high or radio frequencies is impossible."-" EM.
Radio Training Manual
low frequency or of wave sine form or rnuclsT ' ' (Ickenham).
S1R,1 feel I must express thanks to complex.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS for the step
I am of the opinion that Mr. Ford's
Dead Spots
taken in publishing the " Radio Training
Manual," whieh :1 feel sure must fill a longIR,-I
have been reading your fiiu
felt want. I have been fortunate in
paper for about four years, during
.
obtaining enlistment in the R.A.F. as a
which time it has been useful to me
radio mechanic and I find that you have to
many ways. I am very interested in the
read quite a number of books to refresh
letters on Dead Spots, as I find that this
your memory on the wide knowledge of the
trouble occurs in my loèality tqo. I
subject that is expected by the R.A.F.
yet to hear signals from stations in Canada
Although I am professionally engaged in
or Sóuth Africa. At different times I háve
radio, I still find time to read and learn
used one, two and three.valvers on phones.
quite a lot from PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
The aerials used up to date have been a
which I have t&ken for years. I have,
single-strand aerial, indoors, lOft. long,
with one exception, all your books, and
running N.N.E. to S.S.W., and a fiOft.
find them extremely useful. Wishing your
indoor serial zigzagging five times across
paper the success it deserves.-BERtABD
the room. The apparatus is housed on
H. POOLE (Brecon).
the second floor, so I have been obliged to
use a capacity earth. The only possible
solutions that I can offer to the problem
Reception Conditions
are that the Americans are using beam
transmission while the Canadians and South
SIR,-I have noticed in recent issues
Africans are not, or that we have been
quite a number of DX logs submitted
listening in when the Canadians and South
by readers, and it occurred to me that
Africans have not been operating. I d.
fellow W.L.'s may be interested to hear
not think that my kit .is at fault, as
about reception conditions at this QRA.
have heard stations in Australia, America,
Between March ist and March 21st I
France, Spain, Germany, Italy and Russia.
heard, amongst other " hams," the follow.
I shall look foiward with interest to any
ing : W!, 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 ; HA3B, 6T,
further correspondence on this subject.9Q; ES5D, IE4G ; LY1S, YUMAY, EADAP,
A. ATKINS (Clevedon, Somerset).
DAP, DBA ; I1JKV, IRE ; TI2RA, PY2LN,
/1 corner of Mr. A. Han's den.
CO2AM, K4FAY, 4FKC, 4DSE ; PKIOG,
KA1ME, 1RV, JLZ and 1AF. The B.C. difficulty is purely one of nomenclature and
Station HCJB, Ecuador
bands gave VLQ, VLQ2 and VUD2 as partly due to confused thought. It would
additions to DX stations heard. From perhaps clarify the nomenclature difficulty
SIR,-Other listeners may be interested
March 21st to April 4th no DX was heard; if it is appreciated that the " push-pull
in a station I logged a short while
in fact, Europeans were not coming in at.
ago. It was station HCJB, Quito, Ecuador,
all well. For 10 days the only " ham ' ' heard
on 24.08 metres, and is heard at very good
on 20m. was HA3B, vainly trying at the
strength here. Transmissions in English
time to contact XU1B. The 20m, band is
take place at 00.00 B.S.T. and 03.00 B.S.T.
and
real
and
W's
every day except Tuesday mornings.
now openhg up again
Reports are requested and should be sent
DX should be heard again soon. Of course
the bad conditions were due to the severe
to : The Voice of the Andes, Radio Station
magnetic storms which severely interfered
HCJB, Casulla Postal, 691, Quito, Ecuador,
both
on
the
with radio communications
South America.
PROBLEM No. 398
American and this side of the Atlantic.
I would very much like to see the return
7th
between
and
17.15
of " Leaves from a Short-Wave Log," as
I listened on April
¡ACRSON had a simple three-valve shortin which reaction did not
it was with the aid of this page in the
17.45 on 20m. and heard Wi, 2, 4, 8 and 9;
J wave rrceiver very
smoothly. The reaction
appear to function
July 29th, 1939, issue that I learned quite
HA7P, 3B, SC ; ES1E, EA7BA and KA1ME,
joined
on the earth side of the
condenser
was
a lot about this station after I had logged
so the band is much better now. I enclose
reaction winding, and he thought that perhaps
it.-MALCOLM C. CRAIE (Dundee).
things would be better 1f he connected lt on
a photo of my den, showing receiver, etc.,
the anode side of the reaction winding. He
here. The receiver is an AW4 S/H
change
In wiring, but when he tried It
made
the
(Bush BA53), and the antenna is a 66ft.
out could get no reaction at all. What was
inverted-L--A. HART (Ilkeston).
wrong
Three books will he awarded for the
wave Fectifier."
rectifier is the

Upen

A

well-known

to Pí.ic«iiíc»z

S

he

.

-

9

first three correct solutions opened. Entries
should be addressed to The Editor, PitAc'r1cL
WIRELEsS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 398
in tite top left-ha ml corner and must be posted
to reach this office cot later than the first post
on Moiiday, May 11th, 1940.

Fu'l-wave Detection

SIR,-I

have read with much interest,
but with little enlightenment, Mr.
Ford's letter in your issue dated April 20th.
I have been unable to trace the publica.
tion in which he stated his " new theory
of detection," but the short statement of
it in his letter is difficult to understand.
I withdraw the iiuendo in my previous
letter that he is not serious. Nevertheless,
he refers to radio frequencies as if they

Correspondents Wanted

w BARNETT, L.N.E.R. Station
Hoqse, London Road, St. Albana,
wishes to correspond with any young
reader, about 16, who is interested in
general radio. He is also desirous of
getting in touch with a local radio club.
Solution to Problem No. 397
E. A. Pratt, 56, The Limp Avenue, New
The heater winding on Fergusaon's transformer
was intended to supply the standard 4 'volts at a few
Southgate, N.1i,would like to get in touch
amps., but the D.C. wiring would have had the heaters with a reader (about 15 years) interested in
wired In series, and, consequently, the valves would
behave entirely differently from lower not receive the correct voltage and thus they failed to S.W. listening.
I. G. Topping, 2, West Street, Harrow,
frequencies, and appears to be confused function.
The following three readers successfully colved Middlesex, wishes to get in touch with any
between unmodulated and modulated Problem
No. 396, and books have ccordingly been
reader who possesses a New Times Sales
waves. As far as rectification is concerned, forwarded to them:
Winlield,' Nelson Gardens, " All.wave Screen-Grid Four," with a view
G.
Roberts,
however, there can be no essential differences Wished,,
Cambs
D. W. hunter, 75, »seeland,
and the same theory should be capable of East Barnet. Berta; S. Collins, 15. .Jesmond Street, to comparing performances and solving onç
or two difficulties with reception.
explaining the rectification of alternating Nsilsworth, Lanes.
i

,
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modified reading, or

preferably use a
separate set ofresistors which will, of course,
all have to be slightly lower than those
used for the D.C. ranges. Some interesting
details on this subject will be found in the
Westinghouse Company's bookl,et No. lib.

In rep1qií
letter
L.F. Coupling

"

In a set which I wish to build you specify

the primary or aerial winding. Although
I have used the same number of turns I
have found that signal strength is varied by
of

a Transfeeda. As I have never heard of
or seen one of these things before, I would the spacing of the winding and I should
be much obliged if you could inform like to know whether this is usual, or whether
me through your pages the price of this I have done anything wrong in the winding.
component, what it is, and where I could (A sketch of the coil was attached.)-G. I.
(Co. AnirIm).
purchase one."-A. M. (Nelson).
THE number of turns on a primary wind.
HE item in question is a complete
ing is not the sole factor in an H.F.
parallel-fed transformer coupling unit.
That is, it consists of an L.F. transformer, transformer. For highest efficiency the
a resistance and a condenser. The resistance primary should be coupled inductively
is tapped so that a portion may be used if to the secondary and any capacity coupling
desired as a decoupling component, or, which exists will affect efficiency. Unfor.
alternativelt, the entire resistance may be tunately it is not possible entirely to avoid

T

used for the anode load, wth an external
decoupling resistance included if desired.
The original component is not now on the
market, but an equivalent substitute will
te found in the Bulgin range, type L.F.1O.
It is known as a '-' Transcoupler," anU the
pre-war price was lOs. 64.

Public Address Equipment

" Can

you explain if It is necessary to
bave a Heence for the use of public address
equipments ; lt so, how much and where
can I obtain one ? Also the terms for reooÊd
playing."-V. P. (Sth. Farnborough).
ALICENCE is not needed for the use of

the equipment, provided that, if it
employs any patented circuit. the apparatus
has been built underlicence. This is obtained
fromthe Marconi Company at Electra House,
Victoria Embankment, W.C. Iryou use
standard gramophone records, however,
you should communicate with the Per.
forming Rights Society at 33, Margaret
Street, W.!, regarding the payment of
royalties for such use.

Bias Problem

" I have a standard transformer-coupled
output stage and am in a difficulty regarding
bias. When the plug is removed from the
battery the performance is all that is
desired, but as soon as the plug is put back
reception is weak and poor. I have tried a
new battery, replacement of the valve and
Secondary winding for break, but I cannot
find any such fault as exhausted bias battery,
weak valve or short.
should be glad if

RULES
Wo wish to draw the

-

readers attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is 1ntnded only
for the solution of problema or dlmcultiea
arising from the conatruction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
Weregret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contem-

poraries.

13) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over
(5) Grant Interviews to
A stamped addressed
enclosed for the reply-.

the telephone.
querists.
envelope must be
All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
Bend yeas enarto to the Edith,. PRACDICAL WIRELESS.
Oesrge Newues, Ltd.. Iswer flouse. Souihamptse Street,
Strand. Loador,, W.C.2. The Caspas mast be enclosed
with every sacri.

capacity coupling, but you will find if you
use a very fine wire primary, wound in
such a way that turns of wire make a slight
angle with the secondary turns, and with a
fair spacing between the two windings,
selectivity would be much higher than if
you use a thick wire primary wound exactly
parallel to the secondary A good plan
for experimental purposes is to make a
former for the secondary sufficiently large
to pernhit another former to be inserted
inside it, and to provide two-pin and
socket connections inside the coil. You could
then wind different types of primary and
insert them in the secondary in order to
see the effects of the different windings.

me."-P. R. (Normanton).
E fact that the insertion of the plug
TH affects results proves that the grid
circuit (transformer flex lead and plug) Multi-meter
is complete, and therefore the trouble is
's Is there any need to alter the series
most likely duetothefact that the minimum
bias you can apply is too much for the resistors used for voltage reading when
valve. This could be due to a low H.T. using a D.C. milliammeter with rectifier
voltage, or the use of the wrong type of for A.C. voltage tests 9 1 have made a D.C.
valve. In some cases it has been found, test meter, but now have obtained a meter
however, that G.B. batteries are marked rectifier and Wish to add an A.C. range."with wrong polarity and we therefore L. S. E. (Winehmore Hill).
WHEN the rectifier is included tite meter
suggest that you try reversing the particular
movement will give a deflection
batteries you are using. A negative potential
proportional to the mean curreñt.
must be applied to the grid.
In
practice it will be found that the scale reading is actually increased by i i per cent. and
Aerial Coupling Coil
instead of i mA, the scale will indicate
" I have been making one or two colis thus,
1.11 mA (R.M.S. A.C). Thus, you can
lately and am rather puzzled by the effects either read your scale with the necessary
you could help

Speaker Position
"

J am rather disappointed by the results
giveff by my new speaker. This has been
stated to be a very good model and I know
my set is good as it is designed for quality.
The reproduction is not, however, satisfactory for the price I have paid, and I
wonder if you can give me any advice in
the way of improving it."-H. B. (Black-

heath).

yJHILsT your set may

be quite good
from the theoretical point of view
and the speaker may also be good theoretically, there may be several points resulting
in the inferior results. Firstly, there may be
need for some form of tone correction
to cut out resonances. Secondly, you may
not be correctly matching the speaker to
the set. Thirdly, the results may Ie seriously affected by the acoustics of the room.
If you placed the set and speaker in a
modem recording studio, for instance,
it would perhtsps sound excellent, but the
furnishings of your room may be having a
marked effect on the high notes, or lack of
furnishings, bare floors, etc., may be
hardening the tone. Therefore, you should
attend to these points before making any
attempt to modify either set or speaker.
VV

í;i-i
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Tice following replies to queries are given in
abbreviatedfstsn either because of non-compliance
wttt our rules, orbecatcee the point?ai8ed is noto!
general interest.

O4SO4OS4eOSOp4

8). We think tice most satisfactory process would be to communicate with the
makers of the set or their nearest local service agent.
E. A. B. (Iteben). The trouble is undoubtedly
interaction between the two parts, not the correct
injection. The oscillator must be perfectly screened.
w. s. (Earls Barton). Some diagrams are theoreilcal and some pictorial.
In one 01' two cases ü'ttcal
wiring diagrams are given, and for others blueprints
are available.
D. W. H. D. (StOw-On-the-Wold). Write to Sout hen,
Radio or one of the other advertisers in our Small
Advert. Sections.
R. L. (W.12). Write to Foreign Corresponden( e
Department, Station JZI, Tokyo, Japan.
E. A. M. (Denton). There was a circuit tising a
battery in the manner indicated which was popinlon
at one time. It was known as the Prince Triggen
circuit.
The idea has been superseded by nilodeni,
arrangenients.
T. J. M. (Lander.). Any standard ampliSer)nay
be used. We hope to describe a small AU. aliiJiiler
in the near future.
L. H. T. (Bristol. 3). Thelssue in question is now
oint of print. You will find details in the small book.
let issued by the Westinghouse Company.
T. M. (Nelson). You cannot use the AC. or rectifled A.C. for the battery valves, owing to hum troubles.
A. H. P. (Broughton-in-FurnesS). A enries resistance
ofthe variable type ehould be nised. A 2 or gI) 01juin
component would be suitable.
D. G. (Chelmiford). The data will be includeil
shortly in our Radio Engineer's Focket.book pages.
K. W. (Cambridge). Messrs. Premier Radio can
supply a kit for your purpose.
C. P. (Manchester,

s. s.

(Bradford).

The voltage should not be higlie

than 66. Check your battery careftully.
H. A. (Shøreh*m). Make sure the grub screws
aro well inside the knob and fill the space above with
Chatterton's Compound or some similar insqlatiuig
material.
P. M. A. (Raigal.). The panel may tie of wood,
but it would be desirable to dry it thoroughly and then
impregnate with paratfin wax or well shellac it.

eafle
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MULTIPLE SPEAKER MATCHING
(Continued from a«e ¡58)

DENCO
"POCKET TWO"
Midget 2-Valve Dry Battery Set
(Measures on/v 4f" x 3' x j
Ideal for those on Active Service or as a
standby set in the home, etc.
Gives a choice of several Medium Wave
stations anywhere. (200-500 metres.)
Works on any I .5, 2 or 3 volt LT. and any
small HT. Battery 18-60 volts.
Extremely low consumption 0.12 amp. LT.
and about 2 matiT. (Batteries separate so
that there is no need to be held up for odd size
:

batteries.)
A short outside or inside aerial only required.
(This can be put up in a few minutes.)
Sturdily built in an all metal case.
Designed for good quality headphone reception but will operate a loudspeaker on the
Home Service, etc.
See fest report in last week's issue of " P. W."
valves. etc., less
- 15 -0 with
batteries and headphonea.

L2

DENCO
Sc-nd

WARWICK ROAD

CI.ACTON, ESSEX.

also Jot our Catalogue " P " of Ultra low-loss
short-wave components, etc.

The "Fluxite Quins"

at

work.

Sala Ql. I toti't think its quite fair
To say Im all up in the air.
For it's easily found
Thai I'm ripht down to ground
¡n Fluxiting my aerial-os there I
See that FLUXITE Is always by you-tn the

house-garage-workshop-wherever speedy sol-

decine is needed. Used for 30 years in government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers. Of ironmongers-In tins. 4d., SS..
1/4 and 2/S.
Ask to see tise FLIJXITE SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING SET-compact but substantIalcomplete with full Instructions, 7/O.

i

TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels udIi NOT keep
round and true. unless the spokes are lied with
fine wire at the crossings AND SOLDERED.
This makes a much stronger wheel. It's simple
-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

The FLUXITE t(JN Is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job instantly. A little
quantity on the right
pressure places the right lasts
Icor ages. Price
tsnd one charging
spot
,
1/6. oI OIled 218.
Vrlte for Free Book on the art of " soft " solderIng and ask for Leaflet on CASE-HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLIJXITE
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.P.), DRAGON WORKS.
BERMONDSEY ST.. S.E.1.

Ratio

\/;oo

'

.

89.5.

15

.

.

Load 2.
Primary 20,000
Secondary 15 ohms.
Ratio 1/iÖo
36.5.

óhms.

Load 3.
Primary
Secondary 30 ohms.

20,000

ohms.

Ratio

= 25.8.

Load
4.
Primary
Secondary 600 ohms.

8,000

Ratio

= 3.65.

_l_.5__

600

-.

Separate transformers are a wastge of
weight, space and mor'ey, so all the
primaries are ombined into one. A
common primary designed for an impedance
of 4,000 ohms is used, and the four
secondaries are linked to it by the ratios
calculated abo's'e. The steps in the
calculation are represented in Fig. 3.
Simijar results would have been obtained
by substituting particular values for each
of the output channels in turn in the general
formula given above, i.e.:
Turns ratio =

-

ohms.

VALVE INSTALLATION

TELEVISION

(Continued from ¡sage 151)

The bias obtained by means of a resistor or
resistance is often referred to as the " self
bias ' ' scheme. H.F. valves of the variablemu type may have a variable resistance in
place of the fixed resistance used in L.R
stages so that the bias voltage may be
varied, and the gain of the valve also
modified. The bias for some valves of this
type may be as high as 30 vpItsor " cut off."
Maximum bias results in minimum gain and
vice versa, and as the screen current also
varies with the bias it is usual to connect
the bias potentiometer as part of the screen
potential divider to keep a balance of
things.
Metallised coatings of a valve should
always be joined direct to earth, although
care is necessary to avoid a short-circuit to
the screen. This point is of importance
when a top.cap anode is used as this will be
in direct contact with H.T. and the H.T.
will be short-circuited if the anode lead
touches the screening coating. If a valve of
the type having the screen joined internally
to the cathode is used, a short-circUit between screen and earth would short-circuit
the bias resistor should one be includetL

HOOKS RECEIVED
WIRELESS. By C. L. Boltz, B.Se. 278 pp.,
Published by John
123 illustrations.
Gifford, Ltd. Price lOs. 6d.
HIS is a text book covering the

T
principles of radio and deals with
fundamentals from the elementary facts

DEVELOPMENT
jUST prior to the outbreak of war the
J culmination of the strenuous efforts of
the two R.M.A. television committees, one
of which was concerned with matters of
policy, and the other with solving the
multitudinous technical problems, was made
manifest. in the organisation of the
Radiolympia Exhibition. Since then but
little has been heard of the activities of
these committees, but it is known that
their work has in no way been completely
otopped. At a recent meeting a leading
manufacturer expressed the opinion that
he felt some form oflevision service
would be initiated in the not too distant
future. This falls into line with the repeated
pleas made by Thermion in this journal
that the present mode of living forced. on
the general public as a result of war-time
lighting restrictions could be alleviated by
an entertainment provided by a television
service. It is wrong to regard television as
a luxury service, for the whole problem
should be treated as a necessity to meet or
counter technical and commercial cornpetition from those neutral countries who
are not in any way upset by war's burdens.
It is known that the authorities responsible
for the defbnce of this country have been
approached by the leading manufacturers,
and optimism prevailed that a solution
would be found to give sorne form of television service, although it was as yet
unknown whether the link between reeeive
and transmitter would be radio os

about electricity up to the superhet and line.
television. The chapters are as follows:
Waves ; Elementary Facts About Electricity : Alternating Waves ; Choosing the
Signal ; The Valve ; Valve Detection;
L.F. Amplification ; H.F. Amplification:
Loudspeakers ; The Straight Set ; The !
FLYING
Superhet ; Short Waves ; The Mains and
Types of Receivers ; The Gramophone;
Television. The book is written in simple
language and there is an absence of the
usual pages of formuin which generally
by F. J.
render this type of book rather frightening
Complete Guide to All Types of
essential
formulm
-Is
a
for the beginner. Osily
Aircraft, which is especially Valuable at
are dealt with.
.

!

SIMPLIFIES

ALL SOLDERING

RA.F. WANTS RADIO

MECHANICS
recently for radio

The Air Minister appealed
mechanics. Recruits selected arc given the
rank of Leading-Aircraftman and paid at the
rate of 5/6 a day. This is a great opportunity.
F.
J. Camm has written an authoritative book,
,' Newnes
Short-Wave Manual. " which will
help you to gain the knowledge required.
Obtain a Copy from your booksellers.
5,1.. net. or by post 5/6d. from Book Dept.,
GeorgeNewfles.Ltd., TowerHOuse, Southarnpton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

--

p
method is by far the quickest way
of arriving at the result, but one should use
the slower method until the system of
working is fully understood.

i

the Present Time.

INDUSTRIAL
AND
METALLURGICAL
RADIOLOGY.
By Kenneth S. Low.
86 pp., 42 illustrations. Published by Sir
Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd. Price 7s. 6d
ALTIIOUGH not a wireless book, this
deals with radiology and is indiapensable for metallurgists, welders, moulders and others who are interested in

modern X-rays. After covering the general
principles the book deals with apparatus,
technique, and such specified branches as
stereoscopy and tomography.

THE
REFERENCE BOOK
CAMM

lt is packed with Facts and Figures
Relating to Ail Branches of Flying.
Is

The Second Edition, Just
Right up to date.

Off

the Press,

Price 5s. from all booksellers. or 5s. 6d.
by

post from

The Publishers, C.
Ltd., Tower House,
Street, Strand, London,
:

Arthur Pearson,
-

Southampton

w.2.

L...._................
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BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTOAL WIRELESS
Date of Issu.
CRYSTAL

Blueprints 6d. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

Blueprint.

..

27.8.38

Battery Sets

Blueprints, Is. each.

:

£5 Superhet (Three-valve)

SETS

.

.

PW71
PW94

5.0.37

PW4O

-

PW43
PW42

-

.

F. J. ('suini',, 2-valve Superhct
Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.

.

:

AC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three.

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, la. each.
.kll-\Vave UlLipell (l'entode)
PW1A
Beginners One-valver
19.238
PWS5
The Pyramid " Que-valva (H1'
Pen)
27.8.38
PSVl3

....
........

:

.

'

Blueprint, le.
Tise Signet Two (D & L})
Two-valve

-

24.9.38

.

........
het4
........
,,
Qualitone Universal Four
valve)

P. J. Camm's AC. Superhet 4
F. J. Casnm's Universal £4 Snper
.

"

:

.

.

PW7O

Foer.yaIve

........

......

.......
..

.

........
........
........

(RC))
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Plie Tutor Three (11F Pen, D,Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
.

.

.

.

F. J. Camm's Record All-Wave
Three (TIF Pen, D, Peu)
The " Colt " AU-Wave Three (D,
2 LP (RC & Trans))
The
Rapide " StraIght 3 (D,
2 L? (RC
Trans))
F. J. Canim's Oracle All.Wave
Three (HP, Det., Pen)
1938 Triband " All-Wave Three
(11F Pen, D, Pen)
F. J. Camm'a Sprite " Three
(11:11' Pen, D, Tet)
The " flurricane " All-Wave Three
((SG, D, Pen), Pen)
F. J. Cainm's
Push-Button"
Three (B Pen, D (Pen), Tet)

....
....
....
....
....
.

t

'

.

'

'

.

.

Four-valve Blueprints, la. each.
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LP, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LP,

Pw10

.

Cl. B)

Nucleon

PW34A
PW35
PW37
PWSO

PW4I
PW48

PW4O

PW51
PW53

-

PW6I

14.8.37

PW64

21 .3.36

PW5S
PWtI2

31.10.36

PW6O

18.2.39

PW7Z

4.12.37
28.8.37

PW78
PWS4

26.3.38

PW87

30.4.38

PW89

3.9.38

PW2

1.5.87
8.5.37

PW4

Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
O, Push-Pull)
F. J. Casnm's " Limit " All-Wave
Four
Pen,
LP,
(EF
D,
P)
26.9.6
', Acme " All.Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
12.2.38
(Pen), LP, Cl. 13)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,

......
.

B:F Pen, D, Pen (RC))

....
....

3.9.88

PV11
PW17

Two-valve

Blueprints, is. each.

:

.

Selectone AC. Radlogram Two
(D, Pow)

......

......

Three-valve Blueprifita, 1$. each.
Double-Diode-Triode Three (KF
Pen, IM)T, l'en)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (SG, D, Peu) ....
A.C. LeaderÇflF Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
UnIque (HP Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Canun's A.C. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
o
All-Wave " A.C. Three (1), 2
LF (RC))
A.C. 1935 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pesi) ....
Maine Reord All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
:

.

.

.

........

........

......

Four-Valve Blueprints, li. each.
AC. Fury Four (Sci, SG. 1) Pen)
A.C. Fury Fiur Super (SG, SG, D,
Peu)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,

PW34B

PWS4C

PW46
PW67
PW83
PW9O

-

PW18
PW31

........

......
UrIersnl Hall-Mark (11F Pen. D,
l'ns'i.PulI)
......

....
....

:

'

Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LT (RC and
Trans))
Tise Baud-Spread S.W Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Tflree.valve

PW88

23.12.39

Two-v*lve Blueprints, Is. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The
Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (EF Pen), Peu)

-

-

AW403
WM286
WM394

:

Three (BG, D, Trans) A.C.
Mantovani AC. Three (HF Pess,
D, Pen)
£15 15e. 1956 A.C. Eadlogram
(HF. D, Pen)
Jan. '16
Four-valve Blueprints, la. Bd. each.
All Metal Four (2 80, D, Pen)
Jutp '33
Harris' Jubilee Badlogram (EF
S'en, D, LP, P)
Mag '35

AWI8S

........

.

PW91

27.8.38

-

PW3OA
PWOS

1.10.38

PWOB

......

PW23
PW25
PW2O
P%VSC

PW$5B
PW3tA
PW38
PW5O

PW5I
PW56
PW70

-

PW2O

-

PW34D

PV47

WM4OI
WM329

.

......

t'M386

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, Ii. Bd. each.
Modern Super Senior
:

WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379

......
.

.

'Varsity Four
Ori. '35
The Request All-Waver .... June '80
1935 Super-Five Battery (Superhet) Maine Sets
Bleaprints, is. 64 each.
Heptoiie Super Three AC.
May '34
W31 ." Radiogram Super AC.
:

PORTABLES.
Blueprints, Is. each.

.

:

......

.

-

.

Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)

Imp

'

(Pen))

PWG5

PW77

3.6.89

PORTABLES.

FourvaIve BIu.print., le. 6d each.
HoILlay Portable (SG, D, LP,
Class

........ ........ -

JI)

Portable (HE, D, RC,
Trans)
Two ISP Portable (2 SG, D,
Family

:

........

-

PW86

.........
Tyers Portable
(SG,

-

S_w. Converter.Adapter(1 valve)

PW48A

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Cd. each.
Four-station Crystal Set
23.7.88
AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AW444
150-mile Crystal Set
AW450

....

......

-

D, 2 Treno)

STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve BlueprInt, le.
B.B.C. Special One-valver

Battery Operated.

:

.

.

Two-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
J'ull-volume Two (SG det, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pesi) ....
A Modern Two-valvcr
.

AW387

-

AW388
AW392
AW4,26

WM409

.

:

......
........
.

-

.

.

AW412
AW422

.

AW435
AW437
WM271
WM327

........
......

WM337

.

:

WMSS1
WM354

.

.

.

.

.

WMS71
WM389

-

WMSPS
WM396

........

Four-val,.

:

Blueprints,

Is.

Gd.

each.

-

65e. Four (SG. D, RC, Trans)
211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LT
Class B)
Aug. '33
.

.

.

.

........D,

Lucerne Straight Four
LP, Trans)

WM400

...... -

'flic

-

AW370
AW421
W51331

WMSSO
WM381
WM384
%VM4O4

:

Trane)

........

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LT,
Class B)
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP,
Class B)

-

.........
....... .

.

......

RC', Trans)
ExperImenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34

....

AW4SS

The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) Jidy '35
Four-valve
Blueprints, le. Bd. each.
_& .W.
Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trane)
Enspire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans)

WMIPO

:

-

AW4IS

........ Standard Four-valve Short-waver

WM313

(SG,

1),

Superhet

LP, P)

......

Blueprint,

:

.

1..

22.7.30

WHIRl

Bd.

Slikiplilied Short-wave Super

.

.

\VM397

Ncc. '35

Mains Operated.

Two-valve

.......

Blueprints, le. each.
Two.valve M*ius Short-waver (I),
Pen) A.(
W.M." Long-wave Converter
Thr-vaIv. Blueprint, le.
Emlgrator (SG, D, Pen) AC.
Four-valve
Blueprint, is. Bd.
Standard Four-valve AC. Shortwaver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
:

.

:

13.1.40

-

AW453
WM380

-

WM.152

-

WMIO1

:

.

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.W.

One-valve Converter (Price

........ -Bnthueiast's Power Ansplitìer (1j6)
Listener's 5-watt A.C. Amplifier
(1/6)
........
:R.adio Unit
for WMIO2 (1/-) Nov. '35
Cd.)

(SO,

Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LP) Feb. '35
H.K. Four (SG, 8G, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
HF, Pen, J)DT, l'en) .... Apr. '86
five-valve Bleeprinta, is. ed. each.
Super-quality Five (2 liT, D, RC,
£5 5e.

-

.

........
. .

.

Blats.
........ -

,,

-

WM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
BluepCints, is. each.
Oue-valver for America
15.10.38
AW429
Rouie Short-Waver
AW452
Two-valve
Is. each.
Ultra-Short Battery Two (SG det,
Pen)
Fth. '36
WM4OQ
Home-male Coli Two (D, Pen)
AW440
Three-valve
BlueprInts, le. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
S.w.

:

-

WMI6I

On-valvo

.

Blueprints, Is. each.
£5 5s. SÁL3 (SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)
£5 5s. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trane)
19.5.84
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '38
Economy-Peistode Three (SO, D,
Pen)
OrI. '83
W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(8G, D, Pen)
£3 Is. Three (SG, D, Trans)
Mar. '84
5935 £8 Sa. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen)
PT!' Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitu)uThree (SG, D, Trans)
Oct. '35
All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Three-valve

ÂW447

:

-

.

AW393

-

()P2l)

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint, la.

.

:

Blueprint, Is.
Portable 4 (D, LP, LP

Four-valve
"

WMI59
WMISS

.

,,

Three-vatve
F. J. Camms BLP Three-valve
Portable (HF l'en, D, Pen)

.

7.1.39
-

WM374

:

PW3SA

:

......
.........

',

PW19

:

l'ush.Pntl)

:

.

:

Mains Operated

A.C. Twin (D (PerA), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (8G, Pow)

Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.0
Economy AC. Two (D, Trans) AC
Unicorn A.C.-.D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
Houle Lover's Pew All.Electrlc

.

-

..

PW9S

-

Battery Operated.

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, la.
Simple SW. One-valver

PW82

22.1.88

........ Clare B Four (SG, D

(SG),LF,Cl.B)

PW73

16.1.37

DoubIe.sided Blueprint, is. Bd.
Push Button 4, Battery Model
l'usli Button 4, AC. Mains Model J 22 o 38
:

:

.

PW6O

.

-

Sixty Shllliiig Three (D, 2 LF
(Jtc & Trans))
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit Three (UP Pen, D, Pesi)
All Penthde Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)
29.5.37
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, LP, Pen (IC)) 10.3.85
F. J. Canun's Silver SOuvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All.W&ve
Three)
13.4.5
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
(Trans))
.1936 onotone Three-Four (KF
Pen, HP Pen, Westeetor, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
.

-

-

:

('Urans))

PW44

PWÖ9

:

.

Three-valve Blueprints, la. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

PWS2

.

.

.....

......

S UPE R H ETS.

o. of

167

______

WMI2O

WM344
WMS4O

(2v.)

AW129
WM187

WHIRl
WM398

.... -

Harris Elcctrogram battery am-

......
......
....
....
........
......

pilfier (1'-)
. .
De Luxe Concert AC. Electrograni (1/-)
Mar. '50
New style Short-wave Adapter
(1/-)
. .
Trickle Charger (6d.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (1/-)
B.L.Tì.L.C. Short-wave Converter
(5f-)
May '36
Wilson ToLe Master (1/.)
June '36
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con.
verter (1/-)

---

\S'M390
.

WM4OI

WMI88
AW482
AW456
AW457
VM4O5

W5!406
W
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LATEST
PATENT NEWS
Group Abridgments can be obtained from the
Patent Office, 25, Southampton Building., London,
W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment
of a subscription of 5s. per Group Volume or in
bound volumes, price 2.. each.

NEW PATENTS

These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Officisi
Journal of Patents and are published by permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office. The Official Journal of Patents can
be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, South-

alupton Buildings, London, W.C.2 price is. weekly (annual subscription. £2 i..).

Latest Patent Applications.

.

5779.-Fletcher, 11.-Transmitting de- vice for wide frequency bandl
operation. March 30th.

5569-Ferranti, Ltd., and Darbyshire,
J-.

A.-Therniioñic valves.

March

28th.

6058.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., and Norwood, H. C.Calibrating scales for use in radioreceivers. April 3rd.

¡ 6048.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
!
Ltd., and Payne, G.-Reduction
.

gear devices. April 3rd.

6051.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
!
Co., Ltd., and Price, T. H.Modulation systems for radio, etc.,
transmitters. April 3rd.
t 6052.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., and Wassell, H. J. 11.-Spotadjusting mechanism. April 3rd.
6046.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., Rust, N. M., Brailsford,
.1. D., Oliver, A. L., and Ramay,
J. F.-Vari,able capacity devices.
Apñl 3rd.
6047.-Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd., Rust, N. M., Brailsford,
,J. D., Oliver, A. L., and Rainsay,
F.-Radio circuit arrangements
employing potential- variable
!
capacity devices. April 3rd.
5869.-Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
-Mosaic electrodes for television
J
transmitting tubes. April ist.
a

s

I
t
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CABINET for Every Radio Purpose.
Surplus
Cabinets from noted makers tinder coot of manufaeture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/-. Undrllied
table, console and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/6.
I nspetion invited.
H. L SMITH AND CO., LTD., 2Sl, 1dgware ioad,
\V.2. Tel : Paci. 5891.
A

FOR SALE
BARGAINS iiirediogranssaiid receivers. isew and used,
£1 to £75. Part or complete exchanges. 14d. stamp

for complete Iists.-Stewart and Roberts, Amerstiatn.

SPENCER table radiogram : AC., self-contained, as
sew. £i iSt. Approval, caslu.-Marley Cottage,
\Villwood Close, East Horaley, Surrey.

COMPONENTS.-Mains energised Celestion 8-In., Itola
5-in., flue Spot 65k. unit. 3 gang condenser, valva,
Tungsraiii 6A7, 76, BVA, VM4, 1ts. Od., Beethoven 4V.
baby portable, 30., less hat.terles.-T. Brown, SpringSeid House, Hartburn, Stockton-on-Tees.

OLDHAMS.-Ex-l'ollce, slightly used, sinspiilable
2v. 7 ltmp. Accumulators, suitable for Lamps, PortshIes, etc. 2/- each. Also 5v. 38 amp. accumulators,
slightly used, suitable for A.R.P. emergency lighting,
etc., 10/- carriage forward. Special terms for trade.
See alto tast week'a issue.-London Central Radio,
23, Lisie Street, W.C.2. (lerrard 2969.

LITERATURE

Short-wave Radio, 8/6, post free.-Webb's Radio, 14,
Sobo St., LOndon, W.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
.

Corporation.-Anthnna.
519448.-Philco Radio and Television
Corporntion.-Push-pull amplifier
.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

sion.

519464.-General Electric Co., Ltd.,
and Bloch, A'-Means for suppress¡ng radio interference produced by
electrically-propelled 'vehicles.
519490.-Oeneral Electric Co., -Ltd.,
and Rossignol, R. Le.-Thermionic

amplifiers.
Printed copies of the full Published
Specifications may be obfained from $
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildinris, London, W.C.2, at the uniform
is.

each.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

-

This coupon lt available tititil May 11th, 1e40,
and mtit accompany all Querlis ui&t ffuti.

L.

-.----.-.-.- ........

WEBB'S laUto Map of thé World enables you to
locate cuy station heard. Size 40 by sr 2 colour heavy
LImited supply on Linen, 10/li.
Art Paper, 4/6.
WEBBS Radio Globe-superb 12' full-colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones. etc. Heavy oxydised mount.
Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, H, Sobo Street.
London, W.1 'Phone (4errard 2089.
:

RECEIVERS AÑD COMPONENTS

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices
quoted, Including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
LS. Repair Service, 5, Balham Grove, London, S.W.12.

SOUTHERN Radio's Bargaiiis.
ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
5/- Parcel of useful Components, comprising Con-

Terrace,

Battersea 1321.

MORSE EQUIPMENT
FULL range of Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets,

Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by -T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors : Webb's Radio, 14, Sobo Street, London,
v.1. 'Phoise : Gerrard 2089.

densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/.. 5/- per parcel.
Electrolytic
15/- Service Man's Component Kit.
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained in strong carrying case, 9" X 7" x 7,
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value
85/-, 21/- the parcel.
5/- 100 WIre-end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and i watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud-speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
5/6 ; Westectors Type W2, 2/6 Crystal Detectors,
Crystals, Gd. ; Marconi V24 Valves, Od.
212/. Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Government Stock ; Wood, 9 x 7 X 7, 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio. 46, Lisle Street, London, WC.
;

;

MORSE TRAINiNG
WIRELESS Code Courses. " Book of Faet " Free.Candler System Co. (LO.), 121, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.
MOR8E easily learnt by gramophone records by
ex-Service Instructor. Speeds from 2 words per

minute. Also private tuition in London-Masters,
Pound Hill, Crawley, Sussex.

recommending tise following
CO.
econemicaily priced Radio Chassis for good quality
ARMSTRONG

reproduction.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS.-Good stock of At'.,
AC/D.C. anti battery receivers at keen prices. Valves
an(l service goods. Repairs. Please state require-

Brand new 1939140 models,
BANKR UPT Bargains.
makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
also Midgets, portables,
40% below listed prices
car radio. Send lId. stamp for hists.-Radio Bargains,
Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfield Road, Aston, Birming.
ham,
;

ARMSTRONG Model AW38.-S-vaive All-wave
Radio-gram chassis, incorporating the latest circuit,
including 6 watts push-pull output. Price £8/8/0 +
5% war increase.
Armstrong Co, have many other models of equal
Interest, please write for catalogue.
ArmstrongMa nufa cl tirIng Co., Wariters Rd., Holloway,
London, Nl.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energisel 4m. to

several

Gerrsrd 6653.

5/- BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,
2 Drilled Chassis. condeuisere, rc'istauuees suri many
Worth £2. Limited
other useful components.
nutusber. Postage 1/-.-Bakers Sethurst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.

ments to avoid useless correspondence.-Butlin, 6,
Stanford Avenue, Brighton.

NEW CHASSIS

eluding
....

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE

Copenhagen Street,

Speakers, Puiteney
London, Nl.

COUPON

¡

I

of

QUALIFICATIONS.

Ali caiulidates ornat have good general edsicatlon, be
able to read drawings, understaiid specifications, use
micrometers asid other nseastiring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have liad practical experience iii an engineering
works. An elensentary knowledge of materials testing
is desirable.
(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training Pn light engineering
or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge of
optical Instruments are also required.
(e) Applicants for the W/T Brauch must have pract leal
knowledge of WIT ajid electrical equipment with
technical training in radio comnsui,ication equal
to Cit and Guilde final examination standard.
ACCE
ED candidates will undergo a period of
traIning in Inspection as applied to the above subjects,
hot exceeding three calendar months, and will be
paid £3 lOs. Od. weekly during training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 Ss. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally residing outside
the traIning area. Osi successful completion o training,
candidates will be appointed as Examíners at a salary
ofa24O, if25 years ofage or over, with a eorrespoiìdirg
reduction of £12 per aunons for each year untier 25 on
joining (payable monthly ¡n arrear) if service is tetisfactory, and must be prepared to serve in any part
of the UnIted Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 23 to 60.
CANDIDATES should indicate on their applications
for which vacancy they wish to be considered-a,
h or e.
APPLICATIONS must be made on Porm 786, copies of
which can be obtained on application. by postcard
The inspector-In-Charge, A.IJ. Training
cefi,, to
School (I.C.S./REC. 53), Brandon Steep, Bristol, 1.

.

LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
ysiake. 24-hour service, moderate prices. -Sinclair

circuit.

519594.-Eleetricaï Research Products,
[nc.-Television image - transmis-

Instrunseist Brsicliee.

:

NEW Edition. American Amateur Relay League
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook
approximately 700 pages dealIng with every aspect of

519515-I.

5l444.-Heltine

1940

.
AIR MINISTRY.
AERONAUTICAL
INSPECTION
DIRECTORATE.
Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Examiners iii the General Engineering, W/'i' and

CABINETS

Specifications Published.

M. K. Syndicate, Ltd.,
Nagy, P., and Byron, D. H.Phonic-motor devices for television
and like systems.

4th,

PUBLiC APPOINTMENTS

Advertisements

Classified

a
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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Epoch

lSin.-Siriciair

hin.,

in-

Speakers,

Pultcney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1.

TRANSFORMERS for L.T. Rectifiers for charging
and safety, 12v. lighting, from l2/6.-Thompsons,
176, (lreenwich High Road, S.E.10.
COULPHONE RADIO, Grinishaw Lane, Ormskirk,
Cotlaro AC. Gramophone Motore, 12m. turntable,
27/6. With pickup, 45/-. Crystal pick-ups, 22/6'
Kola (3.12 Speakers with transformers, 1,250 ohms.
52/6. P.M., 65/-. Guaranteed American valves, 4/fi,
Oct-al, 5/6. 331 per cent. discount ou Record British
Types. Latest oubhe Perca, 9 gns. lId. stamp
for Lists.

-
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RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

PREMIER RADIO

Hih Holborn, London,
TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
LISSEN 2 volt Sreen Grid Valves S.s. 215 aHd S.G. 2V.
3/6 each. lAsse,i 2 volt Battery Pentode 4-pin side
terminal P.'!'. °A ajiti P.T.225 3/11 each. Lissen 4volt Maluìs Screen Grid AC/SG, 4/11 each. lAssen
4 vOlt Mains Out put Pentode AC/PT 4/1 1 each. Liasen
Rectifier valves V6M) 2/11 eaeh. Liasen 2 volt Power
Valves J'.220 2/3 each. Liasen 2 volt L.F. Valves L.2
1111 cash. Liasen 2 volt Class 13 Valve 3111 each.
ALL-WAVE super-het. chassis, 5 valve AC. Latest
Muhlar,l valves
J.H.4.B., V.P.4.11, L'.D.D.4, Pen
A.4, LW. 4/350v. Ranges
Short-wave, 16-48
metres. Med-wave, 200-160 nietres. Long-wave,
800-2,200 metres. Size of Chassis : l4}' long, 7"
deep. ileight overall, 8t. Controls tuning at side,
volume on/off at sitie, wave change. l'rovisioii for
pick-up. Complete with valves and knobs, £4/17/6.
SeciaI sl)eaker, 1,500 ohms field, 1016 each.
ULTRA-SHORT and short-wave choke. Liasen Hi Q.
Inductance 100 microhenries. Boed. List, 2!-.
Our price. 1/- carli.
U LTRA-8HORT aie! chart-wave double-wound lowres'slance choke. l,lssen III Q. Resistance less thiaii
.4}: ohnis. Boxed.
List, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW-LOSS Cera;iiic valve-holders.
lAssen lii Q.
Base-hoard and chassis, 5- anil 7-i1ì. bd. aiu,l 1/-

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAiNS VALVES. 4 y
.
Ivpes,
A.C./II.L., AC. L., A.C./S.G., A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C./H.P., A.C. V.H.P. 15-pin), all 5/3 each.
A.C./H.P., A.C.V.H.P. (7-pin), 7/6 ; A.C./Pens1H., 7/6 ; A.C.,P.X.4, 7/3 ; Oct. Frei. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 7!6 ; 350 V. F.W.
Elect., 5/6 ; 500 V. F. W. Rect., 6/6 ; 13 a. .2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5 6 ; H.F. Pens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Och. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 carl,. l'uil and Half-Wave Rechifiers,
6j6 each.
TRIAD HIGH-GRADE U.SJI. VALVES, all types
in stock. Standard tubes, 5/6 each. Octal Base
subes, 6/6 each.
MORSE PRACTICE KEYS.-Brass movement on
Ilakelite base, 3/3. GeneraI purpose Morse keys,
smooth action, heavy contacts, 5/10.
HEAVY DUTY TX KEYS.-Tungsten contacts.
heavy cast baso with brass movemenl, 10/..
BUZZERS, leigh-pitched, iii Bakehite Base, 1/9.
Special Offer of Record Auto-Changer Units for
A.C. Mains by famosa manufacturer.
Play S
records. Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Aislostop, Start cud Rejector. Limited number only
51 54/19/6, Carriage Paid.
A.C. GRAMO UNITS, comprising Motor aid
t'c1-iii,, Ii,,, SC,' enel 'teed Rgiil:etor 52/6.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63,
w.c.1.

:

cad.

type condensers.
lAssen lii Q.
liC. workitig. Moulded case with feet. .1 mfd.
aiiil I rnfd., Sd. each.
ROTARY coil unit. Lissen lii Q. Four-hand froni
4.81)1 metres, cali be selected by a turn of the knob.
\\'ith circuit. Boxed. List, 15/6. Our price, 6/11.
LOW-LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
i;sulatiou. Brass vaijes. Lissen lii Q. Minimum
capacity i micro-micro farads. Two tyhieo.. Boxed,
with knobs. 100 ni.mfd. List., 7/6. Our price,
3/- each. 20 iu.nitU. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
MICA condensem, Lissen. New. Boxed. All useful
sizes, OUR selection. 1/i per dozen.
MEDIUM- and long-wave coil unit, with valve-holders
aloi eiinlry resiataitces, Sd. each. (No circuit.)
4-PIN base-board valve-holders. Lisen. 2 for 3d.
4-1 LF. tramforniero. 1.isacn. Boxed. 2/6 each.
CONI speaker unit. Liasen. Complete With reed
Boxed. 1/-- each.
; ud cluck.
PAGHETTI re,ist.ances. Liasen. Many useful sizes.
OUR selection, 1/3 doz.
4-PIN valve adapters. Liesen. 6d. each.
PUSH-PULL switches. Lisse,,. 2-poiot, 4d. carli.
MANSBRIDGE
251)

i3-1)Offlt, Bd.

earl,.

10" 10-watt, 2,500 ohms energiscel
speakers. Heavy cast frame, 15/- each. With heavyticity peiìto&Ie sliceehl transformer, 17/6 each.
H EAVY-DUTY specchi transformers.
Pentode niatehibig, 2J11 each.
2-GANG straight condensers. Plessey. 1/6 each.
Lotto, 3-gang, 2/- escI,.
ROLA P.M. speakers.
Latest type 7( cone yitle
Power and lientoele transformer. lfOXe(l. 16/- each.
CLOCK-FACED dials. 5 x
With printed s-wave
scale. Ox-copl)er escutcheons and glass, 3/6 each.
Bitta, less escutcheon, 2/6 each.
HORIZONTAL dials, with plain scale.
x 3 and
pointer, 1 f- each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output
alieps., 4/11 each.
4V. 4 amps., 4v.
MAINS transformers, Plessey, llO-O-350v., 90 ma.,
4v., 2.5 amps., 4v., (i amps., 816 euch,.
MAINS transformers. G.1.C. American windings
3511-O-310v., 63 ma., 5v. 2 amIes.. (.3v. 2. amps
Suitable for replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.
MAINS transformera.
Wearite.
Type R.C.i,
250-O-2ldv., 80 ma., 4V. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 aneps., 9/11
carli. Type lt.C.2, 330-0-350v., 190 na., 4v. 2.5 amps.,
4v. 4 aneje., 12/S each. Type Jt.C.3, ;IIO-O-350y. 150
na., 4v. '2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v, 5 uiicps., 15/- each,.
'rype It.C.4, 500-O-500v. 150 ma., 4v, 2 amps., 4V.
2 amps., 4V. 2.5 amps., 4v, 5.6 amps., 21/- each.
All the above centre-tapped windings. Type 11Cl,
100-watt auto transformer, 100-110v., IOO-250y
reversible, 12/6 each,. All transformera IOO-250v.

GRAMPIAN

3.

7'

CC

tapped primaries.
CHASSIS mounting valve-holders, American 4-5-6auch 7-pin, 4i1. each. Octals, Gd. each.
LochaIs, bd.
earl,. 7-pin Eliglisli type, 3d. each.
1 WATT resistances
,, Polar N.S.F. 4d. each, 3/9 doze,,.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
WEARITE 110 k/c IF. transformers, 1/- each.
VOLUME controls.
American CTS., flnestmade
divided spindles. Length 24. With Switch, 2 000'
10,000, 25,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000,' and
1 meg., 2/6 each.
\Vire wound, 5 watt (lessswitchi),
2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, amI 25,000 ohnis, 2/each.
24MFD. can type, electrolytics, 450v, working, 1/O
5,0110,

8.1. wire-end type bias electrolytics, so mfd., 12v.
1,1 each ; 50 mfd., Soc'., 2/- each.
TUBULAR wire-end non-hn,hictjve paper condensers
All sizes up to 0], 5d. each. 4/9 doze,,.
(Contlnued in column 3,

AU

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS

Incorporating tIce Presider 3-Baud SW. Coil. 11-SG
lletccs,vithioiit coil changing. Each Kit is complete
ei'it Ii all components, diagrams, and 2-volt valves.
3-Band S.W. b-Valve Kit, 14/O. 3-Band S.W 2Vrlve Kit, 22/O.

..'l'

Energised, 59/6.
Short-Waco Condensera all-brass
construction, with Trolitul insulation.
15 mmf.,
1/9; 25 m,nf., 1/10 40 mmf., 2/-; 100 nìml.,
2/3; l60mlnh,2/7; 2lOmmf.,2/bI.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-pin
types, 13-26, 22-47, 41-49, 78-170 metres, 2/- each,.
with, circuit, Special set of SW. Coils, 14-150
metres, 4/9 set, with circuit. Premier 3-batel
S.w. coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres. Suitable
any type circuit, 2/il.
Coil Formera, 4- and 6-pin, plain or threaded,
1J2 each.
UTIUTY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct acid 300 I
Ratios, 4/3.
LISSEN Dual Rango Screened Colle, medIum und
long waves, 2/9 each.
uniera s- and over seul Poet Free. Under 5/please add Gel. postage.
PREMI ER

;

1)

and resistance tubes, all at most competitive prices;
send for valve liste. All orders must include sufficient
f5 a.in.-ll pin.
Isostage tu cover. Hours of business
weekdays. Saturday, t) ans-1 pus. l'lesse w-rite.
your address -its block letters.
RADIOCLEARANCE, LTD.,63, High Holborn, London,
W_C_1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 4631.
:

VAUXHALL-All goods previously cselvertiseet are
still av,silcslsle ; send slow hör latest price list, free.\auxlsall Utilities, 163A, Strand, \V.C.2.

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
,

H.A.C." one-valve Short-wave Receiver, famous
over 5 years, now available in kit form : complete
kit of precision co,,spolselstv, aecessoriev, full instructiones, 12/6, post Gd., no soldering iseces.sary ; descriplive folder free on request-A. I,. ll,scchus, 101),
Hartissgtois Mous], SW .1.
,

hoc

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
sages,

..........
..........

1

(Continued írens column

BATTERY output perstode valves. \Vcll-known make.
3!l 1 essi-Is.
BATTERY double diode triodo. Well-known make,
3/6 each.
RAYTHEON first-grade valves. Largest shockists,
cell t yl)es ils stock, including glass series, glass octal
series, issetal series, hautain series, siisgle-eisded series,

R.S.G.B.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Comphehe to sise lasl befall, including all Valves
asid coils, wiring diagrams ami lucid iisstructhons
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
Coils to 15111e frocs, 13 to 170 metres.
i Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20f1
Valve SLort-Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23/Valve Short-Wave A.C. Superhet Converter
Kil
26/3
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit
. .
29,'3 Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Penlods
Kil
68,MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.
All Icranel cecee ansi Uuaranteed.
Input 110 y. and 220 V. AC. Output 325.325 y.,
125) m.a.
6.3 y., 53 amps., 5 y. 2 ansps., CT.,
716 each. Jiipsd 230 V. AC. Output 325-325 y.,
7:) ma., 5 y. 2 snips., 6.3 y. 2-3 amps. C.T., 6,6
each. Input 100-250 y., 300-300 . 60 ma. 4 y.
5 a. C.T., 4 y., 1 a., 6/il.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for AC.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complete and
resssly for use
o charge 2 volts at
amp., 11/9
G volts at
amp., 19/- ; C volta at i amp., 22/6
12 volts at 1 amp., 24/6 ; C volts at 2 amps., 37/6.
Class U Kits, comprising Driver Transformer,
Class B Valve arid Holder. Complete with circuit,
I 1/0.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.
All complete wills
Output Transformer, Eolia Gin. P.M.'v, 12/6;
Sin. PM.'s, 16/O ; lOin. P.M.'e, 22/6 ; 012 P.M.'s,
60/-. Energiseel Models. Plessey, 8in, 2,500 or
7,500 ohm field, 7/O ;
750 ohm field, 7/6 ;
O12

AND COMPONENTS

RECEIVERS

N.l3.

Is.,

AMATEUR IIA1)lO HANDBOOK, 300
hey pOst.-lii, Ashiridge Gardens, London,

TUITION
PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio television, test
eeluiprnent design, trade-test coaching for R.A.F.

posts, ¡PitE. and l'iVi. exams. ; booklet free.Secretary, i.P.R.E., 3, Shirley RoAd, I,o,sdon, W.4.
YOUNG MEN (15-20 years) urgently iseedesi to

train

llaslio 011icers for the Merchaist Navy ; military
short training period low
i,xensption obtainable
fees ; boarders accepted. Write or ceslI for fsihl l>ar
ticsilars, Wireless College, Calmore,
or Wireless College, Coiwyrs Bay.
ass

;

;

WANTED
WANTED, Radio Amateur Cahlbook. State Price.lCsirrs'll, 64, Niclmolas l{oasl, 1)agenham, lssex.

WANTED, ST. 800 Coil Unit, uise1anaged.-S. Shaw,
2, ltattsbone Street, Earlesto\s'n, Lcss'cs.
WANTED in good order, Trophy Battery Three,
chite price or exchange components emsotighi to build
short-wave four-valver.-J. Is. Newbery.St. Airbyns,
Staplers, Newport, l.O.W.

SPECIAL OFFER
Press Button Radio

SPARTAN 5-Valve

Any 7 stationS on Press Sutton. Walnut Cabinet,
Provision for Pick-up and Extension Speaker,
4 watts Output with negative reed back. Muitistage Superbet, A.V.C. For AC. mains only.
Guaranteed Perfect Reception. 60 only. Original
Price £1119.6. Our Price £45.0. Carriage paid.
Trade Enquiries

Solicited.

CENTRAI. RADIO STORES,
Gerrard 2969
23 LisIe Street, W.C.2.
LONDON

:

-
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-

ALL POST ORDERS TO : Jubilee Works, 167,
Lower Clapten Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723
CALLERS TO :
Jubilee Works, or our NEW
ÎGEISPSES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
Ccnlral 2833
or 50, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. Macao/ay 238j
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ALLIED troops are fighting on Norwegian soil.
Naval units attack strategic points on the coastline. On part of the Western Front artillery action is
intensified. In Holland, Belgium, Sweden and the
Balkans the Nazis threaten. On land, sea and in the
air-everywhere-strategic moves are being made, so
that questions arise which only a good war atlas can
answer. Understand for yourself the reasons behind
the moves and countermoves by getting NEWNES

COMPREHENSIVE WAR ATLAS.
HOW MANY OF THESE WAR PROBLEMS CAN
YOU SOLVE WITHOUT A WAR ATLAS?

Why are the R.A.F. concentrating particular attention on
Norway's airfields, and do ycu know where they are?
Why is ¡t vita! for the Allies to keep a hold on railway
communications in Norway?
Why are the GermansadvancingintoNorway by apenetration
in three different directions ?
How do the vast Allied minefields strangle Germany's seacommunications?
What countriesfeel themselves menaced by German moves on
the Hungarian frontier?
Italy is nlanoeuvring her Fleet in the Mediterranean.
Does the p
(ion of Ita

naval

b.

menace Emj
c o In ni u n

cation?

e

Ask sour bsok'17er
to qet ysu NEWNES
C OMP SSENENSIVE
WARATLAS fn 16.

thus savins Postase.
Alternattvely, send
the Form wUh. postal
Order for 1'? to
tise Publishers and
the book witt be
sent dtrect to you
by return.
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barrer the other day

...

when I met a pal whose boy is ir the Army.
" Tell me, Syd," 'e says, " you being used to
other folks' worries. What 'appens in a case
like this ?
My boy was 'ome on leave dunn'
the snow and freeze-up, and 'e couldn't rejoin
his unit-what's miles away from anywhereuntil three days after 'e was due back. Weil, the
other day I finds out from 'is chum-'e didn't
tell his old dad, mind yer-that the perishers
gave 'im six days ' CB.' and docked three thys'
pay. Can they do it to 'im considering it wasn't
'is fault ?
Well, chums, that was a teaser, and it fair
beat me, 'cos things have altered in the Army
since the last " how-d'ye-do," and then I remembered my oid friend Nobby, who answers all
sorts of service and call-up problems in

I stnaightway put my pal on to Nobby, who
promised to look into things. And 'e 'as, too!
So, chums, if you've got any service problems,
whether they are yours or your boy's, write to
Nobby of TIT-BITS-and read 'is special
section in TIT-BITS every week.
It'll answer
a lot of them worries that keeps you awake at
night.

Atlas

Will reveal ib.
hidden significanci
of all the Wa.
moves!

I

was pushin' the old

TIT-BITS.

Newnes
Comprehenshi

War

I

Funny, the things I bump up against and the
way they gets put right, ain't it ?

To the Pubbsher,

GEORGE NEVNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Pleare send nse a copy OÎNEWNES COMPREHENSIVE WAR ATLAS, for
which I enclose Postal Order for 6/7.
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A Diversity Receiver

That Elusive Decibel
-

Thermion's
Commentary
Old Circuits Revived
L.F. Amplifier Troubles

-

Practical Hints
Separating the Currents
Long-range Reception-

Readers' Letters

TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS

A Practical Book

By

F. J.

CAMM

Modern Circuits of every type, Diagrams and instructions for assembling and wiring. Including Circuits
for Battery and Mains-operated Receivers, Adaptors, Units. Portables, Short-wave Receivers, All-wave
Receivers, Amplifiers, and a Room-to-room Communicator. This is a complete guide to the construction of
all types of receivers, from crystal sets to superhets, from battery sets to mains sets, from all-wave to
short-wave sets, from amRlifiers to a room-to-room communicator, All of the Circuits described have
been built and tested, and in many cases wiring diagrams have been included.
N ET
From all booksellers, or by post 3/IO from the Publisher, GEORGE NEWNES. LTD. (Book Dept) Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London. \V.C.2.
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ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
"

DX Reception

" Phoney Island." The first of these
pogrammes will be broadcast in the Home

Phoney Island"

HASSETT, who has become a
i'IUdH has been written from time to DICKY
popular favourite with listeners for
timo about DX or long-distance
work, and many listeners think that this his impersonations of street cries, is to be
is the most interesting part of radio. featured in a new series which Francis
Although extensive logs may be compiled Worsley will produce under the title
b1isteners who only just hear the call sign
and then immediately try to get another
station, this is not real DX work, and the
test of the efficiency of a station and the
way in which it is handled is better judged
by the constancy of reception and the time
for which it may be received. If you are
able to tune in quickly one of the weaker
American stations and hold it for an
hour this will give more satisfaction than
mere wandering round the dial to see bow
many stations can be heard in an hour.
However, in this issue we give some details
of the latest methods of getting long-range
data
constructional
give
results, and also
ofa Home-Service receiver built on Diversity
Receiver lines. The principles involved
may be adapted to a standard receiver, and
may even be incorporated for all-wave re-

on May 14th.
Service
" Phoney
Island " is said to be a wellknown but entirely decrepit inland amusement centre and the ramshackle round.
about emporium is advertised as a " going
going " is the word to deconcern
scribe it. " It has," runs the advertisement,
" a very good turnover and during the last
ten years has paid well-about a halfpenny
in the pound." Its marine lake is well
known to anglers, yachtsmen and swimming
enthusiasts and, in consequeyce, is entrely
Dicky Hassett's efforts to
deserted.
resuscitate this amusement morgue should
provide him with 1ìenty of abusing

IVI
1

"-"

situations.

-

" Stage Door "
RNEST LONGSTAFFE who had
E
always hankered after a back-stage
broadcast entitled " Stage Door," sug-

ceiver working.

Surprise Packet for B.B.C.
APACKET was recently delivered to
the B.B.C. containing eight bone
discs and a covering letter stating that they
were a year's subscription to London
Calling, the B.B.C.'s Overseas Programme
journal. The discs bear the name of the
listener, J. S. Clunies Ross, and the value
on one side, while on the other is stamped
the emblem ofthe Keeling or Cocos Islands.
They are the currency of these islands,
and the listener, who is Covernor and
owner of the Cocos, issues the currency.

Kipling's Jungle Book
THE recent broadcast series of " Just.So
stories " is to be followed up by new
Kipling programmes, beginning on June
This time Val Gielgud has chosen the
ist.
" Jungle
Book," and the immortal Mowgli,
with his wolf foster-parents, his friends,
Akela, Bagheera, Kaa, the snake, and his
bitter enemy, Shere Khan, will be the prin.
cipal characters.

George Formby at Nottingham
PERMISSION has been given by Mr.
George Black for some Saturday.
night broadcasts from his theatres. One of
these will be heard on May 11th, from
the Empire, Nottingham, where the star
tiim will be George Formby, with the concert party with which he has been touring
in France.

.

Vera Lynn, popular vocalist wi/h Ambrose,
who is shortly going into a West End show.
Her records lop the sales list, and are very
popular with the troops.

-
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t
r

t
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Editorial and Advertisement Offices:
Wireless," George Newnes. Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
W.C.2.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspaper and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

" Practical

The EdUce Will be pieased to consider articiec ola
raciicai natur' suitable for pubticotion in
RAOnOAL WI1tSLESS.

:

gestéd such a programme to John Watt,
B.B.C. Director of Variety, last autumn;
but the war came along and stopped it.
However, this being perhaps t telepathic
age, the idea erojped up again when the
O'Gorrnan Brothers suggested a show with
the same title.
Longstaffe, having armed himself with
a collaborator in the shape of Dick Pepper,
drove with him to Birmingham, to sec Dave
and Joe O'Gorman's performance in pantemime. After the show, they returned to
their hotel and got to work with gencil and
paper ; and, eventually, at about 3 a.m.
they arose from the table with their plans
laid.
Dick Pepper and Ernest Longstaffe will
make the O'Gormans work hard in the
characters oftwo men in the theatre bullied
by the local manager into doing everything, from conducting the orchestra to
pulling up the curtain, working the limelight or going on and doing a double turn.

" Pinnocnio
t.
.

Such article8 ohovid be

written on one side of the poper only, and should
contain the name and addreso of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible for
manuscripts, every effort wilt be made to return
them if a 8ttzmped and addressed envelope io
enclosed.
AIL corre8pondence intended for the
Editor shoteld be addre8sed : The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRZLESS, George .Newnes. Lid., Tower House,
SouThampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and lo our efforts to k.p our
readers :n touch withthe latest derelopmen's, we qlve
no warranty that apparatus described in our
columns is not the stsb3ect of letter, patent.
Copyright in all drawinqs, photographs and
articte8 published in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is
specifically reserved t/:rostghout the countries signa- I
torij to the Berne Contention and the U.S.A.
Reproilortiona or im(ationo of any of these are
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRE- B
B
LESS inCorporates ' Amateur Wireless."

the words of a famous film
critic," In ' Pinnoehio ' Walt Disney
has made a film so good that it crowns the
the first fifty years of cinema." John Watt
and Henrik Ege have prepared a special
radio version of this remarkable fulllength colour cartoon, and it will be broadcast on May 9th. A special radio score and
musical arrangements are being written
by Wally Wallond, who has been responsible for the music slde of all the Disney
radio adaptations. His work on " Snow
White
" is particularly memorable. In
" Pinnochio
" his task will probably be
the hardest yet attempted in the history
of film adaptations of this kind.
TO quote
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Novel Dual Set
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THERE ¡re still many areas where

reception of the B.B.C. Home
Service is very inadequate, the usual
complaints being fading or distortion, and
ometimes both.
Field strength measurements with an
''
R ' ' meter have shown that the cornparative strength of the transmission, both
on
and 449 metres, vañes cousiderably
even in daylight in some districts. These
changes are not so serious, however, as the
distortion and blasting which accompanies
them when the receiver in use is A.V.C.
controlled. The botter the set and the
more A.V.C.-controlled stages in use,
the more acute the distortion becomes.
Further experiments have shown that
a simple straight receiver without A.V.C.
gives good reception over reasonable
periods without distortion, but suffers from
the drawback of fading-in fact, at times,
the programme has become practically
inaudible.
on the other hand, a modern superhet
fitted with an efficient A.V.C. circuit holds
the volume reasonably constant, but at
times introduces very severe distortion
and blasting.
These experiments led to the belief that
ifit were possible to have two simple straight
receive-rs----one tuned to 449 metres and the
other to 391-and feed their two outputs
into a common amplifier, we should have
a receiver which would be free from distortion and at the same time counteract
fading, for it would be quite probable that
as one faded the other transmission would
not, and vice versa, so that the " mixed"
output to the amplifier would remain subconstant. how well such an
idea works listeners mayprobably remember
if they have ever listened to a B.B.C. relay
from America, and then tried to pick up
the American transmission direct. The
B.B.C. uso a " diversity receptioñ"
-
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Two Receivers on One Chassis
The essence of the receiver utder review,

therefore, is a combination of two receivers
on one chassis. Each receiver consists of
an H.F. and detector stage-one being
tuned to 449 metres and the other to
391 metres-and for simplicity's
sake
devoid of all controls. Tuning (and reaction,
if necessary) is by means of preset- condensers, and volume control is effected after
the detector stages, that is, on the common
amplifier itself.
The theoretical diagram is shown in
Fig. 1. Dealing with section A (the top
portion of the diagram) it will be seen that
an ordinary type of screened- pentode valve
is used for the H.F. stage. This valve is
designed for operation with the same voltage
op the -screen as the anode, and is fitted
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scheme, and the relay is usually very much
better than the results to be obtained

10

VH.49
Three 5-pin valveholders Bulgin
VH.48
Four 0.0006mfd. preset conden.
sers, Bulgin C.P.4, C3, 4, 7

I
-

cOMPONENTSREQUIRED

Two aerial coifs, Buigin C.6
Two H.F.transformers,Bulgin C.
Two 7-pin valveholders, Bulgin

-

of the- B.B.C.

.-Theoretical circuit diagram of

-

lite diversity receiver -described on this page.

with the control grid brought out to the
top cap, thereby appreciably reducing the
inter-electrode capacities and consequently
imposing less damphg on the tuned circuits;
and also making the screening of leads
carrying H.F. currents unnecessary, pro.
vided that reasonable care is taken with
the layout.

Screen Current Consumption
Another reason for the use of this type
of valve is that it avoids the expense of a
screen/cathode resistance and condenser
network, and also a volume control, and
makes the receiver more simple and
cheaper to build and operate. Further, the
valve actually used (Tungsram SP4B) has
a total anode and screen current eonsumption of less than 4 mA and is therefore very economical in operation.
Note that. the absence of any control on
the H.F. stage makes it possible to use a
common bias resistance and condenser for
bot-h valves and further reduces the cost

of construction.

Preceding the SP4B valve is a Bulgin
0.6 aerial coil. It will be noted that as the
receiver is intended for medium-wave
reception only, no wave-change switches
are required and the long.wave windings
have been shorted out. The same remarks
apply to the H.F. transformer (type 0.7)
which couples the H.F. valve to the
detector. This HF. transformer has its
untuned primary connected between H.T. +
and the anode of the SP4B valve, and no
decoupling or voltage.dropping resistances
are used, presuming, of course, that the
maximum H.T. does not exceed 250. (If
this occurs, voltage-dropping resistances
and decoupling condensers will have to be
included in both anode- and screen H.T.
lines in order to reduce the voltage to
250 maximum.)
A power-grid detector is employed with
a grid leak of 250,000 ohms and a grid
cond3nser of 0.0001 mfd, as this will handle
strong signals without distortion if and

when the receiver is used near to the transmitter.
H.T. is applied to both detector anodes
by a decoupling filter consisting of resist.
ance R6 of 10,000 ohms and an 8-mfd.
surge-proof electrolytic condenser (013).
This type of condenser does not limit the
voltage, but is capable of withstanding
the excessive voltages usually present
when a receiver is first switched on, and
consequently is less liable to breakdown.
In each detector anode is a 50,000 ohms
(M or R5) lead resistance across which
the L.F. signals are developed and fed via
0.002 mid. coupling condensers (C14 or
Cl5) to the common amplifier in the
normal resistance-capacIty coupling circuit.
A 0.0001 told. condenser from anode to
" earth
" and from the " grid " side of each
coupling condenser to "earth" (Cil, 12,
6 and 17), completes the H.F. filtering.
The receiver is of such a simple nature that
H.F. chokes 'were not found necessary in
the detector anode circuits and were
accordingly omitted.
(To

be coni

jnued
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Gas-mask Box Receiver
Constructional Details of a Handy
Two-valve Midget Portable

THIS midget receiver is built into one
of the ordinary cardboard gas-mask
boxes, which also contains both the
LT. and H.T. sources of supply.
First of all, the box has to be marked
out. The three grid-bias batteries forming
the H.T. supply are placed at the left-hand
end, and a piece of 5-ply wood measuring
5in. by about 3m. is fixed in position to
hold these batteries secure. This can be
accomplished either by glueing the sides of
the wood or by screwing it from the outside
of the box. The töp edge of this piece of
plywood should coincide with the top
edges of the box-thus leaving a space of
about 1in. between it and the box bottom.
This allows for the various battery leads
to pass easily underneath. It is interesting
to note that the total anode current is
only .5 mA.

3in., is screwed on to this, and
then the shole should just slide into the
space mentioned previously. Enough room
is left between the panel and the boKlid
to allow for the controls
is Sin. by

Constructional Details
And now for the actual construction of
the receiver, the general arrangement of
which is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Other
than the Bulgin midget L.F. transformer,
and the coil, there are no components
specified. The receiver should be built from
the best and most suitable parts on hand,
and then wired up from the theoretical
circuit in Fig. 1.
The coil is home-made from the details
given for the " A.R.P. One " in the September 30th, 1939, issue of PRACTiCAL
WIRELESS. In this case the former is 2m.

)

r-t.

Fig. 1.-Theoretical
circuit diagram of the
simple midget portable
described in f/se text.

.-::i
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PH E0 STAT
ADJUSTED TO
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plywood.
There should now be a space left at the
right-hand end of the box measuring about
5m. by 3in. and this is where the receiver
fits in
The baseboard is cut from 5-ply and
measures 3in. by 3m. The panel (3-ply)
---

-

View

T-t-

diameter to allow for the bulb of the
HL2 valve to be mounted inside it. There
are various ways in which to mount the
completed coil. En the original design , one
of the ends was fixed to the baseboard by
means of an adhesive.

The earpiece is taken from an old pair of
'phones. and is connected to about 3ft. of
flex. For the aerial a length of rubbercovered wire is passed through the four
small holes found to be punched in the box,
and takes the place of the string normally
used with these boxes. Both ends of this
wire should be knotted to prevent them from
coming out of position. One end is also
connected to the tapping on the grid coil.
The receiver should work the earpiece
quite well with this wire slung over the
--e
DEP
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A VALUABLE TECØMCAL LIBRARY!
2

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
5/-, or 5/4 by po't.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLO-

PDIA

7)6, or 8/- by poit.
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0003 MED

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK

I

or 5!6 by post.
MECHANIC ENCYCLOPAEDIA
36, or 4/- by post.
SIXTY TESTEO WIRELESS CIRCU!TS
3/6, or 3/10 by post.
COILS, CHOKES AN
TRANSFORMERS
36, or 3/10 by post.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL
6/-, or 6/6 by post.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK
6!-. or 66 by post.
WORKSHOP CAICULATEONS, TABLES AND
SI-,

-
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PM2DX
BRAC<E1

Fig.
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2.-Plan

lay-out
valve-holders, and transformer.
View, showing

FOR M U L
3/10 by post.

36, or

WIRELESSTRANSMISSON FOR AMATEURS
36, or 310 by post.
DICTIONARY 0E METALS AND THEIR
ALLOYS
5f-, or 54 by post.
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e"

the complete receiver housed in a
gas-mask box.

Just a word about the valves. In the set
described a Mullard P1\I2DX is used in the
detector position, but various types can
be tried, and the one found to work best
could be used. For the LF. stage an Osram
HL2 is strongly advised, as this is definitely
just right for the job.

II/

THE HOME

\O

of

-V

Earpiece and Aerial

HT-t-

0003

For the L.T. supply a type 800 cycle
battery is used. This is placed on top of
the three grid bias batteries, but care should
be taken to see that they do not make
electrically. The left-hand box
contact
" flap ' ' can be screwed down to the piece
of plywood in order to hold this battery in
place. About in. should be trimmed off
this " flap " to make its end flush with the

:

All obtainsbe trom GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
of

coil,

Tower Houso, Southampton Street,Strand,W.C.2

1I,e)S4,(IC)[,e(e

3.-Side view. showing valve-holder brac!ci
which supports the L.F. valvewithin the coil.

Fig.

shoulder in the usual way, and one can
walk about listening to signals. Slight
directional eftects will be noticed for examplc, facing north or south will bring a
signal in at better strength than any other
direction.
If- the tuning and reaction knobs are not
too large the earpiece should rest comfortably ois the panel when not in use, and,
with its attached length of wire coiled sip,
the box can be ealy closed. It then has
the appearance of quite an ordinary gasmask box.

.----,
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Comment, Chat arid Criticism

Tschaíkowsky's Music
A Further Discussion on the Work of the Great Russian

Composer. by Our Music Critic, Maurice Reeve
IN

a short discussion -of Tsohaikowsky's
music, one is ifiled with rather conflicting emotions. That some of it is
great music cannot be denied ; that other
numbers are not. on the same plane is
equally evident to all but biased minds.
Its great popularity in England and
America is apt to be rather misleading. It
is a popularity as great, in some ways, as
that of Beethoven, yet two people could
hardly occupy more different places in one's
heart and affections.
His magnificent command of orchestral
colouring, his typical Slav pessimism (so
attractive to us in all Russian music)
coupled with his ability to 'metamorphose
himself almost without warning into a zest
for the sensualities of life, the poignant
romanticism of his melodies, the slightly
Oriental flavour of some of his scores ; all
these, together with other qualities, enable
us to let his music grip us, and sweep us
outofour humdrum lives into the unattain.
able world of passionate romance, vodka,
scimitars and Eastern bazaars. . Could it
ever fail to attract ? Tschaikowsky runs
the whole gamut, but whereas a master
like Beethoven almost always holds his
forces under such perfect control, Tschaikowsky must be consideréd, almost always,
a man of moods. He lets his feelings run
away from him.

Sixth Symphony
k

-

.

.

:

Consequently his major works, even the
glorious sixth symphony lack the unity, the
directing purpose and the steady continuity that are our wonder and admiration
in Beethoven and Brahms. It would be as
impossible for a movement of the character
of the scherzo from the sixth symphony, or
even the waltz from the fifth, to creep into
one of theirs as it would be for a camel to
go through the eye of a needle. Briffiant as
the one is and tender and wistful the other,
they simply don't belong where they have
been placed. They are the offspring of a
creature of moods, and not of a man of
consistent planning and designing.
With the exception of the Romeo and
Juliet masterpiece, Tschaikowsky reached
his maturity rather later than most of the
leading musicians. This was, no doubt,
partially due to a lack of concentration in
his early manhood, which was clearly
revealed during his studies at the school
of jurisprudence. Consequently, the periodof full mature creation is short when cornpared to some standards. But the tragically
sudden death when only fifty-three must
not tempt us. to exaggerate this phase of
his development. Had he been spared
another twenty years,. and even at that age
he would not have been a patriarch, the
imagination wobbles at the thought of
what he might have given to the world.
For there was obviously plenty more, that
he wished to say, his inventiveness, his
.philosophy, and his idiom were nothing like
exhausted One feels that his seventh and
eighth symphonies would. have shown as
marked an advance on the fifth and sixth
-

..

,

as they; in their turn, did on their immediate predecessors.

Operas
With one exception, Tschaikowsky's
operas are har4ly known to the average
Englishman-that exception is " Eugene
Onegin," based on a story by Pushkin.
"
Queen of Spades," too, might be
known to those who travel far and seek long,
but few outside the ranks of the dilettante
know much about it. The other operas
Tschaikowsky
were " The Oprichnik,' '
" Vakula the wrote
Smith ' ' (later re-wrftten as
" Oxana's Caprices
"), " Joan of Arc,"
-" Mazeppa," " The Sorceress," and " lolan.
the.' ' There are also some fragments from
operas which he either destroyed by reason
of an artistic conscienie, or which were left
uncompleted. Best known are the numbers
from " The Voyevoda." All the operas
are, not unnaturally, very popular and
frequently performed in Russia.
The Oprichnik were the soldiers who
formed Ivan the Terrible's bodyguard, and
the libretto, Tschaikowsky's own, concerns
some of their adventures and tragedies. On
its first production it was very successful,
and all his 'Moscow colleagues attended the
first performance. But Cui and others
pointed out its faults, particularly in tho
libretto, and Tschaiko'wsky was left somewhat dispirited.
Vakula is based on Ggol's love story of
Vakula and Oxana, and was written for a
competition. Tschaikowsky made a curious
mistake in feverishly working to get it
completed a year too soon, also he talked
about it to everyone, and thus broke the
rule of anonymity.
But matters were
smoothed out, and he easily won the contest.
" Eugene Onegin ' ' was the next one and,
with this, Tschaikowsky leapt to fame as an
operatic composer of international reputa.
tion. Tschikowsky was almost entirely
responsible for the libretto, which consists
mainly of word for word extracts from
Pushkin's own text. It was first produced
in 1879. Although possessing faults, it
exercises an irresistible appeal, and at least
three of its numbers are beloved in the
concert room : Lensky's Aria, Tatiana's
Letter Song, and the bea'utiful Valse in the
fourth scene.
I can only deal briefly with the other
three operas that earned Tschaikowsky
farne, and an incinase of reputation. " Joan
of Arc " *as produced in 1881 , and Tschaikowsky wrote the libretto based on a
Russian. translation of Schiller's tragedy,
" The Maid of Orleans." He records in
letters how he was greatly harassed with
the rhyming ; there was apparently no
rhyming dictionary in Russia then. It was
a great popular success though Cui, as
usual, led the criticism fromSt. Petersburg.
" Mazeppa " came next and Tschaikowsky
founded
his libretto on Pushkin's poem,
" The Battle
of Poltava," .Tschaikowsky,
however, not being a nationalist composer,
failed to secure unity of purpose with the
wonderful spirit of the gcat poet's treatThee

ment of the famous Cossack chief, and his
depredations and wild carousing. Much
beautiful music lacks the patriotic fervour
that Moussorgsky might have given the
subject, whilst the almost unrelieved gloom
and tragedy of it become almost overwhelming. The entr'acte " The Battle of
Poltava ' ' is very popular in concert programmes. For the only time in the opera
Tschaikowsky uses a folk tune here-the
same one Beethoven used in his Ragstmowsky quartet.

" The Queen

of Spades"
After reviving " Vakula the Smith," and.
producing a dead failure, " The Sorceress,"
Tschaikowsky returned to his beloved
Pushkin for inspiration, and commenced
work on the famous short story " The Queen
of Spades.' ' His brother Modeste wrote the
libretto. The story is briefly this. Hermann,
a poor officer, is tortured by an insatiable
longing for riches. He is told' that an old
Countess, whose niece he loves, possesses
the secret of the three lucky cards. Should
she divulge it, however, she is doomed to
die. Hermann breaks into the house, and
so terrifies the old lady that she dies of
fright without having revealed the secret,
but afterwards her spirit appears to him
and informs him which cards are the three
talismen. With this knowledge he wins a
fortune at the tables with, the first two
cards, but at the third game, the ace of
hearts suddenly changes before his very
eyes into the queen of spades, and the spirit
reappears and mocks him.
There was one other opera, based on a
Danish story, " King Rene's Daughter,"
which he styled " lolanthe."
Although it was his lifelong ambition to
excel in operatic creations, Tschaikowsky
never approached the heights in this that
he reached in some of his other 'work. Only
two of them are ever likely to gain immortality.
" Eugene Onegin " and " The
Queen of Spades."
Tschaikowsky wrote six symphonies.
Whereas the first three are hardly known,
and not undeservedly, the last three are
masterpieces known throughout the musical,
and unmusical, world.

" Winter Dreams "
I cannot describe the first three in detail.
Sufficient
record that the firt, known as
" Winter to
Dreams," was written in 1866,
and was the first work of any magnitude
that he attempted. The second, written
in 1874, has earned for itself the nom de
plume of the " Little Russian." Tschaikowsky makes of it one of his rare occasions
for delving into folk song. It is a great
advance on the first, but the composer
was assailed with doubts about its loose
construction, and his need to enlarge his
knowledge of form and planning. The
third, 1875, was dubbed the Polish for some
unknown reason, because in it, Tschaikowsky seems to leave Russia far behind,
and to come almost wholLy under Western
influence.
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and it may be that the
propitious to reconsider the
are sponsored programmes

Application
to A.V.C.
the gain of a screen-grid valve is

WHEN
controlled by the application of nega-

tive bias tits contròl grid as, for example, in
conventional A.V.C. arrangements, distortion is liable to be introduced into the
signals being amplified when large values of
negative grid bias are used to reduce volume
on loud signals. The use of a valve having
variable-mu control grid materially assists
in reducing this distortion. A further
reduction can be obtained by feeding the
screen grid through a dropping-resistance
of relatively large value, so that, as the
eont;rol grid of the valve is biased negatively
and theanode current falls, the screen
current, which is a constant fraction of the
anode current, also falls and thus the screen
voltage rises and increases the powerhandling capabilities of the valve.
This latter effect can be considerably
aided by providing the amplifying valve
with a variable-mu screen grid, the " mu"
of the screen grid and control-grid being
variable in the same sense. With such
valves the rate of decrease of the screen
current with increase of negative grid bias
on the control grid is more rapid, since
current ceases to flow through the closemeshed end of the control grid opposite
the close-meshed end of the screengrid, and the average shadow ratio of
the screen grkl in the region in which
current continues to flow falls. Thus the
screen voltage rises more tapidly and
distortion does not increase appreciably as
the gain is decreased to maintain a constant
output.
In operation, the screen voltage of such
vaFes varies considerably as the gaincontrol operates, for example, from 30 to
200 volts, and this voltage change may be
usefully applied for such purposes as tuningindication, gain-control in other stages,
selectivity control, etc.

The Paper Shortage

By ThermLon

a

The Gadget Racket
old friend K. T. H., of Birkerthead,
fresh batch of advertisements for radio rackets in the form of
wireless gadgets which do not live up to
their efaim. K. T. H., like your humble
scribe, feels that the genuine inventer does
not get a square deal, whilst the inventor
of a racket can give a deal which is not
square, but decidedly twisted. The profits
are, of course, in round figures,
thó
like Eu?ilid, tTt The
Ït
shGrtest distance between two pointsthe mug and his money-is to be careless
with the truth. Some members of the public
will believe anything. The proprietors of
some of these rackets are foreigners, and
they ride round in their Rolls-}toyces, nut
fur goats und diamonts on der vingers.
Also mit their vell-knawn guarantee off der
monesh back veneffer ya vant id, they are
assured of a Quick' return. As the mock
auctioneer puts it, ve lose on effery sale,
but ids der kervañtity vot ve sells vot makes
der broffits. My advice to readers is to
llave nothing to do with these advertised

O1JRhas sent me a

fr

radio rackets.

/

reader is well aware of the paper
occasioned by the invasion
of Norway, and the great increase in tìe
price of such paper as is available. The
price ofpaper is controlled, and the shortage
is likely to increase. This means that prices
will soar even beyond their present astronomical limits. For this reason it may be
that wise readers are now purchasing
technical books at the old price before
stocks are exhausted, knowing that if
paper is available for reprints, prices must
go up. I therefore advise all readers to
lay-in a stock oftechnical books before this
eventuality. And once again I remind
them that we issue a catalogue of our
techniçal books. This war is essentially a
war of technicians, and technicians require
technical books. Buy them vhile the going

fVERY
shortage

The Purchase Tax
Purchase

Tax

announced by
Lu his Budget speech
cannot be immediately applied. As readers
know, the tax is to be added by wholesalers
to invoices sent to retailers, and undoubtedly
the manufacturer who supplies direct to the
retailer will be considered a wholesaler for
the purpose of the tax. It is certain,
therefore, that the price of radio-receivers is good.
will go up-an added realon why housands
After the War
will return to home-construction.

THESir John Simon

B.L.D.L.C. Convention
that a reader suggests that

we

ISEE
should hold a convention of B.L.D.L.C.
members. I invite members, therefore, to
let me have their opinion of this suggestion,
which would not be practicable unless some
hundreds of our thousands of members
turn up. Nor is it possible to go into the
question of the cost of such a convention
per member, unless the numbers are known
in advance.
Sponsored Progranmies
told that the B.B.C. will reconsider

the desirability of running sponsored
programmes. There are reasons advanced
why they should do so. 1n the first
place, the Continental stations which took
sponsored programmes from this country,
and incidentally tens of thousands of
English quids, have closed down on us.
In the second place, with extreme paper
shortage advertisers are finding it difficult
to take space in daily papers. Most of the
latter are booked np for months ahead, and
it is impossible to have advertisements
inserted in particular issues. All of the
newspapers and most of the periodicals
are reduced in size, thus further limiting
the amcrunt of advertising space
1e
-_u means that thêf
of pounds set aside for advertising which
cannot be spent. This will have repereussions on home trade if allowed to continue. If advertisements do not appear,
advertisers will sell fewer goods ; that
means loss of trade, loss of revenue to the
State, and unemployment. The B.B.C, I
imagine, are suffering a loss of revenue due
to fewer licences. It is suggested that
the B.B.C. should provide advertisers with
an outlet for their cash. It must not be
forgotten that the B.B.C. did at one time
run sponsored programmes, but Sir John
Reith oïice told nie that the results were
flot such that the advertisers were anxious
to renew tile experiment. Times, however,

t1iòs

-

referring to the present
asks the
pertinent question : " What will happen
.after the war when the 2O0O0 radio
engineers absorbed by the R.A.F.
back into civilian life ? " Ifthey are thrown
back there will be no shortage, but I doubt
whether this country will disarm to the
same extent as hitherto. We have learned
our lesson. We know that whilst we are
dealing with nations whose word cannot be
trusted it would be unwise to place ourselves in the same position as before. I do
not, therefore, envisage a general disarmament when this fracas is ended. Also, there
is bound to be a boom in the sale of wireless
sets as in everything else. More and niere
service engineers will be required.

AREADER
shortage of service engineers

Can You Count or Cook?

you hld an engineering degree, or
can prepare a balance sheet, or fly or
mend a balloon-or only cook a dinnerthe Royal Air Force may have a job for
you.
Most urgent recruiting iseeds of the
Air Force are for balloon operators for the
balloon barrage ; cooks and special duty
clerks for the W.A.A.F. ;
qualified
accountants to serve as Accountant
Officers, and engineering specialists for the
iee'rirticaì braicúiis.
Holders of engineering degrees or
engineering certificates, and practical
engineers, are wanted as Engineer and
Armament Officers. Their job is connected
with the mainteiance of the aircraft and
engines,the guhs and bombs of the R.A.F.
An expert knowledge of telecommunication
or radio engineering, or a science degice,
are the qualifications for a commission as a
Signals Officer-. The age limits are 21 o
50 years for all these technical branches.
and applications should be made at once
to the Air Ministry (S.7.c), I(ingswav
London.
New additions to the national balloon
barrage call for yet more men, especia.li'
balloon opeiators.

IF

-
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Long-rQnge Reception
Various Methods of ObtaiHng Reliable DX Results
By W.

THE recent flip which has been given
to real DX work by the broadcasting
of news bulletins has led to many
interesting querieB by those who have
previously not entered this branch of radio.

Many listeners are, of course, quite satisfled if they can hear a few foreign stations,
and as real DX work can only be carried
out when suitable apparatus is used and
properly handled, many are finding it
difficult to get the results they desire. R
should be remembered at this stage that
there are two ways of receiving real DX
stations. They may be heard weakly and in
intermittent form, making it very difficult
to follow a conversation, or they may be
heard consistently and strongly, giving
aimost as good results as those obtained
from some of the continental stations. Tinfortunately for this purpose special appara.
tus will have to be used, and even then
conditions may prevent the desired results
being obtained, but we will show presently
how some measure of reliability may be

obtained.

Apparatus Needed

First of all, it is important to emphasise
that although America may be received on a
one-valve set, this is not the best type of

apparatus to use. One H.F. stage will give
some degree of range, but two H.F. stages,

J.

DELANEY

station. This means, ifa number of different
countries are to be received, that the
serial must be moyable, and as most of the
short waves are radiated by horizontal
aerials, some similar arrangement should
be used-at the receiving end. Ifpossible also
the serial should have some direct relation
to the waveband in use, and this means that
for short-wave working some form of
horizontal directional dipole serial array
should be used. A Great Circle World
Map and a compass will assist in arranging
the aerial so that any doubt may be
removed as to its direction before attention
is turned to the problem of finding the
station. As fading is one of the major
problems of real long-distance work some
attempt should be made to overcome its
effects. Many ingenious schemes have been
suggested from time to time to overcome
fading, but the majority of them arc only
suitable for commercial installations. For
the ordinary listener, however, there are
two schemes which are well worth trying.
One is the use of two aerials connected
to a standard receiver, and the other is the
use of a special receiver connected to the two
serials. This is known as " diversity
reception," and on other pages in this
issue will be found constructional detaila
of a medium-wave receiver built on these
lines for reliable results from the Home
Service station in those parts of the country
where reception is at present difficult.
With the first-mentioned scheme, two
aerials are erected in such a way that

they may be spaced at different distances
apart. They are then both joined to the
aerial terminal of the receiver, and a station
tuned in. If fading is present, one aerial
is moved relative to the other and a position
may be found where the fading éffeot is

balanced out. This is obviously combersome, but may be felt worth while in some
cases. Another idea is to erect the two
aerials permanently, at a distance apart
slightly less than one wavelength or a half
wavelength of the centre of the waveband
on which the receiver is to be used. The
theory is that the fading signal will be
picked up on both aerials, but the travelling wave will strike the two aerials out
of phase, and thus a fading period on one
aerial should coincide with a strong period
on the other, and thus a more or less constant signal will be heard on the receiver.
An improvement on this idea is to have a
double receiver, consisting of duplicated
H.F. stages, or duplicate detector stages
if H.F. is not needed, and each set is joined
to a separate aerial. The outputs from the
detector stages are then mixed and fed to
the amplifying stages, and the same effect
should be noted due to the out of phase
signal. The idea may be seen clearly
in the receiver described on page 170, and
although this is designed for the reception
of a single station the idea may be utilised
for a general type of receiver by substituting.
tuning condensers of standard type for the
pro-sets, and using in a sinlilar manner to
standard equipment.

properly designed, or a superhet, are
needed for making certain that the apparatus itself is good enough to give reliable
results. At the same time such apparatus
wifi remove the need for delicate handling,
and even an inexperienced operator will
have some certainty of getting long-distance
signals. Next is the question of the wavelength. Although the short waves are Group Abridgments can be obtained from the Patent Office,
Sòutbampton Buildings, London,
more reliable for long-distance work, W.C.2, either sheet by sheet as iscued on payment of a ,ubcription of 5s. Pr Group Volume or in
volume,,
price
Za.
each.
can
be
received
from
hound
signals
medium-wave
America after midnight. Although it may
also be possible to hear these stations
Beatty, W. A.-Television rebefore that hour, the high-powered nearer
ceivers.
stations on this band will tend to blot
These particulars of New Patente of interest 519904.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
out the weaker long-distance stations and,
to readers have been selected from tise
Smyth, C. N.-Eleotron-discharge
Officiai Journal of Patent, and are published
therefore, it is preferable to select a time
devices.
by permission of the Controller of H.M.
when most of the nearer stations are off the
Stationery Office. The Official Jouinal of 519905.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and
air.
Patents can be obtained from tise Patent
Beatty, W. A.-Radio receivingOffice, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
We have already dealt with the question
sets.
W.C2, price Is. weekly (annual subscription,
of set operation In previous artióles, and
£2 lOs.).
520036.-Thornton, A. A. (Philco
the importance of the reaction adjustment
Radio andTelevision Corporation).
Specifications PublIshed.
in giving sensitivity control must not be
-Multi-voltage radio-receivers.
519974.-Meier, K. 11.-Method pf
overlooked. Very often it will make all the
and means for reducing disturb- 520041. .-Standard Telephones and
difference between hearing the station and
Cables, Ltd., and Gibson; W. T.ances in wireless reception.
ot hearing it, but in this article we are
Thermionic valves.
519975.-Stevens,
A.
H.
(Bush
Demort
Ltd., and
520042.-Kolster-Brandes,
and
stations
thereand,
long-thstaíice
these
of
--* myth
arrangetransmittIi1
apparatus
for
o
Q
reactionused
as
above.
willnotconsider
fore,
mente
for
radio-receivers.
acoustic)
ceiving
sound
(or
vipresent
station
fading
a
there
any
is
If
520106.-Marconi's Wireless Telebrations.
which can only be heard when reaction
graph Co., Ltd.-Television and
520074.-Wired Radio, Inc.-Wired
has to be " juggled " will obviously not
like transmitting cathode-ray
radio service system.
give reliable results over a period of time
tubes.
520075.-Fortescue, R. L.-Thersuch as may be needed to follow a talk or
mionic valve apparatus. (Addition 519921.-Vereinigte Gluhlampen Und
similar item.
Elektrizltats Akt.-Ges.
Visual
to 504196.)
tuning-indicator.
520028.-Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.,
Aerial Design
and Yearsley, E.-Eìectric socketAfter the choice of receiver comes the
contacts.
Printed Copies of the full Published
selection of the aerial. As certain American
519883.-Belling and Lee, Ltd., and Sfication8 may be obtained from
and other stations use " beamed " or direcStrafford, F. R. W.-Aerial eye- the Patent Office, 25, 9outhampton
tional aerials it is possible to obtain
teme for radio-receivers.
Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the
improved results here by also using a
ô20082.-Kolster-Brandes, Ltd., and uniform price of is. each.
directional aerial, so arranged that it picks
up maximum energy from the desired
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Old Circuits
Revived
Interesting Details of Old Arrangements which
are Worth Trying
Syears ago the wireless amateur
and experimenter used to think of his
hobby in terms of " circuits " and
whenever members of the " fraternity"
niet,
suoh names a " Colpitts," " Hartley,"
"

tend to shield each other. in consequence
of these difficulties, the final result was not
always better or even as good as that
obtained with a standard type of set. For
the keen experimenter this circuit can still
provide ample scope and is very interesting.

Meisner," " Armstrong," " Flewelling,"
and many others could frequently be
heard. Many of those readers whose
interest in wireless goes back over the
past 15 years will recall most of these
names, but to those who have only
iecently taken up the hobby the names
will probably have no significance whatever. With the idea of refreshing the
memories of " old hands " and of giving
the younger generation a little food for
thought, it is proposed to give brief
particulars of some of the circuits that
have been popular at various times
during the past ten years or so. It
would be quite impossible to mention all
the circuits, so reference will only be
made to those which were in the nature
Fig. 3-T/sc arrangement 'of a microphone
of " supers " or " stunts " ; most of
amplifier for operating a loudspeaker from a
the others were merely embryos from
crystal set.
which the circuits in use at the present
time have been developed.
'L

Fig.

I

.-A

simple circuí! for o6iaining increased
välame frein a crystal set.

Full-wave

Detection

Another attempt to double the power of a
crystal set was by the use of full-wave
rectification, the circuit employed being
somewhat like that represented by Fig. 2.
Here again two crystals were made use of,
but they were actually in series, with the
'phones connected between them. It can be
seen that the principle ofthis arrangement is
identical with that of a full-wave rectifier
of the types at present used in A.C. eliminators. Although we can claim to have obtained
quite satisfactory results with this circuit,
there is no doubt that it is decidedly tricky
and demands the use of almost identical
crystal detectors, and of an accurately
centre-tapped secondary tuning coil. Incidentally, the latter is most easily obtained
by, the use of the old-fashioned slider or by
taking a number of tappings and finding
the one most suitablé.

Loudspeaker Crystal Sets
In the earlier days of broadcasting,
.

i.

z-

Fig. 2.-A crystal receiver
using full-wave rectification.

Fig.

4.-An

earigi form

of

numerous attempts were made to operate a
loudspeaker from a crystal set without the
use of costly valve amplifiers. The simplest
of these, and one which met with some
measure of success, was to attach a small
miczophone to an ordinary telephone earpiece and to connect this to a speaker
through a high-ratio transformer ; the
general idea of the circuit connections can
be gathered from Fig. 3. The idea appears
to be perfectly simple and straightforward,
but it was found very difficult to produce the
extremely small and lightweight (as they
must be) miniature microphones for the
purpose. Consequently, in most cases a
considerable amount of experimental work

valve-crystal reflet circuit.

(Continued on nexi page)

" Special " Crystal Circuits

Before passing on to the more elaboite
arrangements it will be intersting to look
at one or two modifications of the simple
crystal set. In the earlier days, when components were particularly expensive, the
crystal was as much as most of the more or
less impecunious experimenters could afford,
and for that reason it came in for a considerahie amount of experimentation with
a view to bringing its efficiency up to the
One apparently
highest possible level.
simple way ofinoreasing the signal strength
from a crystal set was by the use of a dul
arrangement, like that shown by Fig. 1.
Two complete receivers were used in
conjunction with two aerials and a single
earth, but instead of operating a pair of
'phones, each one had to drive only a single
earpiece. Theoretically, this system should
provide twice as much volume as the moro
conventional one ; in practice, however,
there were a number of " snags " such as
getting the two halves of the set into exact
balance, matching the crystals, and finding
a position for the aerials so that they did not

Fig.

5.-A

two-valve reflex circuit which can be built from modern components.

-
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was necessary before anything like satisfactory results could be obtained.

Reflex Circuits
Immediately following the crystal " era,"

and by which time components were cheaper
and more easily obtajnable, numerous
circuits were evolved in which a crystal
detector was used in conjunction with valve
amplifiers. In some cases the valvés acted
purely as low-frequency or high-frequency
amplifiers, but in others a single valve was
made to amplify at both low and high
frequencies. Circuits using the latter arrangements came to he knowp as " reflex"
since the signal first passed through the
valve and was amplified at high frequency;
next it was rectified.by the crystal and then
passed back to the valve, which then
magnified the low-frequency impulses. A
simple and one-time popular reflex circuit
is represented by Fig. 4, from which it can
be seen that the valve is coupled to the
crystal on the tuned-anode system, and the
output from the crystal is ed back to the
valve through a low-frequency transformer, across the secondary of which is
connected a fixed condenser to act as a bypass to the H.F. Still further to improve
the efficiency of the arrangement, reaction
was often obtained by couplingtogether the
tuned anode and aerial coils. It was claimed

¿j.
Fig.

6.-Circuit

of the Armstrong
regenerative single-Valuer.

Super-
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the circuit that the valve could (cJlato
at two frequencies at the sanie time;
one ofthese corresponded to the sina! being
received and the other was of about 10,000
cycles, or just above audibility. As a
result, the former oscillatioñ was quenched
by the latter at the rate of 10,000 times ver
second. At first, much difficulty was
experienced
in disposing of a constant
" hiss " which
marred reccption, but by
making various fine adjustments it could,
at least, be reduced to so low a level that it
was not very troublesome. Of the two
circuits, the Flewelling was least used and
never became very popular. The Armstrong, however, has remained in moro or
less constant use right up to the present
time, and is, in fact, coming very much
to the fore at the moment for the reception
of ultra-short-waves.
-

High-tension-less Circuits

was, of course, known that a detector
In evolving new circuits the fuiidamental
valve could be made to amplify by feeding idea was almost invariably one of economy,
back into the grid ciróuit the H.F. currents of making òne valve do the work of-two,
appearing in the anode circuit-in other or of minimising the consumption of highwords, by applying reaction.
This was tension and low-tension current. We have
satisfactory up to a point, but as the valve already mentioned, some circuits whose
fell into self-oscillation (so producing the main aim was to get equal effióiency with
well-known heterodyne whistle) when more fewer valves, so now reference should be
than- a very limited amount of reaction made tea scheme that was originated during
was used, it wasfelt that the valve was not 1924 for disposing of the high-tension
being made to operate at its full efficiency. supply. The circuit of a high-tension-less
The consequence was that two new circuits, Det.-L.F. two-valve set is given in Fig. 8.

Fig.

7

(lefO.-The Flewelling
circuit.

-

Fig. 8 (right).
Circuit of
a two-Valve set-L.F. hightension-less receiver.

that such a circuit was capable of results

equal to those given by an ordinary threevalve receiver, and although this was a
rather exaggerated statement the circuit
was undoubtedly capable of wonderful
things once a suitable crystal and LF.
transformer
been found. In reality, the
" quality " had
was probably extremely poor,
but this generally passed unnoticed, since
it was as good as contemporary speaker
and other components were capable of
producing. The reflex circuit was always
very popular, probably because the very
idea of economising by making one valve
do the work of two had' a strong appeal to
human nature. It is interesting to observe
that the reflex is still " living " and that
many amateurs would like to revive it.
For the benefit of any readers who are
interested in trying a reflex circuit with
modern components, the circuit represented
by Fig. 5 might be usefuL In this case the
crystal is dispensed with and an ordinary
three-electrode valve employed as detector,
a screen-grid valve serving the purpose of
combined H.F. and L.F. amplifier. Ordinary
dual-range tuners are employed and the
values of the more important components
are indicated.
.

Super-regeneration
At about the same time as the reflex
circuit was meriting a good deal of attention other experimenters were trying to
get a maximum amount of amplification
from a single valve by a different means.

,

known as the Armstrong Super-regenerative ad the Flewelling, were invented by/
the American investigators whose names
they still bear. With both of these circuits,
which are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectivery, the principle was practically the
same, namely, that although the valve
was allowed to remain in a state of oscillation the customary whistle was not heard,
due to the fact that oscillation was periodic.
ally " quenched " or " damped."
The
quenchig was provided by so arranging

From this it can be seen that the valves
are of the four-electrode type, having two
grids ; diagrammatically they are like the
later screen-grid valves, but otherwise
they have no resemblance. The inner grid
is connected to LT. positive, the outer
one forming the usual " control " grid.
With the special two-grid valve, the inner
grid is very near to the filament, so that
its small posifive charge (derived from the
accumulator) is sufficient to attract the
electrons shot off from the filament and
to give them so much impetus that they
are able to pass through both grids and
reach the plate.
A single-valve arrangement that met
with a fair amount of success in the early
days of broadcasting was that known as
the Ultra-Audion circuit. A diagnftn of
this is given in Fig. 9, from which it cñ
be seen that a single coil was used both
for aerial tuning and reaction. Instead of
controlling reaction by the usual swinging
coil or variable condnser method, it was
done by adjusting the variable grid leak
and filament rheostat. The circuit was
extremely critical, and depended very
much upon the correct choice of valve and
associated battery voltages, but despite
these disadvantages, however, the UltraAudion has often been- known to produce
Fig. 9.-The Ultra-.4udion. a tricky but interesting excellent results when handled by the
single-valve super circuiL
patient experimenter.
-

'
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AMPLIFIER TROUBLES
General Discussion on the Difficulties Experienced by DesignerApparatus constructors when Undertaking

L.F.
A

By

LP.

TIE general expression L.F. amplifiers
covers a very wide range of circuits
and apparatus, each serving the
fundamental purpose of amplifying lowfrequency signals but having individual
characteristics according to 1he particular
work for which they are designed.
It is not possible, in these articles, to
deal with all the various types of amplifiers,
so we must be concerned in this irstance
with the faults and peculiarities of such
equipment, as the majority of them are
common to most forms of L.F. apparatus.
For the benefit of those undertaking
constructional work of this kind for the
first time, it should be noted that while
certain forms of trouble will make their
presence very obvious by rather painful
sounds, there are other snags which
necessitate the systematic use of meters
to reveal them and to test for their cornplete elimination. In view of these inaudible defects, the constructor must not

by the constructor bearing in mind the
actual amplification obtained from each
valve and its associated L.F. coupling.
Details showing how this can be done have
been published in previous issues and, as
the calculations involved are not com
plicated, it is hoped that the would-be
designer-constructor will, in future, take
the precaution of doing a little figure work
before getting down to the actual construetional work.
Another item to bear in mind is the
selection of the valve or valves ; this will
be governed, to a very great extent, by

Fig.

I

General Considerations
If the constructor undertakes the design
of the amplifier, it is absôlutely essential

for him to take into consideration the
following elementary rules or factors
governing such circuits. A given output
valve will only handle a certain amount
of power without overloading and introducing distortion. This can be put another
way by saying that a valve can only accept
a certain maximum signal, the value of
which will depend on the valve under
consideration. This point cannot be
stressed too much. It is a very common
fault with amateurs to ignore the strength
of the input to the first stage of the amplifier, and to provide too much amplification before the ultimate or output stage.
This lack of consideration is not only
wasteful as regards valves, components
and current consumption, but it also produces most unsatisfactorf results. The
majority of these troubles can be eliminated

O. SPARKS

requires and the incorporation of unnecessarily large voltage dropping resist
ances. Such items will all add to the
constructional work and , incidentally,
the cost of the amplifier without bringing
any advantages.

Layout

Poor layout of components, the omission
of suitable volume and tone controls,
inadequate decoupling, badly executed
wiring and the use of unsatisfactory cornponents, are all items which must be given
every consideration if a first-class job is

(Below).-Tk,

anode circuit of a delector in its simplest
form.

Fig. 2 (Above).-FLF.
and by-pass
choke
condenser have been
added to restrict the
flow of H.F.

be lulled into a false sense of security or
satisfaction if the initj,l tests 4ppear to
indicate that everything is 100 per cent.
satisfactory. In the majority of oases it is
really essential to employ meters or, at
least, a milliammeter, to carry out the final
check to determine if all operating conditions are in accordance with the valves
in use. This applies to all amplifying
equipment, but in particular to. mainsopeited circuits, which make use of much
higher voltages than their battery-operated
counterparts.

L.

the output power required and the high
tension, not overlooking current consump.
tion in the case of battery-operated amplifiers, available. It is not good policy or

design, for example, to select valves requiring high anode voltages and having large
current consumption figures if dry batteries
arc to be used fur the II.T. supply. Simi.
larly in the opposite direction, it is
equally bad practice to consider building
a unit employing a rectifier having an output
of, say,. 350 volts at 120 mA's, if the
amplifying valves only require 200 volts
at 50 mA's. Such thoughtlessness would
necessitate the use of condensers having a
higher working voltage than the circuit

required. If it is a question of funds,
and this enters into most ofour calculations,

-remember that quality before qvanhity
applies most aptly to any work conneeted
with the amplification of low frequencies.

Instability

If the faults were tabulated in their
properorder, instabilitywould, undoubtedly,
be very near the top of the list. Although
the term is so closely associated with the
detector and its preceding stages, it is
surprising how many faults in LF. circuits
can be traced to the same form-but at a
lower frequency-of trouble. It is, perhaps,
due to the fact that most beginners think
of instability only being connected with the
detector and H.F. stages, that they do not
associate some of the mysterious resulta
they obtain from an amplifier to the same
root cause.
The most common audible danger signals
denotug that L.F. instability exists in a
circuit, are distortion and that peculiar
(Contimged on next page)

#

3.-Cctt

r

Fig.
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known as decoupling, the essentials ofwhich
(Continued from previous pgge)
are described below.
A the troubles are equally common in
beat note which, because of its similarity
in sound, is often described as motor- receivers as in amplifiers, we will deal with
boating." The actual cause of these the anode circuit of a detector stage first,
undesirable results is, speaking in a general as this is the first ot in a receiver circuit,
sense, low-frequency currents and, possibly, where-one is concerned with L.F. currents.
a mixture of high- and low-frequency
The circuit is shown in Fig. 1, where it
currents, not keeping to their proper paths. Will be seen that an L.F. transformer is
If the individual valve circuits are well used to couple the output from the detector
designed, the L.F. signal should pass from to the grid circuit of the first L.F. valve, or,
the anode of one valve to the grid of the as the case may be, the output valve. When
next, via, of course, the L.F. intervalve the signal, after being rectified by the
coupling. If, however, certain essential detector, reaches the anode, it still has,
requirements are absent, then the L.F. with it a certain proportion ofH.F. currents.
currents wifi start to roam along paths If we take the matter to a fine point, we
which are, to them, really out of bounds. could say that they are the lút thing we
The most common track they choose to want at that particular point, although, of
follow is formed by the H.T. supply positive COUrSe, if we did eliminate them completely
line and, once they are allowed to start we should have to devise other forms of
along that, then it is almost certain that reaction circuits. As the H.F. currents
trouble will be experienced, as a form of do arrive at the anode, however, steps have
interaction or reaction wifi be created by to be taken to stop them from getting
the common coupling between anodes and through into the H.T. line and the other
through the H.T. supply, the negative side L.F. stages, so we introduce an H.F.
of whic'h is always common with the choke, Fig. 2, together with a by-pass
ifiament or heater and the grid circuits.
condenser C to lead the trapped ELF.
currents back to earth. We also allow
Decoupling
the unwanted currents to do some useful
The most effective way of eliminating work by diverting some of them back to
these troubles is to take sufficient the earth line via the reaction circuit formed
precautions to keep the H.F. and L.F. by the coil L and the variable condenser
currents in their respective circuits. R.C.
Fortunately, it is not a difficult matter to
In spite of these precautions, it is still
do this, and the method usually adopted is possible for trouble to be caused by the
'
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H.T. positive line which is common to all
anodes, therefore it becomes necessary to
introduce fnrther trape, and it is these
which come under the heading of decoupling.
In this particular case, such arrangements
would be termed anode decoupling, to
differentiate them from others which will be
explained later. Fig. 3 shows the necessary
additions to the circuit the resistance R
and the condenser Cl forming the complete
decoupling, the resistance offering a further
obstacle to {.F. currents from the anode,
while the condenser provides a very easy
path to earth for H.F. or L.F. currents
which reach that spot.
The value of the resistance depends on
the H.T. available, the H.T. required by
the valve for its satisfactory operation and,
bearing in mind the voltage which is
dropped wro.s8 a resis!ance when a current
flo's through it, the anode current consumption of the valve. In a mains receiver,
where current consumption is not such a
Aerious consideration, one can often use a
resistance of 30,000 to 50,000 ohms but,
with battery-operated circuits, a lower
value often has to be selected in consideration of the items mentioned above. If
conditions are such that oue cannot afford
to drop any voltage across R, then it is
quite permissible to use a high inductance/
low-current L.F. choke "in place of R, as
such a component usually has a very low
resistance and would, therefore, not
seriously affect the voltage on the anode.

'

;

the contest would cover a period of three
months or more, and that the winner *r
winners would, of course, be those who
have scored the highest points during the
total period.
The question of awards cannot be discussed at this stage, but as many members
have already suggested,
true amateur
is not concerned with entering such a contest with the ulterior motive of obtainine
Continents shall be split into zones, and valuable prizes or, as it is more
during any given listening period it would termed, pot-hunting. However, you can
be up to the members to log stations in the rest assured that the whole matter would
zone which would be selected and announced receive the most sympathetic consideration
by headquarters. For example, during the from the Editor. Well, now, the
next move
first listening period, which could last for, is up to you. If.you are willing
to
a
say, a fortnight, we would announce that supporter just drop us a postcard be
(not
the zone to be covered would be Australia, letters) and simply say, " Yes."
and the members taking part in the contest
would then have to log as many stations Correspondence
in that area as possible, making complete IT must suffice this
week if we say very
notes of the various transmissions received.
many thanks to all members who have
Points would be awarded according to the written
to us. Where possible, their letters
number of stations logged, the completeness will be dealt
with in more detail, but in the
of the reports, and for the type of receiver meantime please accept
acknowledgused. The awardscoming underthe last head- ment as our appreciation this
of your letters.
Ing would prevent the member who is using
a small receiver being penalised by the man Contacts
operating a multi-valve commercial outfit.
HE following members wish to make
contacts :
Team Spirit
Member 707, Field House, Windmill Hill,
E second suggestion is that the team Nr. Hailsham, Sussex.
Tn spirit should be developed, and by
Member 6553, of 14, Clarence Avenue,
this we mean that certain awards would be Clarence Road, Handsworth, Birmingham,
given to, say, a number of members in any 21.
one town or, if this was not practicable,
Member 6,559, " Ael-y-Bryn," Ailtywerin
in a county. The idea behind this is to Road, Pontardawe, Swansea.
create a friendly rivalry between towns or
Member 6,574, of 65, Ruahton Road,
counties which could be eventually clnssi- Desborough, Kettering, Northants.
fled as groups.
Such procedure would
Member 6,509, of Pitcullen Garage,
eventually prove most advantageous to Thidgend, Perth.
all members, as it would mean far closer
Member 6,593, of 40, Kingsley Street.,
co-operation between everyone, and exxcour- Leigh, Lancashire.
age greater keenness in the hobby which is
Member 6,613, of 5, Warren Road,
the life blood of the club.
Orford, Warringtori, Lanes.
The outline given is of necessity rather
Member 6,623, of " Cartref," 56, Rectory
brief, but we hope that it is sufficient to Park Road. Sheldon, Birmingham, 26.
enable you to make up your mind whether
Memberfi,311, of8, Hadley Road, Ketley,
the scheme as a whole appeals to yo and Wellington, Shrops.
whether you are prepared to give it your
Member 6,634, of Folly Road. Armagh,
active support. It should be mentioned that N. Iilanl (Mr. I. %V. Ferris).

te

HE response to the suggestion made
T
recently that all members should
show more active interest in the welfare-of

the club by communicating with headquarters has been wonderful.
Letters
have been pouring in from all parts of the
British Isles, and what is still more encouraging and significant is the remarkable increase
in membership during the last few. weeks.
It seems rather ironical that members
should have responded to the suggestion
just at a time when space in these pages is
becoming a very important consideration.
However, let the good work continue,
as every endeavour will be made to give due
acknowledgment to all writers, although
we must ask you to appreciate thaj it may
be necessary to deal with such matters in a
very brief manner.

DX Contest
E predominating note in practically
TH every letter is the plea for a DX

,.

-

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

contest. It is very easy to say that such a
contest would be greatly appreciated, but
it must not be overlooked that it would also
involve a considerable amount of work
at headquarters, and while it is our desire
to carry out members' wishes as far as
possible, a certain consideration has also
to be given to the more practical side.
After analysing members' suggestions, the
following scheme seems t be the most
practicable, -but before putting the idea
into operation it is absolutely essential for
the Editor to know the number of members
who are sufficiently keen to give any
contest their active and loyal support.
Here is the prpposed scheme. To avoid
the necessity of members obtaining verification cards, it is suggested that the

T
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IPiracitlEcalt
Fixing an Aerial Mast

Iflhuni its

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

¡N spite of the thousands of aerials one

I

sees only a very small number are
erected with a view to appearance as well
as efficiency. A little trouble taken when
the aerial is being installed will be amply
repaid by increased service and will result
in the aerial being less of an eyesore than
would otherwise be the case.
A mast built on the lines of the accom*
panying drawing (which is self-explanatory)
will be found very convenient in that it
can be easily lowered for inspection and
oiling by removing the bottom bolt and
allowing it to swivel on the top one, the
stays being loosened and used as guide
ropes -to assist in this operation.
The
coner te block, with the mast supports, is
buried a few inches deep in the ground, its
actual size depending upon the size and
weight of the mast. For greater strength

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS " must have originated somelittle dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
flot pass it on to us ? We pay LI-10-0 for the
best hint submitted, and for every other Item
published on this pee we will pay half-aguinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
" PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item Please note that every notion
sent
in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hìnts."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints

pressed slightly so that the rubber ring
presses on the edge ofthe dial.-D. HASI<xa
(Hendon).

Circuit Testing

WHEN testing continuity in circuits it
often proves worth while to employ
an ohmmeter, rather than a mere continuity tester, and this fact was forcibly
brought home during the servicing of my
set recently. I had made all the usual tests,
but results on the set (an all-waver) were
very poor, especially on the short waves.
The set was given a careful examination

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 188.
!
I

pitch of the note is adjusted by
means of the choke tappings. A
chart must, of course, be made
up to give wavelength or frequency
settings.-M. JoHNsoN (Preston).
2Je

«'42i' o

Ja;ve,,

-

Il

J

A Slow-motion Remote Con..
trot Device

N shOrt-wave receivers particularly, a good slow-motion control, with anti-hand-capacity control
essential. The arrangement illustrated may be made up to operate,
on the standard 3m. ebonite dials.
- ,A large socket, such as the Clix No. 14,
.'--.
is mounted on the panel close against one
part of the dial. A plug to fit the
l
socket is then provided with a rubber
ring such as may be obtained for one penny
for umbrellas. Through the upper part of
the plug a piece of stiff wire is passed,
projecting about lin. on either side. A
piece of ebonite tubing having an internal
diameter to form a fairly comfortable fit
over the plug end is next obtained, and a
saw-cut made for
depth of about sin.
,
at one end to accommodate the cross wire.
A small spring tool-clip from the popular
,
store s is next screwed on the panel or
Method of mounting an aerial in a concrete blockinside the cabinet lid to accommodate the
the mast supports could project through ebonite handle when not required. In use,
the underside of the block and into the the handle is removed and placed over the
ground for some distance.-$. PARKER cross- wire and rotated, during which it is
(Pinner).

/

Cogge

I

-.

.

-.

.

.

-

A Ganging Unit

.

..

Details of a slow-motiort remote conirol device.

anti preved to be wired perfectly correctly
and all joints were apparently sound. The
valves were tested and found in order and
coil connections were also found in order.
All working currents and voltages were
correct, yet results were definitely very
poor. When a resistance meter was used to
test between various earthed Points I
found, however, that between two such
points on the chassis (which, incidentally,
formed the link between coils and condensers) there was a resistance of over
5,000 ohms due to poor contact between
the surface of the chassis and the leads
which were bolted to them. I had originally
used a pair of 'phones and battery to test
continuity, and thus the high-resistance

joint was not discernible.-D(Warlingham).

NEWNES

.

IREOENTLY wished to trim up a super.
het and had no really good apparatus
suitable for the purpose. After looking
round the spares box I decided that I could
build a modulated osciJator ofthe dynatron
type, using the parts shown in the accompanying circuit. To the input terminuls I
coupled a standard medium-wave coil and
condenser. The choke is a Varley type
DP.18, and all the parts should be enclosed
in an aluminium box or a wooden box lined
with foil. The H.T. need not be greater
than about 30 volts (actually I used two
15-volt G.B. batteries in series),' and the
valve is a standard non-variable mu S.G.
The 20,000 ohm potentiometer is used to
vary the intensity of.the signal and the

WATErts

# T-

SHORT-WAVE
MANUAL
5/-

or 5/4 by post

from

the Publishers,

4. Tdynatron ascillator, whichean l'e used with a tuner for
waveieiig?h checJing, or for adjusting the trimmers in a rei hovin'
ganged tuning condensers.
A modulated

GEORGE NEWNS, LTD.,
Tower House.
Southampton Street,
strand, London, W.C.2.
a'

'
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That Elusíve Decíbel
A Simple Explanation of an Important Radio Unit
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc.
that radio is playing such an
important part in the life of the
community under war conditions,
it is only right that readers ofthis Country's
sole weekly wireless journal should take
steps to become well versed in all the
important fundamentals.
Terms and
expressions are often used quite glibly, but
if a request is made for an explanation of
what. is inferred by these items, the
individual is often at a loss to give this
information with a clarity worthy of a
PRACTICAL WIRkLESS reader.
Continual habit has perhaps clarified the
mind in connection with such terms as
amperes, volts, waits, farads, etc., ajìd it is
realised that respectively they are the units
of current, potential difference, power nd
capacity. Unfortunately, many of the
units which we use today were settled long
before radio became a practical proposition,
with the result that to meet the needs of
wire1es, sub-multiples of these units are
employed to avoid the use of decimals or
fractions.
The terms milliampere and
microfarad are two that immediately come
to mind because the currents and capacities
dealt with in modern sets are minute cornpared with the heavy engineering practice
existing when the units were evolved.
NOW

tenth of a bel or N (decibels)=O.l n where

n is expressed in bols. The expression for
the relation between the two powers Pj
and P2 now becomes
=lO0.iN

or

400

N=1Oiog

and .it will be seen that just the same as
we realise automatically that the miliampere is one-thousaidth of an ampere,
so the decibel is one-tenth of the fundamental unit bel.

300

Practical Working
Under general practical conditions these
two powers P and P will be, compared by
observing either the voltage developed
across a given impedance or the current
which flows through it. If the inpùt and
output impedances of, say, an amplifier
are equal, then the power ratio will be
proportional to the square of eithêr the
voltage or current. This is known from the
simple Ohms Law expression which says
Voltage (E)'=Current (I) x Resistance (R),
and since the power is voltage multiplied
by current then
E111

EtRE2E22

E1

E12

P1E111_11

?00

100

- - -- -- - - -- -_ -- - -.---

o

Fig.

i

.-Graph showing

he gain or loss ratios
in relation to decibel equivalents.

I1RI

the power or current ratios, and although
those who use logarithm tables find it
easy to carry this out, a table has been
worked out for the benefit of readers and
O.1N
can be cut out for ready reference.
(Y1\
10
It will be noticed that where the ratio
kv2)
U2)
of voltage or current is fairly low-actually
(i)2
101ogØi)2
or N = 10 log
up to the figure of approximately 30, the
number of decibels used to express this
fact exceeds the ratio. Beyond this point,
which becomes N = O log 1'
vs
however, it is seen that whereas the ratios
become unwieldy the same fact expressed
or N = 20 log in our decibel notation is by no means
large. The next time a technician says
A Useful Table
that he has cut down the input signal
As was mentioned earlier it is simply a volts to his set by six decibels as a result
case of endeavouring to get fixed into the of using a simple type of indoor aerial
mind the nîimber to which the figure 10 '. in lieu ofan outdoor one, you will know that
must be raised in order to allow it to express this is just another way of saying that he
has approximately cut down his signal
v,,,).$.
o
, 'o
30
0
20
voltage by one half, since a 2 to i voltage
ratio is seen from the table to work out at
six decibels. Similarly, a 10 to 1 voltage
ratio (or current ratio, of course) is said
to be 20 decibels ; a 100 to 1 voltage ratio
as 40 decibels and so on. It is very useful
(Continued ass opPosite page)
______________________________
___________________________
___________________________________
or

I

X

i

R 122
Our expression for decibels now becomes:

An Expression of Ratios
Now although these terms are, as a rule,
fairly clear to the average iDdividual, there
is one which nearly always seems to cause
difficulty because it is not so tangible or as
easy to measure as the others. This is the
word decibel, which the technician employs
to express power ratios and gain or loss
ratios between related quantities such as
current or voltage. That is to say, the
relation between the input and output of
an amplifier would not be stated as two
or three times but as so many decibels,
and to get the whole idea of this unit
ingrained into the mind it is necessary at
first to conjure up some form of comparison
so that the true state of things is really

known.
Now gains and losses may run into high
figures so those who evolved this unit
simplified matters by resorting to simple
mathematics. The first unit employed was
the " bel," named after Graham Bell because
of its employment in sound working with
which the name of Bell is ciosely associated.
and P2, are said to differ
Two powers,
between themselves by n bels when

E2

:i

(\

:r

!ior!l
V2

P1

1=1Ouorn=log!t

500-----

I

bols.

This is not by any means a complicated
expression, as those with a knowledge of
logarithms will readily appreciate. For the
non-mathematically minded, however, it
is simple to see how the equation works.
If P is 10 times P2 then n is unity, while
if P1 is 100 times P2 then n is 2 since
= loo which is 10 squared. Similarly n i
3 when the ratio is 1,000, and for values
between those given so n will vary between
i and 3. Unfortunately, when this unit
came to be applied practically it was found
to be too large for much of the work, and
in consequence the unit "-decibel " was
brought into use, this being.simply one.

.

10
15
20
25
30

40

o,,b_,

Fig.

2.-Plotting

50
60
70
80
90

_v_7

a gain or

loss

logarithmic graph paper.

graph on

100
500
1000

-N
o
6.02
9.54
12.04
13.98
15.56
16.90
18.06
19.08
20.00
23.52
26.02
27.96
29.54
32.04
33.98
35.56
36.90
38.06
39.08
40.00
53.98
60.00
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power, current or voltage ratios either for
gain or loss in relation to the decibel
equivalents is simply a straight line as
to comnit a few common voltage ratios shown in Fig. 2. The loss ratios are shown
and the equivalent deeibd notation to on the left vertical ordinate and the gain
memory, as this will make the mental ratios on the right vertical ordinate.
picture of what is happehing under certain When working in voltage or current ratios
then the number of decibels should Be
circuit conditions very much easier.
read offfrom the bottom horizontal ordinate,
while for power ratios the top ordinate must
Expressing the Facts GraphicalLy
be employed. Thus, from Fig. 2, it will
It is easy to draw a graph to express the be seen that a gain ratio of 100 in terms of
gain or loss ratios in relation to the decibel voltage is the same as saying 40 decibels
equivalents but if this is carried out on (usually shortened to 40 db), but in terms of
ordinary squared graph paper, inaccuracies power the. decibels involved is one half
will occur due to the cramping of the ratio this figure, that is 20. By familiarising
ordinate as a result of the high figures himself with this chart the reader will soon
that must be employed. This is seen in be talking about decibels in their correct
Fig. 1, and it is, therefore, far more business- manner, and one of the difficulties so
like to use logarithmic graph I)aper. If frequently associated with many radio
this is done then the relation between the matters will be relegated to the dim past.

THAT ELUSIVE DECIBEL

EELECTRAD
IX-=
A.R.P. PETROL ELECTRIC

(ConI,nued from facing page
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.
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-
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____?
A 150-watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines.
but coupled toSO/IO volts, 6 amps. dynamo. These ale £40
sets ready for immediate delivery.
100-watt engine and alternator, £26.
FOR A.C. MAIT'OS. HEADY
FOR USE. LESDIX TUNGAJE
ChARGERS. Two models. One.
No. 70/6 for 70 volts 6 amps, with
met5rs and controls. etc., will
handle 100 cells a' day £7117/B.
Two. No. 70/10 Tungar br two 5
amps. circuits with meters and
variable volt controle, 70 volts. '
10 amps., for 200 cells, bargain.
.

''

EQUIPMENT FOR SERVICE WORK
1
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Spiral Scr,cJ river
Constructional Details of a Useful Tool for the
Cohstructor or Serviceman

is often very difficult for the wireless groove being filed in the inner tube B to
enthusiast or serviceman to find a accommodate J.
screwdriver to meet his requiremente
satisfactorily, and the tool illustrated was Operation
This
designed to solve the difficulty.
First, having compressed the screwscrewdriver is similar to the normal spiral driver a number of times, and the screw
advantthree
main
screwdriver, but it has
is almost tight, one of the eompréssing
ages over it. First, it is of a suitable size actions may not be completed, and it
the
spiral
secondly,
for the radio engineer ;
rod is interchangeable ; and thirdly, it
requires only one hand to operate.
-

A

Constructional

Cingle cable.

BUZZERS, small type. with
Fower Buzzers,
Cover, 1(6.
with screw contact and adjustable spring armature. 2i8. Heavy
.
Buzzer. in Bakelite case. 3/6.
Magneto Exploders. 25!-.
PILO
SGNSÍtERS
.gAD NOMS
MORSE PRACTICE SETS, High
Grade Model for Buller and
Light Signals of Army and
Navy. Valnnt cabinet. fitted W.D. turret brass swivel
lamp. revolving cap. 4 sizes of light aperture. With
05mm 2-volt tube bulb and spare. Morse KÓy and 2way switch. Adjustable 2-coil Buer inside. with
set. 10/6.
Battery clips, etc. A superior and useful and
brass
Ex-Army Buzzer Transmitter with fine key
cased quick adjustment power Buzzer on mahogany
base. by Siemens and A.T.M. Co.. 17/6.
MORSE KEYS. First class at low prices.
A good small key on moulded
base Is the TX pivot arm.
excellent for learners, 3/6.
Full size well finished key.
s.
all brass. solid pivot bar.
.
adjustable tension. etc.. B.2.
7/8. Superior Type PF.. fully
adjustable, nickel finish. 96.
High Grads 'fype Iv. plated
fittings. polished wood hase. a
fine key, 10/6. SpeCial Key on 3-switch box tor buzzer
:-

..

.'

'

-

.

and

S which

is mounted inside a tube N, and is held

against the ratchets L and E by the spring
K, which is also housed in the tube N
which projects up into the handle through
a hole in the plate D. The object of the
spring is to hold the spiral rod down on the
bottom ratchets, and yet allow it to turn,
freely when the handle is withdrawn.
The pitch of the spiral depends on
how much force is required to tighten up
the screws.
The tubular part of G slides into the gap
M between the two tubes B and C, which are
joined by the ring X (Fig. 2), so that
when the tool is compressed it is kept rigid.
Between the components E and F at the
bottom end of the tool, ball bearings are
provided, which take the pressure when the
handle is depressed. This pressure is not
direct, as the component E also moves
round.
The part G is not free to move round,
as will be Been by reference to Fig. 3.
Small pins O are screwed into the part
P, and project through long, narrow slots
eut in either side of G, so keeping the
component G from moving round when the
handle is worked up and down.
It will be appreciated that by arranging
the ratchets L and E, as shown, the spiral
rod can be replaced very quickly, with
one of a higher or lower (or reversed)
pitch, as required.
A hole Q is drilled through the lower
part of the handle and tube B so that a
bradawl can be inserted through to the grub
screw in J, making it easy to separate the
handle and part J.
ft will be understood that the grub
screw in the component T must always be
facing the hole Q, and in order to make this
possible J is cut as shown in Fig. 4. A

DOUBLE
SIGNALLER'S
HEADPIIONESwIthtlatleather
headbands for steel helmet wear.
120 ohms, by 5.T.Co.. 36, 4ft.
Cords Bd. Single 60 ohm. phones
with cord DHI, 116. FIELD
Telephone Exchanges. 5-line
and n-line portable. Twin and

.

IT

In Fig. i is shown the spiral rod

Q

£12/15.

:

A

GENERATING SE1S FOR
LIOJITINO AND CHARGIN6
l'OR 117/io/O. A 500-watt single
cil.. 2-stroke. water-cooled. selfoiling Stuart Turner engine
mag. 1gm coueled to 5070 volts.
lo amps. shunt dynamo, IS®

B

M

5PRNG

(!)

Fig. 2.

lamps. cay.. 6/6.

2

BELLS. G.P.O. type trembler Circular Desk Bell,
with movement in góng, 1/6. Wall Belle. trembler, 2/6.
Ditto, large size, 7/6. signal Bells large metal 12-volt
single stroke Bells. 10/-.
SIGNAL LAMPS by Lucas and Aldis. for night and
day use. telescope sights, for tripod or band use. Beliographs Mark y. with spare mirrors in leather case.
with mahogany tripod.
MORSE RECORDING, G.P.O. type Inkers. with
tape reel under, in first class order. £6. Lightweight
Army Field Morse Inkers, fold up into case. £7 10/-.
Super Model Army G.P.O. Field H.Q. Morse laker new,
entirely enclosed and fitted every refinement, £9. Mahogany Tape Container, G.P.O., deck top with brass reel
in drawer. cost 40/-, fOr 3/6 only. Morse Paper Reels, Bd.
STATIC CONVERTERS. AC. to D.C. 40 watts output,
steel cased. Input 230 volts AC. 50 cycles. Output 440
voiEs 60/100 ma. D.C. with
..
-i valves. 45/-. AC. mains to
%.
D.C. 120 watts at lamp. for
,
v
D.C. sets on A.C. 220 v..!eteel
Clad with valves. 50/-.
¶t
RADIO ROTARY CON.
VERTERS. For AC. Re,. P .
ceivers on D.C. mains. In
silence cabinet with filter. All
,
sizes in stock from 15 watts to
*, ________ 1.600 watts. Sizes 15, 20, 50.
I
100, 200. 400 and 800
watts ; 1 kW., li kW..
'
etc. Also battery-opera_________,
ted models for 12/130
volts and 50/230 volts.
All as new delivery
from stock.
AUTO CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Trip Overload. Magnetic Blowout, enclosed. SP. to 4 amps., 7/6. With
thermal delay, 10/-. S.F. 6 amps., 10/-. Or with thermal
delay, 12/6. s.P. 10 amps.. 14/-. S.?. 15 amps., 161-.
S.F. 20 amps., 18/6.
CONTACTORS. Two Statter enclosed 30 amps. S.F.
with
volts D.C. coils, 25/- eaCh. Three open type
30 amp. 4 pole or twin D.F. on bakelite panel, 230 D.C.
coil, 27/6. One ditto, 3 pole or 2 on 1 off 20 amps. on
panel, 110 voits AC. coil, 25/-.
READ TEMPERATURF AT A DISTANCE. Bin,
dial mater and connectIon, 10 to lIft. long, 76.
SOLENOIDS, 6-volt for model work or distance switch.
core travel lin. pull 1 os. , 3/6. AC. Magnets, 230 volts.
30 m/a, 14-0m. lift. 2/6. Ali voltages and sizes. State
wants.
ELECTRIC IMMERSION HEATERS. Save coal.
Armoured bath or tank type with liez. 1.000 watts 230
volts, 25/-.
5!. EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful
stand-by electrical and radio repair material
and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 5/-. Post
1

,.,'*
'

I
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Fig.
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GRUB
SCREW

L
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Sectional view and details
driver.

Fig. 4.

SPIRAL

SPRING

(K)

J

of

a spiral screw-

would be inadvisable to try to finish
the tightening by trying to compress the
driver any more. In order to avoid this
the screwdriver blade can be turned
once or twice (by the handle) to allow the
ratchets at T on the disc D to come in
contact with the ratchets on part T.

-

Free.

Stamped cnvCiope

70551 5e mc/oseS far Baraalns
reply to ai! enquiries.
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Upper
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SEPARATING THE CURRENTS
How Direct, High-frequency and Low-frequency Currents are Confined to
Their Own Circuits by the Use of Chokes, Condensers and Resistors
By FRANK

IN

PRESTON

every receiver there are three kinds of quency is therefore negligible. The D.C.

current-direct, or t.C., ll.F., and L.F. resistance is generally in the region of

Normally, they should not be mixed
together but confined to their own paths.
That is why it is necessary to include cornponents which serve to separate them and
prevent any one taking an unwanted course.
One of the best examples of the mixture
of these currents is in the anode circuit of a
detector (see Fig. 1). The signal currents,
or amplified signal currents, are applied to
the grid of the valve, and it is the purpose
of the valve to " rub out ' ' the II.F. portion
so that the L.F. or audio portion can be
used to operate a pair of 'phones or an
amplifier. The detector acts as a demodulator, in a manner which has often been
described in these pages. Despite this,
however, a certain amount of H.F. gets past
the valve into the anode circuit, where it is
mixed with the audiò frequencies.
When reaction is employed a portion of
the HF. is passed through the reaction
circuit and back into the grid circuit for
further use. There still remains a certain
proportion of H.F., however, and this
should e prevented from passing along o
the low-frequency amplifier, where it would
cause distortion and instability.

loo ohms.

Condenser Action
The reverse is the case for a condenser,
since its reactance is equal to 1/2xfc, where
o is in farads. In other worth, its effective
resistance is less for high than for low
frequencies. If we take a capacity of .0002
mfd. as an example we find that its reactanos at 1,000 kc/s is 800 ohms, whilst its
reactance at i kc/s or 1,000 c/s is 800,000
ohms. This means that high-frequency
currents can pass through the condenser
1,000 times more easily than can the lowfrequency currents.
From these two sets of figures it becomes
perfectly clear that almost the whole of the
L.F. in the anode circuit will be passed on to
the low-frequency valve and that almost all
of the H.F. must be by-passed to earth.
As we have seen that is precisely the result
desired.

Fig.

2.-A

capacity

is

fairly uniform anode-to-earth
obtained by using a differential
reaction condenser.

stopper resistance may be used,instead of an
H.?: choke, in the grid circuit of an L.F.
valve. This resistor " chokes back ' ' any
The Reaction Circuit
The reader may well ask what would small amount of residual H.F. which passes
happen if the small anode by-pass con- the HF choke
denser were omitted. When there is a
reaction circuit a large amount of the H.F. Decoupling
would be by-passed to earth through it,
Alternative Paths
on the " H.T' ' side of the H.F. choke we
There are two means of disposing of this whilst some would pass across the small have a mixture of D.C. (the high-tension
" surplus ' ' H.F. : it can be barred from capacity provided by the valve itself. It is supply. to the anode) and L.F. We requfre
passing the anode circuit, so that it must be nearly always desirable to enploy a by-pass the L.F. to operate the following amplifying
" forced back ' ' through the capacity of the
LP
valve to earth ; it can be allowed to take an
easy path to earth through an external
circuit. Both of these methods, and a
REA CT/OiV
CIRCUIT
combination of them, are used in practice.
OECOUPL/m
The usual method is to include an H.F.
RESISrOR
choke between the anode and the anode2MPD
Fig. .-The anode circuit
coupling component and also to connect a
of a friode detector, with
low-capacity condenser between the anode
R.C.C. coupling, affords a
and earth. By this means the H.F. is
good example of combined
prevented from passing into the inter-valve
D.C., HF.. and L.F.
V4LE ,
coupliiig circuit and is, instead, offered an
-I I
currents.
easy path to earth.
:

I

:
;

Choke Reactance

But, it may be asked, how does the choke
bar the progress of the unwanted H.F. and
yet allow both L.F. and D.C. to pass without
hindrance ; and how does the condenser
provide an easy path for H.F. without also
permitting leakage of L.F. and D.C. To
obtiin a clear understanding of this it is
necessary to refer to two fairly simple
formulai. The reactance (which for practical
purposes may be considered as being equivalent to the effective resistance to alter.
nating current) of a choke is equal to
2iv multiplied by f, multiplied by L, where
=3.14, f is the frequency in cycles per
second and L is the inductance in henries.
From this it is obvious that the reactance
increases with the frequency, being zero for
D.C. As a matter of interest the effective
resistance of an average H.F. choke (with
sai inductance of 200,000 microhenries, or
2 henry) is approximately 1,300,000 ohms
at 1,000 kc/s, and only 1,300 ohms at i kc/s
or 1,000 cycles. Thus it may be seen that
au }I.F. choke offers 1,000 times as much
resistance to an average radio frequency as
it does to an average audio frequency. Its
relative effective resistance to audio fre-

cZMFO

condenser as shown, but an alternative
method is to use a differential condenser
for reaction control, as shown in Fig. 2.
J_n that case, the capacity to earth remains
constant regardless of the setting of the
reaction condenser. There is, of necessity,
some slight variation in effective H.F.
resistance between the anode ánd earth,
because ofthe reactance ofthe reaction winding, but this is of little practical importance
As many readers are aware, it is possible
to replace the H.F. choke by a fixed resistor
when this will not reduce the H.T. voltage
applied to the valve to too great an extent.
In that case the impedance of the resistor is
greater than that of the by-pass condenser.
In ordinary A.C. theory the reactance of a
resistor is the same as the D.c. resistance,
but at high frequencies the effective rosistance is greater than this-mainly because
of the magnetic field which is developed
round the resistor. This also explains why a

_____

valve, and we must prevent it fromassing
through the H.T. supply circuit and back
to the detector grid circuit. Should any
L.F. escape in this manner we have the form
of instability known as " motor-boating,"
and additionally distortion is setup.
Similar principles are employed in filtering out th L.F. from the D.C. as in separa.
ting H.F. and L.F. We use the so-called
decoupling resistor between the anodecoupling component and H.T. + , and connect a fixed condenser between one side of
this and earth. These components are
shown in Fig. 1. If we assume that the
effective resistance of the decoupling
resistor is the same as its D.C. value,
20,000 ohms, we find that the reactance of
the 2 mfd. by-pass condenser is much
smaller. A condenser has, of course, an
infinite resistance to D.C.
The reactance of a 2 mfd. condenser at
(C'ontinued on facMg page)
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SEPARATING THE CURRENTS
it
therefore, that aiiy L.F. cun'ents
In the H.T. circuit would take the easy
path to earth through the condenser rather
than pass through the resistor. Thus, by
combining the HF. choke, by-pass condensers and decouplùg resistor shown in
Fig. I we have guided each ofthe three types
of current along their proper courses and
prevented their passage into other parts of
the circuit.
i ,000 cycles per second is only 80 ohms
s obvious,

Chokes
If it were inconvenient to employ a fairly
high resistance for decoupling, because of
the voltage drop across it, we could quite
well replace it by an L.F. choke which has a
low D.C. resistance combined wirh a cornparatively high reactance. Thus, if we
decided that a reactance of 50,000 ohms
was suitable (at the average low frequency of
1,000 e/s) we could easily find the required
inductance by modifying our formula
reactanee=2fL, to read L=2f reactance.
By substituting in this formula we find that
the required inductance is 50,000/6.28 times
] 000, or about 8 henries.
Such a choke
would have a D.C. resistance of no more
than 100 ohms. In practice, a choke between 5 and 20 henries could be used.
L.F.
.
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THIS is the second edition of a useful
manual on the operation and-construc.
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C.B.C. stations in the daytime. When
you consider that stations using 20,000
watts, with a directional antenna beamed.
on Europe, cannot be receivedwell on the

Upen

49-metre band till after 12 noon, you can
quite understand why persons using-i, 2, 3,
and 4-valve sets cannot receive C.B.C.
The Editor does 0e nec e sa uy agre s th the p nions exp ssed by hr
transmissions. In conclusion, my receiver
correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by the name and addregs
is an 0-v-1, and the antenna I am using
of the sender (nor necessarily for publication).
with it is a dipole, erected about 45ft.
high. The obvious reason for C.B.O. trans.
missions not being received in daytime
the reception of Canadian short-wave over here is the wavelength it uses. Hoping
Experimenters' S.W. Three
The C.B.C. has two short-wave this information will be of some help to
SIR,-Please accept a beginner's thanks stations.
transmitters,
one is on the 48-m. band, the readers concerned.-H. TtruNER (Arnold,
for a fine circuit-The Experimenters the other on and
the 49-m. band. The call- Notts).
S.W. Three. A grand publication Pncvrcr signs are CHNS and CHNX,
broadcasting
WIRELESS. I have just tried the set out from the
A Service Problem
Lord Nelson Hotel, Halifáx,
here, aid have received stations WCBX, Nova Scotia,
and the transmitting power
" Thermion ' ' would like to hand
DJR, W2X.AD, HCIJB (The Voice of is 500 watts. The
CHNX station operates
my name and address to the dealer
the Andes), and an Italian of which I as follows : 12 noon
'
to 04.15 G.M.T.
who is stuck ' ' with 93 sets it may afford
did not hear the call-sign. I have no
him some relief-the dealer, I mean.
verification of these stations, but hope to
I have been a free-lance worker for abóut
have in the near future. The coils are
ten years, and employ the following instruMonars
home
constructed.-N0RMAN
ments : Cossor 3343 ganging oscillator
(Bolton).
and 3332 oscilloscope, universal Avometer,
Solar capacity analyser and resistance
A Scottish Reader's Den
bridge, Ayo valve tester and panels.
I spend most of my time amongst dealers
S1R,1 find your excellent paper is most
in the Kent area, but ifthe dealer in question
useful for constructional work. I
really requires help he can send a few sets
enclose a photograph of my den, the
af a time to. the address given below until
RX in the foreground being made from the
the surplus is removed.
Premier SG3 kit. The aerials are both
Terms, 2s. per hour plus cost of replaceindoor, and are constantly changed for
ments at Trade. Only mains receivers
experimenting.
will be contemplated. I don't want the
Though conditions have been poor
work particularly, but if he is in a jam
lately, I submit my log on 14 mc/s : K4,
I don't mind doing a sppt of overtime to
ES(3), LY(2), CE, 11(3), and EA7. I
A corner of Mr. J. Fraser Shepherd's den.
ielp his public.-A. E. ANDREWS (69, St.
have also heard HBO, JZJ, VLQ,
John's Park, Blaekheath, S.E.3).
VLQ2 ; TAP, and the usual W's. I Saturdays, 13.00 to
04.30 G.M.T., and
should like to get in touch with any Sundays, 17.00 to 04.15
G.M.T. I have
listeners in my neighbourhood who care to received this station, and a week
Medium Wave DX
ago received
drop me a line.-J. FRASEE SREPHERD a verification card, but although
am
I
a
letters concerning mediumDunfermline,
Fife).
(12,
keen short-wave listener and use 'phones
wave DX have been very interesting
so that I do not miss any distant signal, and have tempted me to submit my
Dead Spots
I have never been able to receive any of the experiences.
SIR,-The letters by J. Kidd and Eric
At the beginning of 1939 I purchased a
Williams, published in receflt issues
small 3-valve battery set, and using an
WIRELESS,
greatly
interested
of PRACTICAL
outdoor aerial 30 feet long and 15 feet high,
me. I have been a short-wave listener
I logged my first Amèrican-WEAFsince last October, and have heard signals
which was transmitting on 455 m. The
globe.
from the usual DX corners of the
same month I logged five more Americans
But of South Africa, not a solitary murmur,
and one Canadian-WHAM, WBT, WOAI,
and Canada has been little better. I have
WJ2B, WGY, and CJSC. During that
heard CHNX, Nova Scoti&, 48.9 m. at
period transatlantic reception was good,
PROBLEM
No.
399
5 a.m. B.S.T. on two occasions, March
and even in June that year I received
decided
that
there
AELVIN
was
something
8th and April 18fb, but that is all.
KOB on 254 m. which any experienced
wrong
with
the
detector
stage
in
IVI
his
My RX is a " Pye " model PS, with a 60-.
listener will admit is pretty good.
battery three-valver. Re made a few experifoot antenna running east to west.
ment,, but reaction was not very good and
Since that period I have received W2,JY,
signal
strength
was
also
poor.
ile
decided
Fellow readers might be interested
WJJD, WPMB, WJ2Y, WBZ, WENE,
try
a
to
modificatIon
in
the
by-pass
capacity
to know that HCJB, Quito, Ecuador,
CKAC, WLB, EAJ7 and CHVC.
(after he had modified grid condenser and
S. America, 24.08 m., is " coming in"
leak values) and he tried varioua condenser I
Wishing your line magazine every success
values
up
to
.2
mfd.
connected
series
with
exceedingly good at the moment. Transin these difficult times.-Eaic WjLr..soN
the existing condenser, but there was no
missions in English are broadcast at
(Stockport).
apparent difference with any of them. The
12 midnight-i a.m. and 3 a.m.-4 a.m. B.S.T.
existing condenser was not faulty. What s
wrong
s
was
?
Three
books
will
be
awarded
time
day
excepting
Tuesdays.
At
the
every
for the first three correct solutions opened.
of writing, Daylight Saving Time is not
Entries should be addressed to The Editor,
Correspondents Wanted
yet in force in America, when it is these
PitAerIcLr WIBTLKSS, George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower Rouse, Southampton Street, Strand, s
times will, of course, be an hour earlier.
London,
W.C.2.
nvelopes must be marked
The programmes consist of piano recitals
ARMSTRONG, The Rectory, Bally
Problem No. 39 in the top left-hand corner
by the station musical director, travelogues,
and must be posted to reach this ornee not
money, Co. Antrim, N. Ireland, wishes
later than the first post on Tuesday, May 14th,
tálks by Ecuadorian personalities, and short
get in touch with any reader who would
1940.
vesper services. These transmissions are
loan him a copy of PRAQI'IcALWHniLESS
directed to North America, and broadcast
ate July 13th,
by a new 10 kW. transmitter inaugurated
of F. J. Camm's 2-valve superhet.
2iW;i9r' to Problem No. 398
onEaster Sunday.
A. Chadwick, 466, Darwen Road, DunsWhen Jackson changed his reaction condenser
the 1iêëfit news bulletin I have yet connections
car, nr. Bolton, Lancs, wishes to correspond
he overlooked the fact that the conheard hails from HP5O, Panama City, denser was being earthed through the metal panel. with a reader about his own- age (14 years),
25.47 m. At i a.m. B.S.T. news items are In the original scheme this was In order, but by eon- who is interested in S.W. work.
the condenser to the other side of the reaction
interspersed with commercial announce- necting
C. F. Baylis, 51, Lillins Avenue, Redditch,
winding, he was earusing the wioding and thus cutting
ments.-G. Fmirnr (Gsport).
ont the reaction efi'ect. 11e would also he ehort- Worcs, is anxious to get in touch with a
clrcuitin the HT.
local reader who has some clean copies of
The following three readers successfully solved
SIR,-Regarding the letters from Mr. Problem
PRACTICAL WIRÏrLESS for disposal.
No. 358 and books have accordingly been
J-. Kidd (Melton Mo*bray) and Mr.
forwsrded to them
D. Nasey, 41, Town Terrace, Leeds
S.
Bill,
J.
5,
Manor
Avenue,
R.oseberry
Street, Road, Huddersfield, Yorks, would. like to
Eric H. Williams (Wallasey) on the Brookilelds.
l3irminghsnì,
W.
18
J.
Perry,
165A,
absence ofsignals from Canadian stations, I Walton Lane, Liverpool, 4 F. R. Fredericks, 41, hear from any reader who has a recent
think I can offer a little advice regarding Llnksitle, Finchley, N.12.
call-book for sale.
r
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MAINS TRANSFORMER DATA
.

Black
Black
Black

& Green
. ,
& Yellow
210 ,, . .
230 ,, . . Black&Red
250 ,, . . Black& Brown
Secondary Rectifier Heater . . Green
. . Red
High Voltage.
,,
Valve Heaters . . Brown
,,
Additional Valve
Heaters
. . Blue
Centre-tap leads are marked with the
same colour as the appropriate
secondary winding, but with a
yellow line interwoven.

,,
,,
,,

.

BATTERY LEADS

.

-

.'

. .

Red

Second

.

Yellow

.

8
e

do
. .
Green
Third
do
. .
Blue
Fourth
. .
Pink
Low-tension positive
Common negative
(L.T., H.T., G.B.) . . . . Black
. .
Brown
Max. G.B. negative
Grey
do
. .
. .
Second
White
do
. .
. .
Third
Any additional point, such as the
fourth greatest G.B. negative, or fifth
greatest H.T. positive, or positive
bias, is violet, and any centre-tap
is white.
.

:

Condeneer blocks.

The highest capacity positive voltage
The aecond highest
do
The third hIghest
do
The fourth highest
do
The fifth highest
do

.

Red

.

.

Yellow
Green
Blue

.

Violet

.

.

....

Black

Brown

.

Third
do
Centre connection for voltage doubler

Grey

condensers
Where only two leads are used,
red and negative black.

White

positive

co mA:
100 mA.
150 mA.
250 mA.
500 mA.
750 mA

.

Black
Grey

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Red
Brown
Yellow
Green

i

amp..

11 amp..
2 amp..
3 amp..

is

5

.

ttark Blue
Light
Blue
Purple

.

White

.

Black and

.

.

amp..

White

ABBREVIATIONS
A.A.-ArtIflelal aerial.
A.C.-Alternattng current.
Ae.-Aerial.
A.F.-Audto frequency.

A.F.C.-Automatie frequency control.
A.G.C.-Antomatic gain control.
A.T.C-Aerial tuning condenser.
A.T.L-Aerial tuning inductance.
A.V.C.-Automatie volume control.
A.V.E.-Antomatic volume expansion.
B.A.-Erltlsli Association.

.

B.C.L.-Broadcast listener.
B.F.O.-Beat frequency oscillator.
B.O.T. Unit-Board of Trade unit - 1.000
watt-hours, or i kilowatt-hour.
C.C.C.-Ciosed circuit or secondary condenser. or S.T.C.
C.C.L-4losed circuit or secondary tuning
Inductance, r S.T.1.
cni.-centimetre.

C.P.-Candle power.

C.W.-Continuous waves.
D.A.V.C.-Delayed A.V.C.

D.E.-flull emitter.

D.F.-Direction finding, or direction finder
D.P.-DilTerenee of potentiai.
D.P.Ii.T.-Double pote double throw.
DJ'.S.T.-Double pole single throw.
D.S.C.-Double silk covered.
distance.

L.T.-Low

tension.

mfd.-mlcro.farad.
mhy.-microhenry.
mm.-mlllimetre.
mmfd.-mlero-micro-farad.

O.L.-Output load.
O.P.-Out primary

(of transformer)
of primary. Also output.
O.S.-Out secondary (of transformer)

end

;

;

end

of secondary.
P.-Plate. or anode.
P.A.-Puhlic address.

Q.A.V.C.-Qulet automatic volume Control.
q Code.-See pp. 23 & 24.

Q.M.B.-Quick make and break.
Q. P.-P.-Quieseent Push-pull.

R.F.-RadlO

frequency

(same

as

high

frequency).

R.M.S. Value.-Root-mean-square Value.

S.P.-Series parallel.
S.P.fl.T.-Single pole double throw.
S.P.S.T.-Single pole single throw.
S.$.C.-Single silk covered.

bias.

leak.

(same

L.S.-Loudspeaker.

S.liC.-Single cotton Covered.

ti.C.-Grid condenser.

frequency

start

S.l.C.-Speclfic inductive capacity.

F.-Filainent.

G.L.-Grid
H.F.-High

;

Itx.-Iteceiver.

E.-Earth.
E.M.F.-Electro-motive force.

e.-Grld.
G.B.-Grld batiery or grid

- of primary.
I.S.-ln secondary (of transformer)
of secondary.
kw.-Kllowatt
1.000 watts.
L.F.-Low frequency.
L.F.C.-Low-frequency choke.
LJt.-Low resistance.

PD.-Potentlal difference, same as D.P.
P.M.-Permanent magnet.
Pot.-Potentiometer.
P.V.-Power valve.

D.C.C.-Double cotton covered.

fiX-Long

(

l.C.W.-lnterrupted eon tinuous waves.
J.F.-tntermediate frequency.
l.P.-ln primary (of transformer)
start

A.-Anode, or plate.

as

radio

frequency).

}LF.C.-High-frequency choke.
li.P.-Horse power.
iI.it.-Bigh resistance.

1I.T.-Uigb tension.
1.11-Intermittent current.

4d.

Bod'

:

Example Resistance with red body, black
tip and orange spot will have value of 20,000
ohnlk If there is no dot on the body it indicates
that it is of the same colour as the body.

ABBREVIATIONS-(conhinued)

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING-THE
PRICE

is

Tip, Dot.

No. 100

db.-deeibel.
fl.C.-Direct current.

Highest voltage positive
do

00000
000000

7

No. 99

No. 98

.

trXiO

5

Fuses.

Standard Colour Codes-(continued)

Primary zero
lo volts
,,

000

00..

4

........

...

_,4

::

-5

suJUJ

o.Is

;;;

o

2
3

Violet

Principai negative connection
Second
do.

xOIkI Cl
p,osd5qauI
J,I

-

None

i

fi

MuUipe

Jo 10211a'-I

---

I-

o

No. of
Noughts.

O

Blue

C,

Jo

Fig.

The order of reading these colours

C

___________

J
-

X

-e

I

1

........
Brown
......
Red ........
Orange
......
......
Oreen ........
........
..........
Grey ........
White ........
Black

Yellow

.

.

mmfd.
Colour

,-1

.

I-

lieai4tencea and Conden,erg.
l'or
fixed sondensers and
fixed resIstors are identical, the standard for
resistors being ohms and for fixed condensers

The colour oode

S.T.C.-Secondary tuning condenser.
S.T.1.-Seeondary tuning inductance.
S.W.G.-Standaid w4rc gauge.

S.W.L.-Short-wave listener.
T.R.F.-Tuned radio frequency.
T.T.-Tonic traIn.
Tx.-Transmicter.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Practical Wireless

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Dato of
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints Sd. each.

Eo. of
Isu& Bltwprnt.

U37 Crystal Receiver ....
The " Junior " Crystal Set
27.8.98

PW71
PW94

.

.

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, Is each.
AU-Wave TJnipen (Pelitode)
PWB1A
Beginners' One-valver
10.2.38
PWS5
The Pyramid One-valver (HF
Pen)
27.8.38
PW93

....
........

:

.

'

-

'

Two-valve
Blueprint, lt.
The SignetTwo (D & LF)
:

24,9.8

. .

Three-valve Blueprints, 1$. each.
Seloctone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

PW7O

:

........
2 LP

(Trans))

Sbty Shilling Three (D,
(RC & Trans))

......

Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)

......
.

.

-

PW1O

-

PW34A
PW35
PW37

Summit Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
(Pei), Pen)h
29.5.87
Hall-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, LP, Pen (RC)) 15.3.35
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Three)
13.4.5
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (UF
Pen, HF Pen, Westeetor, Pen)
battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
(RC))
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D,Pen) 21.5.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
14.8.31
F. J. Camin's Record All-Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
51.10.86
The " Colt " All-Wave Three (D,
18.2.39
2 LP (RQ & Trane))
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
4.12.37
2 LP (RC Trans))
F. J. Canim's Oracle All-Wave
Three (HF, 1)et., Pen)
28.8,37
1938 Triband " All-Wave Three
22.1.88
(HF Peu, D, Pen)
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(EF Pen, D, Tet)
26.3.88
The " Hurricane " All-Wave Three
30.4.38
((SG, D, Pen), Pen)
F. J. ('ammo " Push-Button"
3.9.38
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)
.

.

PWS9

-

PW41
PW4S

........
.........

PW51
PW53

.

....
....
.

t

PW55
PWS1
PW62
PWS4

.

.

.

PWÔD

,

PW72

PW82
PW78

.

'

PWS4
PW87

....
.

.

.

.

Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Sonotoiie Four (SG, D, LP, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Eeta Universal Four (SG, D, LP,
Cl. B)
Nucleon Clave
Four (SG, D
(SG), LP, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,

PWS9
PWO2

:

.........
.

.

.

D, Push-Pull)

.

.

......

F. J. Camm's " Umit " All-Wave
Four (11F Pen, D, LP, P)
,. Acme " All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LP, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HF Pen,
HF Pen, T), Pen (RC))
.

.

.

.

Mains Operated
Blueprints, Is each.
Two-valve
A.C. Twin (I) (Pen), Peli)
AC-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radiogram Two

....

:

.

PW4

1.5.37
8.5.37

FWII
PW17

:

......
.

.

.

......

-

PW34B
PWS4C

.

Four-Valve

:

.

-

PW4O

20.9.36

PW67

12.2.38

PW8S

8.9,88

PWOO

-

PW18
PW81

-

PW1S

Blueprints, Is. each.

AC. Fitry Four (SG, SG, D. Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (14F Pen, D,

........

------

Pu-Pull)

--------

7.1.39
-

PW23
PW25
FW29

PW35C

PW85B
PW3OA

PW3S

-

PW5Q

PW54

-

PWES
PW7O

........

-

PW43
PW42
PW5O

-

1W60
PW73

16,1.37

:

SHORT-WAVE SETS.
One-valve : BlueprInt, iL
Simple SW. One-valver

....
.... ...... ---------

Three-valve

PW95

PW88

23.12.39

PW38A

27,8.38

(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 8 (D, 2 LF (RC and

PW91

.

PW2O

PWS4D
PW4S

PW3OA

Trane))
The Band-Spread SW. Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
.
L1O.38

PW63
PW88

PORTABLES.

Three-valve: Blueprints, in. each.
F. J. Camm's HLF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parve Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)

......

Blueprint. i

:

PW65

36.39

PW77

(Pen))

4

e.

-

(D, LF, LP

MISCELLANEOUS.
Blueprint, la.
S.W. Converter-Adaptcr(1 valve)

PW86

.....

......

PW'SÑA
---,

.

-

Battery Operated.

:

-

.

.

Two-valve Blueprints, in. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Traue)
Full-volume Two (SG det, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
A Modern Two-valver

-

.

.

-

. .

.

.

.

. .

.

.

Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
£5 5e. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trane)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)
£5 5e. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy-Pentode Three (SG, D,
.' Peu)
W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
£3 3. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 £8 Cs. Battery Three (SG,
:

......
........
. .
.

.

.8

WS87

A
.8 W392
.1:W426

-

V

-

A .W412

M409

A

W422

A

W435

:

........
------

.

19.5.34

-

Oct. '33

V TM337

-

.

.

V 'M354

-

V f11371
V f31389

.

.

l'en)

Four-valve

Oct. '35

........

:

Blueprints, lt.

Gd.

-

V

WM396
V fM400

........
,

LW370
LW421

-

. .

------ -

LP, Tress)
Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LP) Feb. '35
The U.K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto StraIght Four (HF Pen,
HF, l'en, DDT, Pen)
Apr. '38
.

V

M33l

V M350
Vf15381
VVM384
Vf81404

Five-valve

Blueprints, i i. ed. each.
Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,

Trans)

........
........
........

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LP,
Class Il)
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP,
Class B)

--

.........
......
......

£15 15e. 1936 AC. Radiogram
(Rl'. D, Pen)
Jan. '38

Four-valve Blueprints. is. Od. each.
AU Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) . . Jup 33
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LI', P)
May'35
SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, ls. Od. each.
Modern Super Senior

'Varsity Four

-----....

,.

(jet.

-

The Request All-Waver
June '36
1935 Super-Five Battery (Superhet)
Maint Sets : Blueprints, la. Od. each.
Heptode
Super Three A.0
)luy '34
,.
Writ." Radiogrsm Super A.0
PORTABLES.
Blueprintn, la. Od. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Class 13)
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Four-valve

.........
........

QP21)

-

V f51344

-

W

VfMl2O

AW383
WM374
WM4O1

WM3IO
WM386

WM375
WMISS
WM407
WM379
WM359
WM'J56

--

........
2

Trans)

. .

AW393
AW447
WM763
WM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America . 15.10.38
AW429
110mo Short-Waver
....
AW452
Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-Short Battery Two (SG det,
Pen)
Feb. '38
WM402
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) . ,
AW440
Three-valve : Blueprints, la. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trace)
AW355
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34
AW438
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) July
WM3UO
Four-valve : Blueprintn, is. Od. each
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
. .
AW4IO
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans)
WM3I 3

-

........

-

....

'8

-

........ Standard Pour-valve Short-waver
(SG, D, LV, P)

......

Superhet : Blueprint, is. Od.
Simplified Short-wave Super

.

.

22.7.89

WM8SI

Ese. '35

WM3O7

Mains Operated.
Two-valve : Blueprints, le. each.
Two-valve Maine Short-waver (D,
Peis) AC
13.1.40
" W.M." Long-wave Converter . ,
Three-valve : Blueprint, is.
Emi',irator (SG, D, Pen) AC.
.

......

-

Four-valve : Blueprint, la. Od.
Standard Four-valve AC. Shortwaver (SG, D, BC, 'l'rana)
MISCELLANEOUS.

--------

S.W. One-valve Converter (Price

(116)

--

........ ...... ........
....
------........

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's S-watt AC. Amplifier

itarlio Unit (3v,) for SVM392 (1/.) Nov. '85
Harria Electrogram battery amplitier (1/-)
De Luxe Concert AC. Electrogram (1/-)
Mar. '38
New style Short-wave Adapter

......

(1/-)

Trickle Charger (6d.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (1f-)
B.L.I).L.C. Short-wave Converter
(1/-)

751340

AW4OI
WM286
WM394

:

Trans)
Two HF Portable (2 SG, D,

Od.)

each.

65e. Four (SG, D, lIC, Trans)
211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Sell-contained Four (SG, D, LP
Class B)
Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
£5 Ss.

W TM351

Mar. '34

.

All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

.'-

Aw401
.

June '33

........
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans>

---.

,,,'u
V 7M327

D,Pen)

.

Mains Operated.
Two-valve
Blueprints. Is. each.
Coneoelectric Too (i), Pen) AU.. .
EconomyA.C. TWo (D, Trans)A.C.
Unicorn A.C..D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve : Blueprints, is. each.
Home Lovers New All-Electric
Three (SG, D, Trane) AC.
. .

Tyers Portable (SG, D,

-

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGi ZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints. Od. each.
Four-station Cryetal Set
2L7.38
A .W427
1934 Crystal Set
A W444
150-mile Crystal Set
A W450

STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
B.B.C. Special One-valver

.

...

-

........

Four-valve

,' Imp " Portable

.....
,

......

D,Pen)

Blueprints, IS. each.

:

1940

These Blueprints ars drawn full size.
Copies of appropriate Issues containIng descriptinos of these sets can in some cases be supplied
at
the following prices Which are additisnaj to the csst
of tfle Blueprint. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that the issue le out of print.
tssiies of Praccical WIreless
4d. Post Paid
Amateur Wireless
4d
Vireless Magazine
The index letters which precede 1/3
the Blueprint
Number indicate the periodical In which
the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to
Wlreless3faasine, w.
Send (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
of the blueprint, and the Issue (stamps over 6d.
unacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., Geoswe Newnes, Ltd. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Mentovani AC. Three (HF Pen,

Battery Operated.

Two-valve : Blueprints, is. each
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)

11th,

PW4

Double-sided Blueprint, It. Od.
Push Button 4, Battery Model . .
Push Button 4, AC. Mains Model 22 ' 10 38

Four-valve

.

-

PW40
PW52

-

valve)
P. J. Camm's AC, Superhet 4 ..
F. J. Canon's Universal £4 Superhet4
" Qualitone
" Universal Four .

.

.

.

Mains Sets : Blueprints. le. each.
AC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) . .
lAC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve) . .
Universal £5 Supedhet (Three-

.

.........
.

--

5.6.37

:

(D, Pow)

Three-valve Blueprinte, Is. each.
Double-Diode-Triode Three (HF
'eu, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.O. Three (SG, D, Pen) ....
AC. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premter (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Tinique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HI? Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Cainm's AC. All-Wave Sliver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
', All-Wave
" AC. Three (D, 2
hF (RC))
AC. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Peu, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
Pen, D, Peu)

Battery Sets : Blueprints, la. each.
Superhet (Three-valve)
.
F. J. Camus's 2-valve Superhet . .

Hxperiineuter's Short-wave Three
PW49

........
.

SU PE R H ETS.

Lo

May

________

May'18

Wilcon Toi.e Master (1/-)
June '38
The W.M. AC. Short-wave Con-

verler(lf)

......

AW453
\VM380
WMd5'?
WM3S1

AW329
WM387
WM352
WM'J9$
WM399
WM403
WM388
AW402
AW456
AW457
WM405
WM400

-
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Sagging Filament

wrong in some way, and if so what type I
E. R. (Weymouth).
purpose of the choke is to smooth

" I had a well-tried 4-valve battery set should get."-S.

which has given very good service until last
week. I bought a new cabinet of the radiogram type and suspended the set inside the
lid part so that I could get at the controls
without drilling the front of the cabinet.
The set now works for a minute or so and
then there is a faint click and the set stops.
I took out the chassis and examined everything for loose wires or connections, but
everything seemed O.K. and I switchéd on
and the set went for an hour. As soon as I
put it back lt stopped after a few seconds
as at first. I wonder If you have any idea
what may be wrong P "-C. M. A.
(Dewsbury).
LTHOUGH there may be a fault inside
one of the coils or other components
we suggest that there is a possibility that
oxte oFthe valves is responsible. You say
the set has been in use for some time and
that in the new arrangement it i suspended.
This. will mean that valves will be lying
on their side and thus one of the filaments
may be sagging slightly, and the faint click
you hear occurs when the filament touches
the grid. When placed so that the valves
are upright the set will function satis.
factorily as the filament will not then come
into contact with the grid. Test this by
connecting a meter and small single cell in
series between filament and grid of the
valves and turn then about, or alternatively

A

perhaps you can connect a small meter
across the grid and filament whilst the valve
is in situ.
am experiencing a bad crackling in
my A.C. set, and In looking for any fault I
notice that one of the small R.F. tubular
1

by-pass condensers Is covered with stuff
like candle-grease. As the condenser does
not pass current I fail to see that It can have
broken down or developed any heat, and I
should like to know whether or not I should
suspect this component as. being responsible
for the trouble."-L. T. (Hull).
11E condenser has H.T. applied across
it, as one side is joined to earth
(H.T. -) and the other is joined to H.T. +
either direct or through a resistance. If
you examine modern condensers or eatalogues you will see that they are rated just
líke a resistance-for a certain voltage
working, and this is the maximum voltage
which should be applied to the condenser.
You have no doubt overlooked this (or a
fault has developed which is resulting in an
increase in the voltage applied to it) and

T

this has caused the insulation to break
down, resulting in arcing and heatwhich has
melted the filling compound.

Loose Laminations
'. In trying to eure a bad hum in an

RULES
we wtsh to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only
for the solution of problems or difficulties

arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
In our pages, or on generai wireless matters.
Weregret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modlûcations of

receivers
poraries

described

our

in

contem-

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receiver&

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querlets.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should beai

the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.

A.C.

receiver I have come across a point which
bernes me. I can hear the hum both through
thespeaker and also on the Set itself, anil
when I hold the smoothing choke I can feel
the hum quite strong. I should like to
know whether this prove3 the choke is

187

change purposes. In the Universal the
entire primary is in circuit on both medium
and long waves. In the Unigen the pattern
is exactly the same asType A, but the coils
were slightly modified from a constructional
point of view. In characteristics they were
similar. The primary is joined to terminals
4 and 5 (with the tapping on Type A and
Unigen at 8) ; the secondary is between i
and 3, with the medium-wave tap at 2 and
a tap for connection of grid condenser to
remove damping at terminai 7 ; whilst the
reaction is joined also to point 3 (earth)
and the other end is taken to terminai 6.

Long.distance Resuits
" I have been following

some of the
letters published recently on the que3tion of
the non-reception of certain long-distance
stations, and should like to know why I
cannot get certain stations which are rated
at higher power than those I do receive. I
have a list of some American stationl and
I get one or two quite well, although they
are rated quite low. More powerful ones,
although I have tried at the published times,
do not come in. Is the power-rating
something not related to aerial radiation, or
is there some other explanation ?"-J. S. E.
( Rickmansworth).
LTHOUGH in some cases there may
be confusion in the rated power, we
.
think the most likely explanation is that in
the case of the lower.powered stations a
directional aerial is used, beamed on
Europe. You may verify' this point by
listening to some ofthesc stations at certain
times when they switch over from the
European beam to one directed uf another
direction. An announcement is made to
this effect and you may then find that the
station will disappear. On the other hand,
the direction of your aerial may affect
results, being directional to the stations
you hear and at an angle to those veo
cannot hear.

A

Send pour queries io the Editor, PRACTIcAL WIRELSSS,
Gwrge Newn. Lt&. Tower House. Southampton Str,et.
London. W.C.2. Th, Coupon mu,t be ,uclos.d
with every query.

Itrad.

I
I

Condenser Leakage
4'

out the pulsating supply delivered
from the rectifier. It will be appreciated
that the latter only turns the alternating
supply into a " one-way " supply, and this
is in the form of a rippling or pulsating
direct current. This causes hum unless
smoothed, and the choke, by reason of its
inductance, does this. In your case the
fact that you can feel the ripple tends to
indicate one of two things. Either the
windings are loose and vibrating with the
pulsating current, or alternatively the

____

The following repiie. to queries are girva im
abbreeiah/form either bea,ue ofnon.compliancs
wLh o,, ralee, or becan.ee the pOVsiIaised is not cf
general interest.

laminations need tightening. The latter is
Taeeeeb.aq
more likely to be the trouble and you
j. A. W. (Woiverhamnpton).
We are not familiar
should, therefore, try to tighten the nuts with
t.iie particular
of rectifier sketched by
or bolts which clamp the laminations you and are theretore type
niable to assist you. Perhaps
together. If you cannot make much it is fauby.
F. W. B. (Grimsby). The trouble may be induction
impression on the nuts a good idea is to
nearby power lines or re-distribution lines and
pour sorne Chatterton's Compound over from
we suggest you make one or two tests from this point
the core and this will fill the slight spaces of view.
which may be left between individual
F. C. R. (W.91. W certainly think that a pre-asnp.
and you may need two stages to obtain
laminations and perhaps cure the trouble. is necessry
sanie output as the pick-up. Standard R.C.
the
We assume, of course, that the choke is of coupling
may be used, and the design is qultostandard.
sufficiently high inductance value and is
J. M. (Ando,ersfOrd). Write to the stations In
rated to carry the current present in your question for tite Q.S.L. cards, and to the Radio Society
of Great Britain for an Amateur Cali Book.
particular circuit.

Wearite Universal Coils

" I have some Wearite coils lying spare
and wish to make up a circuit published by
you some time back. I seem to remember,
however, that there was a distinguishing
reference or something in these coils, and I
should be glad if you could refresh my
memory on this polnt."-G. D. (W.12).
E coils in question were no doubt the
TH Universal, Universal Type A and
the Unigen. The Universal coils were first
and had seven connections. The Universal
Type A veré similar in characteristics,
.

etc., but had an additional terminal taken
to a tais ou the primary winding. for wave-

The coupon on page 188 must be
attached to every query

A. B. (Epsom). We cannot quote prices as they are
likely to be rhanged during the war. The best plan
is to write to one of the firms who specialise in the
supply of conipiete kite and they will make a quotation
at the Urne of writing.
E. R. (Wrexham). The coils were suppliol by the
makers (F the chassis and were ready assembied with
switch. if they are unable to supply we siizgest you
try the Bulgin range of colis and appropriate switch.
H. W. G. (Harefield). The transformer should be
ieft in circuit as the output arrangements are obviously
for itigh-resietance components.
A. P. (Beeston). The Encyclopoedia Is undoubtediy
the most useful book in your particular case.
R. B. (Brsntwosd). The adaptor may be obtained
1mm Messrs. Buigin or any local Bulgin etockist.
p. o-s. (Asboresid).
The haiiast may be of the
aTone type. These components are critical in the
particular American sets mentioned. We regret that
we have no details of the coil.
E. P. (Herne Hill). The leads should be soldered
nod, if ponibie, lead connectors should be used.
J. S. E. (Birmingham). lu S.W. tinned copper is
bleui lof the purpose. The turns should be spaced
by a ditaìwe equal t the diameter'of the wire.
N. T. (Dancaitse). U volts will be ample...md the
nìaximurn voltage should be used.
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Loose Screws
home-consiructorsfind that after
has been in use for some
time noises are introduced due to components
coming loose, and as a result connections
are also loosened. Much of this trouble
may be overcome by proper constructional
methods, and shakeproof washers are now
obtainable quite cheaply from any good
radio-dealer. If these are placed under the
nut, or between a loop of wire or any other
item which it is required to holdfirmly, the
toothed edges will bite into ¿lie metal and
there is very little likelihood of the nut
coming loose-even under the vibration
which might be experienced from a large
A.C. mains type of amplifier. Another
good idea when an aluminium chassis is
being used is to leave the burr which is
raised by the drill and let this act as aform
of sharp washer, which will act as the
items mentioned above. In all cases,
however, undue force should not be used
when tightening nuts and bolts in ordinary
radio construction-especially when they
are pttached to bakelite or other composition component cases.

sOME
a receiver

Soldering Aid
instructions for carrying
ALYHOUGH
out soldering have been given many
limes in these pages, some constructors still
find it djjficult to gel a really neat and sound
joint. It has been Jòund that a lot of
trouble is caused by using too much flux
and an iron which is not quite hot enough.
The result is that the flux burns and the
resultant " ash " prevents the solder from
making good contact, and in most cases the
entire parts will have to be cleaned againpreferably with methylated spirit. If only
a small quantity offlux is used, and the
iron is really hot, the flux will evaporate
almost instantly and the solder will at the
same time run and make contact. Another
idea which. prevents the use of too much
fiux is to use the resin-cored solder obtainable
in coils, and with this the solder is applied
to the iron whilst the latter is in contact
with the point being soldeed, and then flux
and solder run together. The makers have
arranged that there is only just sufficient
resin in the solder for a proper fluxing of
.

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted for these co1urnn
at the rate of 2d. per word (minimum charge 2/.
each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cei,t. for 13,
lo per cent. for 26 and 15 per cent. for 52 insertions
are allowed. All advertisements must be prepaid.
EACH paragraph will commence with the first word
printed in bold face capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communications should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, " Practical Wireless," Tower
House, Southampton Street, London. W.C.2.

AIR MINISTRY.
DIRECTORATE.
INSPECTION
AERONAUTICAL
Vacancies exist for unestabiished appointments as
Examiners in the Generai Engiiieeriug, W/T and
Instrument Branches.
QUALIFICATIONS.
All candidates must have good generai education, be
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use
micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for tue Generai Engineering Brsnch
must have liad practical experience in an engineering
works. An elementsry knowledge of materials testing

CABINETS

is

desirable.

(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training in light engineering

or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge of
optical instruments are siso required.
facture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/-. Undrilled (e) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical
table, console and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/6. knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
Inspection invited.
technical training in radio communIcation equal
to City and Guiids final examination standard.
H. L. SMITH AND CO.. LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of
W.2. Tel Pad. 5891.
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects,
not exceeding three calendar months, and will be
paid £3 lOs. Od. weekly duringtraining. Subsistence
LITERATURE
allowance of £1 5e. Od. weekly during traIning Is
payable to married men normally residing outside
NEW Edition. American Amateur Relay League the training area. On successful completion of training,
Handbook. 500 pages of up-to-the-minute technical candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary
information, 7f- post free. 1940 Jones Handbook; of £246, if 25 years of age or over, with a corresponding
approximately 700 pages dealing with every aspect of reduction of £12 per annum for each year under 25 on
Short-wave Radio, 8/6, pOst free.-Webb's Radio, 14, joining (payable monthly in arrear) if service is satlsSoho St., London, Wi. 'Pi'one : Gerrard 2089.
factory, and must be prepared to serve in any part
of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 23 to 60.
CANDIDATES should indicate on thtir applications
LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
for which vacancy they wish to be considered-a,
h or e.
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
APPLICATIONS must be made on Form 786, copies of
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices. -Sinclair which can he obtained on application, by pe5tcard
Speakers, Puiteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, eniy, to : The Inspector-In-Charge, A.I.D. Training
London, N.1.
School (TOS/REO. 58), Brandon Steep, Bristol, 1.
A CABINET for Every Radio Purpose. Surplus
Cabthets Iron, noted makers under os of manu-

:

REPAIRS to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or wound. Prices

quoted, including eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
LS. Repair Service, 5, Baiham Grove, London, S.W.12.

Battersea 1321.

MISCELLANEOUS

-

PRINTING.-1,000 Biliheads 3e. Od.; Memos, Cards,
et.. Sample, free. Crcteway Press, 24, Buxted,
Sussex.

MORSE EQUIPMENT

.

FULL range of Transmitting Heys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distributors Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
\v.1. 'Phone Gerrard 2089.
:

:

MORSE TRAININO
" Book of Facts ' Free.Candler System Co. (L.0), 121, Kingsway, London,
WIRELESS Code Courses.

W.C2.

NEW CHASSIS
ARMSTRONG CO. recomrncnding the following
economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality

reproduction.

ARMSTRONG Model AW38.-8-vaive All-wave
Radio-gram chassis, incorporating the latest cIrcuit,
including 6 watts push.pull output. Price £8/8/0 +
5% war increase.
Armstrong Co. have many other models of cquai
Interest, please write for catalogue.
Armstrong Manuracturing Co.. Weriters Rd., Rolloway,
London, N.5.

RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you to
locate any station heard. Size 40' by 3G' 2 colour heavy
Limited supply on 1,inen, 10/li.
Art Paper, 4/6.
WEBB'S Radio Globe-superb 12 foil-colour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydised mount,
Post Paid, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street.
London, \Y.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

READERS' BARGAINS
FEIGH Recording Tracker and Diamond Cutter, 17/6
the two. B.T.H. AC/DC 3ff' Turntabie, 211--Hedgelaud, 8, Hayie Road, Maidetone.

iiew.-N.T.S. 5.0.3 lO B.T.S. Coils. Offers 9
Accept, meter or coil unitpartexchange.-M. MacpherAS

son,

11

,

Friars Street, Inverness.

By F.

J,.

CAMM.

pages, 6/- or 6/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD..
er House, Southampton Street,

Strand, W.C.2.

.

BATTERY 2-valve Short-wave Convertor, 25/-, Burn-

dept Horn speaker Unit, 5/.,_Weatheriey, 30, Graham
Terrace, Sloane Square, London.
OSRAM battery valves. LOlO, MR4, MS4, P625,
PX4, MULi, LSSA. Write : K. Archer, 21, Manor
Way, North Harrow, Middlesex.
BTY B.T.S. Trophy SW. three, £3 15s. Bty. Straight
S.W. Three, 25!-. --8. Retford Street. London. Nl.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
SOUTHERN Rdlo's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra,
5/. Parcel of useful Components, comprising Condensers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, Circuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5!- per parcel.
Electrolytic
15/. Service Man's Component Kit.
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
articles contained In strong carrying case, Y x 7 7,

i

15/- the Kit.
.21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
Articles comprising ali types Condensers, Vajve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value
85/-, 21/- the parcel,
5/- 100 Wire-end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and i watt, 5/. per 100.
ORMOND Loud-speaker UnIte, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
\Vestectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
5/6
2/- Crystals, Od. ; Marconi V24 Valves, Od.
3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energised 4m. to 14th., in2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying .Cases, ex Govern.
x
2/-.
eluding several Epoch l8in.-Sinclair Speakers, ment Stock ; Wood, 9' x
Puiteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1. SOUTHERN Radio, 46, Lisle Street, London, W.C.
Gerrard 6653.
VIBRATOR Jl.T. Units replace dry batteries. Stamp
Sim,nonds
tor list. Trade, and export supplied.
Bros., Itabone Lane, Smethwiek.
FREE ADVICE BUREAU
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, Lisie Street, W.C.2.
Gerard 2969. See last week's issue,
BARGAINS in radiogranis and receivers, new and used,
Tisis coupon is available until Mai' 38th, 1940
£1 to £75. Part or complete exehange .. 2d. stamp
for complete iists.-Stewart and Roberts, Amershain.
and must accompany ali Queries and Hints
DENCO " Pocket Two " midget dry battery receiver,
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 11/5/1940.
£2/15/O. Ideal for present conditions. Send for details.
-Warwick Road, Ciacton, Essex.
;

r

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
HANDBOOK

1940
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

AND COMPONENTS

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD,63, H12h Ithiborn, Londoi,
W.C.1. TELEPHONE : HOLborn 43I.
LISSEN 2 vo} Screen Grid Valves SG. 215 and SG. 2V.
3/6 each. Linsen 2 voIt Battery l'entode 4-pin side
terminal PT. 2A and P.I'.225 3/Il each. Linsen 4voit Mains Screen Grid AC/SO, 4/11 each. !issejì
4 volt Malus Output Pejitoele AC1P'I 4/Il each. lAssen
RCtiftCF valves \'050 2/11 each. Liasen 2 oIt Power
VaIve P.22() 2/3 each. Linsen 2 voit L.1. Valves 1.2
1/11 each. Linsen 2 voIt Clans B Valve 3111 each.
ALL-WAVE super-hat. chassis, b valve AC. Inject

Muilard vaive
T.ft.4.B., V.P.4.li, T.D.1).4, Pen
A.4, LW. 4/350v.
Jlanges : Short-wave, 1G-48
metres. Mcd.-wave, 200-IGl) metres. Long-wave,
8t)4)-2,2M) metres. Size of Chasi
14
long, 7k"
deep. Height overall, 8h". Controls tuning at. side,
volume on/nit a side, wave change. Provision for
pick-up. Complete with valves anti knobs, £4/17/6.
$1)eCiUJ speaker, 1,500 ohms Neid, 10/6 each.
ULTRA-SHORT and short-wave choke. Liasen Hi Q.
Inductance loi.) microhenries. Boxed. List, 21-.
Our price, 1/- each.
ULTRA-SHORT and short-wave double-wound owresst8oica choke. Lissen HI Q. itesistance less
.1)5 ohms. Boxed. List, 2/6. Our price, 1/3 each.
LOW-LOSS Ceramic valve-holders.
Lissen UI Q.
Base-board and chassis. 5- amt 7-pin, bd. and 1/carli.
MANSBRIDGE type condenners.
Liseen HI Q.
211) 1)1). workIng. Moulded case with lèet
hofd.
alid I mid., 6d. each.
ROTARY uoil unit. J,issen Hi Q. Four-baini froni
4.8-91 metres, can be selected by a turn of the knob.
With circuit. Boxed. list, 15/6. Our pifes, 6/II.
LOW-LOSS short-wave variable condensers. Ceramic
Insulat ion. I1r:ss vanes. 1,iaseio iii Q. Miniinjiiji
capacity .5 mIcro-micro farads. Two types. Boxed,
with knobs. 160 in.infd. 1.1st, 7/6. Oar price,
3/- cacti. 21) !n.lnfd. List, 5/6. Our price, 2/6 each.
MICA condensers, Lisses. New. Boxed. All useful
sizes, OU lt selection. 1/3 per dozen.
MEDIUM- and long-wave coil unit, with valve-holders
ami siitslry resistances, 9d. each. (No circuit.)
4-PIN base-board valve-holders. Linsen. 2 for 3d.
4-1 1F. transformers. liasen. Boxed. 2/6 each.
CollE speaker unit. Lissen. Complete with reed
aisl Chuck. Boxed . 1/- each.
SPAGHETTI resistances. Liasen. Many useful sises.
oh li. selection, 1/3 doz.
4-PIN valve adapters. Lisses. 6d. each.
PUSH-PULL switzhea. Lisseii. 2-point, 4d. cadi.
i-fOiSt, 6d. each.
GRAMPIAN lIT 10-watt,, 2,500 ohms energisri
speakers. Ifea'y east Ironie, 15/- each. With heavyduty petitisle sI)eech transloriner, 17/6 each.
HEAVY-DUTY speech transformers. Pentode matchlug, 2/I i carli.
2-GANG straight condensers. I'lessey. 1/6 each.
I)itto, 3-gang, 2/-. each.
ROLA P.M. epakere.
Latest type 7V colis syil h
l'oser and pCt1lle transformer. Boxed. 15/- carli.
CLOCK-Ft CED dials. 5 x 3k". \Villì printed 3-wave
scale. Ox-copper escutcheons and glass, 3/6 carli.
litio, res escutcheon, 2/6 each.
HORIZONTAL dials, with plain scalo. 7 x 3
sed
1)(,iiÌts r, i I- each.
FILAMENT transformers, input 200-250v., output
4v 4 anlps., 4v. II amjls., 4/Il each.
MAINS transformers, Pleesey, 350-0-350v., 90 ma.,
4V., 2.5 511110., 4v., 6 alepo., 8/6 each.
MAINS transibrinera. OHO. American winlings,
3551-1)-350v., 65 nia., 5v. 2 anopa., 63v. 2.5 amps.
Suitable fur replacements in G.E.C. models, 5/6 each.
MAINS traiiaforniers.
Wearite.
Type 11Cl,
211h1)-250v., wi lila., 4V. 2.5 amps., 4v. 4 alulp., Oft I
tacit. 'l'ype ll..C.2, 350-0-350v., lIt) ma., 4v. 2,1 nmps.,
4v. 4 slops., 12/6 each. Type ROO, 350-O-Srativ. 110
ni.a., 4v. 2.5 amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 5 steps., 15/- each.
Type 11.0.4, Blfl-O-500v. 150 no.a., 4V. 2 snips., 4v
ì ampi.. 4V. 2.5 ampo., dv. 5.6 ¿11111)8.. 21/- each.
All hie aboyo centre-tapped wiiodinac. 'fyps NCr,,
100-watt aulo tranafornier, 100-1 10v. 200-210v
reversible, 12/6 each. Ali transformers 200-21(1v.
:

:

tapped inmunes.
CHASSIS mounting valve-holders, American 4-5-li-

ami 7-pin, 4d. each. Octals, Od. each. Loctals, bd.
each. 7-pili English type, 3d. each.
i WATT resistances, Polar N.S.F. 4d. each, 3/9 dozen.
All sizes up to 2 meg.
WEARITE 110 k/c 1F. transformers, 1/- each.
VOLUME controls.
American C.T.S., finest made,
divided spindles. Lenglh 2%.
Vilh switch, 2,000,
5,001), 10.1)09, 25,001), 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, amI
meg., 2/6 each. Wire ivomind, 5 watt (less switch),
2,04)0, 5,04)0, 10.000, 20,000, and 25,000 ohms, 2/-

i

each.

24 MFD. cali type, elsctrolytics, 450v. working, 1/6
caclì
B.I. svire-end type bias electrolytics. 50 mfd., 12v.,
1'G each ; 50 nifil., Stir., 2/. each.
TUBULAR wire-end noim-iailuetive paper cor.dsneers,
A Il alees ui li) 1)1, 54. emuli, 4/9 dozen.
mied in co/uni,, 31

PREMIER RADIO
SPECIAL OFFER.
ROTHERMEL PIEZO
BRUSH CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. New Jmimir
p. u. scitli arms, 19/6. Standard 5.8. Model WO li
umili, 29/6. PU. lieus! only, J)e Luxe Model, 19/6.
Special Offer cf Record Auto-Changar Units for
A.G. Mama by fmuioomis imianulinctuner.
Play 8
recormis.
Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Amitomito1), Start amai Rejector.
Limited nuiiibcn oily
at 54/19/6, Carriage Paid.
A.C. GRAMO URITS, comprising Motor aimil
lick-up, Auto Stop and Speed Regulator 52/6.
PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY-OPERATED
KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
Jumeorporal mie time Preis mr 1- Bamimi 8 'mV Coil. I -SIi
Metres without coil (1))' rimig. Each Kit in comntilI e
wit h at (onlponemmls. il ingrains, amimi 2-voll vols
3-Band S.W. 1-Valve Kit, 14/O. 3-Band SW.
Valve Kit, 22/C.
.

t

.

I

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Complete to the last detail, imlclulling all \'ales
aliti coils, wiring diagramas and lucid imistrueti,ew
kir Inuibling and working. Each Kit is supi,lird
with a steel t'liassio uhu l'uscI and lises plu-iu
Coils ti) tuime frommi 13 to I 7)1 imietnes.
I Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit
20/1 Valve Short-Wave Superhet Convertcr Kit
23/I Valve Short-Wave AC. Superhet converter
Kit
26/3
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kil
29/3 Valve Shert-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode
Kit
58/-

...........
...
..........

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

In response to niany requests, we have now uroluisit aim AC. version of the popular Pnemmiicr
$tiort Wave SOI Kit. Complete Kit of T'urta
with drilicil chassis, all coniponents, Fluir-ui
Coils covering 13-170 iuietres, 4 valves and 11111
imustnuetioiu.s and circuits 64/10/-. Conuplctely
wired and tested, £5/lO/-.
Scold for fiait details.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturera' surjilui.
A

I

ruumol

I

Input 110

new

imuil

(_1uuarauiteed.

220 y. AC. Output 325-325 y.,
2-1 amuips., 5 s. 2 amumps., (.,1'.,
Input 230 V. AC. Output 325-325 V.,
75 loa., 5 V. 2 a,ijsu., 8.3 y. 2-A amiups. C.'!'., 6/6
eaciu. Input 100-250 V., 300-300 V. 110 nia. 4 V.
5 a. ('T., 4v. 1 a.,6/Il.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for AC.
Tluui IM.
\Vestiulghoumse Iteetitication complete ami
rusuly lot nos. 'l'o charge 2 volts at amp., 11/9
ti volts at ) amu., 19/- ; ml volta at i aluil)., 22/6
12 volts at i aTop., 246 ; (i volts at 2 anupn
.., 37/6.
REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
4 V., AC. 'l'ypea,
A.G./H.L.
A.C./L., A.C./S.O.
A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (5-pin) alt 5/3 each.
A_C.; H.P., II.C./V.H.P. (7-pin), 7/6.
A.C.,Per.s!.H., 7!6 ; A.C.1P.X.4, 7,3 ; Oct. FreU. Changers,
86 ; Double Diede Triodes, 76 ; 350 V. f.W.
Roct., 56 ; 500 V. F. W. Rect.,66 ; 13 s. .2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 5/6 ; HF. Pens zad Var.111ml
HF. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7/6 carli. Ful! and Half-Wave Rodillera,
6;6 cacti.
TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types
i li
(ock. Standard t ibea 5/6 carli. Octal JJmae
(al es, 6/6 cacti.
MORSE PRACTICE KEYS.-Brass movement on
tlakrilte base, 3/3. General purpose Morse keys,
MliiOu)t h action, heavy couitsels, 5/10.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. All complete with
Output Translonnier. Nola Gin. I'M's, 12/6
Hin. P.M.'e, 16/6 ; lOin. i'M's, 22/6 ; (012 l'.Me,
66/-. Energlsed Modelo. Plessey, tills., 7,500
ohuuuu field, 7/6 ; 7løolumus held, 7/6 ; 012 Energiseul,
1,21,1) or 2,501) ohms, 59/6.
PRE MI E R
Short-Wave Condensers all-brass
monstruiction, Willi Trolitul iuusulatiouu. 15 ruuumuf.,
i /9
25 niuuof., 1/10 ; 40 iuinff., 2/- ; 100 nuiuif.,
2/3 lOI) mounif., 2/7 ; 251) mou. , 2/11.
Coil Formera, 4- and C-pill, plain or threaded,
1/2 cacti.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and lOt) : I
Itoltios, 4/3.
LISSEN Dual Ramuge Screened Coils, iusediumn and
11111g waves, 2/9 each.

III) nia.
7/6 each.

V.

(Continued from Ciunmn i)
BATTERY output pentodo valves. \Vell-known make.
311

1

carli.

BATTERY double diode triode.

Well-known make,

3/6 cadi.
RAYTHEON first-grade valves. Largest stockiste,
all types iii stock, including glauw series., gla
octal
series, smietat series, bamltani series, siiigle-emuded eeries,
ansi resistamucs tubes, all at moat comuipetitive prices;
semai (or valve tito. All orders musst imuctuide sulIicict
'))l)u) to coser. Hours of IlosirIrsO : i) a.m.-6 p.m.

iveekdaya. Saturday, 'J am-I p.m.
your address iuo block letters.

Plcaao write

WE
CANNOT
UNDERTAKE
TO
ANSWER
ENQUhRIES UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY FULL
POSTAGE (2)d.).
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High Holeorn, London,
W.C.I. TELEPHONE
HOLboro 4631.
5/- RARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,
2 Drilled Chaoaie, condensers, resistances aiim! mivany
nl lue r usci uil du)!uulallueiut i.
Vont lu £2.
1,iiiuitcd
uuiuiit,urr.
Pumotage I / ---linkers Selliurot Radio, 75'
Suussex

Road, South Croydon.

COULPHONE

RADIO, Gninushuaw I.amue, Ormokirk.
Collaro AC. Gramophone Motcrs, I2iuu. turntable,
27/6. With 1uicku1i, 45/.. Cryct al pick-mips, 22/ß.
Kola 0.12 Speakers wIth transformers, 1,250 obmo,
52/I). I'M., 65/-. Guaranteed Amnerlcauu valves, 4/4),
Octal, 5/8. 33k per cent. Ilisroulit On tteeord BritIì
types. Latest Double Derca, 9 gus. 2jd. stamp
or Lists.

..

MIOGETS.-lliker's Mi,lget 'iwo. 'J X 5 X 4 contaimuing batteries and 'phones.
Cuarenteml. Limitmi
iuuiuil,er. Coniplele with valves oumul batteries lens
l)hlu)iics, 51/- l)')St free.-Shuuutuvell, 21, Waverley Street,
Oldluinu,

lanes.

-

VAUXHALL.-AtI goods Irevioumalc advertised are
still vnilalile : semiul now for ial est rics list, Iree.Vatualiall Utilities, 163e, Strand, \V4i.2.

auiul

6.3

C1ENTIFIC SOCIETIES

V.,

;

UnIera 5/- and over sent Post Free.
add Cd. postage.

Umouler

5/-

IIie))5C

YOU MUST HAVE A

PREMIER 19O CATAL0GJE
lii PACES
PRICE 6d.
.

GET

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

YOUR

.

.

COPY

TO-DA'!

tr

ALL POST ORDERS TO r Jubiles Works, 167,
Chapton Road, London, E.5. As/ie,st 4723
CALLERS TO : Jubiles Works, or our NEW
1T1EMISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
t',uu'ì,uI 2533
er TO High Street, Clapham, i.W.4
lila11 2:lsl

.3/

R.S.G.B. reduiced war-timuuc subscriptions.
uimsl current issue '' 'I'. a nui lt. lImit teti n,"
Asluridge Ganulemus, l.on,Ioui, N.t 3.

Details

Is.-1G,

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
" H.A.C." one-valve Short-wave

lteceiver, fanions
5 years, now available iii kit form
coniplete
kit of precision components, accessories, lull insteuct(oiis, I 2/6, l5)st Oui., no soldelliug necessary ; deocriptivo folder tree oui requrst..-A. 1.. Bacchuo, 1(10,
toc over

Hartimuglon Rossi, S.W.8.

TUITION
PRACTICAL Poslal Courses,

radio television, test
ulesiguu, trade-test coaching Ion ]t.A.lc.
posts, l.P.lt.li. and 1W.'!'. exams. r booklet Irre.Secretary, l.P.R.E., '3, ShIrley iIoauh, l.ondon, W.4.
c(luil,uuidm)t

YOUNG MEN (15-20

years)

umrgcuully

needed to train

as Radio Olficers for the Merchant Navy
nuititary
exenuptiolu obtainable short t ra uling period ; low
18es : boarutero accepted. Writs or call for full particulars, Wireless College, Catnuore, Souithanuf,ton,
or \Vicelesa Cotlege, Colwyim I(tui'.
;

i

WANTED
WANTED, S.F. 800 Coil tuiit, uuctamageul.-S. 81mw,
3. Itattibonc St riel 11irtetoivu,, I ui nro.
,

Special Rate For
Readers' ' Wants '

w
rcqttiro a special cornpusnent or a replacement coI
-a ciassified advertisement
will probably secure it. Many
of our readers have a stock of
surplus components. A redttced rate of Id. per word
(minimum II-) is charged for
readers' advertisements. Try
a paragraph for that ' want.'
If you

Send ovum adveri/seuuu-at willi P. 0. is :-Adve,iisement Manager, " Practical Wù-eless. Teuecr Hc1,,
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ELECTRIC WIRING (Domestic)
is intended for young men who are engaged
electric wiring and electrical contracting work, for
plant and maintenance engineers in works and factories,
and for those empIoyed in the Service or Maintenance
Departments of Electricity Süpply Companies.
it provides a valuable supplement to the orthodox
text books which are used in the theoretical study of
electrical work, and describes and illustrates up-to-date
practical methods of wiring houses. There is a special
chapter dealing with the safety of such installations.
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DETONATOR

I

PRACTICALDESIGNofSMALL

& TRANSFORMERS

MOTORS

Most books dealing with the design of electrical
machinery can only be read with understanding by
engineers having a fair working knowledge of higher
mathematics. On the other hand, very few armature
winders and others who are engaged in the actual
construction of motors and transformers have this

)

particular aptitude.
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CHARGE OF 300 L.
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hÌGN EXPLO5IV
A cut-away view

of a

sIzort-rane depti

charge, showing infernal arrangements
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Read this Intensely Interesting Feature in

)E

this month'sPRItCTICAL MECHANICS

(3.)

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE of ELECTRIC MOTORS

Other SPECIAL CONTENTS of the May Number:

Ip

WHEN THE R.A.F. FLY TO BERLIN
Well-known German landmarks which would guide
our airmen.
THE PRINCIPLES OF THE SUBMARINE
MASTERS OF MECHANICS-HENRY FARMAN
Famous Aeroplane Inventor and Pioneer of
Mechanical Flight.

E

ONE-STRINGED FIDDLES
How to Make Them.

tE

A SCALE MODEL CARGO BOAT

AN EXCLUSIVE OFFER AT HALF PRICE OF AN
IMPORTANT BOOK ON MODEL RAILWAYS

In the

The Magazine

)E

of Modern Marvels

The vast increase in the use of electricity as a motive
power in works and factories has resulted in the need
for men capable of installing and maintaining electric
motors of all types, ranging from fractional horse-powers
to several hundred horse-power.
The book presents information on this subject in a
form which renders it readi!y available for the plant and
maintenance engineer in whatever industry he may be
employed.
A feature of special interest is the large number o!
starter wiring diagrams.
5s. net (By post 5s. 6d.).
Ask your bookseller to get you the book or books you require, thus
saving postage. Alternatively, send the form to the Publishers,
with Postal Order (plus extra to cover postage), and the book or
books will be sent direct to you.
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MAY

PRACTICAL
MECHANICS

This new book presents the actual facts relative to the
design of small motors, dynamos, and transformers in a
way which will make an instant appeal to the practical
man.
In place of complicated design formul, the necessary
facts have been presented largely in the form of tables
which enable the appropriate sizes of wire, etc., to be
readily selected to suit any given conditions.
5s. net (By post Ss. 6d.)
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Why and Wherefore

%

Itma

,,

ORSLEY, who was reTHE majority of arhateurs have studiect FRANCIS
sponsible for the radio version of
the need for certain parts in a "
It's That Man Again," will be renewing
circuit, and the characteristics of valves;
the use of transformer or resistance- pleasant associations when he goes to
capacity coupling, and similar details have Manchester on May 18th to superintend
been fully gone into. There are, however, the broadcast of the show from the Palace
certain items which are still just put into
the circuit because they are accepted in that
position, and their actual function or the
reason why they are used is not known.
For instance, the usual grid condenser and
grid leak iii a detector stage. Ifyou ask the
ordinary amateur why he uses them he will
110 doubt say that they are necessary in a
grid-leak detector, and thus you cannot
do without them. But their purpose, or
why it is necessary to include them, may
he unknown. Unfortunately, these items
are not often discussed as they are accepted
facts, and the latitude in values i not very
great so that they do not lend themselves
to discussion. However, for the benefit of
those who are interested in every part of
the circuit, we give in this issue some notes
on the grid leak, and from time to time will
deal with other accepted items which are
in common use.

New ZeaInd Air Mail
THE

Postmaster .. General

announces

that air-mail correspondence for
New Zealand, which has hitherto been
forwarded by air as far as Sydney, Australia,

and thence by surface route, will in future
be conveyed by air throughout to New
Zealand. There will be no alteration in the
existing air postage rate of is. 3d. per halfounce (postcards 7d.)

WALKER

is to make his

first appearance in
Ernest Longstaffe's
popular
feature,
"The Pig and
Whistle," on May
15th.
He will
arrive at this now
famous hostelry
complete with his

junk barrow. Ori
this occasion, his
merchandise w i 11
probably have to
include hoes, pitchTheatre, " Itma," as many listeners will forks, and packets Df garden seeds. The
know, has been touring the country for more permanent beinbbitants-Charles Pensome time past, and has proved itself to rose, Charles Wrefcird, John Rorke and
be one of the most successful road.shows Miriam Ferris-will be there to give him
of recent years. Listeners on May 18th a rousing welcome.
.'

Di for Victory " bui don't miss Mr. Middleton I An Ekco portable
radio keeps these allotment enthusiasts in touch wit/i his latest hints
and tips . . . and, anyway, music hath charms to ease the aching bach.

.

musical journey, and his words will be
illustrated with music played by the B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra conducted by Stanford
Robhison; Well-known artists from various
parts of Britain will also be heard. The
programme, which has been arranged by
Gwen Willianis and George Lestrange, will
be one of the popular sessious given by the
B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra under the title,
" Saturday
at 9.35."

.

SYD

Britain

A

.

"The Pig and
Whistle"

A Musical Journey Round
T this season with the near approach
of Bummer and nature looking its
loveliest, it is pleasant to turn one's
thoughts for a briefspace to the countryside
of Britajn. Listeners will be assisted in this
way when " Round Britain," a musical
jotirney, is broadcast in the Home Service
on May 18th. H. V. Morton, whose colourful pictorial descriptions of sights and
scenes in our Own and other lands are so
well known, will take listeners on this

will tune-in to music mysterioso and the
sepulchral tones of " This is Funfspeaking"
-whereupon, after a vague conversation
with Mrs. Tickle, a weird black figure quits
a ghostly telephone-kiosk and vanishes into
the pillar-box. This pillar-box thereafter
causes most of the mischief. It should be
pleasant to renew acquaintance with
--.
............ Tommy Handley,
Maurice Denham,
Jack Train, and all
the other " Itmaists.''

:

Editorial and Advertioement Oces :
o Practical
Wireless," George Newneo, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newne, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. cg a newepaper and
transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Tie Editor Villi be pleased g0 consider articles ofa
practieai nat.ur suitable for publication rn
PItAOPICAL WmELaSS.
Such articles shouid be
wÑten on one side of the paper only, and sho.&4 i
congaïit the name and ad4reso of tite sender. Wht I
iho Editor ¿oes ase hold liimoelf responsible for I
005nuscript8, every effort wifl be made to return
Oem if a 8tamped and addressed envelope is
enclosed.

AU correspondence intended for the
Edit.orshotdd be aei4reosed : The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Oeorfje Neumes. Ltd., Tower House,
SouThampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and o our efforts to keep oser
readers en touch with the latest deveiopmen's, weyive
no trarranty that apparatus d.ewribed in our
columns je not the oubje't of letters potent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
artic(e8 pub!ished in PitACTICAi WutaLass is
specifically reserved throughout the countries signa.
tonj to i/ic Berne Con.vessti.on and the U.S.A.
Reproductions or imitations of any of these are
therefore eixpressly forbidden. Pa&crIoAL WmELESS incorporate8 ' Amaieser Wireless."

The Manchester Cup
ONE of the outstanding sporting
broadcasts in the Home Service
programme in the near future will be a
commentary on the running of the Manchester Cup Races at. Castle Irwell on
May 17th. The commentary will be given
by Richard North,

A Newark Band
RANSOME and MarIes Works Band.
from Newark, will have its second
war-time broadcast on
20th, in the
programme for the Forces. This band.
when in its first year, won the Butlin Cup
in the Skegness contest in September, 1938.
David Aspinall is the conductor.

M'

" Star Chamber"
ANOEL COWARD comedy is to make
its broaIcast début on May 18th.
This is " Star Chamber," an amusing study
of actors and actresses. The producer wi!l
be John Cheatic.
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THE GRID LEAK?

A Simple Expicincition of the Action of ci Leaky-grid DetectQr
By FRANK PRESTON
THE grid leak is such a simple cornponent that the constructor seldom
stops to consider what its function
is, and how it changes an H.F. ampljfier
into a detector. I understand that several
applicants for enrolment as radio mechanics
in the Services have been asked to explain
the action of the grid leak ; unfortunately,
a large number have failed to satisfy the
examiner with their answer. It is to be
hoped that examiners have not failed
many applicants on this point alone, for
the question is by no means an easy one to
deal with, especially when suddenly asked
in verbal form.
Different theories have been advanced
concerning the precise behaviour ofthe leak,
but there is one which is generally accepted
and which certainly " fits in " with our
understanding of valve operation and with
simple tests by current measurement. It
should be understood right away that a
valve detector does not act as a
triode
" one-way
valve." Nor does it convert
alternating into pulsating direct current. It
may be assumed that a crystal detector or
even a diodo acts in something like that
manner, but a triode (or tetrode or pentode
used as one) does not behave in that way.

Modulated Waves

same as saying when the carrier wave is
modulated, we have. a curve of the form
indicated in Fig. 3. This, it may be seen,
is a series of waves divided into sets which
gradually rise in voltage from zero to
maximum, and then fall again.

Modifying the Curve
As we

ki)OW,

it is the

1)urpoSC

of the

IftftftTftRJ1I\hfl
Fig.

I

.-Tliis

diagram represents

Wave, which consists

Fig.

the grid. At each negative half-cycle the
grid tends to repel the electrons.
As a result of this, there is a tendency
for electrons (negative 'particles " of
electricity) to accumulate on the grid,
making it increasingly negative. After a
time the grid would become " choked"
and the valve would cease to operate, since
the high negative bias on the grid would
seriously curtail the anode current.

2.-The L.F.

of

1/ic

carrier

H.P.

or modulation curve.

This is on the assumption that the grid
leak was not connected. Since it is
connected it allows the surplus electrons to
escape to the filament, which is positive in
respect to the grid. When this happens,
we have the condition in which grid current
is flowing. And when a current is passed
through a resistor there is a voltage drop
across the resistor, and a potential difference between its ends. In the case under
consideration the resistor is the grid leak,
and the potential between its ends is
apllied in the form of grid bias. The
important difference between this bias and
that supplied by means of a dry battery,
or by the drop in voltage across a cathodelead resistor, is that its value is dependent
upon the strength of the applied signal.
This is the saine as saying that it is dependent upon the amplitude of the modulated wave.
Since the negative potential varies with
the signal we get the effect shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5. It will be seen that the
zero line has been curved to follow a mean
of the waves comprising the modulated
signal. In other words, the effect of the
grid leak has been to produce a mean
fluctuating grid potential of the form shown
in Fig. 5-and which corresponds with that
shown in Fig. 2. The result affects the
anode current of the valve in almost the

detector valve to produce the equivalent
of the L.F. oscillation represented by the
curve in Fig. 2. It is clear thata series of
waves such as those shown in Fig. 3 would
be useless because, as in the case of the
unmodulated wave, the successive halfcycles still cancel out, due to the symmetry
of the curve about the contre, or zerovoltage line.
This brings us back a little nearer to our
starting-point, the leaky-grid detector.
+
./11
The essential part of the grid-leak detector
is shown in Fig. 4, and here it will be seen
Grid Cond.
that the modulated signal is fed to the grid
of the valve through a fixed grid condenser,
---.---___L____..
_________________________________
and that the grid leak is joined between the Modula td
.'
grid of the valve and the filament.
wa ve
:

\

o_____________
_iJ.,.'

Fig.

3.-This

'4L

I

Valve

Automatic Bias Effect

Actually, the name " detector valve"
is not a happy choice, but it is not easy to
find a better one. Perhaps demodulator
is more satisfactory, for the valve doesto a certain extent-separate the modula.
tion from the carrier wave or signal current.
It does not do this, however, by completely blocking one and permitting freedom
of passage to the other. What it does is to
modify the modulated signal current so

'flfl\\

1940

18Th,

a

I

.Y'

diagram shows the form taken by a
carrier wave modulated by a pure note.

Attraction of Electrons

When a modulated wave of the form
represented by Fig. 3 is applied to the
condenser, this component is charged
that only the low-frequency component grid
and then the charge is passed on to the
affects the variation in anode current.
grid. There is a reversal of potential as the
To understand this matter more filly next half of the cycle. comes into play, and
it is necessary to consider the form taken the condenser is discharged. This conby an unmodulated and a modulated tinues, the grid being made positive and
signal current. The former is shown in the negative alterne1y. At each positive
usual graphical form in Fig. 1, where it will half-cycle saine of the electrons (which
be seen that there is a constantly repeating comprise the anode current) passing from
wave or up-and-down curve. This is of the filament to the anode are attracted to
such a high frequency that ifit were applied
to the grid of a valve it would not produce
any audible note in a speaker suitably
connected across a load in the anode circuit.
So rapid is the change-ovoi from positive
to negative that, in effect, the successive
half-cycles " cancel out."
The low-frequency or audio-frequency
current-the modulation-is represented
by a curve similar to that shown in Fig. 2,
although this is drawn to show a pure note. Fig. 5.-After detection bya leaky -grid"detector,"
In the case of most sounds the curve would the curve s/zownin Fig. 3. is modified Io the form
be very much more uneven, although the shown above. Thus the " mean (corresponding
general form would be similar. When to the modulation) is able to affect the anode
circuit.
th two waves are combined. which is the

Bias

Gr/d

t__

-

I

Fig 4.
Representative
circuit of a leaky-grid
detector.

Currents

LT

I

saine way as if only the low-frequency
portion of the modulated signal current
was applied to the grid.

Component Values
It is possible to find by calculation

optimum values for the grid condenser and
leak, but the matter is one of complexity,
and theoretical determination may not
always agree with practical experimental
results. In practice it is generally found
that the values are by no means critical
from. the point of view of satisfactory
demodulation (I prefer this word to
detection and rectification, especially the
latter), although selectivity may suffer if
the capacity is increased and/or the resist.
ance reduced. The customary values of
(Continued on page 201)
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Getting the Best from
the

Pickup

Connections, Tone Control and Scratch Filters we Dealt
With in This Article By W. J. DELANEY
construethrs purchase a pick-up
and connect it to their receivers
with disappointing results. Others
change from their present pick-up to what
is purported to be a better one, and meet
with similar disappointment. Actually,
of course, a pick-up is quite a simple piece
of apparatus, and its connection to the
receiver is equally simple, but there.are one
or two points which, if not attended to,
will result in failure to obtain the best
from it. First of all, it must be emphasised
that there are two main types of pick-up
-the electro-magnetic and the piezo-crystal.
The latter is often credited with providing
the best results, but gives more trouble
than the other type simply because it is
wrongly used. There is no doubt that when
properly connected and used the crystal
type of pick-up does give the best overall
performance, but there are one or two important items to watch with this type of
instrument, and these will . be discussed
in their turn.
MANY

Connections
Under normal conditions the pick-up,
no matter what type, has to be joined
to the grid of an L.F. valve or a valve in
the receiver which may be converted into an
L.F. valve. This, therefore, includes the
normal detector stage, as it is a simple
matter to convert this into an L.F. amplifier. With battery valves, the necessary
grid bias for correct L.F. working may be
applied through the pick-up, and thus one
pick-up lead is joined to the grid and the
other lead to the grid.bias battery. To eut
out the radio section of the receiver a
change-over switch is the most suitable
item. In the case of mains valves the valve
may receive its bias automatically by means
of a resistance in the cathode lead and thus
the pick-up may be joined direct to the
earth line. The essential arrangements
for these two schemes are shown in Figs. i
and 2, a change-over switch being indicated
in both cases for the radio-gram switching.
In the case of the crystal pick-up, the
connections which have been shown are
not complete as the grid circuit must be
completed, and there is no direct current
connection through the crystal as in the
case of the magnetic type of pick-up.
Accordingly a volume control or similar

Radio

797'-

Fig.

I

-Normal

for a pick-up with
a baflery-operaled triode.
connections

resistance must. be joined in parallel with
the pick-up as indicated in Fig. 3. Here it is Fig. 3.-Connections for a piezo-cryslal pick-up.
essential to follow the makers' recommendacondenser are referred to in
tions regarding values, as the whole response The shun! and fixed the
text.
curve of the instrument may be upset by
the use of a wrong value, whilst additions
may be necessary to preserve or cut out hown in Fig. 3. Values from .005 to O1
mfd. may be tried. If the bass is overcertain frequencies.
powering due to poor amplifier design or
speaker mounting a resistance may be
Volume Control
shunted across the pick-up-a value of
This brings us to the general question of i megohm attenuating frequencies below
pick-ups
many
control,
although
volume
and
1,000 cycles per second.
are fitted with a control on the carrier arm,
this may be insufficient for the particular Needles
apparatus with which it is used, or alterA point which is often overlooked is the
natively may not be needed at all-owing choice of suitable needles. Although most
of those now on the market are designed for
electrical pick-ups there are differences
which may make a considerable difference
j to repreduction. For instance, a very thin
(soft tone) needle may result in a weak,
high-pitchedreproduction, whereas a thick
(loud tone) needle. may result in lack of
brilliancy. Generally speaking, the halftoue type of needle will be found best for
all-round results, any necessary adjustments being made in the design of the
amplifier or choice ofvolumecontrol. Many
listeners prefer the fibre type needle, and
provided that there is not an undue weight
Zon the record these are quite satisfactory.
The crystal pick-up is light and they are
therefore satisfactory with this type of
Fig. 2.-Normal connections for a pick-up in an instrement
indirectly-heated valve. If a detector, the grid
leaI is connected as shown by the broken lines.

to insufficient power in the amplifier. A
good magnetic pick-up will deliver aufficient volume from a two-valve battery
amplifier, or in the case of mains apparatus
a three-stage amplifier could be used provided the output valve was capable of
handling the signal. The average output
for a good magnetic pick-up is about 1.5
volts, and from this it will be seen just what
type of valve should be fed from it and how
many additional stages may be used. If a
simple type of pick-up is being used-that
is, one without a volume control incorporated, and the amplifier or receiver has a
volume contfol between the input valve
and the nextstage, it may be found that
the input valve will be overloaded, with
consequent distortion which cannot be
cured by any adjustmeit of the volume
control. Therefore, it should be the aim
to fit the pick-up in suoh a position that
the control may regulate the actual
signal beingfed to the first valve, on the
assumption that this will be of a type which
will handle the lowest power in the receiver.
The value of the volume control should
be between 250,000 ohms and 1 megohm.
In the case ofthe crystal pick-up for average
use a value of 500,000 ohms is suitable,
but a reduction in the value will result in
a reduction of the bass response. Down to
100,000 ohms may be used if desired. On
the other hand, to preserve the higher
frequencies the higher value of volume
control should be used and a condenser
should be included across the control as

Scratch Filters
Under normal conditions the scratch
should not be unduly prominent. Scratch
filters merely attenuate frequencies above
a certain level and thus in addition to
the elimination of the scratch or surface
noise the musical frequencies also will be
lost. This will result in a loss of brilliancy,
and it is up to the listener to decide whether
the music is better fully balanced, but with
slight background noise, or whether an
unbalance with no backgroimd is pieferable. If the records are well cared for,
good needles are used, and the pick-up is
a good model, there should be no need for
any artificial tone devices or. scratch filters.
Although a condenser across the pick-up
may cut out sufficient noise, a properlydesigned filter is preferable as this will
not be broad in its effect and will thus have a
less marked effect on the general musical
response. The makers of the pick-up may
make some special recommendations regarding the use of this type of ifiter with
their particular instrument, giving you data
as to its resonant peaks (if any), and therefore their recommendations should be
followed in this respect.
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Works

Last

A Review of the Great Composer's Symphonies, Ballets and
Concertos, by Our Musiç Ccitic, MAURICE REEVE
only three years elapsed
before the fourth symphony saw the
light, it showed that Tschaikowsky
had taken several giant's strides forward
ih his development. He passed in one
bound from a composer of good, workman-1ike compositions to a creator of masterpieces. The fiery passion, the haunting
melancholy, several innovations, ravishing
melodies and rhythms, dazzling orchestra.
tion, all these compel us to ue the adjective
great to this work and its companions.
It was dedicated to " my best friend,"
none other than Mme. von Meek. When
Taniew asked whether it should be considered as programme music, he replied
that " certainly it had a poetic basis.
Moreover, I must cönfess to you that in my
simplicity I had believed that the idea of
this ìymphony was so clear of comprehension that its general meaning could be
grasped by all Vithout a programme."
In a long letter to the dedicatee he said,
" The
introduction is the germ of the
entire symphony. That is fate, that tragic
power which prevents the yearning for
happiness from reaching its goal which
jealously strives that happiness and peace
shall not obtain the mastery, that the
heavens shall not be free from clouds, a
power which constantly hangs over us like
the Sword of Damocles, and ceaselessly
This power is overpoisons the soul.
whelming and invincible. Nothing remains
but to submit and lament in vain."
Its reception was overwhelming, and a
repeat performance followed.

.

judged from any standpoint. It scales
heights and plumbs depths which are at
least a little loftier and a little deeper than
he touched anywhereelse. And between
both he draws on the very well-springs of
)iumanity itself.
.
It is a work painted in deep purples and
rich browns, from its marvellous opening
introduction on ghost-like double basses
through which a bassoon foreshadows the
chief theme, to its wraith-like close in
equally deep valleys and shadows. Thé
choice of a slow movement in first movement form with which to close the work
was a master-stroke, and solved many
psoblems which the symphonists had been
trying to solve ever since Beethoven's death.
Many flerce and brilliant rays of sunshine
pierce the dark clouds, notably the marchlike scherzo, which is a flaw in its way, as
it seems to be alien to the generaF temper
of the remainder. The second movement,
a kind of scherzo and trio, is that delightful
number with five beats in a bar.
Perhaps the finest passage of orchestral
writing Tsehaikowsky ever put on paper is
the recapitulation in the first movement
where, after modulating from the astound.
'ing key of B flat minor, the theme is given
out in slow fortissimo in dialogue between
strings and wind.
Space compels me merely to record the
fact that Tschaikowsky also wrote, in 1885,
a programme symphony " Manfred," based
on Byron's poem. Although possessing
many claims to the title of a symphony,
the work is not included in the set of
symphonies, as it is not on pure orthodox
lines. It is a splendid work, but one of the
The Fifth Symphony
Eleven years elapsed before Tschaikow- most difficult in the orchestral repertoire.
sky gave the fifth to the world. This As it also takes an hour and five minutes to
glamorous and exotic work marks a further perform there is no surprise in the fact that
advance in the composer's mastery both of we do not hear it very often.
orchestral tones and architectural design.
Although the writer prefers the sixth, the Three Ballets
E minor would probably be voted into the
Who is there who doesn't know Tschaiseat of preference, especially by Promenade kowsky's three famous Ballets, " The
Concert fans.
Swan Lake," " The Sleeping Beauty," and
Chief points of interest are the very " The Nutcracker " I The latter, in its
original choice of key for the second subject French title of Casse Noisette, might
of the first movement-B major-a flat successfully compete for the honour of
seventh above the tonic ; the large number being the most widely and frequently
of subsidiary subjects preceding it, each performed work extant. They were cornone of which seems important and charming pleted in 1875, 1890, and 1892 respectively.
enough to be the second subject itself; and The two latter, therefore, represent the
the intròductory theme which serves as a master at his ripest and mturest. There is
motto, and consequently recurs in each also the " Music foraFa1ryTale," " The
movement in various disguises.
Snow Maiden,' ' or " Siegòurotchka," written.
The slow movement is a perfect poem, in 1875.
tender and impassioned in turn, but always
This latter work, consisting of an intro.
charged with romance and perfume. The duction and 18 numbers, so pleased the
third is a most wistful waltz, taking the composer that he intended composing an
place of the customary scherzo : while opera upon the story, a fairy tale by
the fourth is a huge, glittering conclusion: Ostrówsky. But during delays caused,
glamorous and exciting, but perhaps a bit among other things, by a not too favour.
garish, and the least interesting, musically, able reception upon its first production,
of the lot.
Rimsky-Korsakow stepped in and wrote
his famous opera upon, the same story:
Sixth Symphony
one of the most delightful and accomplished
Whether preferred or not Tschaikowsky's of' all Russian operas, as it also is ne of
sixth symphony, written in the year of his the most popular.
Tschaikowsky was certainly a king of
death, is unquestionably his finest work,
and a masterpiece of symphonic writing valse writers, and such masterpieces of
.

seductive rhythm and melody as those from
Casse Noisette, The Sleeping Beauty, and
Eugene Onegin would, on their own, render
that title proof against any successful challenge. They are magical in the sway they
exercise and completely capture both our
hearts and senses.

Concertos
Tsehaikowsky's concertos next demand
our attention. Two of them are masterpieces : that for violin, in D, and the first
for piano, in B flat minor. There are also
the second r piano in G and a third
uncompleted,
in E fiat : together with the
" Variations on
a Rococó Theme " for
'cello. This is one of that instrument's

finest works.
The story of the first piano concerto is
rather remarka.ble and I am sure it will
interest my readèrs, especially as the work
itself is so widely known and'so frequently
performed. In a long letter to Mme. von
Meek the composer explains that, not being
a, competent pianist, he decided to seek the
advice of one on matters of technique and
pianistic suitability, but not on the general
lines of the work itself. Who else would he
select for this purpose than Nicholas

Rubinstein?
In picturesque phrases he tells how
Nicholas Gregorievich listened to the concerto right through without a comment of
any sort-a sinister omen. Then, after a
pause, how he burst into torrents of abuse,
saying how it was worthless as music, and
quite impossible to play. Deeply mortified,
Tschaikowsky ordained that not one note
of it should be altered. Taking up the
despised manuscript, he sought Hans von
Bulow, who, already an admirer of his
music, waxed enthusiastic over it and
declared it to be quite the finest thing
Tschaikowsky had at that time accoinpushed.
Consequently it bears von Bulow's
name at its head as the dedicatee but it.
is pleasant to record that Nicholas Gregorievich repented, about five years later,
to the extent that he added it to his
repertoire, and brilliantly performed it in
most of the countries of Europe.
The opinion as to its being impossible to
play makes a glaring shaft oflight shine on
modern methods ofpiano technique, because
the numbers of pianists which play this
famous work to-day are absolutely legion,
and their ranks include many ladies.
Moiseiwitsoh is one of its most brilliant
exponents, and few óf my readers can have
missed all ofhis multitudinous performances
of it from the Promenade Concerts and
:

elsewhere. Space compels me to wind up
the review of Tschaikowsky and his music,
so I can only record, catalogue-wise, his
many other splendid works. Most notable
are the Symphonic Poems " Romeo and
Juliet," " Francesca da RimimS,"" Hamlet,"
etc. The delightful Capriccio Italien, the
piano trio and the chamber works, suites
for strings, Mozartiana, hosts of songs, and
last, but not least, the overture " The
Year 1812."
.
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under the above title in
Mparagraph
our issue dated May 4th has brought
a reply from Mr. E. C. McKinnon, Chief
Engineer to the Chloride Electrical Storage
Co., Ltd. This is what he says : " You have
apparently regarded my analysis of the
solution to a problem appearing in
PnACTICAL WIRELESS as savouring of a
VSUfl.U.U.t,Ufl.,U...........
pill, and iii retüm offer me a gilded pill as
a mark of carharaderie. My views towards
dopes of any description are already well
By Thermion
known.
" I have before me three sets of battery 'dI..IUU.. ....... flSÌtUhIUflISflflIIUflUUUSSflSUSflUJ
instructions issued by makers of repute,
and read therein:
reminded me of an experience I had,
1. Never add aeid.
which might be of interest.
2. Putting acid or electrolyte into the
" purchased.a brand-new car accumulacells can do no good, and may do tor, Iand
had it filled with acid and chagd
great harm
at a wireless shop. Although the battery
3. Never add acid except on expert
was perfectly satisfactory for the lighting
advice.
" You claim that No. 3 lets you in and and holding the charge, it simply refused to
the starter.
justifies your assertion that because a work
" The electrolyte was found to be the
battery has been in service for some time, trouble
acid was too weak. I often
the acid in it is in need of replacement, even wonder ; ifthe
a good battery is thrown away
1f this is in direct opposition to the battery
sometimes."
makers' instructions.
" But you support your statement by the
explanation : ' Conditions which exist at Splitting the Programmes
the average charging- station result in
N inventor
continued dilution of the electrolyte.
suggestion that each item of the
Consequently, áfter a long period of use the
electrolyte becomes for the main part programmes should be radiated from a
different station. Thus, there would be
water.'
distilled
" Do you seriously believe that this repre- separate stations for talks, classical music,
sents present-day average service station jazz, plays, religious services, educational
standards ? I strongly doubt it. I am talks, and so on. Each station would transtechnical consultant for several hundred mit its features for a certain number of
charging stations, and can only conclude hours a day. This, he thinks, would
at
that these must all be well above the entirely get rid of the criticisms levelled to
present programmes. It is impossible
average.
" My personal views towards the general plan a programme which in its entirety
standard of your paper on battery matters would appeal to every listener. Under his
are sincerely expressed in the article system listeners who' have no time for anyreferred
to by you, wherein I stated: thing but classical music would be able to
'
PRACTICAL WIRELxSS deserves compli- listen in to the station which broadcasts
mejiting for the interesting practical hints nothing else, and the same would apply to
the jazz and crooner fans, to those who like
which it publishes from time to time.'"
I am obliged to Mr. McKimión for his plays, and so on. It would enable the
letter. I do not, of course, question his listener to switch on and listen to his
judgment, for in his special position he must favourite subject whenever he was disposed
know far more about accumulator practice to do so, instead of as at present being tied
than most. I have not the least doubt to- a particular, hour. Seems to be souethat the Chloride Electrical Storage Corn- thing in the idea.
pany takes extreme care to see that its
own charging stations are efficiently run. Trespass
I was referring to the average charging
company was recently fined
station, and my remarks were not intended,
£50 for trespass. .The facts are that
Mr. McKinnon facetiously supposes, as AFINANCE
ae
" dope." I was not, indeed, endeavouring a ma-n was unable to keep up the hire-purto find a way out nor to be " let in." I chase payment on a wireless set l?ecause his
am a trained engineer, and I suppose I business had been wrecked by war conhave had rather more to do with garages ditions. He was thus protected by. the
and charging stations generally than the Courts (Emergency Powers) Act.. The
average reader. It is- my experience that finance company who were the ovners of the
the average charging station-and there set broke a pane of glass in the rnans
are many thousands who are not Exide house, severed the wireless aerial and earth
Agents-is not too careful in its treatment wire, and pinned a notice on a notice hoard
of accumulators. By pure coincidence a stating that a van had collected the set
letter arrived by the same post as Mr. owing to default in payment, and they had
McKinnon's letter. [t came from Mr. G. E. therefore forced an entryand taken the set
away. Readers who re in similar oircuCockroft, and here it is:
"Your article in 'On Your Wavelength,' stances to the plahitiff in this case should
in the May 4th issue, 'A Bogy Laid,' note the result.

A

-

-

-

Roa mio
NOTHER Anerican word will shortly
enrich our vocabular.y. It is the word
roamio, and it has been coined to desctibe
the Crosley car radio sets, the indicationbeing that the Roamio car radio set is ideal
for your Juliet. Not a bad name.

A

-

The M.I.F.

HAD a 'phone message the other day
from an individual who had been cornmissioned by the M.I.F. to write for them
an article on a particular subject. It was
obvious that this individual knew nothing
about that subject, and I want to know
why the M.I.F. commissions those without
knowledge of a subject to write about it.
No one objects to a man endeavouring to
earn his living, but what I object to is a
man earning someone else's living, and there
are plenty of experts on all subjects out ofwork at the present time. Is the incident
I have quoted one ofthe reasons why so
much bilge appears in the daily papers?

I.

A War-time Broadcast

Hthe

arranging and
its war-time music
Scattered about the
programmes T
residential quarters of a well-known West
Country town are B.B.C. studios and
offices, many of them, installed since war
B.B.C.

transmitting

broke out, in villas and disused parish
For recitals and the smaller
halls.
ensembles the Regional studios and parish
halls are large enough, but for a studio
able to accommodate the Symphony
Orchestra, or even a section of it, it was
necessary to commandeer the conference
room at the top of one of the largest
merchant houses in the town, situated
near a busy quayside. Here, on an
average once a week, the B.B.C. Symphony
Orchestra in exile assembles to remind the
warring world that great music still exists.
Assume that you have been invited to
be present in the- studio at one of these
important orchestral broadcasts. It is ten
o'clock in the evening. Leaving the
silent, moonlit street, you would enter a
dark doorway leading to a spacious entrance
hall whence you are whisked upwards in a
lift to the top of the building, to find
yourself in a large, well-lighted studio in
the presence of the assembled- orchestra.
Their conductor, Sir Adrian Boult, elegant
and genial in his shirt-sleeves, strolls about
talking to friends, with one eye on the clock
whose large hand is now ticking relentlessly
towards zero hour. An assistant with
earphones glued to his head is listening to
the introductory announcement which is
being read by an announcer in a studio
somewhere at the other end ofthe town, and,
as it nears its close, " silence " is signalled.
Sir Adrian takes his stand on the rostrum
and raises his .baton ; a red light flickers
three times, goes out, and then returns
to a steady glow, and at this signal the
conductor launches his orchestra into the
incisive opening phrase fOrtie8imO of, say,
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. The B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra, " leader, Paul -Beard,
conductor, Sir Adrian Boult," is " on the
air."
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THIS week we aj handing the page
over to some of those members who
have been kind enough to send us
some details of their activities and experimental work, and it is hoped that the details
quoted from the letters will be of general
interest to all members. Space prevents
us from giving each letter in detail.

Member 5110

bna-Pi sta rice

ìstcners'CIub

with transformer coupling in both stages,
and H.T. obtained from an eliminator."
He goes on to stress a point which we
have
always advised members to adopt.
''
And when I sit back and go over my
log it gives added pleasure to my hobby,
and I feel sure that if. all members kept a
complete log of their activities and stations,
they would secure a considerable amount
of pleasure, when conditions are unsatisfactory for listening, by reading about their
past successes and experiments."
This brings us to Member 6506, who has
been enthusiastic enough to send in two
extensive detailed logs concerning his
activities and reception. It would appear
that this member takes the keenest interest
in all details affecting reception conditions
and the operation of his station and, if we
may, we would like to make a little sugges.
tion to him. If it is possible for you to
make use of standard log sheets, or an
ordinary book ruled in the manner of a log
sheet, we think you would compile quite a
lot of useful information which would prove
very valuable and interesting to you during
your activities, especially when you wish to
refer to some peculiar condition or effect. If
you send us your actual log, then you leave
yourself without all the information you
may require in the future, therefore,
perhaps you would be good enough just to
let us have general extracts. Many thanks,
however, for your interest.

SENDS in details of some very fine longdistance reception, and goes on to
state, " The lix here is the usual 1-v-2
operating off a home-made eliminator,
and for listening on a 14 mc/s band I use
B.T.S. 24-70 metre coils which, when
tuned with a .0005 mfd. condenser having
a low minimum capacity, cover most of
the 20-metre band. When I learned to
read C.W., however, I soon discovered that
I could only tune from about 14,000 kc/s
to 14,370 kc/s, and that I was missing the
elusive DX stations at the extreme HF.
end of the band. After looking up some
back numbers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I
Saw I could lower the inductance slightly
by fixing a metal disc to a screwed rod so
that the disc could be moved up and
down inside the coil. This I found enabled
the set to be tuned down to about 14,480
kc/s, and the first station I received after
this modification was XIJ6CH in China
on C.W.
'. The aerial here is about 5Oft.. long,
including the lead-in. The aerial proper
is 2Oft. long and 3Oft. high, running north Member 6661
and south. The lead-ui runs in the opposite
IHAVE been doing the things which
direction, namely, east and west. I have "
this club stands for, for the last six
tried a half-wave doublet for 20 metres, but years, and my latest achievement is a fiveI prefer the single wire aerial."
valve all-wave receiver using a regenerative
circuit and covering from 9 metres to 2,000
metres without breaks in the wavebands."
Member 6571
Very fine work. Perhaps we shall be hear.
THIS member gives a very good outline
of the most satisfactory procedure ing more about your activities in the near
for all amateurs to adopt : ' ' I have been future.
constructing sets for the last seven years,
working my way up from the crystal, Member 6519
one-valve, and two-valve stages, learning
HIS member sends in quite a useful
the merits of different circuits, etc. At the
log he has compiled since February
moment my Rx is an 0-v-2 with switches ist, all stations being received on a Crossley
to cut out the last stage when using AW6, with aerial running due north and
'phoneson a powerful station. I have come south. He says in his letter, " I think that
up against one or two slight snags, (1) I a DX contest would be very interesting
have no key to the abbreviations used by and I am sure it would be most popular
amateurs, and (2) I have no up-to-date among all memkers. In PRAcTIcAL WIRElist of the short-wave stations of the world. LESS I think it would be a good idea if you
I wonder if it is possible for you to tell me started giving simple S.W. circuits, beginwhere I could obtain them ?"
ning with a very simple one mainly for
All the abbreviations and codes used by beginners, and then go on to something
amateurs will be found in Newnes Short- mor& ambitious as expressed by Mr. E.
Wave Manual, but as regards an up-to-date Andrews in his letter of April 6th."
list of short-wave stations, this is admittedly
a snag at the moment, as we do not know Member 6561
of any publication which would satisfy ail
THIS member éidently possesses the real
requirements.
enthusiasm of a genuine radio amateur,
as he has been carrying on with the good
Member 6567
work under rather trying conditions, but
THE letter from this member contains we hope that things wifi be much better
a plea for more active support from in the near future. He describes the conother short-wave enthusiasts in his district. struotion of a coil for one of his sets in the
To quote his remarks : " Short-wave following manner.
" To make the coil
enthusiasts don't seem to be very plentiful former I used some tracing paper, of which
in this district, although I believe there I had quite a quantity. This was rolled
are a lot in Salisbury but, unfortunately, the round a large dowel, glued, dried out and
Salisbury S.W. Club has closed down. My when set was impregnated witi some copal
present lIx is a home-constructed 0-v-2 varnish. The windings were eight turns of

T

28 D.C.C. close-wound, followed by a grid
coil (tin. from previous winding) of 12
turns of 22 S.W.G. enamelled wire turns
spared the thickness of wire. Five-eighthsof-an-inch from the end of this coil the
reaction coil was wound with eight turns,
close-wound, of 28 P.0.0. The completed
coil tuned the 21 to 45-metre band, and

gave really excellent results on the 31-metre
section. I had quite a little trouble with the
grid circuit before I managed to get reaction
satisfactory. However, looking through
back issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS I was
struck by the fact that A. W. Mann always
specifies a .0001 mfd. grid condenser and a
5 meg. grid leak in all his circuits. I decided
to try these values and was amazed at the
difference in ease of operation."
Here is a letter from a non-member and
we are including it on this page as we think
that his remarks will provide interesting
reading
to all interested in S.W. work.
" I was
interested in your article in the
issue of May 4th. I think there is one
point that is worth stressing in the controversy of Buyers versus Builders of shortwave receivers. In all cases where logs are
published the type of receiver should be
stated and whether commercial or homeconstructed. Readers could then form a
pretty accurate idea of the operating skill
involved.
" If you do run a DX
contest run it in
two sections, one for the build-it-at-home
men, and one for the owners of commercial
receivers. Apart from being fairer this
should give interesting results and some
illuminating comparisons. If you don't
divide the contest, you, I think, are liable
to fall into the same state as some of your
American contemporaries. The winner of
the contest will be the man who can afford
to operate a dual diversity receiver and the
keen amateur with a small set will be left
in "the cold.
I have bren a keen short-wave listener
for years but (1) I don't listen on the
amateur bands, (2) I haven't a great deal
of use for them, (3) I never have collecte&a
card, (4) I don't belong to a society and
have no intention of joining one, (5) I like
PRAcTICAL WIRELESS but I don't like the
designs for short-wavers with untuned H.F.
stages, as they are not selective enough for
present-day
use, (6) Your recently published
'
Short-wave Manual ' is very well worth
the money."-J. S. M. (Muswell Hill).
From the details aliady published about
the proposed DX contest, members will
have seen that we had not overlooked the
points raised by the above reader as we
fully realise that it would not be fair to
consider results without taking into acconnt
the type of receiver used.

PRACTICAL
SERVICE
By F.
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Pull-in

Tuning Circuits

Interesting Details of Some New
Superhet Circuit Arrangements
kinds of pull-in tuning circuits
are now known in which a reactafee is effectively connected in
parallel with the tuned circuit ofthe oscillator and controlled in magnitude by a bias
developed by a discriminator. It can be
shown that if the pull-in tuning is to be
equally effective at all frequencies in a waveband, the reactance introduced into the
oscillator circuit should not vary with
frequency, but only with the magnitude
of the control bias applied to it by the
discriminator.
It is found that this condition is not
satisfied either by a shunt capacity or by a
shunt inductance, although the latter gives
MANY

I e d to
the grid G via
In order to obtain a-constant frequency the leak resistshift, assumiiig that the oscillator £0. ance RG, which
voltage has approximately. constant ampli- voltage is detude, the grid A.C. voltage i limitad to a rived in the
fixed value, in fact, approximately to the usual way from
value which it has at the lowest tuning t h e regulating Fig. 2.-1 five-grid valve
frequency. This limitation is effected by voltage genera- for Ihe special arrangement
described ho re.
means of the two rectifiers Gi and 02 sor .L, Con(thodes or dry rectifiers), of which the one is nected to the
connected to the cathode, and the other output of the I.F. amplifier Z. The
to the anode at the junction point of the L.F. amplifier N and loudspeaker L are
resistance W and the coupling condenser also of the usual type.
0K. These are so biased that the two
In place of the potential divider Cp,
rectifiers limit respectively the two half- R, it is also possible to use a type which
would itheif cause the regulating valve to
Operate as an inductance, e.g., if Cp were
replaced by a high resistance and R by a
condenser. The amplitude of the grid
A.O. voltage is then smallest at the high

voltage

Constant Frequency Shift.

(Left).-A usual
arrangement of the pullFig.

I

.

'n !u.-zi.'?' circr:jI.

Fig.

3.

(RigIt.Man-

ual control

is

by knob

provided

K.

K

rise to less variation with frequency than waves. The bias voltages are tapped
the fermer, and the purpose of this article from the divided cathode resistance
is to doscribe some ways in which the of the frequency regulating valve in such a
desired condition can be realised in way that the l9wer end of the potential
practice.
divider resistance R is connected with the
The most usual methOd employed for centre tap, the anode of the rectifier 01
introducing the shunt reactance into the with the earthed lower end of the cathode
oscillator circuit is to connect the anode! resistance, and the cathode of the rectifier
cathode path of valve provided with back- G2 with the upper (cathode) end of the
coupling in phase quadrature across the cathode resistance. In this case the
oscillator circuit. An example of this type frequency regulating valve operates as a
of circuit is shown in Fig. 1, in which the reactance whose magnitude is practically
valve F is provided with feedback via independent of frequency.
condenser Cp and resistance R and is conThe regulation of the valve F is carried
nected in shunt with the oscillator circuit out by means of the frequency regulating
LC. The discriminator D applies a control
bias to the grid G of the valve F via
resistance RG and thus controls the slope
of the valve F and therefore the reactance
introduced into the circuit LC.
If no means are provided for additionally
influencing the alternating voltage ampli-

tude normally appearing at R and led
thence to the grid, then with the anode
A.G. amplitude constant, the grid A.C.
amplitude would be greater at the upper
than at the lower end of the buning frequency range : and in fact the grid A.C.
amplitude, and hence the amplitude of
the anode A.C. current which is out of
phase with the anode A.C. voltage, increase
proportionally with the frequency. The
regulating valve would then opérate as a
capacity. The frequency shift in this case
would also be proportional to the fre-

frequencies, and must be held at this
value by measas of the limiting device, in
order to obtain a reactance of constant
absolute magnitude.

Modulating Range
The limitation of the grid A.C. voltage
may in some cases also be brought about
by the characteristic of the control grid
01 itself. In this case it is desirable
(see Fig. 2) to make the positive bias on the
screen grid Si, following the grid Gi fairly
small, so that the modulating range,
defined at the upper limit by the onset of
(Continued on next page

Fig. 4.-Another scheme
which produces the same
result as Fig. I.

quency.
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grid current and at the lowerlimit by the
zero value of anode current, is sufficiently
small. The regulation must in this ease be
done by an auxiliary control grid G2.
In the case where the oseillator-voltagp
amplitude varies over the tuning range,
the general condition for the regulating
valve to operateas frequency-independentreactance takes the form that an alwaysconstant fraction of the anode A.O.
voltage must be fed back out of phase to
the control grid. As shown in Fig. 3, this
m&y, for example, be done by mechanically
coupling to the adjusting knob K, which
varies the self-inductance L, a sliding
contact A on the potential divider resist.

Cp, R, which produces the phase displacement ; or that the resistance W is sufficiently high. In a corresponding way the
rectifier G2 is also biased. The regulating
valve F, whose amplification can be

controlled by variation of grid bias voltage,
and which here takes the form of a triode,
thus operates over a wide range of frequencies and amplitudes as a reactance of
constant magnitude. Such a circuit has
applicatior for other purposes also. If no
means are provided for maintaining at a
constant fraction the fed-back out-ofphase voltage throughout the tuning range,
then it is possible to achieve constancy
of the reactance represented by the valve
with regard to frequency variations by

H.T#

Fig. 5.-Rectified voltage is applied here lo
lhe 4th grid.

Fig.

6.-Another

for

scheme which is ideal
the medium-waveband.

ance R. This contact is connected with additionally varying the amplification of
the control-grid via the block condenser the valve corresponding to the variation of
CK. If at the upper end of the frequency. oscillator frequency.
This can be done,
tuning range the contact A is displaced in say, by arranging that with a valve which
the direction ofthe earthed lower end, in an is actually connected up as a capacity the
appropriate manner, then a constant degree contact of a D.C. potential divider is
offeedback, and hence a constant.frequency shifted with the tuning, thus varying the
shift may be achieved.
potential of an auxiliary control grid in
In certain cases the resistance R may be such a way that at the upper end of the
of the temperature-dependent type, in tuning frequency range the amplification
particular it may be an indirectly heated is less than at the lower end. It is aMo
resistance whose heating current is varied possible to rectify the oscillator A.C.
appropriately by the adjusting knob K.
voltage via a frequency dependent member,
If Cp and R are changed over and made and to use the D.C. voltagé generated for
of suitable magnitude, as mentioned above, amplitude regulation. Such an arrangement
then it is desirable to make the condenser is shown in Fig. 5.
Here an additional
of the rotating type, and to rotate it in the potential divider Cp', R', is in parallel
same sene as the variometers by means of
the adjusting knob K.

Varying Bias Voltage
With a circuit as in Fig. 1, in order to
maintain the degree of feedback even
with respect to fluctuation of amplitude
of thu A.C. voltage lying between ano4e
and cathode of the regulating valve F',
the bias voltage of the limiting rectifiers
G! and G2 may be allowed to vary automatically in dependence of the anode
.

A.C. voltage amplitude, these bias voltages
being generated, say, by rectification of
This may be
the anode A.C. voltage.
achieved, as for example in Fig. 4, by

--

!y
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with the valve. The A.C. voltage at R'
whose amplitude may increase with fiequency, is rectified. The resulting negative
D.C. voltage regulates the amplification
at the grid S2. The regulation may also
be undertaken at the screen grid, the
modulating range for the regulating voltage
being different.

Frequency-dependent Regulation
It is, of course, aMo possible to connect

up the valve itself as an inductance, and to
regulate the amplification or modulating
range in the opposite sense to the above,
in dependence of the frequency, so that
the amplification or modulating range
increases roughly proportionally with the
frequency.
This frequency-dependent regulstion of
amplification may in all cases be done by
means of the screen grid instead of a
second control grid. Moreover, instead
of this type of frequency-dependent rege.
lation of amplification, use may be made of
a frequency-dependent regulation of the
limitation of the re-tuning control voltage.
In the last mentioned case, in which the
valve itself is connected as an inductance,
the effective re-tune regulating voltage
would have to be limited to a smaller
value at the lower end of the tuning
frequency range than at the upper end
(e.g., by rectifiers with frequency dependent
bias voltage).
Fig. 6 shows a further
circuit by means of which it can be achieved
quite simply that within a frequency
range, which may, for example, be the
broadcast range of 200 to 600 m., the frequency shift fluctuates by 20 per. cent. at
the most. In series with the pötential
divider condenser Cp is a coil L which is
coupled to the coil L' of a second potential
divider R'L' in such a way that the voltage
transmitted is in pjìase with the voltage at
Cp und is greater than the opposed phase
voltage arising at L due to the, ourrent of
the potential divider R, Op, L.
Values
must be so adjusted that the difference in
voltage arising at L is roughly equal to the
co-phasal voltage at Cp at the geometric
mean value of the frequency range. CK1
and CK2 are blocking condensers.
In place of the potential divider Cp, R,
which effects the phase displacement, it is,
of course, possible to substitute a more
complicated network.
,

PROGRAMME NOTES
Empire Day Programme : May 24th Donovan, saxophonist, with Jack Wilson
ri_HIS year Empire Day will, no doubt, and his Versatile Five, and in the last war

I have a special significance for millions
of listeners. Since the outbreak of war,
members of the British Commonwealth
allover the world have crossed the seas to
Britain, and this rallying will be reflected
in the Empire Day broadcast from London.
Every man and woman taking part in the
programme will have been born and
brought up outside the British Isles, though
all will come from lands marked red on the
map.
The programme will be devised and produced by John Cough, himself a native of
Tasmania, who will gather together some
twenty or thirty people, of different ages,
walks of life and colour, all united by the
firm though impalpable bond of their
loyalty.

an Acting Drum Major ; Barney Johnson,
who tells Black Country stories ; and
Jack Hill, the Birmingham pianist and
composer.

Recital by Famous Blind Organist

ALFRED HOLLINS, who was born
blind but who showed such musical
talent
that he played Beethovezs famous
connecting between the anode and the
" Emperor
" Concerto at the Crystal
lower end of the cathode resistance a
Palace when he was quite a boy, and was
series circuit consisting of resistance Rl,
led to a piano in Wiñdsor Castle at the age
rectifier Gi, and condenser Cl in parallel
of sixteen to play to Queen Victoria, will
with leak resistance Wi. The cathode of
give a recital on May 17th on the organ of
the rectifier Gi ja connected with the
St. George's (West) Churoh; Edinburgh.
upper plate of the condenser Cl, which
Dr. Hollins is not merely one of the most
Gi is thereby
charges up negatively.
noted organists in Scotland, but has
biased by a steady voltage whose magqi.
appeared in Berlin,. Breaseis, the United
tude is a constant fraction of the ançde
States, Australia, and South Africa. His
A.C. voltage amplitude, and limits the
programme on May 17th will include two
amplitude of the positive half-wave of
of his own compositions, " Siciliana " and
the grid A.C. voltage to this valué. It is Studio Variety
REE Midland artists are to take part
Bourrée." He will end his programme
assumed here that the potential divider
TR in a studio variety broadcast for the with
his own arrangement of Gounod's
Rl, G'1 Wi is of relatively low ohmic value
"
Marche Militaire!'
in comparison with the potential divider Forces on May 20th. They are : Jimmy
.

DR.
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]Pir actiicdì lt IHE itinuts
Making Multiple Connections

THAT DODGE OF YOURS11

WHEN a number of connections have to
be taken to the same point, as, for
example, when wiring up several fixed
condensers or resistances of the wire-end
type, ail excellent method is that illustrated
in the accoïnpanying drawing. It will be
seen that the various wire ends are pushed
into one end oía small metal eyelet, a single
J7/de,-

;;__

4r/le

\
/e/e

I

_I

An effective method

Every Reader of " PRACIICAL WIRELESS " must have originated somelittie dodge
which would interest other readérs. Why
not pass it on to us ? W. pay Li-10-O for the
best hint submitted, and fot every other Item
published on this page we will pay half-a.
guinea. Turn that idea of yours to account by
sending it in to us addressed to the Editor,
" PRACTICALWIRELESS," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every item. Please note that every notion
sent
in must be original. Mark nvelopes
" Practical
Hints."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hints.

of

;

A Remote Control Relay
THE accompanying sketch shows a
remote control relay which T have had

working for severhl months. It comprises
an old electric bell and a unit from an
indicator board. The hammer is removed
from the bell and the arm bent up about an
inch so as to engage the other unit. The
two parts have to be arranged so that when
one is " on " the other is " off." The set
contacts ate made of strip copper and are
1bent in such a way as to be self-cleaning.
Two bell pushes are required, and these are
connected in the usual way with three wires.

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints must be accompanied by the

-te

s.,

making mulliple

connections.

connecting wire being slipped into the other
end.
It is then only neees&try to apply a spot
of solder to the eyelet to make a perfect
and neat connection between all the various
leads. Suitable eyelets can be obtained from
any boot repairer, or from sixpenny stores,
for aboùt twopenee a dozen ; they should,
of course, be of
ensure ease of soldering.-S. HOLMES
(Swindon).

method of mounting is clearly shown in

the illustration. There. is one point which
might need mentioning : the switch should
break the live lead, as this leaves the holder
dead when the switch is in the off position.
The box can be cleaned up with glasspaper and stained to match the skirting
board.
When the plug is inserted, the lamp..
shade ring marked A is screwed up tight
to the plug sprigs so that it cannot be
removed except by an adult.-J. G. Pico'r
(Chatham).

i4ey5t

sai'g

A Safety Mains-plug
BEING rather scared of my two young A Simple Lock Switch

children pulling out an ordinary
BEING on Active Service, I required
skirting plug and pushing a steel knittingsome means of preventing
the
needle or similar article in the sockets, unauthorised use ofmy " AIl-Dry " portable
thus getting a bad shock, I assembled the
switch and plug shown in the accompanying
sketch. The materials required are:
(t
One box as used for flush mounting light
switches ; one ordinary two-point 5-amp.
switch ; one batten mounting lamp
holder ; and one bayonet plug. The
Ho' d-u/edÑ,

0

O

O

f

An e!eciric bell movement converted Io
form a relay.

-

e'

-

bk

OP

cbÑ,e

With this relay an ordinary 4f-volt torch
battery will last for months as tite current
is only used momentarily.-F. J. FIELDER
(Epsotu).
sst_,

A novel ioci tuile!,

A

safeiy inains-pitty switch aitaclied to a
skirting board.

receiver. I finally evolved a lock switch,
so that the set must be switched ou and
off with a key. The L.T. negative lead to
the battery was broken and connected to
two metal strips which were screwed down
inside the back of the set. The lock,
which cost twopence, was then mounted
Inside the back panel, so that turning the
key brings the tongue of the look on to the
metal strips, so completing the circuit, as
shown in the accompanying sketoh.-A. G.
HossoN (Doncaster).

WORKSHOP
CALCULATIONS
TABLES AND
FORMULA/E
By F. J. CAMM
316
or by post 3110trom

GEORGE

NEWNESS LTD.
Tower House, Southampton St
London, W.C.2
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IF

the receiver is to be used remote
from the transmitter, it may be desirable
to include HF. chokes so as to make use
of reaction in order to bring up the volume;
but the experimental receiver is working
quite well in Wiltshire (about 100 miles
from the transmitter) and neither reaction
nor chokes have been found necessary.
A reaction winding is included on the C7
coils, and a 0.0003 infd. preset condenser
(C18 or 019) shoüld be joined between
terminal 4 of the coils and the detector
anodes, if such is necessary.
This completes the design of section
A of the receiver. Section B is on exactly
the same lines, but when completed is to
be tuned to a different wavelength.
Constructional Details

The unit may be built up on a wooden

18th,
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A DIVERS/I
or metal chassis, whichever is most easily
procurable. We prefer the metal chassis
with sub-chassis wiring for efficiency and
neatness and the experimental receiver was
constructed on these lines. Owing to the
difficulty in obtaining aluminium for the
construction of a special chassis, a drilled
steel chassis was purchased from Radio
Clearance of High Holborn (see the advertisement pages at the end of this week's
issue) for the modest sum of bd. (or
is. 6cl., including -postage and packing.).
This meant that as the steel was extremely

Constructional Details anc
Unusual Type of Recef

had to be made of the holes for coils aiìtl
valveholders already drilled in the chassis.
This did not result in an altogether pleasing
layout (see Fig. 2), but did not upset the
efficiency and stability of the receiver in
any way. Two :additiona holes had to be

Fig.

i

\

.

5.-Aliernajive amplifier and

cut in the chassis, and this was done by
tu-st marking them out and then drilling
kin. holes right round the- circle, punching.
out the middle, and filing down the l-Oug
edges. It was rather laborious work, but
has resulted in an efficient and cheap

Fig.

6.-Underside

view

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
¿

Ì Two aerial coils, BuIginC.6
! Two H.EtransformereBu1gin C.7
Two 7-pin valveholdets, Buigin

!

F

..

C5, 6

36

..

Two 0.02 mfd. condensers, C14

I

16

..
and 15.DubiIier46Ol/S
One 8 mId. surge-proof electrolytic
Dubilier
condenser C13
. .
..
0281 surge-proof
One OO ohm -wattresistance, Rl.
Duhilier Fi
Two 250,000 ohm I-watt tesis.
tances R2 and 3. Dubilier FI
Two 50,000 ohms i-watt tesis.
tances, R4 and 5. Dubilier FI
One 10,000 ohm I-watt resistance,
P6. Duhilier FI
..
Three terminals, Bugin type T.L.
.

40

3

-

lo&

£2 4 ¡01
RECOMMENDED VALVES :
pentodes, Tungsrazn
- 2 SP4B FIF.
. .
RL4 + triodes, Tungsram
- 2
t
I

t
,-

;

-

K::)

K::)

Po
36

endS

seven 0.0001 mfd. condensere,
2, 9, 10, 11, 12 end 16.
. .

and wiring.

d.
0

16
16

Four O.0006mfd. preset canden.
eer, Bulgin C.P.4, C3, 4, 7

Dubiier type 635

tise chassis s/sowing components

lo o

Thre. 5.p vaiweholders Bulgin
VH.48

0.01 tnfd. condensers,
tThree
and 17. DubiIiet46O3/S.

s

10

VH.49

I

of

chassis.
For those who wish to build a new chassis
a suggested layout is shown in Fig. 3.This gives a very compact and pleasing
layout and should be quite efficient.
Having procured or built a chassis,
mount the valveholders, preset and oleetrolytic condensers, and the coils in positioii. Note that if reaction is used the preset reaction condensers must have their
spindles insulated from the chassis.

i

£4

i

O

15

0

0l0

___o_,_,-._,_s_,_o_,__._-._j

.

o
oQ

AERJAL

OUTPUT

TepminI

Socket

OUTPUT
Te tm/n

I

Fig. 3.-Suggested chassis layout for those who
wish to use a new chassis.

V-.

Fig.

4.-Mains

section and Power Amplifier for
Receiver.

use
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H.F. valve and adjusting them until the
volume is at the same level for both
stations.

Y RECEIVER
L

Operating Notes of this

By w. A. FLINT
Wiring

First complete the heater wiring to all
valveholders, and then proceed with the
jest f the wiring. It is advisable to cornplete say section A first, and then
proceed with the wiring of section B.

Amplifier Details

the condensers on this wavelength for max-

imam volume and seal with wax. Adjust
the reaction condenser for volume and seal.
To tune section B replace the detector valve and remove the detector from
section A. Here the procedure is reversed,
i.e., the tuning condensers are unscrewed
to minimum capaci.ty and then screwed up
a little at a time until the programme on
391 metres is heard. Adjust the condensers
for maximum volume on this wavelength
and seal them.
If it is found that one station is much
stronger than the other, adjustment can
be made by use of the reaction controls, or
by using separate bias resistances for each

This completes the unit, and it is now
ready for connection to the amplifier,
which may be either a single high slope
pentodo for efficiency or a triode foi' quality.
For the former a Tungsram valve type
APP4B connected in circuit as shown in
Fig. 4 has been found extremely effective,
while ai Osram PX4 valve makes a good
triode output stage (Fig. 5). If the latter
is used, note that a Post Office permit
must be obtained before the valve may be
purchased. In either case, the H.T. supply
may be obtained from a Westinghouse
metal rectifier (type H.T.16) or an KPV4.
rectifying valve. Fig. 4 shows the use of
the metal rectifier, Fig. 5 that of a valve,
and in each case provision is made for the
use of a mains enorgised spcaler.

o©

;J

i

TI
::Euì'

::III::

a Ca/Ve recIifie.

mùins section tisin

'Ehe output of both portions is taken to a
common terminal for cornection to the
amplifier, and provision is made for confleeting heater, I{.T. and " earth ' ' supplies to the amplifier by moans of a 4-pin
plug and socket and 4-core cable. Two
¿engths of twin flex may be used for the
latter. The 4-pin plug may be an ordinary
valveholder and is mounted on the
unit chassis and wired up as shown. The
anode pin is used for H.T., " grid " for
earth, and the filament pins for the heater

Hj.4

//2.4

4

Fig.

o
.

2.-Top

and (below) under-chassis
wiring diagrams.

30oQ-

E

supply.

.

It should be noted that as the SP4B
valves have their control grids brought out
to the top cap, it is necessary to bring
the leads from terminal i of the 0.6 coils
up through the chassis. Similarly, the top
red leads of the C.7 coils have to be taken
down through the chassis for connection to
the SP4B anodes. Do not take any of
these leads down or up through the coils or
instability will result. Keep them both
outside the coil cans, and well away from
ono another.
Tuning

-.
Q

.

Tuning is quite a simple
matter. If reaction is to be
used, unscrew the reaction
condensers to minimum capacity.
To deal with section A first,
which i s to be tuned to 449
.
Ar
take out the detcethr
1-1Q metres,
valve of the other section and
screw down the preset con.

f_J

I

with the Diversity
.

until the first Home Service
programme is heard. Adjust
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AMPLIFIER TROUBLES-2
The

Importance of Grid-decoupling, Lay-out and
are Discussed by L. O. SPARKS
(Continued from page /78,

.

-
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-
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Amentioned in the issue of last week,
the resistance used in the anode
circuit for decoupling purposes introduces a voltage drop proportional to the
current flowing and the value of the
resistance. In certain oircuits this can be
put to good effect : for example, the H.T.
positive line might be of a higher voltage
than that required for the valve, so the
resistance can then be made to serve the
dual purpose of decoupler and voltage
regulator. Unfortunately, the reverse is so
often the case with battery-operated apparatus and one is often forced to reduce
the value of R in consideration of the
valves' requirements. In such instances
it is usually advisable to increase the
value of ,the decoupling condenser or make
use of a good L.F. choke. There is, however, another method, not widely used by
amateurs but often incorporated in .commerciai products, especially high-gain
àmplifiers.
It is permissible to replace the decoupling
resistance with two resistances, the values
of which should he approximately half ofthe single resistor. There is no fixed rule,
but if the maximum decoupling is required
then they should be made as high as the
operating conditions of the valve permit.
The idea is shown in Fig. 4, where it will
be seen that R and Cl of Fig. have now
been replaced by Rl, Cl and R2, C2.
The correct term given to this arrangenient is double-decoupling, and it is often
essential in high-gain L.F. stages such as
those used for the input of amplifiers
associated with microphonework, especially
if the apparatus is of the A.C. mains
operated type, where hum is likely to be
introduced in the stages giving the highest
amplification, i.e., the input valve.

May

I

Ith issue.)

a volume control, and that the grid or
input to the valve is tapped down the
potentiometer. The correct method of
connection gives the network shown on the
right of Fig. 6.
The value of such H.F. stoppers is not
supercritical, but excessively high values
re not recommended, otherwise there will
be a risk of effecting the response of the
Ti'

C2

r

:'1ïr
HE:

Wiring

9

p.c.

Fig. 4.-Double-decoupling added Io the anode
circuí! of the original detector s/age.

of the normal grid-leak and earth, th
resistance being by-passed by a fisced
condenser of, say, 0.1 mfd. A satisfactory
value for the resistor will be between
50,000 ohms and 100,000 ohms.

Lay-out
Too many constructors are ss anxious
to start the actual constructional work,
once they have collected the required
components, that they give far too little
time to the all-important question of layout. With L.F. apparatus, a very fine
circuit eau be completely ruined by the
inconsiderate assembly of the components
and haphazard wiring. If a blueprint is
not being used, it is really essential for a
rough plan of the baseboard or chassis to
be drawn, preferably full size, on which
the components can be arranged to enable
the constructor to see the best location
for the various items consistent with their
associated wiring.
It is always very nice to arrange a lay-out
so that it looks neat and tidy and symmetrical, but, unfortunately, it does not follow
that the arrangement which will satisfy
those requirements is the best from the
point of view of wiring and efficiency. It
is simply up to the would-be designer to
play about with all the Parts on the plan
drawing, until he can secure the lay-out
which will satisfy as many of the items as
possible, but if it is a question of sacrificing
anything, then appearances must go rather
than efficiency. To quote but one apparently small matter to prove this, it is not
absolutely necessary for all valveholders to
be fixed so that, say, the filament or heater
pins are all- pointing in the same direction.
If, when these components are being placed,
careful considiration i,s given to the associated wiring and components, it is posEible
to obtain a very much neater and more
efficient lay-out and, of course, wiring, by
fixing the valveholders in the maimer which
is going to simplify all connections.
All transformers and chokes should be
so located that there is no possibility of
their fields interacting with each other ; decoupling condensers and resistances should
be as close to the points they are decoupling

higher frequencies. 'Common values range
between 10,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms.
Circumstances do arise, chiefly with
mains-operated apparatus, when it becomes
advisable to apply decoupling to the actual
grid-leak or grid return, but this necessity
does not occur so frequently as the need
Grid Decoupling
for the other forms of decoupling mentioned
In spite of the precautions already above. As with double-decoupling, it is
mentioned, it is often necessary to provide most likely to be called for in high-gain
some further means of stopping the slightest circuits, where every precaution against
trace of H.F. currents from getting on to any forni of instability or background noise
the grids of the L.F. valves. Although this has to be considered. When it becomes
might seem hardly vital to some, .he desirable to introduce this additional
amateur will do well to make note of the refinement, it is only necessary to insert
simple method which, if adopted, will a resistance between the low-potential end
usually prove its worth by helping to
maintain the amplifier in a perfectly stable
A/etc
HT-4.
condition. The simplest form of H.]?.
grid-stopper is shown in Fig. 5, the effective
component being the additional resistance
R3.
LS.
With a transformer-coupled stage, one
cannot go wrong with the connections, but
HPC
-GB
many amateurs do make a slip when the
stopper has to be introduced in a resistancecapacity coupled amplifier. It should be
noted that R3 is connected to the grid
terminai of the valveholder and that the
usual grid-leak is joined to its opposite end.
The diagram (Fig. 6) will make the reason
for this more clear ; if the grid-leak is also
connected to the grid terminal on the
valveholder, a potentiometer is virtually
formed (diagram on left of Fig. 6) and a .-I
.1
moment's consideration will reveal that it
is equivalent in effect to an ordinary
Fig. 5.-Showing the position of the grid H.F.
Fig. 6-With resistance-capacity coupling, care
variable potentiometer being connected
stopper resistance R3 in a transformer-coupled
must be taken to see 1/ia! R3 is wired in Ilse correct
acrces the arid circuit, after the mannet of
stage.
position relative fo tite CL.

Fix

Li

.
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as possible, and volume controls and
ewitches must be placed in the positions
which allow the shortest possible wiring.

Wiring
At the risk of harping on an old theme,
the writer cannot emphasise too strongly
the necessity for perfect connections.
Terminals are quite good when they are
really tight, but for a first-class job soldering

Fig. 7.-Shows the actual network formed by
R3 and G.L. The method shown on right is
correct.

is undoubtedly far superior and the constructor is advised to make full use of a

decent soldering outfit. Like everything
else, bad soldering is lar worse than no
soldering at all, so if you are not already
an expert with the iron, get down to it and
overcome the little snags which beginners
sometimes experience. It is not difficult.
Keep all grid, anode and cathode wiring
as short as possible and arrange matters
so that such wiring does not run parallel

with either of the circuits mentioned. It
¡s usually advisable to run grid connecting
wires, if they are of any length, in screened
sleeving, making sure that the metallised

201

sleeving is connected to the nearest earthing
point. See that the metallising does not
touch the conducting wire. With volume
controls wired across a grid circuit, it is
often necessary, especially in mains equipment, to earth the metal casing which
houses the element, to reduce the possibility
of the introduction of hum. This applies
in particular when the volume control
incorporates the on-off switch for the
mains.
The wiring for the heater circuits should
always be carried out with wire of a reasonable gauge for the current flowing. 20
S.W.G. or 18 S.W.G. is quite satisfactory,
and after making sure that its insulation
is perfect, twist the two wires together
between connecting points, in the same
manner as ordinary twin flex, as this tends
to reduce the field which would normally
be created by the A.C. flowing in the
circuit.

WHY THE GRID LEAK?
(Continued from page 190.)

approximately .0002 mfd. and 2 megohm
cannot normally be bettered, although for
short-wave work it is sometimes found
better to use a .0001-mfd. grid condenser
with a leak having a resistance up to about
megohms.
In the earlier days of valve receivers it
was not unusual to fit a variable grid leak,
sp that the most suitable value could be
found by trial. With present-day valves
and circuits there is little point in using a
variable leak. In general, the only case in
which it is worth while to use variable cornponants is when there are " dead spots"
o

in the tuning range of a short-wave set,
which cannot be removed by paying full
attention to reaetioneircuit constants and
anode voltage.

A Gramophone Improvement
IT is

well known

through the turntable, and introduce dis.
tortion in reproduction known as " rumble."

/7

13 which
embrace the cross pin to form a driving
rubber
connection. The
sleeve 21 is formed
with a cylindrical upper portion 27 and a
conical portion 23, and terminates in á
flange 25. The sleeve
fits snugly o y e r the
.
spindle, and the flange
rests
on the washer 11.
/5
The hub l'i of theturn.

t.:--

table

...

Fig.

-Sectional

25

-<-

n i o al portion 23 of
the sleeve 21, and the
bottom of the hub rests
on the flange 25.
Other arrangements
can readily be devised;
for example, the hub

Tlr1--'3

View of (/ie motor

and

turntable

showing the rubber

MOTOÑ

sleeve.

These parasitic vibrations can be prevented
largely from reaching the turntable by
interposing a vibration absorbing member
between the turntable and its driving
spindle. A soft-rubber sleeve may, for
example, be fitted over the turntable
spindle, and the turntable mounted on this
sleeve. A suitable form ofsleeveis shown in
plan, in elevation and in vertical crosssection in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, and a gramophone motor unit complete with sleeve is
shown in Fig. 1.
The motor i is provided with a spindle
formed with a cylindrical portion 3, a
conical portion 5 and an upper cylindrical
portion 7. A washer i i rests on a cross pin 9

° to the

15

CHOKES
Bulgin Chokes need no
introduction whatsoever. They are popular
and reliable, and have
an excellent record
among radio experimenters, technicians
and service men.
Below is a small selection from our extensive range. The H.F.
range includes a choke
for practically every
need, from 400 ¡'H to
500,000 11H, priced
from is. 3d. upwards.
L.F. Chokes are also
well represented. All
Bulgin chokes have
mono-metallic windings and are wound
with the finest quality
wire. Flexible leads
are fitted for connectien, and all joints are
welded, with core

tightly clamped
against
vibration.
Rated inductances are
al rated currents.
L.F. CHOKES
Henri,,
List Li,t
at nsA.
Q N0. Puer,
0.25 750
0.25 500

that in most gramophone and is provided with pairs of lugs

motors slight mechanical vibrations
occur which are imparted to the record

;eiiable

3
5

60

7

50

8.5
Io
Io

60
60

IS
5

20
20
20
25

30
32
32
40
50
50
100

45
100
35
20
50

30

6-7 L.F.47 12/6-7 L.F.44 6/L.F.43 1/6
2IOLF.67 6/3
250 L.F.68 6/3
400 LS.39 7/6

-

12

-

320L.F.ltslO/6
300L.F.69

6/3

580L.F.70

6/3

450L.F.21s15/.

700 L.F.16 6/6
400 L.F.14s 9/6

6O L.F.lt

6/9
7/6
6/9
15
900L.F.20, 7/6
30 600 L.F.15s 9/6
20 I 250 L.F.73
6/9
25 1.000 L.F.17s 10/6
15 1.500 L.K74
6/9
lO 1,800 L.F.32s 12/
750 L.F.40
25 I .000 L.F.72
20

Max. permiasible c,.rreot

of the turntable

- I

might b e formed of
soft rubber and the
portions 23 and 25
of the sleeve dispensed with so that
only the record-receiving portion 7
of the spmdie is encased in a rubber
sleeve.

2?

2?

2/

25J22j
27

2,500
900
400

IO

H.F.28 2!-

035 H.F.26 4/-

PLUS

0.225 H.F.36 10/6

16%

WAR

INCREASE ON
ALL PRICES

3

25
Figs. 2, 3 and

4.-Details

of

the vibration-

eliminating sleeve.

Advt. of A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., Bye Pass
Road, Barking.
Telephone RiPpleway 3474
:
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MENSURATION (continued)

MENSURATION
A and

a=area ; b=base

and c=
circumference ; D and d ==diameter;
h =height ; n° =number of dgmes;
p=perpendicular ; R and r=radius;
s=span or chord ; v=versed me.
Square : a = side2 ; side =
;

No. 109

C

diagonal=side x
Rectan1e or parallelogram : a=bp.
Trapezoid (two sides parallel) :
mean length parallel sides x distance
between them.
Triangle : a=bp.
Irregular figure : a=oweight of ternplate± weight of square inch of similar
material.
Side ¿f square multiplied by 1.4142
equals diameter of its circumscribing

circle.
A side multiplied by 4.443 equals
circumference of its circumscribing
circle.
A side multiplied by 1.128 equals
diameter of a circle of equal area.

Square inches multiplied by 1.273
equals square inches of an equal circle.

Circle

MENSURATION ¿continued)
Ellipse:

a=izr2=d2=0.7854d2=0.5

:

4
; c=2rr=d
=3.1416d=3.54 Va=
22
(approximately) Td. side of equa
square =0.8862d ; side of inscribed
square=O.7071d ; d=o.3183c. A circle
has the maximum area for a given
perimeter.
Annulus ofeirele : a=(D+d)(D-.d)
(D2-d2) :
Segment of Circle :
a=area of
4V
.
sector
area of triangle
=

er.

Iv

.

i

T

-

V'(O.625v)2+ (jS)2.

Length of Arc=0.0174533n°r ; length

of arc = * (8 AJ.2+V2._s);
approximate length of are = (8 times
chord of
arc - chord of whole arc).
chord)
(
+V; radius of curve=

d=S2v

8V+ 2.
Sector of circle : a =0.5r x length are;
=n°Xarea circle360.

a= Dd=Rr ;

/D2+d2

---- X2r

;

o

o

(approx.)r=

Da
(approx.)=.

Parabola : a = bh.
Cone
or pyramid :
Cire. of base
X slant
-

surface

lenth

contents =areaofbase x +verticalheight.
Frustum of cone : surface=
(C + o) x 4 slant height + ends;
contents = 'O.2618h (D2 + d2 + Bd) ; =

Vi.

h (A + a +
Wedge : contents=* (length of edge

+2 length of back) bh.

Prism : contents =area base x height.
Sphere : surface = d2r = 4rr2 ; con

tents =d8

=

Segment of sphere : r=orad. of base ;
contents=h (3r2+h2) ; r = rad. of
sphere ;. contents
(3r-h).

=h

Spherical zone : contents=h (kh2 +
R2 + r) ; surface of convex part of
segment or zone of sphere = td (of sph.)
h =2xrh.

No. 110

No. 112

ME NS U RATI O N (continued)

Mid.sph.zone: contents o=(r+*h2) .
Spheroid : contents=revolving axis2 x
fixed axis X
Cube or rectangular solid : contents
= length X breadth x thickness.

Prismoidal formula, contents =
end areas+4 times mid. area xlength
6

contents=a of
generating plane X C described by
centroid of this plane during revolution.
Areas of similar plane figures are as the
squares oflikesides. Oontents of similar
solids are as the cubes of like sides.
Rules relative to the circle, square,
cylinder, etc.
To find circumference of a circle:
Multiply diameter by 3.1416 ; or
divide diameter by 0.3183.
Toulnd diameter of a circle:
Multiply circumference by 0.3183;
oir divide circumference by 3.1416.
To find radius of a circle:
Multiply circumference by 0.15915;
or divide circumference by 8.28318.
To find side of an inscribed square:
Multiply diameter by 0.7071 ; or
multiply circumference by 0.2251;
or divide circumference by 4.4428.
Solid of revolution :

MENSURAT1ON (continued)
To find side of an equal square:
Multiply diameter by 0.8862 ; or
divide diameter by 1.1284 ; or
multiply circumference by 0.2821;
or divide circumference by 3.545.
To find area of a circle:
Multiply circumference by of the
diameter ; or multiply the square
of diameter by 0.7854 ; or multiply
the square .of circumference by
0.07958 ; or multiply the square
of diameter by 3.1416.
To find the surface ofa sphere or globe:
Multiply the diameter by the
oircumfrence ; or multiply the
square of diameter by 3.1416 ; or
multiply 4 times the square of
radius by 3.1416.
Cylinder.
To find the area of surface:
Multiply the diameter by 3- x
length.
Capacity=3 x radius2 x height.
Values and Powers of:
1v=3.1415926536,
22
i

-ji- or

or 3.1416,

or

3;

n2986965 ; V=1.772453;
2

- =0.31831

;

2

=1.570796

-=1.047197.

PRACTICAL ENGINEERING-THE
PRICE

4d.

UNITS AND EQUIVALENTS
I lb. raised 1 foot high.

One ft. lb
One BTU
One BTU

.....

...... 1,055 joules.
...... 778. ft. lbs.
i watt ........ 10 ergs per second.
i watt ........ 23.731 foot poundals
per second.
i watt ........ 0.7376 ft. lb. per second.
iwatt ........ 0.001341 h.p.

One HP hour . . 0.746 kW. hour.
One HP hour . . 1,980,000 ft. lbs.
One HP hour . .2.545 BTU's.
One kwH. (kilowatt hour)
2,654,200 ft. lbs.
One kwH
1,000 watt houii.
One kwH
1.34 HP hours.
One kwH
3,412 BTU's.
One kwH
3,600,000 joules.
One kwH
859,975 calories.
One HP
746 watts.
One HP
0.746 kW.
One HP
33,000 ft. lbs. per minute
One HP
550 ft. lbs. per send.
One HP
2,545 BTU's per hour.
One HP
42.4 BW's per minute.
One HP
0.707 BTU's per second.
One HP
178,122 calories per

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

......
......
......
......
......
......
......
......

second.
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BATTERY PORTABLE

Details and Test Report on a G.E.C. One-battery Receiver

IN our issue dated

February 24th last we
mentioned that the G.E.O. were shortly
ptoduoíng a new battery portable.
We have noW had an opportunity of testing
a sample ofthis receiver, which is a superhet,
and gives real superhet performance, which
means that it will give good reception of a
number of stations when used in any part
of the country. Another important item
is the provision of a single dry battery
which serves for both high- and lowtension ; there is no accumulator to need.
charging or to add seriously to the weight
of the receiver.
The battery (type BB395) supplies H.T.
at 90 volts and L.T. at 1.5 volts. The latter
is to feed. the filaments of the 1.4 volt
battery valves which are used. These
valves are used. in the following order:
X.14 frequency changer, Z.14 intermediate-

connecting external aerial and earth leads
when t is wished to increase the range of
ieceptQn.
It should. be mentioned in passing that
the d.ry batter37 has a valve-holder type
connector socket Into which a corresponding
plug is inserted when the battery is installed.. Incorrect connection is therefore
impossible, however carelessly the job may
be done. As the complete battery is listed
at lOs., it will be seen that running costs
are very modest for a receiver of this type.

Excellent Reception

ELECTRAD IX

', NITNDAY " CUARGERS. KEEP YOUR BATTERY FIT. For any mains voitge between 100 to 250
volts AC. All steel chassis. HJLV. Transformers.
Westinghouse Rectifiers.
Model N/A 21. RadIo Home Charger. ro charge 2 volts
I amp. 12/6. Model N/A 6f, TrIckle Charger. To charge
6 volts i amp.. 1716. Model N/B 6:1. car Charger. To
charge 6 volts i amp.. 24)-. Model NIB 6/il, Car Charger.
To charge 6 volta ii amgs., 27/6. Modei NC 6,2. Car
Charger. To charge 6 voits 2 amps., 371- Model NID
12/i. N.M. Car Charger. To charge 12 volts I amp., 38/-.
Model N/fl 12/2, N.K. Car Charger. To charge 12 volts
2 amps., 55/.. Model N/H 2. Doubler. Meter Car
Charger. To charge 6 volts and i2 volts 2 amps.. 65/-.

VIBRATOR BAFERY
metal

TT

SUPERSEDER, with
rectifier, for HT. from your
2-volt battery. Three output
volt tappings.
A boon to
those who ai-e not on the
s
11111/II
Reduced from
mains.
sa/i5i to Sale Price. SR-.
UPE
'5.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS.
-.
50 amp. Circuit l3realcers.
'w
s.P open panel type. 27i6
200 amp. dItto, with time-la« 6/20 secs..
each.
volt triple poTe Ironclad
100 amp. 600
75/-.
ib amp. 600 volt. D.F. ironSwitch fuse, 45/-.
.

.

.

iu

l: .

.

.

.

We have been very well pleased with the clad Switch, 20/..
CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Trip overload.
results obtained on actual test. Tuning is RELAY
Magnetic Blowout, enclosed S.F. to 4 ampe.. 76. With
childishly easy, and the fact that the station thermal delay. 101.. S.F. 6 amps. 10/-. Or with thermal
j5J5.
S.P. 10 amps. 14/-. SP. 15 amps., 16/-.
and wavelength marked. scale is accurately delay,
s.p. 25 amps., 18/8.
CUARGINtS DYNAMOS. 6 voltS 8 amps.. Type R,
calibrated is of great assistance.
amps.,
12 volts 10 amps., Type C, 35/. ; iS volts
Our first tests were made in a steel-framed. 25/-.
Type TB, 50/-. KIndly state your wants and we will
building in Central send list of suitable gear.
CONVERTERS.. AC. to D.C. 40 watts output.
London. In day- STATIC
steel cased. Input 230 volts AAl.. 50 cycles, output
valvee. 45/-. AC. mains
light it was possible 440 volta 60/it/i ma. D.C. with
D.C. 125 watts at amp. for D.C. sets on AC. 220 r.,
..
to receive many to
steel clad with valves, 50/-.
METERS, centrai zero.
stations on the CHARGING
charge and discharge in all switchboard
..........- ,
medium waves, and sizes. from lin. dial up to 15 amps.. 7.8, to
dial switchboard meters.
Radio-Paris on long 8m.
D.C. GENERATOItS.-Shuflt wound.:
.

..

.

.

..'

...

I

s

.-

:

.

;

.,

..

.

.

,.

...

:.

.

.

.

waves, at

.

.

.

.:

.,

.,

good

strength. The
Home and Forces
stations were
received at

such
strength that it was
necessary to turn
the volume control
-.
well down to avoid
overloading t h e
speaker, whilst
Radio-Paris could
This illustration shows how the novel cabinet design is carried out,
be listened in to in
asId IllS ChGSSiS lay-oat.
comfort with the
frequency amplifier, HD.14 second detector, control below maximum. This reception
A.V.C. and first L.F. amplifier ; and N.14 was obtained, it should be noted, in conoutput. All of these valves are of the ditions which are very unfavourable, and
comparatively new dry-battery type with in which many portable receivers are able
to give only thediocre results.
octal base.
As is always the case when using a frame
Sound Design
aerial, there was a useful dirèótional effect,
In constructional details the new G.E.C. but this was not sufficiently critical to
portable is extremely interesting. This is make the tuning-in of even weak stations
because the receiver itself, along with difficult. It was, however, useful in minimisbattery platform, is made as a rigid frame- ing interference from electrical equipment
work and. is fitted with a really substantial in the building.
carrying handle. The outer case, which
Out-of-doors, or in the home (where the
carries the speaker grille, is made from shielding effect of steel girders is not exshaped plywood attractively covered in perienced), reception was still better. In
imitation grainod leather. This cover is fact, when using only the frame aerials, the
entirely free from sharp corners and. can range was comparable with that of many
be removed. for replacing the battery (not older type battery receivers when connected
more often than about once in three months) to a good. aerial-earth system. By connectsimply by taking out two screws and lifting ing aerial and earth leads the range was, as
it. A valuable feature is that tue outer expected, considerably extended and was
shell does not have to support any weight as good. as that with the average good
" home " receiver with a similar circuit.
and. can therefore be made very light.
It will be seen from the accompanying Dimensions
illustration that the three controls and.
For the type of receiver, the quality of
tuning scale are on top of the receiver reproduction
was fully satisfactory, on
chassis and are accessible due to the both speech and
Even the critical
rectangular hole In top of the shell. Of listener would find.music.
to complain of in
the three knobs, that on the right is for this direction. The little
makers introduced. the
on-off switching and for changing from set for use in any
conditions, and they have
medium to long waves, the centre knob is
for it weighs only 19 lbs., and.
for tuning and that on the left is for volume succeeded,
the overall dimensions are llins. by 12ins.
control.
by 7líns. In addition, the finish is such
Built-in Aerials
that it should withstand the rough usage
The receiver itself is a model of compact- which it might receive in an air-raid shelter,
ness, despite the fact that the permanent or when carried by train or car. An immagnet speaker unit is 6ins. in diambter portant feature in this respect is the flexible
and the L.F transformer is not a midget. mounting ofthe metal chassis, frame aerials
There are two built-in frame aerials, for and controls Within the interior wooden
long and. medium-wave use respectively. framework.
The price is £8 ISs. 6d. complete.
In addition, however, there is provision for
.

.

.

.

.

....

:

.

volts I amp., 15/-.; 200 volts 4 amp..
LUCAS AERO, 9/12 volts, 120 watts D.C. enclosed,
Cost £15.
4.000 revs. As used on Aircraft wireless.
Reduced Sale Prize. 12/6.
DYNAMO H.T. DUAL, 600 volts for
H.T. 100 ma. and LT. 6 volts 5 amps.
Reduced Saie Price, 15/-.
MOTOR BARGAINS. In midget HT.
.
motors for AC. or D.C. 100/230 volts.
1/luth H.P. DOT. type totally enclosed
KB. Cover 2,000 revs. at a price never
'.
.
before ofiered 78 ooly. Next larger
G.M. No. 2 type high speed 1/60th H.P.,
4,000 revs.. 9/6. Larger still 1/45th NP. Model G.E.
f and i H.P.. etc.
No. 1. 12/6. Other AC. motors, i,
NEW PANELS. Ebonite quarter-inch Panels 24m. x
110

,

.

.

;

.

24m. for 8/8.

SCREENALL for lining Cabinets. anti-Interference
screen, flexible, fireproof thin asbestos faced aluminium
foil back and front. Any length cut In 24m. width, 1/per 2 square feet.
TESTERS-ELLIOT & E.E. No. 108. with movingcoil meter and graded SOleo.. 37/6. Sllvertown astatic
horizontal Galvos. lewel pivots, 7J.. Ammeters, ali
measure you will find a
cf great use. Variable
ohms. 4,300 ohms, 8,000
GGERS AND AMMEFERS. Evershe0 Bridge with
ade res. box 10,000 ohms. Meggers. iOU or 250
Is. cheap. 500 volta WEE MEG. £9. NO.8. Obmer.
volts to 20 megs. Ev. Edg. Metrohm. 250 volts
to 20 megs. Silvertown Portable Test Set. Bridge.
ap.
COMFTER.
Lens Calibrator for testing focal
gth ofLens. witIlBIlOrOSCOpe stand, dise adjustment.
t £30. 57/10/-.
LLIAM/M/ETERS. S rn/a back of panel iUuminated
Lliammeters. Skeleton type. BIO ohms D.C.. with
in scale and lin. needle with mica panel, back lamp
Great bargain at 3/9 post free. Bulgin
I bracket.
igets. 8 m/a. 6/-. 811am, 1110., lO ma. 8/6. 2.000
teca to select from.
A.C. METERS. Flat panel.
6H FRF.QVENCY
dIal, Hot wire. 0-500 rn/a. 7/6 ; O to i amp.. 10/) 2 amps.. 12/6 ; O to 21 amps. 12/8 ; Sin. dial ditto.
4m.
dial, 3 amps., 51/10.- ; tin.
Panei
amps., 21/-.
1, 2 to 15 amps., 51/15/-.
ne Switches, i amp. to 500 amps., 45 hours, £1 to £4.
JG-OUT CRYSTAL SETS. Model B, Poi. 5151,0g.
9m. X lOin. 2 tuning condensers, plug-in coils,
1.

.

.5

Detector,

waverange

case, 24i6.
uper Detector, glass
Enclosed 2-crystal permaduro Marco50 Army
Detector, mounted, 1/6.
50., 6d., aod Perikon,

WIRE WOUND POWER RESISTANCES. 5 watt
1.000 ohms. 10 ma., 100. 5 watt Potential Dividers.
tapped 50.500 ohms. 1/6. Mains Transformers, 3/5.
l.rnfd Condensers. 4d.
CONJ)ENSEItS. Variable low-loss F type, .0005. 1 9.
J.B. .0003. 2/ Reaction varia., 1/3. Pye. .0003 With SM.
dial. 5/-. 2-gang varia.. ail aluminium. 3- only. Fixed
Condensers, 2 mid. 250 y., 6 for 21-, 3/- doz. 4,000 y.

/

mfd.,

8/-, etC.
8/- EMEROENCY PARCELS of useful
stand-by electrical and radio repetir material
and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 6!-. Post Free.

Rotarles and

Dynamos. Alteruatora,
Motors all Sizes.

Send fsr Radio-Elect?fCal-&ieflttfiC 1/tus. List "N."

stamped

addressed envelope

Enclose

please.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

_

218 Upper

.:-__

-

Thames
Teiehon,

Street,
:

London,_E.C.4

Centra! 4611

______________
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ELE C TRONICS
Various Appicafions of Photo-electric Cel's
By H. J. BARTON-CHAPPLE, B.Sc.
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ELECTRICAl. MEASURING INSTRUMENT
.t MonWacO4rers
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Soie Proprietors

Winder Eouse, Douglas St., London. S.W.1. Phooe Viciarle 540417

't

The " Fluxite Quins "

!-

at

work.

an endeavour to provide a satisfactory
form of remote control which can be
usefully applied, for example, to the
remote tuning of a radio receiver, many
schemes have been tried, and one of the
latest to be disclosed makes use of the fuitdamental operating characteristics of a
photo-electric cell which can be of the
simplest type.
The control box itself
houses an endless band, along one side of
which are marked the stations, wavelengths or frequencies which are to be
covered by the set. Along the other side
are a number of perforations correspcniding to these markings, and as the band is
moved so thatthe station marking is brought
to coincide with a fixed pointer, these slots
move across an opening. A beam of light
from a small projection lamp is focused
on the opening, and behind this is placed
the photo-electric cell. Each perforation
will allow the beam of light to reach the
cell cathode surface while the beam is cut
off between the perforations.
The cell
therefore generates a number of current
pulses corresponding to the total number of
perforations chopping the light beam.
These are amplified and fed to an electromagnetic relay operating a ratchet armaturc connected to
the tuning condenser drive. This
moves the condenser through an arc
corresponding to
t h e perforations,
and the set is therefore tuned so as to
be in step with the
scale markings on

the cell is made to operate a relay so that
resistances in series with the motor's field
winding can be cut in or but as the case may
be. This will accelerate or decelerate the
motor speed as required.

Pumping and Electrons
The continued progress which is being
made in America in the use of demountable
valves for high-power working on the ultrashort waves, has led to the development of
special auxiliary equipment to ensure that
the service providéd by these valves is a
efficient as póssible: As readers have been
told before in these columns, the valves,
when properly designed, give a degree of
stability which is difficilt to achieve by
other means.
Furthermore, should a
cathode fail it is nOt a difficult matter to
re-filament the valve and put it back into
service in a relatively short space of time.
The valves are water cooled by a circulating
system which extracts the heat from the
anodes and any cooled circuits in the cornplete transmitter, and in a modern installation flow meters are inserted at intervals
together with control thermometers. Then,
in the event of a restriction or a stoppage
of supply or an excessive temperature rise

the remote unit.

Automatic
Feeding
.

Thè diversity of

a p p 1 i c a t io n B of
photo-electric cells
increases as
dustry finds that

automatic control
is in many cases
more reliable than
manual. One of
the latest confirmations of this point
is to be found in
arc - lamp working
where, as readers A modern example of an efficient primping outfit employed in conjunction with
know, the positive
continuously evacuated water-cooled high-power tetrode valves.
carbon has to be fed
towards the negative counterpart in order in any branch of the cfrcuit, relays are
to allow for burning away by the light brought into action which close the station
crater formed in the positive carbon. down automatically and isolate the essen[n addition to accurate feeding it is essen- tial power supplies. In addition to this,
tial to ensure that the light crater is main- however, it is necessary to arrange for the
ained in its correct position relative to valves to be continuously evacuated, and
the optical system focusing this light the accompanying illustration shows one
tource on to its particular objective. A of these intricate pumps designed specialI
echeme has therefore been put forward for the purpose. It is a case once more of
whereby a portion of the light between the electronic engineering being allied to other
arbon electrodes is reflected back by a pair engineering practices, for a special barretter
)f mirrors positioned on opposite sides, so adjustment is provided, the controls for
bhat the double beam reaches the opposite this being visible at the bottom of the
odges of a photo-electric cell cathode. pump. A high degree of vacuum is ferormally, the feeding of the positive car- nished by this apparatus, and the valves
Don 5 undertaken by means of a series doing duty on the right-hand side of the
ivnund motor, but if there is any undue main body ensure that relays will be actincrease or decrease of light in the lamp vated immediately there is any failure in
rater, then the change of light beam on the pumping plant.
-
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BATTERY

The Editor does flot necessarily agree with the opinions exptessed by his
correspondents. AU letters must be accompanied bythe flame and address
of the sender (not necessartly for publication).

at

W9 : WMI, QI, PEU.
CE3CE, CO2DR, C08, JKBC, EA9AT,

A Suggestion for the Trade

reference to the paragraph K4ENT,
SIR,'-With
"

A suggestion for the trade ' ' by an Irish
reader
which appeared under the heading
'
on Your Wavelength ' ' in a recent issue.
have been a reader of your PRACTICAL
WIRiLEss since its inception, and have made
radio my hobby for years, always willing to
attend local classes. I have had a correspondence course, and am always reading
over the lesson, T. & C.R.C. and also old
issues of PRACTICAL WIRELESS and many
other publications. I have also a shed in
my garden as a "San's " den. Thinking I
might be able to help some trader, I have
answered some oì' their advertisements for
Servicemen, etc., and have written to others
not advertised, but only one has taken the
trouble to answer my letters. Their
assistants have told me they can't get any
Servicemen.
support " Irish Reader's " view on the
su gestion that manufacturers should get
in touch with some of us amateurs ; a little
instruction on their sets and modern meters,
and' it would not be like training the raw
recruit.
Perhaps sorne of us would not like to give
our positions up, but we have many spare
hours we could usefully employ, and not
always for financial gain.-A. E. MARTIN
( Löstock, Bolton).
I

TG9BA,
PY2IT,
PY1BE,
YV4AE, YVÖABE.
These were received on an O-v-2 S.W.
set with indoor dipole aerial, set designed
by E. Orchard, of Weymouth, who won
first prize DX Contest, 1937.-Mrs. T.
POWNCEBY (Wallasey).

T

:
i
i

,
?
;

FWRKHT,

improvement on the results originally obtained
with his lower magnification triode detector.
Why was this ? Three books will be awarded .
for the first three correct solutions opened.
Entries should be addressed to The Editor,
PRACTICkL WIRELEsS, tleorge Newues, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London. W.C.2. Envelopes must be marked
Probleni No. 400, and inuit be posted to
reach this office not later than the fIrst post on
Monday, May 20th, 1940.

HEAYBERD & CO. LTD.

FINSBURY STREET. LONDON, E.C.2
Telephone MET 7516 (5 lines).
:

if,.

7. J.

I
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THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND-

OWNER

The man who enrolls for ai, I. C. S. Radio
Course learns radio thoroughly. corn.
pletely. prdcfically. When h. earns his
diptoma. he will KNOW radio. We are

not content merely to teach the pris.
ciples of radio. we want to show our
students how to apply that training In
practical. every-day. radio service work.
We train them to be successful!

-

41,
Parkgate Street, ;.
Dublin, is anxious to get in touch .
with any reader who has a Formo Twin-Coil :
unit, type A/HG (with switch), or type AH (without switch), for disposal.
A. C. Cuff, Gush's Restaurant, The
Solution to Problem No. 39.9.
Square, Wimborne, Dorset, is desirous of
Melvin needed a larger by-pass eapaeitj, and should
getting in touch with any local wireless therefore have connected extra condensers in parallel
with his existing one, not in series.
enthusiast about 17 years of age.
The following three readers sttcessfully solved
L. W. Brooks, 38, Farm Road, Edgware, Problem
No. 398 and books have accordingly been
Middlesex, who is a newcomer to radio, forwarded to them:
wishes to get in touch with an old hand at A. Kay, 27, Ridge Road, Sutton, Surrey.
Heating, 55, Orchard Avenue, Lancing, Sussex.
S.W. reception, who would be willing to A.
A. Avery, High Street, Linninglen, Nr. Doncaster,
co-operate and offer friendly advice.
Yorks.
.

:-

F. C.
lo.

.

Correspondents Wanted

-

The " Rapid Two"
SIR,-Recently I reconstructed, for stand-

by purposes, " The Rapid Two," which
was described in P.W some months ago.
I used a slightly different coil (standard
6-pin medium- and long-wave bands), from
that specified. I fitted a series condenser
and wavetrap to the aerial, a fairly long
one. For detection I used an old screengrid valve without the extra grid. I was
agreeably surprised to be able to tune-in
to six different stations perfectly, all on
the medium waveband : Home Service,
Forces, Athione, Overseas Service, and two
French stations. I also heard traces of
reception bu thelong-wave band with headphones A speaker works very well on the
other sit, but I was unable to identify the
long-wave stations. In my opinion a wavetrap is essential, and ithink that this performance is excellent for a two-valver, especially " under the shadow of the transmitter"
as I am.
This set is very cheap and thoroughly
A Woman Reader's Log
satisfactory, and I would advise any
SIR,-My husband has just become a beginner who is considering such a set to
regular reader of P.W., and being build this one.-ALAN MCGuAN (Dromore,
interested in S.W. listening myself I have Co. Down).
read several copies. The readers' logs in
these issues interested me very much, as
from January, 1938, to the spring of 1939
I logged " hams" myself. Listening infrequently, and for short periods, I have
logged close on 3,000 stations. As I had
not been on the bands since war began I
decided to spend one hour nightly to test the
bands. Here is my log from 8.4.40 to 12.4.40:
PROBLEM No. 400.
Wi : CVC, DAY, KW, lED, MRD,
AELV1LLE had an SG. 1)et. Power
CBV, MFL, ISC, BXE, Ff1, FDL, AEP,
IVI battery receiver of standard design
which had given good rosulti for some time.
EVJ, OR, RHJ, LMB, aìd LTQ.
A simple triode was used in the detector stage,
W2 : IHX, ONM, INM.
. transformer-coupled to the output valve, and
. he decided that he could improve results by
W3 : GTL, FRP, FRS, GKM, FJL.
an SG. valve in the detector stage. He
W4 : BMR, DSY, CYU, EWY, ENT, .. using
therefore obtained a valve of this type and
YOG, FOG, GLQ, BNL.
it to the receiver. providing a fiexihle
fitted
w8 : RHO, CZV, RHP, OH, OPB, !, lead for the screen so that a suitable HT.
voltage
could be applied to It. In spite of
EBF, POQ, ORA, GYJ, Q'TR, MEY,
considerable variation in the HT. on the
rnJp AU, AOW.
i
screen he was, however. unable to obtain any

Home!

The Ilcayberd " Tom Thumb " Charger
costs only Id. a week to run, i.e.. 2J2 a
year. The normal yearly cost for
charging a 2v. accumulator is something
like 17/4. Thus in one year's working
the charger more than pays fortself and
then saves at the rate of 1512 a year.
Simply plug it into the nearest light or
power point. If a " Tom Thumb " is
unobtainable locally, write for list
P.M.1030 to the makers

-

Dept. 94*, Intarnationa; Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
-

Please explain fully about yo,tr Instruction
the subject marked X.

¡n

Completo Radio Engineerin!
.
Complete Radio
Radio Service Engineen
Elementary Radio
Television
Il you wish to pass
Balia xamlnaton,
indicate it below.
Inst. of Wireless Technology
P.111G. Certificate for Wireless Operalor5
Provisional Certificate in Raiio Teephony anti
Telegraphy for Ai,r,alt
City and Guilde Telecommuncat'ons

Name ...............................

...

Address...................................
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Blueprints are drawn full elze.
plea of appropriate Issues containing descripthese seta can in some cases be supplied at
following prices which are addztional to the cost
o Blueprint. A dash betore the Blueprint Number
rateo that the Issus la out of print.
sues of Practicas Wireless ... 4d. Post Paid
oese

s of

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

4d.,,,,

lutteur Wireless
heleas Magazine
113
index letters which precede the Blueprint
der indicate the periodical in which the des,,

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of I8sW.

CRYSTAL SETS

S

Iueprints, Gd. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior Crystal Set

-

'

.

.

27.8.88

No. of
Blueprint.
PW71
PW94

LO

SU PE RH E TS.

Battery Sets

Blueprints, is. each.

:

£5 Superhet (Three-valve)

.

F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet

lion appears

-

.

Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.
AC. £5 Superbet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
:

-

.

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is each.
All-Wave TJnipen (Pentode)
PWS1A
beginners' One-valver
19.2.88
PW85
The " Pyramid One-vaìver (HF
Pen)
27.8.38
PW93

....
......

:

.

'

.

.

Two-valve
Blueprint, le.
The Signet Two (D & LP)

.

.

........
het4 ........
.,
Qualitone Universal Four

24.9.38

PW76

:

Four-valve

........

......

(ItC&Trans))
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Swnmit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
All Penlode Three (HF Pen, D

......
. .

-

(Peri), Pen)
25.5.37
HuH-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Hall-Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.3.85
F. J. Camm's Silver Souvenir (11F
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
13.4.85
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LT
.

.

........
........

(Trans))
1986 Sonotone Three-Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LT
(BC))
The 11onitor (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (1fF Pen, D,Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
F. F. Camm's Record All-Wave
Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
The " Colt All-Wave Three (D,
.--.
2 LT (RC & Trane))
The " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
Trans))
LT
(RC
2
F. F. Camm's Oracle All-Wave
Three (HF, Bet., Pen)
1958 " Triband " MI-Wave Thiee
(UF Pen, D, Pen)
F. F. Camm's " Sprite Three
(HF Pen, D, Tet)
The " Hurricane All-Wave Three
((SG, D, Pen), Pen)
Push-Button
F. J. Camm's
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), Tet)

-

-

.........
.

.

.

.

.

.

PW1O

PW35
PWS7

PW4l

(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LP (1)0 and
Trane))
The Band-Spread SW Three
(HF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)

PW53

14.8.37

PWS9

18.2.80

PW72

'

-

a

....
.

.

....
....

PWS2

28.8.37

PW7S

22,1.18

PW84

'

'

'

lueprinte, le. ach.
Four-valve
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LF, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta Universal Four (SG, D, LT,
Cl. B)
Nucleon Class B Four (SG, D
(SG), LT, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (11F Pen,
D, Posh-Pull)
F. J. Camin's " Limit " All-Wave
(,IIF Pen, D, LP, P)
Four
,, Acme All-Wave 4 (HF Peu, D
(Pen), LT, Cl. B)
The " Admiral " Four (HT Pen,
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))

26.3.38

PW87

20.4.38

PW89
PWO2

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.537

....
.

......

Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Double-Diode-Triode Three (HF
Pen, PItT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Peu)
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Leader (BF Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premier (11F Pen, D, Pen)
Unique (11F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada Maine Three (11F Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Canlm'e AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (11F Pen, D, Peu)
., All-Wave " AC. Three (D, 2
LT (RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave S (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
.

.

.

.

.

.
.

8.5.87

-

.

. .

.

Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Super (SG, SG, D,
Four
AO. Fury
Pen)
£C. flail-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Pueh.Puil)
Universal Ball-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Four-Valve

_
-

PW3OA

PW63

1.10.38

PWSS

-

PW6S

3.6.39

PW77

.

:

S_W.

.

........

-

PWS6

MISCELLANEOUS.

WM28C,

........ _

WM374

-

Converter-Adapter(l valve)

......
.

PW48A

-

:

PWO7

122.38

PWS3

3.9.38

PW9O

PW1S
PW31

A Modem

Twovalver

......
......
......
....
...
.

Pen, D, LE, P)

PW19

-

-

PW2S
PW25
PW2S
PW35C
PWS5B

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AW387

-

AW388
AW392
AW425
WM409

-

.
.

:

-

......
........
.

. .

AW412
AW422

:

Trans)
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy-Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. '33
W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Pen)
Mar. '84
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
1935 £6 6e. Battery Three (SG,
.... D, Pen) ....
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans)
Oct. '55
All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, is. ad. each.
65e. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
211F Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Self.contained Four (SG, D, LT

.......

........
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

........

AW435

AW437
WM271
WM327

........
.
.

PW5O

PW54
PW56
PW7O

Class B)

PW2O

PWS4D
PW45
PW47

.

.

Aug. '33

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
LT, Trans)
£5 Sa. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LP) FeS. '35
The H.K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
.4pr. '36
HF, Pen, DDT, Pen)

...... .

. .

Five-valve Blueprints, Ic. Od. each.
Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,
Trane)
Claes B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LP,

WMS51
WM35

-

.

Class

.........

P,)

.........

-

........

-

Family Portable (11F. D, RC,
Trans)
Two HF Portable (2 SG, D,
QP2I)
Tyere Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)

-

WM375
WM3OS
WM407
WM37i)

WMS5S
WM366

-

AW593
AW447
WMSS3
W11367

-

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprinte, is. each.
S.W. One-valver for America
15.10.35
AW429
Borne Short-Waver
-.
AW452
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-Short Battery Two (SG det,
Pen)
Feb. '30
WM402
Home-made Coil Two (f), Pen)
AW440
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trane)
AW355
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
10.6.34
AW488
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) July '35
WM3SO
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Sil. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trane)
AW4343
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,
Trane)
WM313
:

.

. .

.

.

.

:

........

.

......

....

:

.

........
Standard Four-valve Short-waver

......

(SG, D, LP, P)
Superhet Blueprint, le. ed.
Simplified Short-wave Super
:

.

.

22.7.39
Nov. '3t

WM400
AWS7O

AW42t
Wrsl3Sl
WM3SO

W11381
WM88
WM404

......

Two-valve
Blueprints, Ic. each.
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (D,
Pen)
AC
,' W.M." Long-wove nverter
Three-valve Blueprint, is.
Ensigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Four-valve Blueprint, Is. Od.
Standard Four-valve A.C. Short-

13.1.40

.

:

WM34
WM340

WM397

-

AW4SS
WM380

-

W11352

-

WM351

-

AW32t
WM3s

:

waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)

.

MISCELLANEOUS.

S,W. One-valve Converter (Price
6d.)

........
(1/6)
........
for WMSP2
Radio Unit

Enthusiasto PowerAmpllfier(1/6)

Llatener's 5-watt AC. Amplifier
(2V.)

(1/-)

Harris Electrogram battery ampuller (1/-)
De Luxe Concert A.C. Electro-

......
......

grani (1/-)
New style Short-wave Adapter

'55

Nov.

Afar.

'36

.........Trickle Charger (Sd.)
(1/-)

....
....
.

WMS2O

WM353

Mains Operated.

.

WMS71
WMS8It
WMSS3
WA39S

:

........
Class B) ........
New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LT,
Class B) ........

WMSSO

PORTABLES.
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Od each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,

:

\VM337

:

PW3S

WMSI'J

:

-

Blueprints, i s. each.
£5 5. S.G.3 (SG, D. Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, B, Trans)
£5 5e. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
195.84
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
.

WM4Ol

May'85

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior
Varsity 1'our
Oct. '85
The Request All-Waver
June '36
1935 Super-Five Battery (Superhet)
Mains Sets
Blueprints, is. Od each.
Heptode
Super Three A.0
May '54
,,
\V.M." RadiogramSuperA.C.
:

AW3BS

.

Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HF

.

Three-valve

'S

7.1.39
-

.

.

.

26.9.36

-

Battery Operated.

:

PW34B
PWS4C

WM394

:

.

AMATEUR WIRELESS ANO WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Gd. each.
AW427
Fourstation Crystal Set
23.7.38
AW444
1934 Crystal Set
150-mile Crystal Set
AW4SO

.

AW403

-

:

Four-valve Blueprint, le.
Imp Portable 4 (D, LE, LT
(Pen))

Blueprint, le.

:

.

......

,'

Strand,

Mains Operated.
Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) AC.
AC. Two (D, Trans) AC
Unicorn A.C.-.D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints, le. each.
Lover's New All-Electric
Three (SG, D, Trane) A.0
Mantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
£15 iSo. 1936 AC. Radiogram
(HF, D, Peu)
Jon. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Sd. each.
All Metal Four (-2 SU, D, Pen)
July '33
:

PORTABLES.

Two-valve Blueprints, le. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Full.volume Two (SG dot, Pen)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)

:

pij.PuI1)

PWS1

Three-valve: Blueprints, la. each.
F. J. Canini'e ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pon, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pea)

PW17

PW4S

.........
.........
.........
.

27.8.88

.

PW4
PW11

Mains Operated

Blueprinte, is. each.
Two-valve
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-B.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radiogram Two
(D, Pow)

PWS8A

b.

.

.........
.

-

........

STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
B.B.C. Special One-valver

:

.

PWSS

......

.

S.9.8S

PW9

.

23.12.39

Blueprints, 1 s. each.
Experimenter's Short-wave Three

'

4.12.37

....
....

One-valve Blueprint, is.
Simple SW. Oiìc-valver
:

2

Battery Operated.

Three-valve

51.10.36

21 .8.36

SETS.

PW4S

PW55
PW61
PW62
PWO4

-

SHO RI-WAVE

.

PW4I

PW51

PW73

Double-sided Blueprint, Is. Sd.

:

Two-valve Blueprints, le. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
The
Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)

PWS9

PWOO

18.1.37

Push Button 4, Battery Model
Push Button 4, AC. Mains Model J
:

PW3A

-

.

.

Three-valve Blueprinte le. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LP
(Trane))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LT

PW44
PW5t

. .

"

:

PW43
PW42

-

.

Umversal LS Superliet (Three.
valve)
F. J. Camms AC. Superhet 4
F. J. Camm'e Universal £4 Super-

Thus I'.W. refers to PRACTICAL
ELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless, W.M. to
less Magasine.
nil (preferably) a postal order to cover the enei
to PRACI
Newnes.

PW4O
PWS2

5.6.87

.

.

.

Short-wave Adapter (1/.)
Superhet Converter (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

........

--

May '36
(1/-)
June '36
Wilson Tone Master (1f.)
The W.M. AO. Short-wave Con-

verter(1/-)

WM392
WM39s
WM3119

WM403

WM38i
AW462
AW456
AW457
WM4OS

W11401
WM4,OS
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use of a mechanical code sender or recorder,
or you can make up a small test set for use
with a key. The latter will enable you both
to practice sending to each other, although
it vill not ensure correct sending if you

Iii rep1qr

.

get into bad habits. For mastering the
code it is no doubt the most useful arrangement, and you can use a battery and
buzzer, a neon oscillator, or a valve oscillator for the purpose. We published an
interesting article on the subject in our
issue dated November 25th last.

letter
Eliminator Condenser

Split Stator Condenser

2,000 turns of 30 S.W.G. enamel wire.

" I have a small mains unit with metal .006 mfd. parallel capacity may be used
i was looking through a catalogue
rectifier, and some time ago this gave for tuning and should give a quenching recently and saw a split-stator condenser
'o

trouble. I had it seen to by a local man frequency of about 20 kc/s. Separate the advertised. I' should be glad lt you could
tell me just what this is and what lt is used
and he said a condenser had gone, and he two windings by about lin.
for."-L. R. S. (Exeter).
replaced it and gave me the old one back.
TRE term was applied to certain conI am uncertain, however, regarding one s.w. Converter
" I have been studying the details in
densers of the variable type designed
small point. That is, the condenser he took
out was 4 mfd. and he has put an 8 mfd. in your article on frequency-changers in the primarily for transmitters. They are in
it. A friend tells me this is wrong and may issue dated Feb. 24th. The circuits of Fig. 2 effect merely two - gang condensers, the
damage the rectiíler. Is this so ? "--- and 3 certainly seem to me to be capable split stator being the two separated fixed
R. W. (Heysham).
of conversion to a small unit which could sections, the rotor or moving section being
IT is not possible to state definitely be added to a standard set in the same way mounted on a common spindle in the usual
whether the change will be detrimental, as a short-wave converter. As I should way. For ideal results, however, the two
but the output of a rectifier of the type like to try these out, perhaps you could sections should be well separated, well
mentioned is definitely dependent upon the inform me whether or not I am right in my insulated, and the rotor should have the
reservoir capacity. There are two con- assumption, and if so, what results I might connection taken to the centre of the
spindle, that is, between the two moving
densers in the ordinary rectifier circuit, expect."-S. M. (Bridiington).
sections.
one a smoothing condenser on the receiver
side of the rectifier, and the other a reserRULES
voir condenser. A larger capacity than the
Ve wIBh to draw the resder's attention to the
makers recommend for the latter should
fact that the Queries Service Is intended only
REPLIES IN BRIEF
not be used, and there is a possibility in
for the solution of problems or difficulties
TC following replies to queries are qiveso ist
your case that the rectifier has been
arising from the construction of receivers
abbreviatedJonìoeithe,becetuse ofnon-cotnpiianc
described in our pages, from articles appearing
damaged and is giving a low output, and
with os,? roles, os because Ike pontseise4 is noi of
in our pages, or ou general wireless matters.
!
general intere8t.
this has been forced up to a higher level
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasonsby the use of the large condenser. We
Supply circuit diagrams of complete
(1)
suggest you have the rectifier tested.
multi-valve receivers.
D. D. L. (Bangor). The slope should he- towards
o

-

I

Condensers in Senes
" I wish to use a by-pass capacity

of

.00015 mId. (found by trial with a variable),
and I have not got this exact value by me.
I have several condensers, the highest
being .001 mId. Can you tell me how to
get at the value necessary to obtain the
desired capacity ? I cannot do it with
parallel arrangements as these are additive
and I have worked them ali out. I am not
sure o! the series arrangement, however,
and it is in this connection that I am
seeking your advice."-S. R. (Kllburn)
HE capacity of condensers in series is

T

equal to the

i

1

1,

1

1

etc.

As you know the capacity you finally
require it is not a difficult matter to work

out the effects of combinations of two
condensers by taking the capacity you need
as C2, and then putting down the values of
any pair of condensers as Cl an4 O. The
formula then becomes -2=j
You may
eventually find that with the particular
values which you have available, it may be
necessary to comiect two or more in parallel
to obtain one of the values in your final
seÈies circuit.

Quench

Coil,

wish to try out a super-regen. circuit
but should like to make up the quench coil
unit. Could you give me some rough idea
as to windings so that I could have a basis
for experiment ? I do not expect complete
winding data, but so long as I have something which will be near right I can soon
experiment and find the exact values for
the valves and circuit I intend to use."N. E. I. (Barrow).
AGOOD plan is to take a lin. diameter
'o

J

Suggest alterations or modifications of
described In our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alteratlou or modifications to
commercial receivers.
t4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant Interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Requests for Iflueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department..
(2)receivers

.

Seed ye,., queries te the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
George Newees. Ltd.. Tower House, Soutbampton street,
Strand. Londou. W.C.2. The Coupos mint be enclosed

wOhmryeuer

I

he lead-itt cud.

The set was described loa contemporary
the noarket. We have no
The coil coSts as. Cd., t)tlt you
uueed uoot worry about the screen in this particutiar esce.
1.se ezactly according to the makers' directious.
W. D. (Bursiem). The component Is not now on the
market, as the arrangement has been superseded.
You would have to use two separate components for
G. T. (LE.).

not uuow oit
H. W. (Swansea).

the purpose.

D. M. J. (Brynmawr). \Vrite direct to the makers
for details of the circuit.
R. G. S. (Taunton). Write direct to Iutessr.s, Peto
Scott, 77, CIty Road, London, R.C.a.
E. I. (SiIverdaIe). You must use a battery for the
purpose. The only other way out would be to use a
potential divider with separate volt and ammeters tu
circuit continuously so that compensations could be
.

made to keep things constant.
expensive and difficuit.

Ycould certainly use

This would be

L. (Kelso). We regret that we cannot supply a
bluepriiot or wiring diagram for the set in question.
It is not one of our designs.
H. W. P. (alluingham). The arrangement Is unusual
and thus we are unable to advise concerning the moeRSa.

either of the
arrangements as a converter, and
the oniy point is that in each one an I.F.
transformer is shown in the anode circuit. cation -C oulit you let us have any further details
This means that if built exactly as shown
E. C. (Swansea). Varley Class B input, type DP.40
Class 13 output, DP.42 Ulvac B.230 and D.210
the secondary of the I.F. transformer and
(or L.210) 010 resistance In anode circuit of output
(marked I.E. on the diagrams) would have valve volume control 50,000 ohms.
to be joined between grid and earth in the
J. R. (Brighton). \Vind both coils identical. On no
reverse the secondary. The Idea is good.
circuit of the first valve in your receiver. account
R. S. (aIIuingham). The battery may be under the
Any components already in that circuit set,K.but
good ventilation is desirable auìd therefore we
would have to be disconnected. It would do not approve of the idea.
(N.21). Eight watts is more than ample. The
therefore be preferable to cut out the I.F. setsB.inT.question
will, of course, only deliver that output
transformer, fit a suitable choke and con- when fully loaded
and this will probably only occur
denser and connect the latter to the aerial on the local stations.
o. B. (Isleworth). Do slot use tin-which is merely
terminal of your present receiver, tuning tinned
iron. It would be preferable to use ordinary
this to the long-wave band and thus wood aood
ol,tain coil and valve screensfor the individual
providing the necessary intermediate- parts.
;

frequency.

Morse Practice
o'
What is the best method bf getting
good practice in Morse ? I have a friend who
is also interested and we should like to get
some good speed before starting to listen
to commercial broadcasts for the purpose.
Have you given any articles on the subject ?"
-C. R. (Bedford).
Ycan obtain gramophone records of

paxoim former and place four rings
recorded morse with a printed copy
8f cardboard over it to leave two ñarròw of the text ; you can obtain a correspond.
winding spaces. Into these wind about ence course on the subject ; you can make

N. H. A. (Liverpool). The two epeakers may not be
in 1)hase, or alternatively the resonance points may
coincide. A balanced pair is generally employed.
o. M. (Lancaster).
Although fins emery or sandl)aper would he used we do not recommend it, owing to
I lie risk of metallic dust getting into moving parts
and
giving rise to trouble Ac heunical cleaner would be

preferable.

M. T. (Faversham).
Brass would definitely be
preferable. as lt is riot. only easier to work and a
sound soldered joint is thus possible, but It would
have better conductivity than the other material.

I

The coupon on page iii of cover must
be attached to every query

I
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Not?i

from the

'T4 Bncft
H.F. Pentode

cotraors

are unaware that
pjr
an ordinary H.F. pentode may
be used for low-frequency amplification,
with quite good results. The main details
are that a high impedan6e must be used in
the anode circuit and that the voltage on
the grid must also be critically chosen.
A good all-round suggestion is to use a
.5 megohm anode load, andfor the screen
voltage it is desirable to use a flexible lead
wit/i an H. T. battery in series with a
grid-bias battery, so that changes of
volts may be made in the H. T.
no doubt be found that even t1ese
steps may be too great with some valves,
but for normal work the modification of
I .5 volts will be found sufiucient. although
it may ta/ce some time to find the most
suitable voltage for the valve in use.
A stage gain of oo or more is theoretically
I .5

It will

possible.

H.F. By-pass Condensers

ASMALL
assu7ne

point, but one which may

Classified

18th,
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PUBLIO APPOINTMENTS

Advertisements

ADVERTISEMENTS are accepted for these columns

at the rate of 2d. per word (mlnlmnm charge 2/each paragraph). Series discounts of 5 per cent. for 13,
lo per cent. for 26 and 13 per cent. for 32 insertions

are allowed. All advertisements must be prepald.
EACH paragraph will commence with the flrst word
printed In bOld lace capitals. Additional words in
bold face capitals are charged at 4d. per word.
ALL communIcations should he addressed to the
Advertisement. Manager, Practical Wireless," Tower
Rouse. Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

CABINETS
for Every Radio Purpose.

Burpins
Cabinete from noted makers under cost of manufacture. Radlogram Cabinets from 30/.. Undrilled
table, console and loudspeaker cabInets from 4/6.
InspectIon invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Iidgware Road,
W.2, Tel : Pad. 5891.
A CABINET

LITERATURE
Edition. American Amateur Relay League
Handbook. 500 pagee of up-to-the-minute technical
information, 7/- post free. 1949 Jones Handbook;
approximately 700 pages dealIng with every aspect of
Short-wave lladio, 8/6, post free.-Webb'a RadIo, 14,
Sobo St., London, WI. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
NEW

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKER repairs, British, American, any
make. 24-hour service. moderate prices. -Sinclair
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,
London, NJ.

to moving coil speakers. Cones/coils
fitted or rewound. Fields altered or couniI. Prices
quoted, luclialing eliminators. Pick-ups and speaker
transformers rewound, 4/6. Trade luvitéd. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
LS. Rapair Service, 5, Balhatn Grove, LondOn. S.W.12.
Battersea 1321.
REPAIRS

MISCELLANEOUS

AIR MINISTRY.
INSPECTION
AERONAUTICAL
DI RECTORATE.
Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Examiners in the General Rngineering, W/T sod

Instrument Branches.

QUALIFICATIONS.
All candidates must have good general education, be
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use

micrometers and other measuring instruments.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have had practical experience in an engineering
works. An elementsry knowledge nl materials testing
Is desirable.
(b) Applicants for the Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training in light engineering
or Instrument making. Candidates with knowledge of
optIcal Instruments are *lso required.
(e) Applicants for the W/T Branch must have practical
knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training in radio communication equal
to City afl(l Guilde final examination standard.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period 01
training in inspection as applied to the shove subjects,
not exceeding three calendar months, and will be
paid £3 lOs. od. weekly durIng training. Subsistence
allowance of £1 Ss. Od. weekly during training is
payable to married men normally residing outside
the training area. On successful completion of training,
candidates will be appointed as Examiners at a salary
of £240, If 25 years of age or over, with a corresponding
reduction of £12 per annum for each year under 25 on
joining (payable monthly in arrear) if service is antisfactory, and must be prepared to serve in any part
of the United Kingdoqi.
NORMAL age limits 28 to 60.
CANDIDATES should indicate on their applications
for which vacancy they wIsh to be considered-a,

b or e.
APPLICATIONS must be made on Form 786. copies of
which car, be obtained on application, by posiesird
eiy, to : The Inspector-In-Charge. A.J.D. Training
School (1.C.S./REC. 53), Brandon Steep, BrIstol, 1.

READERS' BARGAINS
GALVANOMETER, high resistance reading, patent
applied for, compact. complete, battery. guaranteed,
lO/ti.-Hobley, The Drive, W'ellingborougli.

considerable importance in PRINTING.-1,000 Bhliheads 3e. Od. Memos, Cartla,
Creteway Press, 24, Buxted,
Samples free.
some receivers, is the method of using H.F. etc.
Sussex.
TROPHY 3. AC., 6-550 metres, new March, perfect,
by-pass condensers. It is customary to use
nearest £5/15/-.-Wlsbart, 9, Tankervllle Terrace,
Clients gain t o O Inches I
BE TALLER ! !
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
purpose,
type
for
this
the small tubular
Increased my height to 6ft. 3ine. ROss System
Fails. Fee £2 2e. complete. Details 6d. stamp.
but as these are wrapped (non-inductively, Never
-Malco!iii Rose, BM/HYTE, London, W.C.l.
RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS
of coume) there is still an inside and an .
MORSE EQUIPMENT
outside end to the condenser. In some
lladios Bargains.
H.F. circuits the connection of one end FULl. range 01 Transmitting Keys, Practice Sets, SOUTHERN
ALL Guaranteed. Postage Extra.
Parcel
of useful Components, comprising Conand other Radio Telegraph 5/or the other to earth may make a consider- Oscillators, Recorders ansi
manufactured by 'F. lt. densers, Resistances, Volume Contro1s,Wire, Circuits,
Apparatus, designed
reason,
For
this
etc.
Value
25/.. 5/- per parcel.
able difference to results.
Mc}llroy, Vork1's Champion Telegraphist. Sole disElectrolytIc
15/- Service Man's Component. Kit.
: Webb's Radio, 14, Sobo Street, London,
most of these condensers are now marked trlbutors
Condensers,
Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
\v.1. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.

-

;

.

¿he letters O.F. or a ring to indicate
MORSE TRAINING
the outside foil, and this should be the
en which is joined to earth. It is, of WIRELESS Code Courses. " Book of Facts " Tree.course, assumed that every constructor Candler System Co. (L.O.), 121, Klngeway, London,
W:C.2.
knows that a non-inductive type of
MORSE easily learnt by gramophone records by
condenser must be used for H.F. ex-Service
Instructor. Speeds from 2 words per
minute. Also private tuition lu London.-Mast.ers,
by-passing.

wit/i

Pound. Riti, Crawley, Sussex.

Brace Screwdriver

NEW CHASSIS

Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
Z
X 7,
artIcles contained in strong carrying case, 9
15/- the Kit.
21/- Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150

i

Articles comprising all types Condensers, Valve
Holders, Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value
85/-, 21/. the parcel.
5/- 100 Wire-end Resistances, assorted capacities.
and i watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud-speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
5/o ; Weetectors Type W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors,
2/- ; Crystals, Od. Marconi V24 Valves, 9d.
2/- Tool or Instrument CarryIng Cases, ex GovernX 7, 2/-.
ment Stock : Wood .9 X
SOUTHERN Radio, 46, LisIs Street, London, W.C.
;

r

Gerrsrd 6653.

work may be
ARMSTRONG CO. recommending the following
possess one economically priced Radio Chassis for good quality
RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD. Ali lines previously adverstack. Look out for startling
of the special speed screwdrivers used by reproduction.
ARMSTRONG Model AW38.-8-valve All-wave tised still available from
in coming issues.
cIrcuit,
latest
Incorporating
the
chassis,
Radio-gram
manufacturers. These only need a push including o watts push-pull output. Price £8/8/O + bargains
RAbIO CLEARANCE. LTD., 63, HIgh Holborn, London,
w.C.1. Telephone : Nopera 4631.
to produce a high speed of rotation, but 5% war increase.
Armstrong Co. have many other models of equal
they are expensive and a ready substitute Interest, please write for catalogue.
number of Meissner 1-valve short-wave
Manufacturing Co., Warlters Ltd., olloway, LIMITED
is not dfficu1t to make. Simply obtain a Armstrong
kits in stock, price 21/- post free, complete except for
London, NS.
can be supplied if required. Send cash
valve,
which
long-handled screwdriver of the standard
with order at once to avoid dlsappoiutment.-Gilpin
NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
Electric, 32, Edgeworth Crescent, Hendon, N.W.4.
type, and saw off the blade to a length
of about 4ins. The end may either be 3,000 Speakers, P.M. and energised 4m. to 14m., Inseveral Rpoch lSln.-Siñclair Speakers, BANKRUPT Bargains. Brand new 1939/40 models,
filed to 4 square section, or roughened by a eluding
Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London, N.1. makers' sealed cartons, with guarantees, at less
30% to 40% below listed prices; also Midgets,
file. It may then be gripped in the chuck
portables, car radio. Send 2d. stamp for lists.RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
of an ordinary twist brace and then screws
Radio Bargains, Dept. P.W., 261-3, Lichfieid Road,
and bolts may be quickly driven home or WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you to Aston, Birmingham.
unscrewed. With care a box spanner locate any station heard. Size 40 by 30 2 colour heavy BANKRUPT Bargains. Good stock of new receIvers
LimIted supply on Linen, 10/6.
Art Paper, 4/6.
may be made up on similar lines so that W]2BBS Radio Globe-.--superb 12 full-colour model. of all types at keen prices. Valves sud service parts.
etc. Heavy oxydleed mount. Please state particular requirements for quotation.
zones,
Radio
prefixes,
similar
a
home
in
run
nuts may be
Poet Paid, 2Z/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, All new goods-Preston 4050. Butlin. 6, Stanford
Avenue, Brighton.
London, W.l. 'Phone : Gerrard 2089.
manner.
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PREMIER RADIO

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

usÑ,
BARGAINS in radiograms and receivers, new andstamp
£1 to £75. l'art or completo exchanges.

2L

to many requests, we have now prolaced an AC. version of the popular Premier
SG3 Kit, Complete Kit of Paris
Wave
Short
vith drilled chassis. all components, Plug-in
la-170 metres, 4 valves and full
covering
:oils
nstructlons ansi circuits 6.4/10/-. Completely
15/10/-.
tested,
tired and
(n response

tor complete Iisth.-Stewart and Roberts, Amersham.
5/- BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,
2 Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and many
Limited
other useful components. Worth £.
jiumber. Postage l/-.-Bakers Selhurst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.

Send for

full delaule.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY-OPERATED
KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
Incorporating the Premier I-Band SW. Coil. 11-86
fetres without coil changing. Each Kit is complete
with all components, diagrams, and 2-volt valves,
3-Band S.W. 1-Valve Kit, 14/-. 3-Band S.W. 2-

COULPHONE RADIO, Grimshaw Lane, Ormsklrk.
Collaro A.C. Gramophone Motors, 12m, turntable,
27/6. With pickup, 45/-. Crystal pick-ups. 22/6.
1,250 ohms,
lola 0.12 Speakers with transformers,
52/6. P.M., 65/-. Guaranteed Amexican valves, 4/6,
Octal, 6/6. 33 per cent, discount on Record British
Types. Latest Double Decca, 9 gas. 2d. stamp
or Lists.

Valva Kit, 2216.

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coIls, wiring diagrams and lucid instructIons
For building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis arid Panel and uses plug-in
Coils to tune l'roni 13 to I 70 metres.

VAUXHALL-All goods previously advertised are
still available send now for latest price list, free.Vauxhall Utilities, ISlA, Strand, W.C.2.

t

DENCO.-Ultra low loss SW. components, receivers,
polystyrene Insulation. Send 2d. for Catalogue.Warwick Road, Clacton, Essex.

TRANSFORMERS for L.T. Rectifiers for charging
and safety, 12v, lighting, from 12/6.-Thompsons,
176, Greenwich Thgli Road, S.E.10.
CENTRAL RADIO, 23, LISLE STREET,
W.C.2. GERRARD 2969. SEE PREVIOUS ISSUES
FOR OUR BARGAINS.
LONDON

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
" H.A.C." onc-valve Short-wave Receiver, famous

complete

for over 5 years, now available in kit form:

WIRELESS

kit of precIsIon components, accessories, lull instruc'
tions, 12/6, post 6d., no soldering necessary; descriptive folder free os request.-A. L. Bacchus, 109,
Hartington Road, S.W.8.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

i
I

Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kpt
Valve Short-Wave S'.iperhet Converter Kit
Valve Short-Wave AC. Superhet Converter

20/-

Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit
Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode

29,-

..........
..........

Kit

2
3

Kit
SPECIAL

ROTHERMEL

OFFER.

23.?

263

68!PIEZO

BRUSH CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. New Junior
P.C. with arm, 19/6. Standard S.8, Model vttli
arm, 29/6. P.C. head only, Os Luxe Model, 19/6.
Special Offer o? Record Auto-Changer Unito for
Play S
A.C. Iains by famous manufacturer.

records. Latest type Magnetic I'ick-up, Autostop, Start and Reiertor. Limited number only
,tt £4/19/6, Carriage Paid.
AC. GRAMO UNITS, comprisIng Stator and
Pick-up, Auto Stop and Speed RepulatoT 52/6.
MAINS TRAN5FORMERS.Manufaet,ure'
All brand new and Guari olee

''

lus.

AC. Output 325-325 V.,
6.3 V., 2-3 anupe., 5 V. 2 amlus., C'i'.,
121) uui.a.
7/6 carli. Input 230 V. AC, Ootput 325-325 V.,
75 nia., 5 V. 2 amps., 6.3 V. 2.1 aSilEs. cr., 6/6
each. Input 100-250 V., 300-300 y. 80 nia. 4 V.
Input 110

V.

and 220

V.

a. CT., 4 V. la., 6/il.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for AC.
Mains. Westinghouse Rectification complet-e and
ready for use. 'l'o ,'harge 2 volts at anip., 11/9
amp., 19/- ; 6 volte at i amp., 22/6;
fi volts at
12 volts at i amp., 24/6 ; 6 volta at 2 amps., 37/6.
5

R.S.G.B. AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK, 300
pages, Is., by post.-16, Ashrklge Gardens, London,

Nil.

TUITION
Courses, radio television, test
equipment design, trade-test, coaching for R.A.F.
exams. : booklet free.I.\V.T.
and
posts, 1.P.R.E.
Secretary, t'RE., 1, Shirley Road, London, W.4.
PRACTICAL Postal

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR ALL SETS
4 V., 'AC. 'E'vpes,
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C./S.G.
A.C.IH.L. AC./L.,
all 5/3 cacti.
(S-pin)
AC., H.P., A.C./V.H.P.
A.C.iPensA.C./H.P., !4.CJV.H.P. (7-pin), 7/6.
LH., 76 ; A.c.;P.X,4, 7,3 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 76 ; 350 s, F.W.
Rect., 5,6 500 s. F. W. Rect., 66 ; 13 s. .2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 56 ; HF. Pens and Var.Mu HF. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changers, 7J6 each. Ful' and Half-Wave Rectifiers,
6/6 each,
TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, ail types
in stock. Standard tubes 5/6 each. Octal Base
;

urgently needed to train
mIlitary
exemption obtainable ; abort training period ; low
parfull
for
or
call
fees ; boarders accepted. Write
ticulars, Wireless College, Calmore, Southampton,
or Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
YOUNG MEN (15.20 years)

as Radio Officers for the Merchant, Navy

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

!

:
I
e

,

;

j

COUPON

i

This coupon is available until May 251h, 1940
and must accompany all QuerIes and Hints'
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 18/511940.
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ADVERTISE...
Turn those surplus components into cash The classified
columns of " Practical Wire.
less " are scanned by most of
our readers. Here you will
find a ready market for your
surplus components. Special
rateof Id. perword (minimum
I!-).
!

Send your advertisement with P.O. to

:-

' ' Practica!
Manager,
Advertisement
Wireless, ' ' Tower House, Southampton
Street, London, W.C.2.

BOOKS
YOU useed this war atlas when you read the newspapere
or listen to the wireless bulletins. " Newsues Comprehensive War Atlas " will uuuake the progress of the
conflict umlerstandable in all its aspects. 8 pages of
var mai35, including the Scandinavian countries,
Western Front, Balkans, asid all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
With war strengths of tue Armies, Navies, and Air
Forces of the ISatione.-Of all neweagente and booksellers, is. fai. net, or by post is. Sd. from the Book
Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Home,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

KNOW what to do before the sioctor comes-Learn
Irons tise new hook, " First Aid For The Householder,"
and your knowledge may be the means of saving a life.

Deals in simple language with all kinds of lujuries
and their treatment, war-gases, shock, and the minor
ailments of everyday life. Clearly illustrated,Of all booksellers, Is. 6d. net, or by post Is. Osi. from
the Book Publisher, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Consultant for All-" Everyman'a Wireless
Itook," by F. J. Camm, explains the operation, upkeep,
asid overhaul of all types of wireless receivers. lIbastrated.-Of all booksellers, 5/-, or by post 5/C, from
George Rewnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
A RADIO

THE whole amazing science of wireless is contaIned
in " The Osstline of Wireless," by Ralph Stranger.
The entire theory of reception is denny explained.
Over 800 )agen. Illusstratesl.-Of all booksellers, 10/6,
or by post ill- from George Newnen, Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2.
-

AMATEUR and professional servicemen will find all
Iheir radio problems solved in " The Practical Wireless
Service Msnusal," by F. J. Camm. Illustrated.Of all booksellers, 6/-, or by post 6/6 from George
Newnee, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, Londous, W.C.2.

,'

TH E Mathematics of Wireless," by Ralph Stranger,
leale sinsply and fascinatingly with this essential
branch of radio knowledge-Of all booksellers, 5/.,
or by post 5/6 frouas George Newnes., Ltd. (Book Dept.),
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strasusl, London,

W.C.2.

circuits of every type are described In
MODERN
..
Sixty Tested Wireless Circuits," by F. J. Casum.
details
lt gives instructions for wiring ausd assembling,
of components and notes on operation-Of all bookNewnes,
Ltd.
sellers, 3/6, or by post 3/io from George
(Book Dept.), Tower flouse, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
book for every home constructor : " Wireless Coils,
Chokes and Transformers," by F. J. Carnm. Contains
chapters on Selectivity, Break-through Coil Winders,
Coil Troubles and their remediee, etc., etc. illustrated.
post 3/10 from George
'-Of all booksellers, 3,0, or by
Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower Rousse, SouthampW.C.2.
ton Street, Strasid, London,
A

-

lobes, 6/6 carli.

MORSE PRACTICE KEYS.-Brass movementon
Bakelite base, 3/3. General purpose Morse keys,
smooth action, heavy contacts, 5/10.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS.

Output Transformer.

All complete with
Pitt's, 12/6

Kola Gin.

Sin. P.M.'s, 16/6 ; lOin. PM.'e, 22/6 ; (.12 Pal's,
66/-. Energised Models. Plessey, 8m., 7,500
ohm field, 7/6 ; 750 ohna field, 7/6 ; (iiI Energised,
5,250 or 2,500 ohms, 59/6.
Short-Wave Condensers all-brass
PREMI ER
construction, with Trolitul Insulation, 15 mmf.,
nimf.,
1/IO ; 40 mmf., 2/- ; 100 mnsl.,
25
1/9 ;
2/3 ; 160 mmf., 2/7 ; 250 mmf., 2/11,
Coi! Formera, 4- and 6-pin, plain or threadesl,
1,2 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials. Direct and 100 : I
Ratios, 4/3.
LISSEN Dual Range Screened Colts, medium and
long waves, 2/9 each.
Orders 5/. and over sent Post Free. Celer 5/please aid lid, postaux. All enquiries niust be

SPECIAL OFFER

SPARTAN 5.Valve Press Button Radio
Cabinet.
Any 7 statiOns Ofl Press Button, Walnut Speaker,
Provision for Pick-up and Extension
with negative feed back, Multi4 watts Output
For AC. mains only.
stage Superhet. AyO.
Guaranteed Perfect Reception. Few only. Original
paid.
Price

£915.6.

Our

Price 64.5.0.

Carrlags

LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES,
Gerrard 2969
23 LisIe Street, W.C.2.

accompanied by 2)d. stamp.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 1940 CATALOGUE
-

111

PAGES
GET

.

.
. PRICE
6d. plus pestage,
YOUR COPY TO-DAY

2d.

IO : Jubilee Works, 167,
Clapton Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4725
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or our NEW
PREMISES, 159, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
ALL POST ORDERS

i::i-

Central

2833

er 50 High Street, Clapham,S.W.4. Mucaulay 2381
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4 Books

to

Your

Wireless Library
NEWNES SHORT-WAVE
MANUAL
F.

(1)

By
J. CAMM. A complete work on the whole
subject of short waves, and an important contribution
to the literature of radio. lt deals thoroughly with
the problems underlying the design of short-wave
apparatus, the special circuits which yield the best
results, and designs for receivers based on those
Useful tables are included.
5!. net (by post 517)

circuits.

U

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOK

(2)

By F. i. CAMM. A Radio Consultant for the
Listener, Expert and Amateur Constructor, with
Special Chapters on the Principles of Radio Telephony,
Installation and Systematic Fault-finding. With 200
Illustrations and Diagrams.
5!. net (by post 517)

Lots of

'ARTY LARTER

U

I

BY

BIG HEARTED ARTHUR
G"T AND DAISY, SANDY POWELL
F. W. THOMAS, DENIS DUNN
MAURICE LANE-NORCOTT
J. JEFFERSON FARJEON, etc.

I

I

With ove.

220 illustrations.

6/- net (by post 617)
U
U
U

THE

(4)

SHORT STORIES
14 PAGES OF LAUGHABLE HOLIDAY
FEATURES
7 SPECIAL SUMMER ARTICLES
Pages of Jokes and Cartoons
Happy Pages for the Children, too!
6

OUTLINE OF

WIRELESS

By RALPH STRANGER. This book covers the
theory and practice of Wireless Reception from A
to Z, and makes everything plain even to the most
non-technical ' ' reader. Step by step, it teaches
you everything you want to know about wireless.
Over 800 pages, fully illustrated.
10l6 net (by post I III)

I

I

I

I

I

:

*

U

U

U

Ask your bookseller to get you the book or books you
require at the usual price, thus saving postage.
Alternatively, send the form to the Publishers, with Postal
Order to cover postage, and the book or books will be
sent direct to you.

Don't miss it-the BIG Sixpennyworth of "FUN-SHINE " for
al! the family.

r- - - - - - - s - - -

hITS
SUMMER

To the Publisher, GEORGE NEWNES, LTD. (Book Dept.),
TOWER HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON ST., LONDON,W.C2.
Please send me by return the book or books encircled
below. I enclose Postal Order for the necessary amount.

I
I

111111-

I

1.

EXTRA

2

3

4.

I

I.o.

6D
all

U

By F. J. CAMM. A complete, practical and up-todate work on the testing and servicing of all types of
wireis receivers, packed with valuable information
for both the amateur and professional service-man.

I

o

of

U

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SERVICE MANUAL

(3)

Value ....................................... No. is ..................

Name

........................................................................

I

Address

Newsagents and Bookstalls

.....................................................................

_ -................
- - - - - - -- - - - - - I

George Newnes, Lid.

--

RADIO
TRAINING

6

P.W.

L__

I

MANUAL
P.W.
_____________________i

-

-

George Newnes,

LW.

18.40
_.Ir

_j

PuilisIìed every Wednesday by GEORGE NEwNCS, LISISTED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London
W.C.2, and
Printed in }ngland by TIlE NEWNES & PEAISSON PRTNTINa Co., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, W.1O. Sole Agents fo Australia
and New
Zealand : GORDON & GOTta, LTD. South Africa : CaNTRAL Nsws AGENCY, LTD. Practiiaii Wireteu can be sent to any part
of
the world,
post free, for 17s. 8d. per annum ; six nsonth, 8s. bd. Registered at the General Post 051cc as a newanfteer and for the Canadian Magazine
Post.
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PRACTICAL. TELEVISION
The Amateurs'
Activities

Altefnating Current
Circuits
The rmion's
Commentary
Is Full-wave Detection

Impossible?

Practical Hints
Using a Short-wave
Converter
How Much High
Tension?

.3.

British Long-distance
Listeners' Club
Readers' Letters

r832
Over

500
illustrations

Covers the

wholetheoryand practice of Wireless Reception

-

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

fleals with Matter and Energy. Electrified Mattel. Ilpelronic Contents F.lagiietisnI ami Electro-Manetisin, Batteries
antI Accumulators, Wireless Comniiiiication and Iiroadasting. %Iode2i1 Va'ves. %IieIess Signals, VI heless Recening
Circuits, %VIreIess Measuring Jnsli'uinents, etc.
From au Booksellers, or by yost 11/- from

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.

Book Dopt.),

Tower

House.

-

Southampton

Street,

3

Strand.

STRER
f
I

London,

N ET

W.C.2.
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113.

FORCE
The absohite unit offoice is the Poundal,
which is that force, acting far unit time,
which Would impari unit velocity to unit
fllas8.

=0.00007233 poundal.
i dyne
=O.002 gram.
i dyne
=22.48 X 1O pounds.
i dyne
i megadyne = 1,000,000 dynes.
i pounclal = 13,825 dynes.
i poiindal =O.0310S pound.
=14.10 grams.
I poundal
ENERGY
Energy TCfenJ to capacity for performinçi
work, for moving against a rsisSance.
==2.373 X 10° foot
I erg
poundals.
=7.376 X 10 foot
lerg
pounds.
=7.233 X lO foot
I g.cm.
pounds.
=10v ergs.
i joule
1 foot poundal =421.390 ergs.
= 1.35573 joules.
1 foot pound
=13,825.5 gem.
1 foot pound
The actual energy, Kinetic energy,
or dynamic energy of a moving body
mass X velocity

P

12

inches (in.)-

3feet
5 yards.
40

= i rod, pole or perch
(220

poles

yards)
8 furlongs
yards)
3 miles
1 chain
10 chains

6feet
6,080

(

feet

hour
4inehes

= i foot (ft.)

=lyard(yd.)

I 760

=1 furlong (furl.)

=1 mile (m.)
= I league

190links (22 yards)
= i furlong

=lfathom
per

=1 knot

=lhand

(Square Measure)
144 square inches= i square foot.
= i square yard
9 square feet
30k square yards= 1 square polo
40 squarepoles =1 rood
=1 acre (4,840
4 roods
square yards)
=1 square mile
G4øacres
AREA

MEASURES OF VOLUME ANO CAPACITY

(Cubic Measure)
1,728 cubicinchesl cubic foot.
= i cubic yard
27 cubic feet
=40 cubic feet
1 marine ton
= 108 cubic feet
i stack

icord

=l28cubiefcet

OWER

I watt

=10v ergs per second.
=23.731 foot pound
i watt
als per sec.
i watt
=0.7376 foot lb. per
second.
I watt
=0001341 h.p.
i kilowatt-hour
=2.654,200 f o o t
pounds.
=1.3411 h.p. hour.
i kilowatt-hour
1 kilowatt-hour
=859.975 calories.
i foot poundal per=421.390
ergs per
second
second
i foot poundal per
= I .35573 watts.
second
I horse-power
=746 watts.
i horse-power
=550 foot pounds per
second.
i horse-power
=178.122 calories per
second.

115.

H EAT
A therm

of an erg
on the G.G.8. ey8tem.
The Centigrade Heat Unit (C.H.U.)
2S the heat required to rai8e lIb. water 1°C.
A calorie as -used in engineering calculalion8 represents the heat required to
raise i kilogramme of pure water 11°C.
This i8 the Great Calorie.
The Snwll
Calorie repre8ents the heat required to
raise i gramme of water 1°C.
i calorie (g.c.)=0.0039683 B.T.U.
i calorie (g.c.)=4.1862 joules.
i caloric (g.c.)=3.088 foot lb.
I caloric (g.e.) =0.005614 horse-power
i8 (lie heat equivalent

second.

i B.T.U. =252.00 calories.
i B.T.U. = I 005 joules.
i B.T.U.=778.1 foot lb.

ELECTRICAL EQUATIONS
Amperes X volts =watts.
Joules ± seconds = watts.

i B.T.U. =1.4147 horse-power second.
i C.H.IJ.=1.8 B.T.U.

Coulombs per

TIME

= amperes.
=effective h.p.
Coulombs ± volts =farads.
0.7373 foot-lb. per
second

Watts ± 746

i sidereal second==0.99727 second

=1 joule.
second
Voits)< coulombs =joules.
=foot-lb. per minute.
WattX 44.236
Kilowatts X 1.34 =h.p.

i

( mean

solar).
second (mean
sidereal second.

MEASURE OF CAPACtTY

(Liquid or Dry Measure)
= I pint
4 gills

quart
=1 pottle
= 1 gallon
=1 gallon
=1 peck
= 1 bushel
=1 quarter
=1 chanldron

2pints
2 quarts

==I

pottles

2

4quarts

2gallons
4 pecks
8 bushels
12 bags

=lload

Squarters

= i last

2 loads

Wine Measure

= i quart
= gallon
= anker
10 gallons
= 1 runlet or rundlet
18 gallons
=1 tierce
42 gallons
= 1 puncheon
2 tierces
1 punchcons =1 pipe or butt
2

pints

4 quarts

i

i

2pipes

=itun

Ale arid' Beer Measure
2

=1 piflt
=1 quart

9 gallons

=1 firkin

4 gills

pints
4 quarts
firkins
kilderkins

2
2

li barrels
1 ?{
i

hogsheiid
puncheons

No.

118.

Avoirdupois Weight
27.34375 grains = i dram
16 drams
= i ounce
16 ounces
= i pound (lb.)
14 pounds
2 stone (28 lb.)

4 quarters

2øcwt.

= stone
= i quarter
= lhundredweight(cwt.)
i

=lton

= i cental
Apothecaries Weight
i scruple
=ldraehm
3 scruples
8 drachms
=1 ounce
= i pound
12 ounces
Apothecaries' Fluid Measure
60 minims
= i fluId draclim
8 (lrachms
= i fluid ounce
=1 pint
20 ounces
8 pints
=1 gallon
Diamond and Pearl WeIght
= i carat, or
3. 1 7 grains
=1 carat
4 pearl grains
=1 ounce (troy)
l5l carats
Paper Measure
24 sheets
= 1 quire
20quires
=1 ream
2 reams
= i bundle
100 lbs.

20 grains

=lgallon

lørearns

=1 kilderkin

3.17 grains
24 grains

= i barrel
=1 hogshead
= i puncheon
= i butt or pipe

solar)=1.002738

Length of seconds'pendulum latitude
450= 39.1163 in. 99.3555cm.

No. 117.

No. lIC.

ENGLISH WEIGHTS & MEASURES
LONG MEASURE

No.

114.

=lbale

Troy Weight

=1 carat
=1 pennyweight (du-t.)

20

pennyweights=1 ounce

12

ounces

1
i

lb.
lb. avoir.

=1pound

=5,760 grains
=7,000 grains

(See also page 223.)
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OELANEY FRANK FRESTON.

H.J. BARTON CHAPFLE,

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
Your Copy of the
RADIO TRAINING MANUAL
demand for this great new work,
THEoffered
recently in " Practical
Wireless," has been exceptional and
orders are being dealt with as quickly as
the presses can complete copies. In wartime, however, delays occur which are
unavoidable, and if you do not receive
your copy within the nextfew days, please
do rot make enquiries. Rest assured
your order is in hand and that your copy
will be posted to you the moment it is

Double Bill Programme
ADOUBLE bill comes from the North
on May 25th, when Cecil McGivern

ready.

Summer-hme Conditions

A

LTHOUGH most listening is carried
out in the winter months, the most
interesting long-distance work may be
in the summer.
During the dark
nights signals travel much easier, and many
listeners are finding that with the approach
of the long hours of 8unhight signals are
not so easily heard.
Consequently the
receiver must be more accurately handled,
or improvements must be effected to ensure
that the weak signals are picked up. In
this issue we give details of some of the
1)Oiflts which should be attended to in
order to improve the performance of the
receiver for the conditions which will soon
.be obtaining, and in many other directions
the keen listener will take steps to make Flanagan and Allen, popular members of the
sure that he can get the best from his set. Crazy Gang, who, as mentioned in the third column,
It is, of course, just as necessary to make a will be heard on the air Shis week. Ben Lyon and
similar type of overhaul. at the end of the
Belie Daniels are in the centre.
summer in order that the apparatus will
weather the wintry conditions and will
not need attention until the following
Editorial and Adverosement Offices:
summer.
.' Practical
Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
.

.

.

Midtands y. Wales in Darts
GARNER will be the
commentator
when the
InterRegional Darts Match, Midlands y. Wales,
is broadcast before an audience of troops in
one of the Midland Counties on May 27th.
The two teams are Cider Mill from Hampton,
near Evesham, representing the Midlands,
and Rhayader, representing Wales.

Rugby League Commentary
ALTHOUGH war-time sport is not
on the usual big scale, listeners to
sports cotnmentaries will hear at least one
football final.
Arrangements are now
being made for a commentary on the
second half of the match for deciding t1e
Rugby Iague war-time
in the North. Lance B. Todd ,ill ivé t1
commenfary, which will be broadcast in
the Home Service programme and for
listeners to the Forces programme.

Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand,
W.C.2.
'Phone Tempk Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. as a newspapsr and
for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
Tise Editor teill be pleased to consider artetes of a
practical nature' suitable for publication in
PRAcTIcAL %VIRSLESO. Such artieles should te
WFiIIffl on one side of the paper only. and should
costalo the nome and address of the sender. WMlst
the Ediíor does not hold himself responsible for
rnanu*erips, every effort tell be made to return
thens if a otamped and addressed envelope is
enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
Editor should be ad'1raaed : The Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, GeOrge Neumes Ltd., Tower House,
Southa?npton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of
wireless apparatus and lo our efforts to 1e'p our
readers tn touch s'ilS the latest developrneno, ,ee-fve
sso warranty thai apparatno deacribed in our
columns io not the oubjert ofletlero paIent.
Copyright in all drawings, pholographo and
artietes pt:btished in PRACTICAL WmBLEss io
specifico2ly rroerred lhroughovt the eountrie ofpnatory to the Berne Conrelion and 13e U.S.A.
Ileprothutiono oi intlation9 of any of these ere
therefore expressly forbidden. PRACTICAL WIRElESS incorporales
Anuzteur Wireleos."
t

will produce " Call for an Author," by
Lyn Durham, and " Big Moment " by
Norman Holland, in the Home Service
prograilime.
The name of Lyn Durham
hides the identity of a Gateshead schoolmaster who has written several plays,
some of which have been broadcast.
" Call for an Author " is the story of a
man masquerading as a playwright whose
work he has stolen. " Big Moment " a story
of the ring, concerns a boxer who banks
everything on his last light for a wor!d
championship. He wins the coveted chainpionship but at a terrible price,
revealed at the end of this exciting little
play.

..

/

Flanagan and Allen
THE great. success of the famous London
Palladium Crazy Showp, which have
now been running for several years, has
been mainly responsible for keeping off
the air those master buffoons and mainstays
of the Crazy Gang, Flanagan and Allen.
Now they are going to make p for lost
time by
four broadcasts between
May 25th andMay 31st. On May 25th they
will be heard from the Hippodrome,
Birmingham, in " Youth Takes a Bow ";
on May 27th in the Forces Programme
series called " Top of the Bill " ; on
May 30th in a revue to be produced by
Tom Ronald ; and on May 31st in cabaret
from the Grand Hotel, Torquay.

vg

"Melody and Co."
JIM.I[Y O'DEA, the popular Irish comedian, is to star in a new series called
" Melody
and Co," devised by Vernon
Harris and Eric Spear, which is to begin
on May 23rd. '' Melody and Co." is the name
given to a struggling road-show of which
Jimmy is the h)rinciPal comedian, whose
ever-changing fortunes listeners will be
able to follow from week to week. Others
in the cast will be Jack Mclford, the wellknown light comedian, who has recently
been appearing in " The Silver Patrol";
Marion Wilson, from " The Little Dog.

Laughed " ; Patricia Leonard, Jacques
Brown and Sam Costa.
Harry O'Donovan and Aubrey Danvers.
Walker will be responsible for the dialogue.
Twelve years ago, Harry O'Donovan and
Jimmy O'Dea, who had met way back jñ
1919, founded a partnership which was
to be a great success. Their road shows,
mainly written by O'Donovan, have been
favourites with North of England and
Scottish audiences for many years past.
Eric Spear will be responsible for the music
of " Melody and Co." and Vernon Harris
will produce.
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THE AMATEURS' ACTIVITIES
How to Obtain the Greetest Interest Out
of Your Station is Discussed in This Article
By L. O.
correspondence received from a
FROM
vast number of enthusiastic listeners,
it is possible to deduce that quite a
liLrge percentage of them are not getting
the maximum interest and instruction from
the hobby which is common to all. A casual
observer might get the impression that the
failure is due in many instances to finan.
cial reasons, and that lack of equipment
retards many from making progress.
Others put forward the idea that it is not
possible to make headway with radio unless
one has a fairly sound knowledge of the
theory, and that the average person is not
prepared to devote hours of studying a
subject simply for the sake of a hobby.
Whatever truth there is in .ny of the
above suggestions, the writer is of the
opinion that they do not touch the root
cause of the trouble. Lack of funds can
admittedly delay one's activities, but not
hold them up altogether, at least, not so
far as the real enthuthast is concerned.
If he is unable to purchase some particular
component or material, he brings his
ingenuity into play to enable him to
utilise a substitute. Absence of equipment
is very irritating, but, again, it is not
necessary for it to present an impassable
barrier. Testing gear can be constructed,
alternative tests can be devised, cornponens can be converted or modified, and
the reèogn.ised dealers in surplus material
and accessories can offer a wide choice
of such items at very reasonable prices.
The idea that it is essential for an
amateur to commence his activities with a
sound knowledge of theoretical matters, is,
to put it frankly, quite tsurd. I have
yet to find the man who decides to take an
interest, in a practical sense, in, say, model
yachts or railways, holding up his participation in those hobbies until he has
acquired a sound knowledge of all the
theories relating to them.

Theoretical Knowledge

-r

A theoretical knowledge is undoubtedly
essential and forms a valuable asset. With.
out it, the amateur's path will not be
too easy, and what is even more important
he will not be able to obtain the maximum
interest from his hobby. The point to be
stressed, however, is that the knowledge of
theoretical matters should be acquired by
combinisw practical activities with a reasonable amount of reading or studying of the
theory. The actual proportions must be
left to the individual, his inclination, and
the time at his disposal, but every endeavour
should be made to try to keep the two
branches of the hobby in step as much as
possible. It is the failure to do this, plus
the misdirection of one's activities, that
is responsible for 90 per cent. of the
amateurs not getting the very best out of
radio and its allied subjects. The more
serious of these is the latter ; therefore,
in this article suggestions are given for
suitable lines of experimental work for the
amateur to follow.

Aerials
It is naturally assumed that the amateur
is employing some kind of receiver. It does
not matter whether it is a simple crystal
circuit or an elaborate multi-valve outfit,

SPARKS
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every constructor should undertake, as
such experiments are invaluable for gaining
actual experience of such matters as
selectivity, efficiency, ratio of capacity to
inductance, and frequencies covered by
combinations of L and C. High-frequency
losses, ratio of diameter of former to its
length, self-capacity and resonance curves,
all come within the possibilities of this
subject, and bearing in mind that the
testing equipment need not be too cornprehensive, it should be possible for every
amateur to attempt one or more of the
sections covered by the term inductance.
Most useful guiding details have already
been published, but the new series of pages
from the " Radio Engineer's Pocket Book"
will prove an invaluable reference work.

the problems directly connected with
aerials form in themselves a vast field for
experimental work. A great deal of most
interesting investigation can be undertaken
with a minimum of outlay,and the subject
is such that it brings into play practical
skill and ingenuity in the form of construetion, location and erection of the aerial, in
addition to the various theories which can Circuits
be formulated according to the observations
The man who starts his activities with,
of the actual results or effects.
say, a three-valver is really dodging his
apprenticeship and missing the real thrills
Experimental Subjects
which, in the writer's opinion, can only be
Here are a few of the items which lend associated with the one- and two-valvers.
themselves to interesting experimental
A one-valve receiver costs very little to
work. Location, i.e., effect of surrounding make ; its upkeep is practically negligible,
objects ; whether any screening is produced and assuming a good pair of 'phones and
by these, or does the proximity of trees, a reasonable aerial and earth system to be
overhead wires or houses have anyabsorption available, the results which can be obtained
effect on the signals. The height of the are really amazing. To achieve maximum
horizontal portion of the aerial ; its effect efficiency, it is, of course, necessary to
bring everything to the highest
state of perfection, and that is
where the fun, interest and
education-so far as radio is
concerned
comes in.
Far
GafO COMO1NSE
greater satisfaction is secured
-1when
a
DX
station
is
logged,
- T and the greater the results obCR/O COIL
tairicd the greater becomes the
desire of the operator to go one
uSI
better.
In
The above must not be misz:O
Xunderstood. It is not intended
L_Or.
9
to convey the impression that
all other. circuits should be
A(T/OM
DESER.
shunned, but it is desired to
-0003
stress the point that every
Ç::'
amateur should serve his time
with a one-valver and be capable
REACTION CO/i.
of bringing it to a high state f
efficiency and operating it successfully, before passing on to
The basic circuit of a one-valver which can be used for
circuits of more elaborate design.
experihunta! purposes.
Tone controls, wave-traps,
ifiters, different types of output,
signal
strength
and
interference.
on
The intervalve couplings, all form circuits of
best proportion between lead-in and hori- great experimental value, especially when
zontal portion ; screened and unscreened as many of the components as possible are
down-leads ; directional effects ; where made by the constructor.
possible, try the aerial in different compass
directions and note the effect on stations Log Books
over all compass points. Various types of
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on
aerial ; single or twin down-leads ; effect the value of well-kept log or record books.
of gauge of wire used, and any variation of J_f all essential details of individual exponefficiency with relation to insulation of ments are faithfully recorded, a most handy
aerialat points ofsuspension in all weathers. reference book can be compiled and, as
The above list does not include all lines such, it will prove most useful.
of experiment, but it should open up
A separate one should be kept for normal
sufficient work to keep one busy for quite station logging in which only such details
a while, and at the same time combine as are intimately related to reception
actual listening periods which will make the should be written.
experiments all the more interesting.

-

-

co<I L

-I
-o

.

Inductance
This one word covers a multitude of
suitable and very vital experiments, as it
embraces coils, transformers (H.F., L.F. and
mains), chokes-also in the same varietyand filter circuits. Here, again, is a sphere
of possibilities which does not necessitate
heavy expenditure, but which can provide
endless interest combining practical work
with valuable opportunities of adding to
one's theoretical knowledge.
The design, construction and testing of
ordinary tuning coils are items which

Testing equipment

The average constructor cannot afford to
spend unlimited sums on all the test
equipment most of us desire ; therefore, the
only sensible alternative is to make as
much of it as possible. Simple voltmeters
or milliammeters are really essential in the
early stages of a constructor's career, but
if instead of buying two low-priced meters
one decides to wait a little longer and buy
a really good milliammeter having a scale
reading of, say, O to i mA. then it will be
possible to incorporate it in one or two very
valuable pieces of test apparatus.
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AlternQting Current Circuits
A Brief Explanation of Current and Voltage in A.C. Systems, and of the
Effect of Introducing Resistance, Capacity and inductance into A.C. Circuits

.

ALMOST every reader is familiar with
Ohm's Law and corresponding formul as applied to direct-current
circuits, hut there are no doubt many who
do not know how to apply the formuh to
A.C. It may at first appear that there is
little need to trouble about this as far as
radio is concerned, but there are many
applications when more advanced work is
undertaken. Those applying for enrolment
as radio mechanics in the Services will also
be interested to know that questions relating
to A.C. theory are not unusual.
It is not possible to cover the matter

o

By FRANK PRESTON
When the plane of the loop is
vertical, no current flows, because lines of
force are not being cut. But as the loop
rotates, current starts to flow and increases
until the loop reaches the horizontal
position (with its plane in line with the
magnet poles). It has then turned through a
right-angle, or 90 degrees. As rotation
continues current continues to flow in the
same direction, but the current falls to zero
as the loop again approaches the vertical
position. The loop has then turned through
180 degrees ; see Fig. 1.
Continued rotation causes that side of the
loop which was travelling downward to rise,
and that which was rising to fall. Thus, the
induced current flows in the opposite
direction. Apart from the direction of
current flow, the sequence of events is
exactly as before. Thus, by the time the
loop has made a complete circle, the current
(and voltage) has varied from maximum
from A.

:

S27o9tc
I

Fig.

1.-A

o.i9o0N

____

lypical sine curve represenhing an
alternaling voltage.

completely and academically in the space
of an article, but an extensive knowledge
of the theory is not likely to be required
by the average reader. It is important,
however, to have some knowledge of the
nature of an A.C. supply, if only because it
is comparable to wireless waves.

The Nature of AC.
The expression sine curve is often used
when referring to A.C. , the curve taking the
approxirnatc form of that shown in Fig. i.
This merely indicates that the voltage
gradually rises from zero to a maximum
positive, back to zero, then to maximum
negative and back again to zero. The
complete cycle is said to take place in 360
degrees-the number of degrees in a cornplet.e circle-whilst the intermediate points
referred to occur at 90, 180 and 270 degrees.
To see what is meant by these angles it is
necessary to have an impression of the
method of A.C. generation. In a dynamo or
AC. generator there is a pair (or a number
of pairs) of magnet poles, between which a
coil rotates. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement
indiagrammatic form. It may be seen that as
the coil (shown as a simple loop) rotates on
its axis, one side moves upward while the
other moves downward. And as many
readers will remember from their school.
days, when a wire is moved between two
magnet poles a current is induced in it due
to the cutting of the magnetic lines of force.

The R.M.S. Value
For most practical purposes the maximum
current reached in an A.C. circuit is of ittle
usc. Instead, we make use of whit is
known as the root mean square (or IUI.S.)
value. This is less than the maximum
current, and corresponds to the D.C.
current which would produce the same
heating effect in a svire through which it was
passed. From this it may be seen that a
hot-wire ammeter calibrated on D.C. would
record the R.M.S. value of an alternating
current. The actual R.M.S. value is
(-_-i=.7071
times the maximum value.
I

)

Resistance to A.C.
When an alternating voltage is passed
through a non-inductive resistance the
current can be found by applying Ohm's
Law ; that is, I==E/R. But this simple
formula does not apply when the circuit
contains capacity or inductance. With
D.C. a series capacity, of course, is the
equivalent of a break in the circuit, and no
current flows. A condenser does not prevent
the flow of A.C., however, since it is constantly being charged and discharged. The
condenser acts more as a resistance to A.C.,
the value of the " resistance " (known as
reactance) depending upon the capacity of
the condenser and the frequency of the A.C.
As often stated in these pages, the
reactance of a condenser is 1/2fC, where r is
the standard 3.14, f is the frequency in
cycles per second, and C is the capacity in
Fig.

3.-The

size of an
a right-angled
triangle is the vertical
height divided by the length
01 the hypotenuse.

angle in

Fig. 2.-Diagram to illustrate the principles of an
AC. gen&rator. The inset illustrates the angular
positions of the loop corresponding with ¡he points
marked in Fig. I.

positive to maximum negative and has
passed through zero. That should help to
make the so-called sine curve more readily

understandable.

B

C

farads. If reactance is substituted for
Why the Name ?
in Ohm's Law it is possible to
lt is called a sine curve because the resistance
calculate the current flowing in an A.C.
voltage induced at any instant is propor- circuit containing a condenser
lions! tothe sine ofthe angle through which formula I=EJX, where E is thefrom the
voltage
the loop has turned. The sine of an angle, and X the reactance.
as known to mathematicians, is the ratio
An interesting fact about an A.C.
of the vertical height to the hypotenuse of a circuit containing capacity
right.a.ngled triangle. as shown in Fig. 3. current " leads " the voltage byis 90that the
degrees.
Thus the sine of angle a is the length of This means that
side AC divided by the length of side AB. maximum when thecurrent attains its
is zero.
The sine of an angle of 45 degrees is one This is clearly indicatedvoltage
by the curves in
divided by the square root of 2
or Fig. 4, the light curve indicating voltage,
and the heavy line indieating current. .7071) the sine ofan angle of9O degrees is
The position is similar when an inductance
unity. In the latter ease it will be seen that (a choke, for example) is in the A.C.
the triangle " closes up " into a straight circuit. Current can be found by dividing
line.
the voltage by the reactance of the choke,
Direction of Current Flow
By using graph paper and plotting the which is equal to 2vfL, r and f being as
Since one side of the loop is moving inducted voltage at any instant against before, and L being the inductance in
downward and the other upward, the cur- the angle of rotation we get a curve such as henries. In this ease, voltage and current
rent induced in one side flows toward the that shown in Fig. 1, when all the points are again 90 degrees out of plise, but the
point marked A, whilst in the other side plotted are joined together with a smooth voltage " leads " the current.
of the ioop the induced current flows away line.
(Continued on next page)
:

(ç=
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ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS
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(Continued from previous page)

Series Reactances
When resistance and capacity, or capacity
and inductance, or capacity, inductance and
resistance are in series, the current can still
be foimd by using Ohm's Law, but in that
case the reactance must be taken as the
total reactance (and resistance, when
included) of all the component in series.
Without giving the full mathematics of the
case it can be stated that the reactance of a
resistance and capacity in series (the
combined value being known as impedance)
is
represented
by
the expression
Therefore in calculating
)
must
be substituted for the
this
current
the
R in Ohm's Law.

JR2+

-

In both these cases it will be seen that
resistance and reactance are added together.
The position is different when we have
capacitative and inductive reactance in
series, since the former is subtracted from
the latter. The reason for this is that, since
in one. caso the current " leads " the
voltage and in the other the voltage " leads"
the current, the two tend to neutralise
each other. Thus it will be seen that the
reactance of a coil and condenser in series
is 2fL
If we have resistance,
2îefC
capacity and inductance all in sertes
the impedance of the circuit becomes

-

Current

Fig. 4.-In an A.C. circuit containing a se ries
capacity, thecurrent " leads i/ic voltage by 90°.

When inductance ande resistance are in
series, the overall impedance is equal. to

v'R+ (2vfL)2.

A SIMPLE

i/

R2+

(2fL-

2fC

In every case, reactance and impedance

are given in ohms.

-

U.S.W.

.-

.

-

CIRCUIT

And Notes on Tuned Radio-frequency -Working
HERE are many readers who are
anxious to carry out experiments
on the short and ultra-short waves,
but feel. that it is uneconomical to build
a complete receiver for this purpose.
It i8 argued, quiterightly, that after the
detector stage of any set the same form of
low-frequency coupling, output circuit and
loudspeaker can apply to nearly all the
receivers they may desire to use. For
this reason many favour an a4.aptor or
converter in order to utilise part of the
home set to complete their experimental

T

the control grid ofa second radio-frequency taken to the cathode of a diode detector
pentode of the same type as the first valve. valve, and from the anode circuit a 0.1
It will be noticed that the anode circuits mfd. coupling conderìer is linked to the
of each of these two valves are identical, lead which is taken to the anpropriate
except thatinthe case ofthe first a primary pick-up terminal of the home receiver.
coil trimmer condenser is suggested.
An ordinary power. pack will furnish the
necessary voltages to the three valves,
Gain Control
and in many cases experimenters will have
Appropriate bias is furnished to the available a unit which is capable of linking
control grids via the usual types of resist- up for this purpose. If it is arranged
ances and by-pass condensers inserted in that the smoothing for this power unit is

This policy is quite a
investigations.
sound one, and although it means that
ordinary domestic listening on the medium
and long waves is out of the question
when the experimenter is carrying out his
part of the listening, this is only a case of
mutual arrangement with other members
of the household.
It is quite a simple matter to build up
apparatus so that the signal output can
be plugged into the pick-up terminal
position of the domestic set, and the
To
designs for this purpose are legion.
meet the conditions of ultra-short wave
working, that is below ten metres, a region
in which so much interest is athfested,
since it provides a good deal of pioneer
activities, one of the most efficient schemes
is to employ a tuned radio-frequency
Associated with this will
construction.
be the dipole aerial and feeder designed
to cover the range of frequencies required,
and about which data was furnished in a
recent issue for those cases where a nonpermanent installation was desired.

A typical three-valve short-wave circuit for T.R.F. wdrking.

T.R.F. Working
As an example of one circuit which can
be esiployed to meet this requirement,
reference can be made to the accompanying
illustration. The signal fumishe from the
feeder çable of the ultra-short wave dipole
across the aerial coupling coil,
is
making sure that if co-axial cable is used
the outer braiding which constitutes the
second conductor is joined to the earth
The funed circuit is
point of the coil.
connected across the control grid of V1
which is a radio-frequency pentodo, such
as the Mallard EF6, or its equivalent in
other makes. In the anode circuit of this
valve high-efficiency coils are used to furnish a band-pass çoupling over the range
required. The tufied secondary feeds intO

taed

lead. from thevalve cathode to earth.
Furthermore, as a precaution against any
radio-frequency getting into the heater
circuit of the first valve, an appropriate
choke coil is inserted in one leg.
The
degree of amplification provided by these
two valves orking in cascade is controlled
by the simple expedient of furnishing a
negative voltage to the suppressor grids,
via the potentiometer shown. The measure
of decoupling used is quite standard
practice, and he values of the resistances
employed will depend upon the voltage
feeds applied to the appropriate valve

the

on the negative side. then it is a very
simple matter to determine the appropriate
tap point across which the free end of the
potentiometer is joined to give the radiofrequency gain of V1 and V5.
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.

electrodes.
From the tuned secondas-y coil of the
second valve tthTodc transformer a lead is

From all Bookiellers 6/- net, or by post 6/6 direct
150m the Pnbti.her, George Ne,reés, Ltd. (Book Degli,
Tower forse. Southampton St.. Strand, London, W.C.2
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Full-wave Detection Impossible
An Interesting Analysis on this Important Subject
By DARCY FORD

FOLLOWING on the reeent letters
regarding the intriguing subject of
fil1-wave detection, and as a suitable
successor to the article published last week
on the use of the grid-leak, I am prompted
to give some further data relative to the
subject of rectification.
Fig. i represents the orthodox theory of
This not ou1y
half-wave rectification.
applies in the accepted view to the rectification oflow-frequency alternating current,
but also to the detection of radio-frequency
oscillations, by which it will be seen that
the negative half-waves are suppressed by
the rectifier.
Fig. 2 represcnts the orthôdox theory of
full-wave rectification, by which the
negative half-waves are permitted to fiow
but are reversed in direction and become
wholly positive. The process known as
réctification of low-frequency alternating
curient, when applied to radio-frequency
òscillations, is better described as detection.
In the new theory the accepted view of the
rectification of low-frequency alternating
current is assumed to be correct:
-

Fig. 3 also rel)resents tise waveform of the
unmodulatcd output of a grid-leak detector
with a low value of leak (say .025megohms).
Fig. 4 sisowe tha waveform of the unmodulated outputf a detector. in wjiieh
the negative amplitude is 50 per cent. of
the positive. This represents the output
.

zEPO

of an uninodulated carrier which
rises and falls in an increasing and decreasing positive dIrection with no negativo
amplitude. If it is possible for this to be
obtained in practice, it would enable the
full modulated radio-frequency wave after
detection to be used as an. adio-frequency
output. This is not what is understood as
full-wave rectification. If it is possible in
practice, it could be obtained as the oitput
of a single crystal (or other suitable rectifier) in what is regarded as a half-wave
detector circuit It is therefore not fullwave detection.
appears to be a full-wave detector
circuit gives a greater volume of output
than a half-wave detector circuit, this would
be owing either to increased amplification
in the full-wave circuit, or to a more corn-

output

!

-

ZEP

HALP-WAVE SECT/c/CATION

__________________
.

Figs.

___________

FULL-WAVE SECT/P/CAT/ON
I

and 2.-These curves show the. effect of
half-wave andfull-wave rectificalion

of a grid-leak detector with a leak of say
2 megohms. If the wave were modulated,
the audio-frequency output froiis Fig. 4
would be greater than the audio-frequency
¿EP
output from Fig. 3. This is borne out in
practice by the fact that generally the higher
the value ofleak in a grid-leak detector, the
f POSITIVE
NEcA7-IvE 75 p,
greater will be the volume of output, and
with
75
Fig. 3.-This curve shows the waveform
the lower the value of leak the less. will be
per cent. negative amplitude.
the volume of output. Of course it requires
a lower value of )eak if quality output is
required from a more powerful input.
Fig. 5 shows &-- waveform in which the
negative amplitude isonly -20 pet cent. of
2(50+
the positive. If this were modulated, the
audio-frequency ostput would be considerably increased as compared with Figs. 3
and 4. Fig. 5 may-represent the waveform
of the unmodulated output of a crystal
NEGATIVE 50 p, c.,f f POS/TI VE
detector working under average sensitivity.
Fig. 4.-In this diagram the waoefi,rm shows the
Fig. 6 shows the waveform of an output
negative half-cycle 50 per cent. of the positive.
which has a zero negative value, and is
wholly positive. This may be difficult to
Radio Frequencies
oitain in practice. The writer has not carDetection of radio frequencies is a dis- ned out sufficient experiments to prove
placement of the base or zero voltage line whether the waveform of Fig. 6 is possible.
so that generally the positive amplitude is to obtain or not. It shows the detector
increased, and the negative amplitude
decreased, so that the positive amplitude
of the output is greater than th negative.
This does not take into consideration any
question of detector amplification or
losses, which would either increase or de.
crease both the positive and negative por- ZEPO
tion of the wave, and would be relatively in
proportion. Different methods of detection
- NEGATIVE 20 p., e/t Of POSITIVE
and different conditions in the dettor Fig. 5.-ln this waveform the negative amplitude
circuit produce an output which may have
is only 20 per cent. of the positive.
a different positive/negative ratio.
In considering the subject of detection
of radio frequencies, it is necessary first
to consider the deteption of an unmodulated
carrier wave. The question of the inodulated wave will be dealt with later.
Fig. 3 shows the waveform of the output
from a detector. in which the base or zero
voltage line has been displaced so that the EEAO
OfFÑcUcr TO Oan/
PRACTIcE
negative amplitude is 75 per cent. of the
ZERO RECAI/VE
positive. This may be the output from
a bottom-bend detector working at one Fig. 6.----A zero negative polential is indicated by
particular point in its characteristic curve.
the waveform in this diagram.
III

Ifhat

plete detection, so that the negative amplitude is further redúced relative to the
positive.

Modulated Wave
We must now consider the question of a
modniated wave. The new theory is in agree-

EEPO

Fig.

7.-This

shows the waveform of a modulated
wave in accordance with accepted theory.

ZECO

Fig. 8.-This shows the output from a detector
by a method of detection which displaces the zero
voltage line so that the negative amplitude of Yhe
output is 50 per cent. of the positive (refer to Fig.4).

ment with the accepted view ofthe question
of modulation, although it is not in agree.
ment on the questibn of sidebands. The
output from the detector does not consist
of audio frequencies as audio frequencies,
and although orthodox theory admits the
presence of stray radio frequencies in the
output, it is claimed that the whole of the
output from the detector consists of a composite radio-frequency wave which has
generally a greater positive than negative
value, and which varies in accordance with
the audio-frequency modulations. These
audio-frequency variation.s of the radiofrequency wave make it audible. There is
no 51)CC here to give a definition of the
component frequencies of a wave-tiiat
includes tise question of sidebands.
Fig. 7 shows the waveform of a modulated wave in accordance with the accepted
theory, which rises and falls in accordance
with the audio-frequency modulation. What
has been stated with reference to the wave(Continued on

page 220).
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Maximum Efficiency
a Class AB Amplifier

Obtaining

from

An Interesting Resistance-coupled Push-pull Amplifier Circuit
N planning radio receivers having a below that value of anocLe current lying
iirJy large pöwer output it is necessary niicLway between that córresponding to
from considerations of economy to zero gnU voltage, and grid 'oltage corredesign the output stages for maximum sponding to anode current cut-off. This
efficiency. FOr this reason Class AB push- is indicated at 68 in Fig. 2. The 5operating
pull ientode amplifiers have been de- condition established is such that one valve
veloped, and it is interesting to examine will be cut off
the other valve
a typical R.C.A. amplifier and its method reaches zero grid before
voltage, and the ampliof operation.
fier may thus operate Class AB.
The
The circuit of the amplifier is shown in operatiob is prevented froni extending
Fig. 1, and it will be seen to consist of two beyond Class AB by the fact that the
pentode valves (type iF6) in the output grids are resistance-capacity coupled and.
stage driven by a double-triode (type include relatively high resistance elements
(3N7) phase inverter.
The amplifier is in circuit, which prevent drawing grid.
S

I

I

I

1001.

.

current. It is, therefore, a problem to obtain
maximum power output without drawing
grid current, and for this reasoi the load
line 65 of the push-pull operated va1ves is
caused to pass through the EgO sirve at
the knee 66 ofthe curve, thereby permitting
maximum power output to be developed
without grid current. Therefore, resistancecapacity coupling may be used, as shown in
Fig. 1, between the driver stage and the
output stage. This is advantageous in
providing phase inversion between the usual
diode detector and the output power
amplifier of a radio receiver.

Lead /me ,ntepsects
attheknee,f carre

E50

I

Eg0O

80F
line..

Single

/,ne_ PRArnphfiet'
¡p
40

Point

Fig.

2.-Ploiting of

¡he load line for different
working voltages

Maximum Power Output

summarise these results, it will be
that maximum power output may be

TOE

seen

-

amplifier
lass

resistance-coupled, which precludes the
driving of the output valves into grid
current. The anode resistors for the phase
inverter may be 100,000 ohms with
coupling capacitors of 0.01 mfd. and grid
resistors of 270,000 ohms. The bias for the
push-pull output stage is obtained from the
two resistors in serios in the H.T. negative
lead.

Load Impedance
For maximum efficiency it is necessary to
select the correct load impedance for the
output stage as shown in Fig. 2, in which
curves 60-64 are plotted for various grid
voltages on the two output valves between
anode or plate voltage E and the correspending anode or plate current Ip.
The load on the anode circuit ofthe valves
is adjusted to pass the load line 65 of the
valves through the points Ip=O, E=EO,
and Eg=O at the knee 66 of the Eg=O
curve 60.
The load line for a single valve is indicated
at 67, and the operating point 68 thereon is
so chosen that the valves are biased
initially, in the absence of signals, close to
anode current cut-off, i.e., considerably
S

.._

ilB

obtained from a pentode power-output
stage having the valves arranged in pushpull relation to each other with resistancecapacity coupling when the load is such
that the load line of the two valves iìi pushpull relation intersects the knee of the
zero bias curve of anode current versus
anode voltage so that the maximum value
of the product of the voltage across the
load and the current through the load is
obtained, this being in the present example
the voltage at the point 68 less the voltage
at the pont 66 and the current at the
point 66, less the current at the point 68.
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A COMPLETE LIBRARY OF STANDARD WORKS
By F. J. CAMM.
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B.B.C. Symphony Concerts at Bristol
¡T is interesting to note that a series of

The Len°gth of Receiving Aerials
WONDER how many readers h
I observed that the length of aerial r
permitted by the Postmaster - Gent
is l5Oft. Formerly, the maximum len
permitted, including that of lead-in,
lOOft. The lOOft. limit was of value in
early days in limiting interference cati
by oscillating receivers ofthe detector and
L.F. type. With the virtual supersession of
such receivers by superheterodyne receivers
and sets incorporating a screen-grid R.F.
amplifier, interference caused by oscifiation
was greatly diminished, and it was decided
to increase the permitted length of aerial
to l5Oft., which agrees with the length
permitted in experimental transmitting
licences. The increase was agreed to in
M&y-June, 1936, and came into force as the
forms were reprinted and issued, commencing in early 1937. It should perhaps be
emphasised that the wording on the licence
refers to" the length of the effective portion
of the aerial and the down-lead." A screened
down-lead or a special down-lead in which
a screened single-core or twin-core flexible
cable is connected between the aerial and
the receiver by means of impedance matching transformers is not regarded as an
effective portion of the aerial and downlead. I am obliged to the Engineer-inChief of the Radio Branch of the G.P.O.
for enlightening me on this matter.

I

-

The Woman Announcer

SNAGGE is on the look out for

a woman announcer. I hope we do not
JORN
to women announcers. I resent the

revert
intrusion of women into an essentially

male job. Women announcers have been
tried before, and they have failed. I see
that one of the radio experts attached to
a daily paper claims to have discovered
that the bulk of listeners would welcome
the reintroduction of women announcers.
Has he
How lias he discovered this ?
conducted a census or is he merely expressing a personal opinion ? And if he has
conducted a census, bearing in mind that
there are more women listeners than men,
is it not. obvious that the majority of
listeners wifi be in favour of women
announcers in just the same way that the
majority of voters are in favour of votes
for women ? If a census of men listeners
obuld be taken, it would be found, I am sure,
that women would not be wanted for such
a job. In any case, we do not want the
B.B.C. to tell us what we want. It is our
job to tell them. And why is the B.B.C.
so interested in reintroducing women
announcers ? Is it because that previously
Sir John Reith was anxious that the B.B.C.
should be run by young men, and that now
that the Army has reeruited.most of them
they are short of a supply of young men?
Ifso, John Snagge should say so, not wrap
it up with statements about the majority of
listeners wanting them. In any case, I think
that listeners should hé loft to decide.
I suggest that Snagge lines up a dozen of the
selected applicants after he has finalised
them and invites listeners to answer two
questions: Do you want women announcers,
and ifso, which of this dozen? It would make
an interesting programme item, anyway.
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seven public Orchestral Concerts will
be given by the B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
in the Coiston Hall, Bristol, during the
fortnight of May 22nd to June 5th.
The scheme comprises three Wednesday

r....ÍIhÍ..U..u.lI. ..........
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Price Control of Radio
r

/TAJOR LLOYD

GEOR4E,

Parlia-

IVI mentry Secretary to the Board

of Trade, has announced that the Prices of
Goods Act wifi be applied to a wider
range of manufactured goods than those
scheduled last December. The profits on
radio sets are now limited and controlled
by the Act.

Ganged Inductances
informed by the Ekco Company

that in their three new bandspread.

tuning superhets shortly to be announced,
the ganged condensers will be replaced by
ganged inductances. The tuning unit is of
new design and constructión, and has been
developed by the Ekco Company. They
claim that it will provide bandsread
tuning on all wavebands, thus making
possible short-wave station names throughout the 31-metre band, and a 300 degree
movement of the scanning pointer ; as well
as single tuning sub-assembly, carrying coils,
ganged inductances, wavechange switch,
trimmers and padders, which may be detached as a unit for service or replacement.
This is another development of permeability tuning which, introduced a few years
ago, did not prove so popular as was at
first supposed. The release of these models
is dated for early June.

Happy Landing

of the most extraordinary incidents
war so far, was the case of
the air gunner who did not jump."
It happened following a reconnaissance
flight.
The aircraft became iced up and unorder went back to
manageable.
" bail out," butThe
the rear gunner did not
hear the order because his telephone was
iced up also. His companions obeyed the
order, ignorant of the fact that the other
member of the crew had not heard the cornmand. They believed he, too, had started
to float down.
Stifi at his post, however, the gunner
in the tail felt glad that they were making
a good course and nearing home. By the
queerest streak of good fortune, the aircraft finally pancaked in safe territory.
The gunner, although badly shaken,
rushed as he. thought to the rescue of his
friends.
Imagine his consternation when he
found
that they had disappeared. He had
" brought
the plane home " alone.

ONE
of the
"

Symphony and two Sunday Popular
Concerts at 7 p.m. on May 22nd, 26th,
29th and June 2nd and 5th, and two Lunch
Hour Concerts to be given at 1.15 p.m. on
Fridays, May 24th and 81st. Two of these
concerts will be conducted by Sir Adrian
Boult, B.B.C. Director of Music, one by
Olarence Raybould, Chief Assistant Conductor of the B.B.C., and the remaining
four by Sir Hamilton Harty, Julian
Olifford, Basil Cameron and Albert Wolff, ali
ofwhom, with the exception ofSir Hamilton
Harty, willbe making their first appearance
in Bristol.
Albert Wolff, who is coming specially
from Paris to conduct a concert of French
music on May 29th, is the conductor of
the famous Lamoureux Orchestra and of
the Opéra Comique in Paris, and his visit
to this country to conduct the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra wifi be reciprocated a
month later by Sir Adrian Botilt, who has
been invited to Paris to conduct the leading
French Radio Orchestra on June 28th.
Another feature of themBristol concerts
will be the inclusion of two entire programmes devoted to works by Tchaikovsky, in commemoration of the first
centenary of the birth of the great Russian
composer, who was born on May 7th,
1840. The first of these Tschaikovsky
centenary programmes will be given at the
opening concert on May 22nd, and the
second, of a more popular character, on
Sunday, June 2nd.
The soloists taking part in the series will
be Solomon, Moiseiwitseh and Louis
Kentner (piano), Lada Finneberg (soprano)
and Ida Haendel (violin).

The Home Front in France
/jANY feature programmes have had
as their subject the Home Front in
Britain. The corresponding effort being
made by the man-in-the-street in France
should prove of equal interest to many
listeners. The term " man-in-the-street '
is now, perhaps, a misnomer, as Robert
Kemp discovered during a recent tour of
France in search of material for three
feature programrns to be produced under
the general title of " The Home Front
in France.' ' Paris, in common with the
rest of the country, is practically denuded
of men under the age of fifty, as the
majority of the younger men are serving
with thefl French Forees and their work is
being carried on by their womenfolk. The
title of the first programme, which is to
be heard on May 29th, is " Paris Goes to
War,' ' and among subjects to be dealt
with will be rationing, A.R.P. services
and the black-out. The second feature will
focus attention on the war-time work of
the women of France, particularly in the
big agricultural centres, and the third
programme will tackle the problem of
evacuation.
1
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Comment, Chat and Criticism

Musical History

i

A
.

Sketch of the Evolution and Progress of Music from
the Earliest Times, by Our Music Gíitic, Maurice Reeve

IT

can be assumed without fear of
contradiction, that music existed as
far back in past ages as speech, and
side by side with it. Unfortunately for
the historian, it was not codified and drawn
up with laws and rules governing its usage
for centuries after speech and other arts
were. Consequently, whilst we have amazing examples of painting and sculpture, and
of primitive articles of domestic use and
weapons ofwar, etc., from the earliest days
of the cave dwellers, still in a state of
perfect preservation, and of literature from
the earliest Egyptian dynasties and Hebrew
chronicles recorded for posterity, as well
as many other ancient arts and crafts, there
is no recorded music for centuries. All we
know for certain is that it has been used

F

Early Musical Instruments
Their favourite instruments were the
flute, syrinx, horn, trumpet, lyre, cithar,
psalter, lute and harp. All of these,
however, have subsequently been modified,
some almost beyond recognition, so that
when we talk of, say, the harp of those
days we mustn't think of the harp of
modem times. The progress of music
during alithis period was necessarily very
slow, which fact can probably be attributed
to the failure to found any satisfactory
system for recording it, unlike the spoken
language, and the consequent absence of
any concrete foundation from which its

___

as a means 0r self-expression for as long as
the spoken word itself. The most ancient'
writers testify to its use as part of the
pagan celebrations in the dawn of history,
and the frescoes on the caves and tombs of
the ancient world show men playing weird
and long-extinct instruments in accompaniment to the rites of religion, the chase, the
dance, etc. But, as already mentioned,
ages were to pass before it could be reduced
to
a system which would enable ft to be
" composed
" and recorded on paper. It
must have consisted of the most elementary
sounds, expressive of such emotion as
worship and adoration, fear, and pleasure,
and as an accompaniment, with the tom-

toms and other lórms of " tympani," to
the dance.

First System of Notation

it

worthy ofmention are Pythagoras (560 B.c.),
Aristoxenus (340 B.C.) and Euclid (277 B.c.).

was widely practised by the ancient
Egyptians, Greeks, Romans and Chinese,
the Greeks using it in conjunction with the
presentations of their wonderful Drama.
Terpander (670 B.C.), a flautist and theoretical musician, is credited with devising
the first system of notation for recording
music, instead of having to have recourse
to memorising it, as before. The Greek
scale was founded on a system of tetrachords, a series of four notes with a compass
of a perfect fourth, each containing two
tetraehords. The four modes were Donan,
Phrygian, Lydian and the Miblydian.
They were later increased to seven. One
can play these modes by starting on any
key and following the white notes on the
piano upwards : the Donan, for example,
starts on D. These modes have exercised
an appeal on composers of ail ages, and the
reader will recall that Beethoven wrote one
of the movements of his great quartet,
Op. 132, in the Lydian mode, as a thank.
offering for his recovery from a severe
illness. Other musicians of this period

Egyptian, wa largely Eastern in character.
The Old Testament is full of proof that the
Jews were, musically, far in advance of the
Greeks, or any previous civilisation. Sir
W. H. Hadow says : " It is not too
much to say that the Old Testament is
saturated with a love of music Its most
primitive history contains the figure of
Jubal : the passage of the Red Sea is
celebrated by Miriam, and the defeat of
Jubin's army by Deborah ; Saul's melancholy is soothed by David's harp ; Elijah,
called upon to prophesy, asks for a minstrel
to inspire him. The Temple services were
magnificent outbursts of music-the historical and prophetic books made frequent
allusion to wedding songs and funeral songs,
to songs of the reapers and vintagers.

Recorded Notes

study and development could proceed.
What we would call its " notation " consisted of a series of dots, dashes and signs
undecipherable to all but the pedagogue.
Two other points must be noted. Ancient
music was chiefly vocal, the instruments
being used mainly to " double " a line, to
emphasise a rhythmic beat, and even to
cover up a mistake by one of the singers.
Also its extreme ugliness, judged by any
standard that we know to-day. Two
examples, taken from " Burney's History,"
will amply prove this.

It must not be forgotten, however, that
music possessed no laws or grammar, and
that it was almost exclusively used for
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UT was later substituted by DO, wliich is
more suitable for singing, and the final
syllable SI was not introduced until later
still . Space prevents us from quoting the
music which Guido used in teaching his
choirs singing.
Hebrew music, probably derived from thé
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Although notes were by now recorded,
including the use of distinguishing colours,
no laws as yet existed for either the variation of the sounds produced in unison or of
measuring the length for which they were
sustained. Music was still without harmony
or time. Franco of Cologne, who lived at
the end of the twelfth century, was the first
to devise a system for the recording of and
ilaming of various time lengths with their
equivalents in rests, and his system, with
additions and enlargements, remains in use
to this day.
Bar lines were not used, but lines were
drawn across the stave to mark the end of
a phrase. There were two styles of time,
perfect and imperfect. The perfect pro-
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Two examples of early

musical nototh,n taken
from Barney's History.
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ceeded by multiples of three, and was
deemed perfect by comparison with the]
Holy Trinity. The sign used was the
The Tonic Sol.fa
plete circle O. The " imperfect " pÑgresd
Although it is incorrect to attribute the in twos, and was shown by a broken circle,
invention of the tönic sbl-fa system to or C, which sign is still in use.
Guido of Arezzo (995-1050) he was
Mention should be made of the earliest
responsible for its spread and subsequently examples extant of part singing s we know
universal use. In reality, however, it is the term to-day ; a piece of music counothing but some of the syllables from a taming the elements of harmony, melody,
time and rhythm is now universally
Latin hymn to St. John the Baptist :
is thé celebrated ¶' Reading, (
UT queant laxis REsonare fibnis
practised.
" Rota," or It
" Round " " Summer is icume
MIra gestoruns FAmuli tuorum
SOLve polluti LAbii reatum
in, lhude sing cuoco,' ' written for four tenor
voices with a " ground " for two basses.
Sancte Joannes..

chanting and facilitating the reciting of the
services.
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An Automatic Emergency Light
:

the barrel can be adjusted by the two nuts.
A fairly tight fit is desirable. The nuts are
soldered firmly to the screwed rod and
metal washers to prevent wotking loose in
action.
A nut is soldered to a metal plug made to
fit tightly in the end of the barrel or,
alternatively, the metal plug itself could
be tapped. '- The rest of construction is
clear from the diagram.
The switch cleaning device is similar in
construction, but in this ease a wet electrolytic condenser is best. The condenser will
usually be found to be sealed with a rubber
valve. This is cut away and the contents
emptied. A spout is fitted as in the flux
gun. The positive contact screw is either
pulled out or pushed inside the can, but the
foil contents can remain. A pipe eleanor is
pushed through the spout, the can is filled
with carbon tetraehloride, and a small
wooden plug seals the small filling hole.

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

in my radio den I am
constantly blowing the fuses and
leaving myself in darkness. This caused

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRELESS " must Iave originted someiitte dodge
which would interest other readers. Why
not pass it on to us ? We pay Li-10-O for the
best hint suJnitted, and for every other Item
pub!ished on this page we will pay half-aguinea. Tuns that idea of yours to account by
sending
it in to us addressed to the Editor,
" PRACTICALWIRLESS,"
George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Sçuthampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address
on every itetrn Please flote that every notion
sent in must be original. Mark envelopes
" Practical Hint,."
DO NOT enclose
Queries with your hint,.

I

SPICIAL NOTICE

!

All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page 228.

unit (as shown in diagram) to a piece
of wood to act as baseboard.
I then
connected a pair of 'phones to the
speaker unit. To count the number of
turns of a coil, draw it slowly over the
pointed reed, and note the number of
clicks in the 'phones.-J. S. WALKER
(Kirton).
4

noVel switching arrangement

for emergency

lighting.

me to devise the following dodge. A piece of
clock spring was mounted on an ebonite
block, as in the sketch, and a piece of fuse
wire was fixed to the end of the spring
and to a terminal on the base. The spring
was adjusted so that when the vire
melted, the spring moved upwards, closing
a circuit consisting of a battery. and bulb
mounted near by. Thus, when the device
is fixed to the mains as in circuit diagram,
and the fuse wire is blown, a lamp lights up,
thus enabling me to find a torch to replace
the fuse.-W. T. GLAssP00L (Hounslow).

Counting Coil Windings

IRECENTLY wanted to cQunt the number
of turns on a finely wound mediumwave coil, and devised the simple, but

accuratc, device shown in the accompanying
illustration.
In my junk-box I found an old but
sensitive moving-iron speaker.
After
removing the cone I filed the reed to as
fino a point as possible, and fastened the

A Flux Gun and Switch Cleaner

handy to use, cornbined with neatness, is described
below. The barrel is made from a discarded electrolytic condenser. Fig. i
is a sectional diagram of the gun, and
the parts required are a spout taken
from an oil can, a rubber washer D,
two metal washerq, a length of screwed
rod C, and knob E. The spout is
soldered to the fixing nut of the
electrolytic. The rubber washer is

J_JrL
A

S

O

Plug

Nuts

DEI.

REACTION COL
Circuit diagram showing how a reaction dißlculty ua
overcome.

E

C

This device will be found invaluable in
getting into awkward corners, as the pipe
cleaner can be bent into any shape.-E.
NEWBAtJLD (Middlesbrough).

Nut

Smoother Reaction

IRECENTLY made up a simple detector
short-wave receiver with home-made
coil. Whilst results were very good there

Body of wet e/ecO-o/ytic
c-onde,,ser,

Plug
Pipe cleener
This handy flux gun and switch cleaner were
contrived from old condenser cases.

was one serious drawback and that was
that reaction \vas not smooth enough to
enable mc to pull in sorno of the very
weak statioìss. I made several trials with
different condensers and reaction windings
(and also the disposition of the windings),
but none of the modifications liad any

Finally, I adopted the
sandwiched between two metal washers, improvement.
and two nuts on the screwed rod. The arrangement shown in the accompanying
tightness of the fit of the rubber washer in theoretical diagram. I used a differential
condenser in place of the standard reaction
component, and added a half-watt 100 ohm
The PRACTICAL WIRELESS resistance.
This was at first put on the
anode side of the reaction winding in
aceordançe with standard practice, but its
6th Edition
effect in my ease was more marked when it
By F. J. CAMM
was pItt on the other sirle, with the reaction
(Editor of ' Practical
condenser connected as shown. Although
Net
Wireless")
the moving vanes were not earthed. the
Wireless Construction. Terms,
hand-capacity effects wore removed by
and Definitions explained and illustrated in concise, clear language
screening the reaction lead as indicated.
This also proved more efficacious than with
From all Booksellers or b Ptst 8/- from George
¡'loanes LtJ., Tower house, Southampton Street,
the orthodox connection havng the moving
Strawl, Loados, IV.C2.
vanes earthed.-D. WALDE (Plymouth).

ENCYCLOPIED IA
V

.4r1

improvised counter for fine coli windings.
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ORT- WAVE

SECTION
USING A

SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER
How to Ensure Maximum Results from a Converter-receiver
Combination.-By W. J. DELANEY.
THE majority of listeners know that a these may 11'event an S.W. converter from
broadcast receiver may be adapted giving its best:or even prevent ij from
for short-rave use by using an adap- working entirely. If, therefore, you are
ter or a converter. The firt is merely using a commercial receiver with an
a substitute for the tuningsection of the s.w_ converter and results arc disappointdetector stages, whilst the second is an ing (or are thinking of getting a converter
add-on unit which converts the broadcast 4brsuoh a receiver, and are uncertain as to
receiver and unit combination into a superhot. When properly used this combination
is idealfor all normal uses, but there are a few
pitfalls which appear to crop up from time
to time and prevent listeners from obtaining the desired results. The converter is,
as already stated, an add-on unit, and it is
usually provided with an output terminal or
lead, as well as an aerial and earth socket.
strip or terminals. In addition there may be
provisions for the necessary battery supplies. In all normal cases the aerial and
earth are removed from the receiver, and
are connected instead to the terminals on the
converter, the output terminal or lead on
the converter then being taken to the aerial
terminal on the receiver. There are two
points here which should be attended to if
you are unable to obtain satisfactory
results after making the usual adjustments.
Firstly, it may be necessary to join the
earth terminal on the receiver to the earth
terminal on the unit, so that both arc
earthed. On the other hand, the necessary
earth connection may be obtained through
the battery supplies.

Battery Connections

May

25th,

1940

adjusted to some pro-arranged position and
there left All subsequent tuning is then
carried out on the converter. If the tuning
controls of the receiver are moved, then the
settings of the converter will also be upset,
and thus for accurate logging it ìs essential
always to see that the receiver controls are
set to the same position. A point which
often confuses the beginner is that all
stations with the standard type of converter
will be found to tune in at two points on the
converter dial. However, if one or two
stations on a given band are located
it will not be found difficult to mark
off the scale according to the band of
frequencies covered by the coil, and thus
any doubt as to the correct setting will be
overcome.

Tuning Range
In the ordinary way the converter is
designed for use with plug-in colla, and thus
the range is restricted according to the coils
in use. The receiver may, however, be
given greater scope if one of the multirange coils which are now available is

Circuit of
2-stagc

a

typical

SW.

superlzet converter.

-

If the necessary supplies are obtained by

means of a plug-in adapter, which is
intended for insertion between one of the
receiver valves and its holder, it may be
worth while to try alternative positions for
it. Inclusion of the adapter on the L.F.
side of the receiver may result in some form
of L.F. instability, although it may be
advised that the LS. section be used, as it
will generally have available higher H.T.
voltages. The ideal arrangement is undoubtedly the use of sarate battery leads,
especially in thè oase of the pentagrid or
similar valves, as then the appropriate
voltages for screen and HT. are readily
found and the valve will give its maximum
performance.
A large number of broadcast receivers are
provided with a series-aerial condenser,
and this is generally wired direct inside the
receiver. Consequently, when the output
from the converter is fed to the receiver it
will have to pass through the condenser.
As there is already a condenser in the output
lead this means that you will be using two
condensers in series, and the value of the
receiver serial condenser may affect results.
It should therefore be short-circuited in
order to see if results are improved thereby.
Similarly, certain commercial receivers,
especially those of the superhet type, have
whistle interference eliminators or similar
ilevices included in the aerial circuit and
.

fitted. These coils, such as the Bulgin
five-range or similar components, may be
mounted in the converter, and if the
medium-wave and long-wave sections are
-.
Double Tuning
included, then the set may be converted
With a converter the receiver is generally also
a superhet, although the results may
tuned to the long-wave band and the dials into
not be so good as those obtained with a
superhet which has been properly designed.
If, however, the tuning circuits in the
receiver are properly screened and the
A New Handbook
set is quite stable, then there is no reason
why it should not perform exactly in the
same manner as a standard superhet, and
if care is used itmay even have advantages
in that the intermediate-frequency, that is,
the frequencies to which the receiver
section is tuned, may be correctly adjusted,
by F. J.
and any drift due to stray capacities, etc.,
All
of
Guide
to
Tyfes
Complete
___,s o
may be overcome. It should be remembered.
at
the
Valuable
especially
Aircraft, and
however, that if a converter unit is made up
Present Time.
on the lines of a modem superhet frequency-ehanging stage, and one of the
lt is packed with Facts and Figures
standard oscillator coils is used, then it may
Relating to All Branches of Flying.
be necessary to modify the coils in the
Just Off the Press, it is Right up to date.
broadcast receiver in order to tune to the
intermediate frequency for which the osoilPrice Ss. from all booksellers, or Ss. 6d.
later coil is designed. There is a possibifity
by post from : The Publishers, C.
that this frequency may not be covered by
Arthur Pearson, Ltd., Tower House,
the coils in the receiver, and therefore the
Southampton Street, Strand, London,
combination will either fail to work or, at
W.C.2.
least, will work very inefficiently.

its suitability), the makers of the receiver
should be approached for their recommendations on the matter.

THE FLYING
REFERENCE BOOK
CAMM
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HIGH TENSION?
The Importance of the H.T. in Regard to Obtaining
Maximum Performance and Effecting Economies

IN

spite of all that has been written
concerning the desirability of providing
a receiver with an ample supply of
high-tenion energy, cases are constantly
arising in which poor reproduction results
from either misdirected high-tension conomy or from sheer lack of kiiowiedge on this
important subject.
The value of a liberal allowance of
high-tension voltage can be grasped very
easily by a study of the various stages in a
Consider
multi-valve-operated receiver.
first of all the high-frequency amplifying
stages. Like all amplifying valves, radiofrequency types, whether of the screen-grid
or the high-frequency pentode variety,
depend for distortionless reproduction
on being worked over
the straight portion
o f t h e i r grid-volt
25
anode-current characteristic. If, in an
endeavour to economise in high-tension

current,

anode
voltagè is
reduced considerably,
the effective
gridbiasis
the

corre s p ondingly short-

c

\
e/

/

2Q

/5
-

by the slope of the curve, is considerably
greater at high anode voltage than at low.
In the case ofthe detector stage, the value
of liberality in the matter of high-tension
voltage is equally marked. In the old days,
when the leaky-grid triode detector valve
with magnetic or capacity reaction was used
almost universally, the guiding precept in
designing the detector stage was to use the
minimum high-tension voltage which gave
adequate output combined with effective
and smooth reaction. Those were the days
when two or snore stages of low-frequency
amplification followed the detector, and
when, moreover, the efficiency of highfrequency amplification was far below what
it is to-day, with the result that only
comparatively smaligridinputs were applied
to the detector valve.
To-day, however, thanks to the screengrid valve, and to the high-frequency
pentodes, large stage gains are possible
on the high-frequency side, and very seldom
is it necessary to interpose a low-frequency
amplifying stage between the detector and
the output valve. This means that the
detector must be able to handle comparatively large input signals and must, in
addition, add its full quota of amplification
in order to load the output valve.

Best Detector Conditions

.
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A C Compone,zt C
Fig.

3.-Tise steady or mean output current with
the dternating component superimposed.

also exploited tothe full. But since power.
grid detection necessitates a somewhat
heavier anode current, its benefit cannot be
enjoyed unless the listener is prepared
to accept this additional drain upon his
high.tension supply.
Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of power-grid
detection when compared with the ordinary
leaky-grid system, the difference in signalhandling capabifities and in anode-current
consumption being illustrated very clearly.
It is, however, in connection with the out.
put stage that the ill effects of parsimony
in high-tension supply are perhaps most
noticeable. It should be borne in mind that
in the output stage is generated the actual
power required for driving the loudipeaker.
In all other stages the only effect required
is to produce in the anode circuit of the
valve as large an alternating current as
possible ; the power question does not
enter into the matter, and the consumption
of anode current is merely incidental and
perhaps unfortunate. But the output valve
must provide a considerable amount of
alternating power, as represented by the
product of alternating voltage developed
across the " load " in the anode circuit
(speaker or Output transformer) and the
alternating portion of the anode current.

With a triode-detector valve this can be
achieved only by operating the valve under
what is known as " power- grid " condiI0
tions. In this arrangement, the anode
voltage is increased, if possible, to the
maximum value for which the detector
valve is rated, and as a result the anode
is correspondingly increased.
0.1 current
Operated underthese conditions the valve
wifi rectify quite powerful thgzials without
distortion, and its amplifring powers are Insensitive Large Speakers
Many speakers which are noted for the
/0 05
.5O 2-5 20 /5
20fidelity of their reproduction are corn6e-id
paratively insensitive, that is to say,
Pig. i .-A family of static characteristic curves Fig . 2.-Illusirating
they require a larger power input to
' di.ffergflt sigadproduce a certain volume of sound than
for a screen-grid valve.
handling capahililies
some of the more sensitive but somewhat
will therefore fail to handle strong signals of le a k u -g r id and
less faithful reproducers.
without distortion.
power-grid detection.
Most listeners know that with the
normal or Class " A " output valve the
Affecting Over-all Performance
A.C. component of the anode current
This point is illustrated in the diagram
consists of variations of current strength
reproduced
in
Fig
1.
Here
is shown a
above or below a steady or " mean " value,
.10 t:
" family " of static characteristic
curves for
which latter represents the normal anode
a typical screen-grid valve of the fixed-mu
current as measured by an ordinary
type, and the way in which the maximum
milliammeter. This is shown in the familiar
permissible signal is limited by the value
diagram reproduced in Fig. 3, where the
of the anode voltage can be readily appretop horizontal line represents the " rest"
ciated. First of all, over-all performance
value ofthe anode current, while the curved
4r:3
is affected in several ways. For example,
line represents the actual anode current
it is clear that at a reduced anode voltage
when signals are being received, and the
2
there is a considerable risk of overloading
dotted curved line shows the equivalent
the valve on strong signals, and the only
A.C. component.
It is not difficult to
.
alternative is to reduce the input, which in
understand that the actual anode current
/2
its turn will reduce the amount of power
marked " A " is equivalent to a combinaavailable at the output stage to operate the
tion of the steady value " B " and the
loudspeaker. In this connection, it must not
A.C. component " C." It is also clear
be forgotten that many modern speakers
that the amplitude of the alternating
lack considerably in quality when operated
lPcaie,-&/d
component will be limited by the value
at low power. Then thg characteristic
ofthe steady current, since the full " modula.
curves themselves show that the mutual
ation " value is given by this mean current.
conductance of the valve, as represented
If, therefore, a really large output is
.

I'
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HOW MUCH HIGH TENSION?
(Continued from previous page)

required from a Class " A " valve it must
be of a type having a fairly laìge anode
current in order to accommodate large
variations. It is for this reason that the
\\J
general quality of reproduction in mains
receivers is usually so very much better
than in battery sets. With nains power
at a few pence per unit only, the listener
can alThrd to be generous with high tension. Disappointing News
With battery operation, however, the total
Amany members may already know,
}LT. consumption must be limited at least
the existing conditions are likely to
to the economic maximum discharge ratio
restrict their activities eonerning
of the high-tension battery employed.
the sending of yen's and reception of QSL
cards from countries overseas. Although
Q uestibn of Cost
This brings to the front another aspect we are not using official phrases, it should
of the question of providing generous high- be noted that it is no longer permissibl to
tension supply. The difference in cost send reports of transmissions out of this
between expending 20 milliamps, and, say, country or to receive QSL cards from
50 milliamps, in the high-tension circuits Overseas. It is, therefore, up to all members
of a mains receiver is a nfere detail-a of the B.L.D.L.C. to assist the authorities
by making carefulnote ofthisstatement, and
matter of a few pence per week only.
In considering the ease of the listener to refrain from such practices in the future.
Although this will be very disappointing
who has no alternative but the dry H.T.
battery, it can at oiice be said that he will news to those who make a big feature of
be wise to allow as heavy a consumption collecting QSL cards, it does not in any
as he feels to be justifiable, bearing in way affect or restrict the activities of the
mind the two facts that liberal H.T. makes genuine amateur.
possible improved performance all round,
but at the same time adds to the cost of DX Contest
listening.
Athis copy goes to press some weeks
Most high-tension batteries, even the
in advance, it is too early for us to
" standard
" types of quite low capacity, say what the actual response is going to be
will give quite a big current for a limited to the proposed DX contest, but judging
time, but only the battery designed for heavy from correspondence already received, it
discharge currents will stand up to such would appear tiat the majority of the
service for a reasonable time.
members are very eager to take part in such
a competition. There are, howevnr, a
Battery Types
small percentage who have the impression
The " standard " type of battery should that, to take part in a long-distance recep.
not be called upon to give more than 6 or tion contest it is absolutely essential for
8 milhiamps, and under this duty their them to own an elaborate receiver. This
Power " types idea is absolutely erroneous, and we would
life is quito satisfactory.
or so-ëallcd double-capacity batteries are strongly advise those who have it to
usually rated for drains of the order of remember our remarks, and that special
12 to 15 milliamps, while the heavy-duty- provision would be made so that the station
triple-capacity type may be used where using a single-valver would have as much
currents up to some 20 milliamps arc
chance of scoring top marks as the com
required. Each type of battery will give munication receiver operator. If you have
a reasonable life provided its recommended riot already let us know whether you are
duty is not exceeded. The costs of the willing to take part in the contest, please
various types arc in proportion to their let us have your views as quickly as possible.
capacities, but even so it definitely pays to
use a battery at least one size larger than An Interesting Point
that indicated by the total anode current
MEMBER 2603 has raised a very interest.
required by the set. The reason is that
ing point connected with the prothe useful life of a battery is not strictly posed DX
ëontest, and we would certainly
inversely propoxtional to the drain, so that
other members' views, as we
with a loading . of, say, 10 milliamps, a welcome
double-capacity battery will give niore than quite appreciate that it is a matter which
affect all who take part.
twice the life of a single-capacity battery. canThe
member says
Re DX contest,
I think the zone idea is O.K., and would
Is FULL-WAVE DETECTION
give it all my support. I have one sugIMPOSSIBLE?
gestion to make, however. It should not
(Continued from page 213).
forms of the unmodulated carrier forms the be expected during existing conditions that
basis of the detection of the modulated mejnbers should have to sit up half the
night to log DX stations, as most of us
carrier.
Fig. 8 shows theoutput from the detector are on war work or that which Inquires us
by a method of detection which displaces to get all the sleep we can. The period
the base or zero voltage line so that the 23.00 hours to 06.00 hours should be
negative amplitude of the output is 50 per definitely left out. If some members can
cent. of the positive as is the ease of Fig. 4. listen all night it gives them a definite
Other methods of detection will give a advantage over those whose listening is
The restricted to normal hours."
different positive/negative ratio.
greater the excess of positive voltage over
the negative, the greater will be the audio- Diversity Receivers
IT is possible that many members were
frequency output.
not familiar with diversity receiver
In the absence ofevidenee to the contrary,
it is clear that half-wave and full-wave until théy read the articles in our istie of
rectification is impossible. A full-wave May 11th, but such circuits are byno theans
detector circuit can, of course, be used, but new to American amateurs. Now that
that does not mean that full-wave detection mention has been made of them, it is lipped
is obtained. There may, ofcourse, be points that we shall hear more about them ¡n the
of detail which may have to be revised, but iiear. future, as they can providé most
it is thought that the general principles interestiñg material for experimental work,
particularly on the short waves
aemain.

°ritish brì-Di sto rice
istcricrs'CIub

:

-

The receiver described in the two issues
commencing May 11th is, ofeourse, designed
for use with a single aerial and, primarily,
for the reception of a medium-wave station
which is transmitting on two wavelengths.
The alternative system, and the one most
suited for short-wave work, is that which
operates in conjunction with two separate
aerials, and where space permits, it is this
arrangement which we would recommend
to all members who are looking for a fresh
field of enperimental work. If anyone
has already compiled any practical observations from their own work, then perhaps
they will send them along so that all
members can share the benefit of their
experiences.

Station Equipment

HERE seems to
a great divergence
T
of opinion as to what constitutes the
correct or tssential equipment for the
be

average amateur station. If many of the
photographs of American amateurs' installations are examined, one cannot help
getting the opinion that a small fortune has
been spent on securing rather elaborate test
equipment which would Seem more suited
for a professional service man than the
average constructor. However, while it is
the desire of most of us to obtain a fine
range of testing instruments, it is possible
to let our enthusinsm over-ride prctical
coasideratios, and make or secure apparatus which is not really essential. There are
no hard-and-fast rules as to what constitutes
the equipment of a station, as so much
depends on the particular work being
undertaken by the owner, but every
member should make every endeavour to
construct a reliable universal meter, suitable
for measuring a wide range of voltages and
currents, modulated oscillator for ganging
circuits and checking up the L.F. response
of a receiver or amplifier, and finally, one
ofthe simple types ofvalve voltmeter which
enables measurements of great interest and
importance to be obtained.
.

With the Services

feel sure that all members will join
us in wishing the best of luck to
Member 6331, whò has just notified us that
he is now a radio;operator in the R.A.F.
WE

Contacts Required
WEST Croydon

:

Member No. 6,663,

42, Oakfleld Road, West Croydon

Surrey.
FolJestone : Member 6,34, Strathmore,
121, Surrenden Road, Folkestone, Kent.
Saffron Walden : Member 6,461, 18,
Debden Road, Saffron Walden, Essex.
Bipningham : Member6,676, " Oakfield,"
Kencal End Road, Barnt Green, near
Birmingham.
T1ames Ditton Member 6,690, " Ashboume,' ' Orchard Avenue, Thames Bitten,
Surrey.
Redditch : Member 6565e Of 43, Batehley
Road, Re4ditch, Woços.
Brighten : Mçmbr 6689, of48, Freslifield
Street Brighten, 7, Susse.
Clyton-le-Moors : Memjer 6696, of 65,
Grange Stréet, Clayton.le-Moöìu, nr.
Accrington. Lanes.
z

-

-
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Summer-time
OverhQul
Now

the Time to Go Over Your Equipment
so as to Make Sure of Getting the Best Out
of it During the Summer Months
is

time is the station hunter's

paradise, but in the summer time
y-INTER
he is confronted with conditions

for distant reception entirely different from
those ruling in the cold-weather icriod.
During the winter, foreigners roll in one

after the other with monotonous regularity
and even the modest one-valver can be
credited with a performance. But during
the summer months conditions are vastly
different and mre difficult. By the time
July is out it will have to be a wellmaintained three-valver which will give its
owner a fair bag of Continental programmes.
The main reason for this falling off is, of
course, tile absorbing effect of the sun's
rays which are moro powerful in the
summer time than in the winter, and,
further, hours of daylight are very much
longer. Although a station may radiate
the same power, the wares which reach time
aerial in summer time will be very much
weaker than in the winter.

Compensating for Weak Signals

Much of this loss can 1 compensated for
by a well-designed modern receiver, but
even then, it will only -he possible to get
consistent -results provided that every part
ofthe equipment is kept right up to scratch.
The eeeiver is not the only part which must
be kept in order. Batteries are likely to
run down far more quickly in summer
due to the loss by evaporation of the
electrolyte ; the earthwill, no doubt, become
very dry and the aerial become coated with
a hard.baked deposit. Another thing also
counts, and that is the loss of skill. In the
winter we all become experts at tuning
because we sit for hours at the controls, and
we become fully acquainted with the
individual idiosyncrasies of our equipment,
but in tile summer we are out of doors far
more and the receiver does not receive any
attention until we return from our sport or
other occupation, very often too tired to
meddle with the receiver very much, and in
consequence we turn to the local and don't
bother to tune ín the distant programmes.
Atmospherics are also a lIttle more troublesome in summer than in winter, but quite a
lot ofassumed static cu often le traced to a
faulty earth which only requires a good
soaking to brhg it up to standard again.
Valves, after hours of continuous life during
the winter, begin to Jose their emission and
although the effect may not be noticed
because the loss is so gradual, a new set of
valves may easily make all the difference.
All these things taken singly during the
winter may not amount to much, but a sum
total of them during the summer may make
all the difference between indifferent and
successful reception.
The receiver, being the most important
part of the equipment, should receive
attention first. Before starting it is as well
to remember to provide the family with an
alternative before pulling the set to pieces.
It is surprising, especially if the receiver is
in a room heated with a coal fire, how much

dust does accumulate inside the set, even if
it is enclosed in a cabinet. Many cabinets
are supplied these days without backs,
generally for acoustical reasons and these
cabinets require special attention. Start
with a good " spring clean " of this item,
the reason being that it will then be ready
to receive the set when tfmat important item
has been dealt with, and there will be no
necessity to leave it about collectinnoro

Test the H. T. bailery when hc sel is working.

components from the baseboard and if of
wood, treat it with a coat of varnish or
stain, or if of metal with a little metal
polish. There can be little chance of an
dmst.
Remove time receiver and the loudspeaker error in replacing the components because
from the cabinet and any-other gadgets the holes in the metal cannot shift and the
which may have been fixed to it. If the holes in the wood baseboard will be used
material which covers the fret looks dirty, again. Then go over all the components,
take this out and have it washed, or if a SU(h as transformers and tighten up the
change in design is required, fit a new piece. bottom nuts, replacing the soldering tags if
The easiest way to remove the material if it these have been used, after the old solder
is wanted again is to damp where it is glued has been removed and they have been
(round the edges) with warm water. The retinned. If the terminals only are used,
glue will soften and the material may be clean up the faces with smooth emery paper.
gently pulled away. If the material is not Do not trust the plating for n good eonnec
required again, it can be torri out carefully tien; however bright and polished it may
and the excess glue and odd ends removed appear, as it is often covered with .a film
with a scraper. When everything is clear, which may be very thin, which might easily
cause an indifferent connection. Replace
the top nuts and tighten them up hard before replacing the components on the baseboard or the panel. (lo over the cornponents with variable adjustments and se
that the spindles work freely and apply a
small spot of oil if necessary. See that the
pigtail connections arc intact and replace
them if they appear to be weak. Clean time
dust from the vanes of variable condensers
with â pipe cleaner. Dust between the
vanosmay account for sorne of the assumed
summer atmospherics. If you freI confident
that 3omm can put all the pieces back where
they caine from, a seund scheine
is to dismantle this type of cornponent completely and clean every
part separately. Besides doing
the job properly you will have
learned something of the conl,lululuuuI
struction of the components
themselves.
The more simple
components. such as valveholders
'.i
should most certainly be disWarm waler will soften hie glue and allow the speaker frei mantled and the contect springs
to be removed. A stiff brush is handy for dusilng ¡he frei.
given a good clean up, and more
than summary atention
go over the inside of the cabinet and all the all switch contacts. If the springs given to
of a
interstices of the fret with a smalJ, stiff material which is likely to oxidiseare
brush and remove all traces of dust that the surfaces of the contacts should beeasily,
could not be removed when the silk was in. a thin coat oftinning with the solderinggiven
iron.
Go over the outside with a rag doped with a
Grid leaks, which often va.ry after they
good furniture polish and regain some of the have been in ose for a year or more, should
original finish. If any hinges or locks are be tested for correct valuo and replaced
fitted to the cabinet, these should be cleaned if necessary. This. also applies to the
up and treated to a spot ofoil. Many broken carbon type ofanode resistance
a certain
hinges are the result of not looking after extent. but the trouble usually to
only occurs
this small point.
either with the higher values or with the
low valued resistances used for the grid
Spring-cleaning the Receiver
bias carrying their maximum permissible
Having dealt with the cabinet, the current.
A variation of ten per cent.
receiver should now be dealt with. The in the value of the bias resistance may
most thorough way in which to overhaul a affect the anode current with possible
receiver is to pull it to pieces. Subject every damage to the filament of the valve. The
individual part to a good scrutiny and if value of anode decoupling resistances
possible give it a test. Remove all the
(Continued on next page)
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The only judge of the
battery's real service is the owner, who
must rely on his ears to inform him of the

charge or for a charged-condition, and the
acid should be " brought up " when the
cells are in a run-down condition. If this
is done, the specific gravity of the acid
will be higher than that recommended
when the accumulator is charged, and this
will result in the loosening of the paste in
the grids, and a consequent shortening
of the life of the accumulator. It is well
to remember, too, that the acid in a cell
never evaporates, and any decrease in the
volume of the liquid in the container is
entirely due to loss of water, and therefore
only water should be added. If a cell is

SUMMER-TIME OVERHAUL
(Continued from previous page)

lower figure.

change in quality or volume which must,
of course, take-place, but is very seldom
noticed until the receiver fails to respond
tothe adjustments ofthe reaction condenser
or reveals trouble by low frequency cecillation, which usually takes the form of a
high-pitched squeak. It is safer to place
a very much higher figure on the grid-bias
battery, and it is suggested that when the
voltage is 5 per cent. lower than the origiial
it should be replaced.
Grid-bias batteries are cheap, and used
properly, save a large amount of ll.T.
current, and their replabement every six
months is an investment rather than an
expense.

can vary as much as 20 per cent. without
seriously affecting the emission of the valve
or the performance of the receiver. Reassemble the components and commence the
wiring of the receiver, using new wire
All battery
and sleeving if necessary.
leads should be carefully inspected for
perished rubber covering and replaced if
necessary with new flex. Carefully inspect
all wander plugs and spade terminals to
see that the ends of the flexible leads are
making good and proper connection. properly icoked after and has been charged
C1en up the pins and the faces of the correctly in the first place, it will never
require that addition of acid unless, of
spade terminals with emery paper.
It is, however,
course, some is spified.
to
change the acid
completely
advisable
Batteries
Attending to the
at least once in every two years.
Test, or have tested, the H.T., and the
The loudspeaker should then receive
attention. The simple types. of iron arma- grid bias batteries for voltage, and this
ture units can be dismantled, but the should be done whilst the receiver is work.
complicated types of balanced amature ing, or a wrong reading may be taken.
are best left for the attention of the manu- An allowance of about 25 to 30 per cent.
facturer, as special tools and jigs are often of the original voltage of an H.T. battery
battery may still
required to reassemble them correctly. is aljwable, but
Units should be returned to the manu- continue to give good service at a much
facturers if any doubt is felt, so that they
can thoroughly inspect and re-magnetise
Moving-coil loudspeakers
if necessary.
should be carefully dusted, and if the ; PRACTICAL MECHANICS
construction allows, remove the cone and
the centring device and clean out the gap
HANDBOOK
with a pipe cleaner. Great care must be :
exercised in replacing the coil, to see that
By F. J. CAMM.
the windings do not scrape on the poie
pieces.
400 pages, 6/- or 6/6 by post from
Have the accumulator acid tested and
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD..
gravity.
It
adju#ed for correct specific
Tower House, Southampton Street,
is important to note, when adjusting the
Strand, W.C.2.
acid of an accumulator, that the figure
given by the manufacturer is for the first

Aerial and Earth
Having attended to the internal equipment, the aerial and earth should now
receive attention. In summer the aerial
will become coated with a deposit which
it will require hot water and soda to
remove, and although a heavier deposit
occurs in winter this is usually so soft
that a good shower of rain will wash it
off. Now is the time to clean the insulators, because the winter deposit can be
removed with a dry rag. The earth leads
should be thoroughly overhauled to repair
the ravages of wind and rain, and all
joints remade for safety.
Having rebuilt the receiver and
attended to all the accessories, the equipment should be as good as new, nd the
chances of it giving a high standard of
performance in the summer months are
much greater than if the points mentioned
had not been attended to.

th
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Follow the War on all Fronts
with this complete

Keep that happy

To-day thé war is being
waged on various fronts,
and everywhere strategic
moves are being made.
Questions arise which
only a good war atlas
can answer, and that is
why every home should
have NEWNES COMPREHENSIVE WAR
ATLAS.
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maps in full colour. with
a double size map of the
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With
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of 2,800 miles from
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everywhere.

To the Publisher,
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bench

Output Measurements
g0 120.

No. 119.

Jct

HORSE-POWER

I

The unU of work (horse power) io lased on t1e
qosumption that a ?orse can travel 2 milos per 4our
for S /iurs a day, perfornoing the equvaient of pulling
a load of ThOlb. out of a ohaft by meano of a rope.
Thoc
mileo an hour io 220f1. per miaule, and at
thaI speed the loaf! of 150Th. io roised vertically (he
oarne diotance. Tlerefore, 300lb would be robed
ilOft. or 3,000Th. raboed lift., or 33,000lb. raised ft.
high per minutO. The latter is tlo unit of horsepower. i.e.. 33,000Th. raised 1ff. high per minute. or
33,000 foot-lb. per ,niflote. Eleetiteol equivalent is
746 watts.
Horse Power ol an Electric Motor
Volts X Amperes
T.H.P. Horse Fewer (Indicated) of a Steam Engine (Snge-

.5

):'
I

I

i;0

.

L0

rl,

ddddddd-iS4S
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I

I

I
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I
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III

acting)

PLAN

TH.P. = 33,000
where PMraee elfective ofeasn pressure in Ib. per
sq. in.

-i;o

Length oC stroke in feet.
= Area of piston isi sq. in.

L
A

- Nssmber of revolsstiono per minute.
For a double-acting engine the formula
2PLAN
IJT.P. - 3;i,000
N

io

Horse Power

R.A.C. Formula

:

Desidy Marshal Formula

.

:

Identifying Leads
SME constructors

:

;

Petrol Engine
1)°N
= Ui.13

o

ne

.

I

.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

54

III

HP. =

Where S.=Stroke in centimetres.
T)=flia-meter of cylinder hi centimetres.
It=Revolutiosms per nmimste.
N=Nssmher of cylinders.
A.C.U. Formula 100 c.c. = i h.p.
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using an output meter for
TVI,THEJv'
testing receiver adjustments, it is
sometimes dflìcult to get an accurate
reading owing to the
that the output
has to be made rather large. There are
several ways of overcoming this djfficulty,
the simplest being to feed the output meter
ìom the anode through a condenser. A
much better idea is, however, to make use
of a standard output transformer and use
this between the meter and the secondary
of tibe normal Output transformer. In this
way the actual voltage on tile speech coil
niay be measured, provided that the extra
transjbrmer is of the .tpecial tapped varielp,
as this will enable the load to be accurately
matched on bolli sides of' the coupling
transJòrmer. Jurtherìnore, no part of the
meter is at hi.h D.C. potential and there
is 1/tus no risk of a shock.

-

.

5-

____

________

may hate purchased
surplus mains transformers, or removed these components from old chassis,
and experienced some difficulty in ascertaining
the rating of the carious windings-in the
absence of identifying lags or markings.
It should be pointed out right away that
it will not be possible lo ascertain the
current rating of any leinding, as the gauge
of wire cannot be seen in many instances
owing to the use qf separate leading-out
wires.
It is possible lo ascertain tite
voltage all/put of the teindings, however,
and for that purpose all that is necessary
is to connect the primary to the mains and
use a good meier to measure the output
of the secondaries.
This will give an
unloaded reading, and it may be necessary
to make calculations lo accerlain the
appropriate rating when the windings are
loaded. For instance, the L. T. windings
may read about 6 volts, whereas Ihey may
be 4-volt windings. By shunting resistors
across the winding so that 2 or 3 amps.
are taken, a more accurate reading could
he obtained.

" Britain and the Mediterranean"
important new booi called
AN and
the Mediterranean "

" Britain
bac just

sande its appearance and is in great demand.
The author, Kenneth Williams, who served
for several years in the Middle East. is in
intimate and constant touch with all

Mediterranean affairs and is a frequent
broadcaster in Arabic. This book is of
interest to everyone at this time, for it tells
all there is to know about oser positimz in the
sea that links us with the East and makes
clear our vital strategic interests. It is
obtainable through all Booksellers at 3s. 6d.,
or 3s. 9d. post free, direct from the publisher,
Messrs. Gen. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton 2treet, Strand, London, IV.C.2.
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The Editor does flot necessardy agree tith the opa sons xpessed by hi
cortespondents. All letters must be accompanied by tise flame and addeesa
of the sender (not necessariiy for publication).

A Good

S.W.

Log

IR,-Qther enthusiasts ipay

like to
know of my progres in our hobby tinder
the auspices of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
I fitst began seven, years ago and, until
January of this year, concentrated my
energies on the medium-wave band, trying
9ut manycircuits and suggestions appearing
rn P.W. Incidentally, .1 have filed a1
articles of reference value during the last
seven years. These, together with several
ofthe P.W. books, give me ä good reference.
library.
In ,January I built my first short-waver,
o,ti

w

O-v-pn,

:

Novel Circuit for a Crystal Set
S1R,1 enclose a circuit for a crystal

set which Itas proved very efficient.
my locality, the present broadcasting
arrangemeilts arc well received, but owing
to the power of the ' Overseas " transmission I have found that crystal sets
will only separate the ' ' Home ' ' and Over.
seas ' ' witIì an acceptor wave-trap. After
many tests with different condensers and
coils I find that this circuit gives me the
strength that.I require p1us the separation
of the two stations.
The aerial coil is an adaptation of the
medium-wave section of the coil used in
the " A.W.' ' 150-mile circuit. Wishing
to uso small components I decided to use a
2[in. diameter former and double the
number of tnrns to 76, and use 30 S.W.G.
instead of 28 S.W.G.. as this was the
nearest size I had. On trying it out I
included a .0005 tuning condenser, but
found that tItis was detrimentál and acted
only as a volume control.
The wave-trap coil is the aerial winding
of a coil shown on page 131 of PRAcTIc
WIRELESS, October 28th, 1939.
I trust that these particulars will be of
interest to other readers who, like myelf
In

.

prefer to experiment with the (lifferetit
tyJ)eS of crystal detector circuits. Should
anyone visli to write me regarding this
circuit I hal1bo pleased, and if they will
enclose a stamp their letters will be replied
to by return.-AiN0LD S. LoRo (2i,
Hopwood Batik, Horsforth, Leeds).

regarding the fine performance of a receiver,
the circyit of which was published in the
" P.W. Encyclopaidia"
and also " Sixty
Tested Wireless Circuits ' '-both of which
I find most useful and instructive. The
set is a simple straight three-valve battery
set (Det.-L.F. Pow.), and is transformer
coupled. Tuning is extremely simple with
three plug-in coils. IneidentIly, I have not
adhered exactly to the components specified,
and yet after a few impmvements, such
as a wave.trap, etc., it works admirably.
I get the Home Service, Forces Programme
and Overseas Sei-vice at reniarkable
strength.
1 would like to communicate w ith any
young teader about my own age--l3 years.
-A. II. BURRILL (18, Baglan Court,Curzois Crescent, Church Road, Willesden,
.
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Dead Spots"
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letter published iii li:

\VHELESg, No. 399.

AL

'!le titnis of transmissions in En (toit
ttt oit HCJ13 âre not altered tv tite rcetit
cliai:oe t)VCf to Oa.vlight Saving 'l'une. in
America, arid they remain as previously,
12 midnight-] a.m. andg-4 a.rn. B.S.T.
-G. FILLEUL (Gosport).

battery-operated, des'ned

from articles appearing in P.W. The
connections are soldered throtighout. The
aerial is a home-made vertical copper-tube
type, 8ft. long and 25ft. high.
My log for the first twelve weeks of oper.
ating, excluding French, German , T talian,
and Russian stations, is as follows. These
are broadcast stations :
25-snet,
band :
SBP, LKQ, HBO,
CSW6, WPIT, WOBX, WRTJW, MTCY,
XGOY, VLQ2 (Sydney), ZPI4 (Villa Rica),
CXA ? (Montevideo). [This last is an
experimental transmission on 25.nietre
band and I should say the wavelength is
about 25.7m.]
31-metre band : CSW7, CS2WA, EAQ,
OFD, S-BU, TAP, YtTA, JZI (Tokyo),
VLQ (Sydney), WGEO, CR7BE (Louteno
Marques), \VGEA, WBOS, WCBX, WCAB,
WR(JA, and Radio Eireann.
49.nsst,e baiul
HVJ, SBO, YUB, Lahti,
WCBX, and VP3BG (Georgetown).
You will observe that all continents are
covered and new stations are beitìg logged
every week so far.
My oui-y regret is that enlistment will
postpone my activities for the meantime,
but I hope to go on filing P.W. for sitany
years to come. Thank you for a fine paper.
-E. A. CoLLIES (Ashtead).

10

May 2h,

Al4mc"s Log from Wandsworth
Circuit diagram oJ Mr. A. S. Long's cryslal sel.
Wove Trap Coil ; 60 forni 30 S.W.G.ename!!ed
coppir Wire on a former
in. diameter. Aerial
Defector Coil ; 76 turns of 30 S.W.G. enamelled
copper Wire on a former 2in. diameter. Crystal
tap al 10 turns. Aerial lap al 40 turns
Variable
condensers preferably ganged, .000.3 or .0005 mId.
I

Tise .0005 Inning condenser is not
¡50

mile circuit,

the

required,

wave-trap

serves

as in the
same

the

purpose.

An Efficient Three-valve Circuit
have beets taking PRACTICAL
for over a year now and
feel I must write to express my pleasure
\VII1EE.F.SS

S]I

append my 14 me/s log of
stations heard during the month of
April in tite hope ofinteresting other readers.
The RX is an O-v-2 and antenna are :
1. 66ff. indoor, N.W.S.E..S.W.-W.-E..
2. 45fr. E.-W. under the eaves ofthe roof.
and 3. l6ft. ST-beam directed on Asia
(N.E.).
,
,..
Fono and C.W. :
'
.

:

-

AC4MI. CELAR, lAS, 3CZ ;CO2GY,
2LY, 20Y, 5BA, 60M, 7CS, 7CX, SMP;
CX2CO, D6AWY, EA7A, 9BA ; -EKIAF,
ESlE, 4G, 5C, 5D, 6E; HAll. 2P, 3B,
(iK, 7N, 8B, SS, ST; HH2HB, HIIP,
3N. 5RC'; IlKTG 7AA; K6NYI), Ii1LZ,

LU4EO, 50K ; L-Yl1E, 1DID, IC,
Li.
1MB ;
LZIID, OK3ID, 3ZN;
-OQ5BF, PV1GJ, _IME, 20K, 2ET, 2Ml,
5A1); TG5JG, 9BA. U3BM,3BX, 3DS,
5YH, SiL, 9MJ; UE2GB, 3KP, 3KQ;
UK3AH, \\TIADM, BCX, ISB, IKU, JA,
,JFG, KJJ, LPY, OR ; W2AD, BCK,
PBC, CPSB, ECR, HFM, IXY, LBK,
LLB, M'lC ; \V3BNC, EOZ, -EQZ, FAM,
HFD. HGN ; \V4ARW, DCQ, FliT;
\V5ANZ, BEK, 8MO, W6BGW, ITH,
MR-B, MYO, XJV, PCV ; W7ACD, EKA,
CMV, RIA (Orog.) ; WSACY, BYR,
CRA, CUO, JSU, TLA, NJP, PMP, BliP;
V9AKl, DAY, ELK, NDA, TI ; YU7AY,
7LX ; YVIAQ, lAy, 4AE, and 5ABE.
Stat-ion MTCY (" The Voice of Manchukuo ") has been heard at R9 (QSB to R5)
on 11,775 icc's, giving (sut news in English
from 22.00-22.15 B.S.T., and continuing
with a talk entitled Prosperous Mauchu.
into " from 22.15-22.30, which is to be
continued every day -LEONARD F. CIIOSBY
(Wandssvoith).
-

-

:
:

i
t
;

PROBLEM

No. 401.
liaii a t tree-valve rnriver wIik
suddenly C(a.e(i to function. 11e iiiad
tcsts wit h his vr,1l nì,trr and f(u1Oi that ii J.
s\'a iii or,Ivr. i-ic next 1r(i s uilllaoinwter

ßl\(K

iii

tue outi,ut. sii,i d,tector
noiiat Ur ri t, et
'i
si-ss
j oire'd I,etwoen f
;
t cap ei the 11.1. vaivi and t ho lead lu roiihl
f
obtsin no reading. 1fr astiined t hat tue vais o
i \vas fault y and or&l i (I atmt lier one. \Viien
1)iUgg(t in the -et l i!] failed to work. W'herc,.
Three t,00ies sii1 le
i hod lie COIÌ( Or000
t litre -(OriP(t S()hItOO
io t o
t awtili
t opened. Eiitrirs iìiu,t j.c at]dressed I o The
i Editor, I'RAcTIcAL WSRELItSS, George Newnes,
i Ltd., Tower Hoite. Southampton Street.
Strand Loiidon, \V.C.2. Envelopes tolLst le
i
marked Problem No. 401 and uìiist 1)0 post ed
i
to reach this otfice not lat or titan the first l()t
on Monday, May 27th, 1940.
:

azul

stao
-t.í

t

Oli

\V1C
Us net

-tp

;
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Solution to Problem No. 400.
\S'heii Meivi!ie made the elio JÌg i va Ives he should
also have modified tite anode (!r(uit of tite detector, as
a n SG . s'ulve requires a muni higher aiiode load than a

-

Correspondents Wanted

i

Accordingly. the simple traushtriner coupli'tg
failed to provide a suitable load for the vain- and thus
it. gave very little ubre aniplilleation than tite (node.
11e should have used an il-C. or resistance-fed totisformer coupling.
Tue moilowtn three renders sucesamn1ls' so!ved
Problem No. 399 and looks have accordiiigiy teen
forwarded to titeitt:
A. Pick, 55, M(ddleton Sheet, Spring Think, HulL
E. J). fleand, e, Alfred Street, Shrewehury.
w. Whitileki, ii.jc.r. ct5 of Floretee. e/o G.P.O..
London

triode.

EAi\IES, of 03, Dukes Avenue,
N:w Mlden, Surrey, would like to
get int touch with a reader who lias a copy

-A.

of W. JI. for June, 1934.
D. S. Douer, of 24, Chadway, Beotitrce,

Essex, would like to get into touch with
any reader eotìcerning experiments wit-h em
1l.F. receiver, having H.]?. reaction with a
separate triade valve.
-

-
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which are wound in opposition. In this
way the fields cancel out. The simplest
construction would be to obtain two short

lin replq
fr_'

2ft

letter
and reduce losses, I am unable to get smooth
Superhet Design
" I have purchased a surplus chassis results. Could you help me In this conwhich contains a number oL valveholders, nection ? "-C. F. S. (Wood Green).
WE assume that you are using a stancomponents and wires. I also have a mains
dard .arikngement, and in that
transformer. The circuit which has been
used on the chassis is obviously a superhet,
but my mains transformer Is rated for two
valves more than the chassis. I wonder
if you could give me any idea as to the best
circuit to build up. I know you would not
be able to supply a blueprint, but the circuit
on the chassis is obviously frequency changer,
I.F., second detector, L.F. and push-pull,
and I am afraid I cannot see any suitable
change to suit my transformer. I might

mention that I have plenty of valves."J. W. R. (Oldham).
THERE is sorne difficulty in making a
change in a circtiit especially if much
wiring is in position. Further, it may not
be necessary to add valves to compensate
for the high secondary rating of the transformer. A simple bleeder resistance would
enable you to dispose of the extra current.
However, one change is apparent in the
circuit which, whilst using the extra
ourrentkmight also lead to better results
and would at least give you more scope
for experiment. We refer to the use of a
separate oscillator valve and also a phase
inverting valve so that you could use R.C.
coupled 'push-pull amplification.
These
changes would lead to very little material
altcration in the circuit wiring or design,
but would give improved results.

case you should attend to the removal
of the damping in the detector stage. Use
a loose-coupled aerial, with a movable
aerial coil so that coupling may be adjusted
for best results, and use tapping clips so

that not only the anode (reaction) point,
but also the grid point.. may be adjusted

for the removal of damping. We do not
RULES

Ç

we wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service Is Intended only

fbr the eolntion of problems or difficulties
arising from the Ñnstructlon of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
In our Çpages, or on generai wireless matters.
We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi.valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described In our contem
porarles.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Orant Interviews to querists.
A stamped addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which are sent to us should bear
the name and address ofthe sonder.
Bequests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
separate department.
'

Sebd your queries to the Ethior, PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

Osares Newees, Ltd., Tower Hesse. Southampton Street.
W.C.2. The Coupon must be enclosed
with every query.

A

.

U.s.w. Tuning
' I have been experimenting with some
U.H.F. circuits and receivers, but must confess that I have not had much success.
The main point seems to be in the way of
obtaining a really smooth reaction circuit,
and although I have tried most valves,
even removing the base fròm one to try

Weak Output
" I have just completed

a small A.C.
gramophone amplifier, but am disappointed
with the result. I used a 3 watt pentode and
a good L.F. valvé, with transformer coupling
and a good make of pick-up. I have tested
the voltages (H;T. and G.B.), and they are
correct according to the maker's instructions.
The speaker is a good one and has not had
much use. I should like some idea as to
where to turn for improvement in this
iltstance."-S. A. (Ilford).
ALTHOUGII we have not seen a
theoretical diagram and are without
quite a lot of data relative to the circuit
we think that the most likely cause of the
trouble is that yOu have overlooked a fundmental regarding design. The amplifier
is probably working quite well and correctly
but by using an output waive rated at 3
watts you' have expected to get 3 watts
output. This does not necessarily follow, and
yoú will only obtain that output when the
valve is fully loaded. For that purpose
you would no doubt need a further stage
of amplification between the two existing
valves. Your pick-up may be quite a good
one but giving a small Output and thus the
output valve is considerably tinderloaded.
.

'

REPLIES IN BRIEF
Tité fo11cwi,g rejiee to queries are giren ie
abtreviated.form etherbeeavse ofnon.-compliane
Ieith o,, rules. or becauutìte pointraised is noi of
genercü in2erest.

Strand, London.

Direct.coupled Amplifier
" I was interested in the recent directknow exactly .'hat waveband you wish to

coupled amplifier design, and wonder if
such a scheme could be succesfully empoyed in a push-pull amplifier. I wonder
if, you can supply any details in this connection. I might mention that I tried out the
direct-coupling idea some years ago and
was impressed, but think that push-pull
would give still better results."-L. F.
(N.W.5.).
N amplifier of the type you mention has
been produced in America as a cornmerciai proposition. Microphone or pickup input is fed to the grids of two L.F.
pentodes in the usual way and the two
anodes are taken direct to the grids of two
beam tetrodes.
300 volts is applied,
through a 100,000 ohm resistance to each
input anode and output grid, thus giving
approximately 150 volts on the grid, and
the two output anodes are fed to an output
transformer in the usual way. The cathodes
of the output valves are 170 volts positive,
and the anodes 420 volts, the arrangement
resulting in the grid actually being biased
to - 20 volts. Perhaps these details would
be of interest to you. The input valves are
6SJ7'a and the output valves 6L6's;

lengths of your ebonite rod-say about
2ins. in length and wind about 750 or SOC
turns of wire on each former, taking care
that the windings on the two formers
are in opposite direptions. They are connected in series. Suitable wire would be
36 S.W.G. enamelled.

use, but no doubt something on the above
lines will enable you to obtain' the desired
results.

H.F. By-passing
" I send you a circuit

J. H. (Bangor). Aluminium cannot be use&in the
manner indicated. Your main difficulty would be in
making good contact so the niaterial is not easily
soldered.
s. P. (Manchester). The interaction is undoubtedly
due to the aerial positions. Try to move one of the
aerials, and if it is not possible to obtain n very acute
aiugle. each aerial should be moved slightly to increase
the effect..
B. W. S. (Steyning). The two pentoiles would be
quite satisfactory except from the point of view of

of a receiver for
couìsunui)tiofl.
short-waves and should be glad it you could battery
T. G. (Heston). The burning ofthe wire in order to
explain the H.F. by-pass arrangement, where clean it ha no doubt annealed the uvire and may also
resulted in some chemical deposit from any
they show a normal .1 mfd. H.F. decoupler, have
material which was on the wire covering.
with a .0001 mfd. mica in series. You will see insulating
8. F. (uichester). The knobs may be obtained from
that this occurs in several parts of the Messrs. Bulgin. Various patterns are available.
F. M. T. (Hanogate). We do not recommend 11)0
circuit and I should like to know the reason." procedure.
A good SW. converter is much better and
-G. R. (Farnborough).
would he more reliable.
C. S. F. (Fareham). The cheaper conuloueTIt is, in
THE arrangement is merely a safeguard,
preferable, as it has a lower D.C. resistance.
the mica condenser being capable of thisG.ease,
C. M. (Surbiton). Full details were given in the
withstanding a higher voltage load and thus, issue
dated December 9th last.
H. W. J. (Aylesbury). Ordinary bell wire may be
in the event of the tubular condensers
used, but the special stranded flex is more suitable and
breaking down, the mains section will not lias
a lower HF. resistance.
be damaged due to a short-circuit. There
Have you tried the standard
F. R. D. (GiImOrtOfl
should be no need to use the mica con- arrangeineiut 7 We suggest you do this first to make
is in order.
the
wiring
certain
that
densers, provided that the other condensers
R. Q. (Berwick). Use tinned copper wire, about
are chosen with a suitable voltage rating.
22 S.W.G. would be suitable. An article ou the
-

Making Astatic Choke

" I wish to make up a good ILF. choke
for a standard receiver, but do not wish to
go to the expense or trouble of making a
screened component. I believe it is possible to
obtain a similar effect by a special form of
winding, and if that is so, would you please
give me instructions for carrying it out P I
have plenty of ebonite rod, tube and wire."M. B. A. (Radlett).
T11E arrangement you refer to is known as

an " astatic " winding, and in it the
total winding is divided into two sections

SUl)jeCt will

appear shortly.

H. B. E (St. Albans). The box may t'e of aluminiums
or wood covered. with metal foil.
L. D. (Carica). We have not tested tise model
and cainot therefore give you a criticism.

S. L. K. (Iltracombu). Ordinary fabric is preferable
as the metallic material may cause resonance or

coloration to the reproduction.
M. A. H. (Manchester 20). The coil unit as well
as the tuning condenser may be transferred to the uieuy
set as they are quite standard.

iThe

coupon on page 228 must be
attached to every query
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Zio.

of

Bteprinl.
PW71
W94

Battery Sets
B'.

:

5.6.37

. .

J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet
:

........

Two..valve

Blueprint,

:

Ihe Signet Two (D &

-

. .

........

valve)
F. r. Camm's A.C. Superhet 4
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super.

"

.........

hct4

24.9.38

PW7G

:

........
......
.

.

-

........
........

........
The Monitor (UF Pen, D, Pen)
(RC))

. .

-

The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D,Pen) 21.3.38
The Centaur Three (SU, D, P)
14.8,37
F. J. Camm's Record All-Wave
Three (11F Pen, D, Pen)
31.10.38
The " Colt " All-Wave Three (D,
2 LB' (RC & Trane))
18.2.39
The " Rapide " StraIght 3 (D,
2 LI? (110 & Trans))
4.12.37
b'. J. Camm's Oracle All-Wave
Three (RE, Det., Pen)
28.8.37
1988 " Triband " All-Wave Three
(mr Pen, D, Pen)
22.1.38
F. J. Comm's " Sprite
Three
(Hi? Pen, D, Tet)
26.3.38
The " Hurricane All-Wave Three
((SO, D, Pen), Pen)
80.4.38
F. J. Camm's
Push-Button"
Three (HF Pen, D (Pen), 'ret)
3.9.38
.

.

....
....
.

.

.

.

....

Four-valve

Blueprints,

:

is.

each.

Sorkotone Four (SG, J), LE, P)
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
Beta ljnivereal Four (Sil, D, LY,
.

.

........

.Cl.B)

Nucleon Claes B Four (SO, D

-

......
. .

. .

Mains Operated
Two-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
A.O. Twin (D (l'en), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone A.C. Radiograin Two

....
......

:

.

(D,Pow)

......

Three-valve Blueprinis, is. each.
Double-Dio,ie-TriOde Three (HF
Pen, DD'I', Pen)
D.C. Ace (SO, D, Pen>
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ....
A.C. Leader (ILE Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. PremIer (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Unique FIB' Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada haine Three (11F Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Camm's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
,. All-Wave
AC. Three (D, 2
LE (RC))
A .C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF
Pen, Westector. Pen)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (UF
:

.

.

FW34A
PW35
PW37

PWI9
PW4I

PW4S

.

.

.

.

. .

(

........

FW49
PW51
PW53

PW69
PW72
PWS2
PW7S
PW84
PW87
B'W89

.

.

.

Pen,D,Pen)

Four-Valve

PW92

PW4

PWl1
I'W17

Pen)
Hall-Mark (HF l'en, D,
Push-Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (TIF Pen. D,
push-Pull)
A.C.

. .

.

Three-valve

.

.

......

(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (0, 2 LE (RC and
Trans))
The Baud-Spread S.W Three
(EF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
1,10.38

SUPERHETS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, is 6d. each.
Modern Super Senior
:

B'WSOA

........

PW68

,..

.'

.

Four-valve
"

Blueprint. le.
Imp " Portable 4 (D, LB",
(Pen))

.

,

......

........

PWS4B
PW34C

PW67

PWSS

AW417

(SO,

WM3t)3
WM367

.........

........ QP21)
........
Tyere Portable
D, 2 Trans)
-

PW48A

.

.

. .
. .

PW83
PW9O

-

FW19

.
.

PWZ5

PW29
PW3SC
PW35B
PWSOA

PW3S
PW&)

PWII

-

PW58
FW7O
1'W20

PW34D
PW4S
PW47

AW387

-

AW388
AW392
AW426

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

........

.

......

....

:

W114011

.

Three-valve Blueprints, la. each.
£5 Is. 5.0.3 (SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trane)
£5 So. Three
Da Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
19.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,
Trans)
Transportable Three (SO, D, Pen)
Simple-Tune Three (SG, D, Pen) June '33
Economy-Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct. 33
.,

......
........

.

.

.

Tracia)

AW412
AW422

(SG, D, LF,

:

........

SFR." 1934 Standard Three

......

-

(SG, D, Pen)
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans)
Mar. '84
1935 £6 6e. Battery Three (SG,
D, Pen)
FTP Three (l'en. D, Pen)
.

........

-

. .

Certainty Three (SG,.D. Pen)
Hinitube Three (SG. D, Trans)

. .
.

All-Wave Winning Three (SG, D,

Oc!. '85

........

l'en>

Four-valve

:

Blueprints, is.

Od.

tIe. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
lili? Four (2 SG, D, Pen)

each.

........
.

.

.

......

AW435

........
........
........

CIRes

B)

D,

......
.

.

-

22.7.39
.Xev. '35

Two-valve

Blueprints, l. each.
Two-valve Mains Short-waver (I),
Pen) AC.
W.M
.."L ong-wave Converter
Three-valve Blueprint. is.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) AC-...
Four-valve
Blueprint, is. Gd.
Standard Four-valve A.C. Shortwaver (SG, D, RC, 'Franc)

5VM337

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

WM331
WMI5O
WM381

WMIS4
WM404

WM320

-

WM344

-

SVMS4I

LE',

-

AW45l
WMIJSO

-

:

.

.

-

WM3OL

MISCELLANEOUS.

.

5.5v.

One-valve Converter (Price

........
(1/6)
........
Radi') Unit
for WMIO2 (1/-)
Od.)

AW42t

13.1.40

:

WM371
WM389
WM393
WM396

AWI7O

WM383
WMSO7

:

.,

WM351
W11354

-

WM3II

Mains Operated.

WM327

:

Class 15)
lcw Class B Five (2 SG,

:

SF51271

WM400

-

P)

Superhet Blueprint, Is. Gd.
SimiliSes! Short-wave Super

AW437

-

Self-contained Four (SG, D, LB'
Class B)
Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,
l.F, Trane)
£5 Ss. Battery Four (HF, D, 2 LF) Feb '35
The U.K. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
H 1', Pen, DDT, Pen) .....4pr. 38
Five-valve Blueprints, Is. Sd. each.
Super-quality Five (2 HF, D, RC.
Trans)
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, I.F,

.

........
Standard Four-valve Short-waver

:

.

PW38

-

AW3II3

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.
8.5V. One-valvcr tor America
15.10.38
AW429
liorna Short-Waver
AW452
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-Short Battery Two (SG det,
Pen)
Feb. '36
WM402
Home-made Coil Two (T), Pen)
LW440
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each,
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
liC, Trans)
_
AW355
Esperimenter'e 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.6.34
AW438
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, I), E') J&y '35
WMI9O
Four-valve
Blueprints, le. Sd. each.
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans)
AW438
Empire Short-waver (SG, D, RC,

-

:

.

WM359
WHISt)

Family Portable (RB', D, RC,
Trans)
Two HI' Portable (2 SG, D,

Clase B)

Battery Operated.

.

WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379

PORTABLES.
Four-valve
Blueprints, is. cd each,
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LE,

-

......

.

WM3SS

PW77

-

.

. .

WM329

PW6S

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Sd. each.
Four-stationCrystal Set
23.7.38
AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AW444
150-mile Crystal Set
AW450

.

PW4S

WM4O1

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

Blueprint,
S.W. Converter-Adapter(1 valve)

.

AW383
WM374

:

LB'

Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
Full-volnme Two (SG ist, Pen)
Lucerne Minnr (D, Pen)j.
A Modern Two-valvcr

WM394

3.6.39

:

STRAIGHT SETS.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
B.B.C. Special One-valvcr

-

....

......

'Varsity Four
ori. '35
The Request All-Waver
June '36
1935 Super-Five Battery (Superhet) Mains Sets
Blueprints, is. Sd each.
Reptode Super Three A.0
May '34
%V.M." Radiogram Super AC.
-

PW63

.

PORTABLES.
Three.valve; Blueprints, is. each.
F. 3. Camms RLF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen)

.

......

Blueprints, is. each.

:

......

:

. .

:

Blueprints. is. each.

A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG, D. Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,

.

:

.

PW18
PW31

-

.

........

:

PW55
PWSI.
PW62
PW64

'

.

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
Simple SW. Oue-valver
23.12.39
PWS8
Two-valve Blueprints, I s. each.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
PW38A
The " Fleet " Short-wave Two
(D (HF Pen), Pen)
27.8.38
PW91
.

AW403
\VM2SS

:

.

Experimenter's Short-wave Three

-

7.1.39
-

.

.

:

:

'

.

PW73

:

.

1.5.37
8.5.37

(SG),LB',Cl.B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hail-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
D, Push-Pull)
F. 3. Camm's " Limit " AlL-Wave
Lii', P)
Pen,
Four
(RB'
D,
26.9.36
..
Acme " ALl-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LF
.,C 1. B)
12.2.38
The Admirai " Four (HF Pen,
3.9.38
HF Pen, D, Pen (RC))
.

Mains Operated.

Blueprints, le. each.
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C.
Economy AC. Two (D, Trans) AC.
Unicorn A.C.-.D.C. Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
Morne Lovera New All-Illectrie
Three (SG, D, Trane) AC.
Mantovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
£15 15g. 1930 A.C. Radiogram
(UF, D, Pen)
Jan. '38
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
All Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
July '33
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HI'
Pen, D, LF, P)
May '35
Two-valve

PWCO

.

FW10

'

'

PW44
PW59

'

(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LB'
(RC & Traiia))
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
SILrnmit Thiee(RF Pen, D, Pen)
Ai! Pentodo Three (ITF Pen, D
(Pon), Pen)
29.5.37
Rail-Mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Mall-Mark Cadet (D, LF, Pen (RC)) 16.3.35
F. J. Camme Silver Souvenir (RE
l'en, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Three)
13.4.8
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LB'
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (Ri?
Pen, 115? Pen, \Vestector, Pen)
flattery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LI?
.

PW43
PW42

Qualitone " UniversaL Four
10.1.37
Feur-valvo Double-sided Blueprint. Is. Sd.
Push Button 4, Battery Model
38
Push Button 4, AC. Mains Model 12.2
J 10
.

Three-valve
Blueprints, le. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LJ

......

FW52

.

le.

LF)

.

indicate the periodical In which the description appears : Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRRLESS, AW. to ,4raateur Wireless. W.M. to
Wireless Magazine,
Bend (preferably) a postal order to cover the cost
f the blueprint, and the issue (stamps over Od.
inacceptable) to PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

.L'W40

-

. .

Maine Sets Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. £8 Superhet (Three-valve)
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three.
.

STRAIGHT SETS.
Battery Operated.
ne-vaIve : BIueprinta is. each.
AU-Wave Unipen (Pentode)
.
PW31A
Beginners' One-valver
. .
. .
19.2.SS
FW8$
Ihe ' Pyramid " Oiìe-valver (RE
Pen)
27.8.38
PWS3

4d.,,,,

Amateur Wireless
Wireless Magazine
1/3
,,
The Index letters which precede the Blueprint
Number

SUPERHETS.
Biueprints. Is. each.

£5 Superhet (Three-valve)

1940

These Blueprints are drawn lull size.
Copies of appropriate lasoes contathIng decottotlona of these seta can in some cases be supplied at
tile following prices which are additional to Ike cost
of the Elueprrnt. A dash before the Blueprint Number
indicates that tise issue la out of print.
1ssus of Practical WIreless ... 4d. Post Paid

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of ¡8SU$.
CRYSTAL SETS
3lueprints, Sd. each.
[937 Crystal Receiver . .
..
lije Junior Crya1 Set
. .
27.8.38

25th,

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5-watt AC Amplifier

_
-

...... ......
........ --......... ...... -

(2v.)
Nec. 85
Harris Electrogram battery ampuller (1/-)
De Luxe Concert AC Illectrograni (1,'-)
Mar. 30
New style Short-wave Adapter

(1/-)

Trickle Charger (Od.)
Short-wave Adapter (1/-).
.
Supssrhet Converter (1/-) . ,
.
B.LDL.C. Short-wave Converter

(1/-)
Ils-j "36
Wllaon Tot.e Macler (1/-)
June '36
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

verter(l/-1

AWI2()
WM3S7
\VMII92
WM3OS

W3l399
WM4Ol.

WM3S
AW462
AW455
AW457
WM4O8

W51406
\Vt14OS
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25th;

LATEST PATENT NEWS
Group Abidgments can be obtained from the Patent Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C2, either sheet by sheet as issued on payment of a subscription of Ss per Group Votume or in
bound volumes, price 2e. each.

I

!

i

!

i

!

i
!

NEW PATENTS

a

These particulars of New Patents of interest
to readers have been selected from the Official
Journal of Patents and are published by
permission of the Controller of H.M
Stationery Office and the Official Journal of
Patents can be obtained from the Patent
Office, 25, Southampton Buildings, London,
W.C.2., price li. weekly (annual subscription,
£2

.-

lOs.).

Latest Patent Applications.
7530.-Baird Television, Ltd., and
Photo - electrically
Sommer, A.

-

sensitive electrodes. April 26th.
7'712.-Electrical Research Products,
Inc.-Method and means for the
t
production of vocal, etc., sounds.
April 30th.
Products,
Í 7713.-Electrical Research
i
Inc.-Method and means for the
production of vocal, etc., sounds
(Cognate with 7712). Aprii 3th.
- 7657.-Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph
Co., Ltd.-Fading compensation.
April 29th.
i 7658.-Marconi's Wireless Telegih
.-.-

Co.,
i
!

I

-

!

Ltd.-Microphones.
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April

29th.

Lamps, Ltd.-Radioreceivers adapted to be autoniatically tuned to a plurality of
predetermined stations. April 29th.
7783.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Radio receivilig-sets comprising a waverange switch. April 30th.
7784.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Eleetric
glow-discharge tubes. April 30th.

7668.-Philips

Specifications Published.

520531.-Radioakt.-Ges. D. S. Loewe.
-Television transmission station,
and method of carrying out a
complete television transmission
service.

520412.-Koister-Brandes, Ltd., and
Smyth, C. N.-Means for mounting
cathode-ray tubes.
520489.-Fernseh Akt-Ges.-Deflectingcircuits for use with cathode-ray
tubes.
520552.-Murphy Radio, Ltd., and
Balean, J. H.-Tuning of superheterodyne radio-receivers.
520462-Ceneral Electric Co., Ltd., and
T.Eltric circuits
Sloane, R.
comprising thermionic valves incorporating guiding-grids.
520609.-Carpmael, A. (Telefunken Ges.
fur drahtlose Telegraphie).-Directional radio-receivers.
520622.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.-Superheterodyne radio-receivers supplied
by alternating current.
520623.-Mollard Radio Valve Co., Ltd.
-Electric discharge tubes for the
optical indication of voltages.
Printed capies of the full PUb1iíhe4
.

Specifications only, may be obtained from
the Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildings, London, W.C.2, at the uniform
price of is. each.

Push-button Receiver Refinements
HE pre-tuned circuit type of pushT
button tuning is now very popular,
but itsapplication to receivers having more

than two tuned circuits is complicated by
the fact that three pre-tuned circuits have

to be provided for each push-button. The
number of extra components required is
consequently large, so that the cost of the
receiver becomes excessive, and in addition
there is likely to be trouble due to couplings
between the three banks of circuits, unless
elaborate screening precautions are taken.
As the stations selected by push-buttons
are invariably strong, it is permissible to
sacrificlittle selectivity and gain, and a
convenient way of reducing the number of
components is to render one of the tuned
circuits aperiothc when push-button tuning

PETROL ELECTRIC
SEI'S FOR
CIIAL{C.IN(
FOB 517/lt/O. A 5n-wat mg1e
cvj.. 2-stoe, water-cooled. selft-ioiling btnart Turner engine
_Lmag. gis. coupled to 50,70 volts.
lo amas. shunt dynamo, 1,000
-i
r.p.m.
L_1_ ___'_7
FUIt £12. A 150-watt engine
and dynamo on similar lines,
but coupled to 25J30 volts. G amps. dynamo. These are £40
sets ready for immediate delivery.
300-watt engine and alternator, £26.
FOR A.C. MAINS.
READY
FOR USE.' LESIJIX TUaOAR
CHARGERS. rwo models. One
. No. 70/6 for 70 vOlts 6 amps, with
i
ideters and controls, etc.. will
handle 100 cells a day, £711716.
Two. No. 70)10 Tungar for two 5
amps. circuits with meters and
variable volt controls, 70 volts,
10 amps., for 200 cefla. bargain,
%.n.t'.

OENERAWw
L1(H'tING

L)

)i

-C

.

Ii

..-

£12/15.

EQUIPMENT FOR SERVICE WORK
T

/:

DOUBLE
SIGNALLER'S
HEADPhONES with fiat leather
headbands for steel helmet wear.

izi ohms. by S.T.Co.. 3/6, 4ft.
Cords 60. Single 60 ohm. phones
with cord DIII. 1/6. FIELD
Telephone ExebangOs, 5-line

.

-

.

and 21-line portable. Twin and
single cable.
BUZZERS. small type, with
cover. 116. Power Buzzers,
with screw contact and adjust. able spring armature. 2/8. heavy
.
Buzzer, in Bakslite ca,e. 36.
Magneto Exploders. 95/-.
uo,&uiia
AD PHON.S
PRACTICE SFrIS, High
Grade Model for Buzzer and
Light Signals of Army and
Navy. Walnut cabinet, fitted WID. turret brass swivel
lamp. tevolving cap. 4 siZes of light aperture. With
Osram 2-volt tube bulb and spare. Morse Key and 2way switch. Adjustable 2-coil Buzzer inside. with
Battery clips. etc. A soperior and useful cet. 10/6.
Dc-Army Buzzer Transmitter with fine key and brass
cased quick adjustment rower Buzzer On mahogany
base, by Siemens and A.T.M. Co. 17/6.
MORSE KEYS. First Clsns at low prices.
A good small key on moulded
bane Is the TX pivot atm,
excellent for learners, 3/6.
Full sine well floished key,
'
all brans. solid pivot bar.
adjustable tensIon, etc.. BI.
7/6. Superior Type PF.. fully
adjustable, nickel finish, 9 6.
High Grade Type IV, plated
fittingn. polished wood base. a
fine key, 10/6. Speciat Key on 3- witch box for humer
and 2 lamps, CAy.. 6'6.
BELLS. G.P.O. type trembler Circular Desk bell.
with movement in gong. I 6. Wall Bells. trembler. 2 6.
Ditto. laige size. 76. SignaI Bells large metal. t2.o1
single Stioke Bells 10 -.
SIGNAL LAMPS by Lucas and Addle. for nigl t and
day use. telescope sights, tor trIpod or hand use. Heliographs Mark V, with spare mirrors in leather case
with mahogany tripod.
MORSE RECORDThG. G.P.O. type Inkers. with
tape reel under, in first clans order. £8. Lightweight
Army Field Morne Inkern fold up into case, £7/10/-.
super Model Army G.P.O. Field H.Q. Morse lnker, new,
entirely enclosed and fitted every refinement, £9. Maltagany Tape Container. G.P.O.. deck top with brass reel
in drawer. cost 40 -. for 38 Only. Morse Paper Reels, 8d.
STATIC CONVFRTERS. AC. to D.C. 40 watts output
steel cased. Input 230 volts AC. 50 cycles, output 44.0
volts 60/100 ma. D.C. with
.
valves. 45/-. A.C. mains to
D.C. 120 watts at tamp. for
s-,
v.,tsteel
) D.C. sets on AC.
y
clad with valves, 50/-.
.
RADIO ROTARY CON.
VERTERS. For AC. Receivers on D.C. mains. In
silence cabinet with filter. All
sizes In stock from 15 watts to
1.600 watts. Sizes : 15, 20. 50,
.,,
100, 200. 400 and 800
watts ' i kw.. ii kW..
etc. Afeo battery-opera.ted models for 12/130
pi
volts and 50/230 volts,
All as now delivery
from stock.
AUTO CIRCUIT BREAKERS. Trip overload. MagratIo Blowout, enclosed. S.F. to 4 amps.. 7/6. WIth
thermal delay, 10f-. S.?. 8 amps., 10/-. Orwith thermal
delay, 12/6. S.P. lo amps.. 14/.. SP. 15 amps., 16/-.
S.F. 20 amps., 18/8.
CONTACTORS. Two Statter enclosed 20 amps. SP.
with 0 volts D.C. coils. 25/- each. Three open type
30 amp. 4 pole or twin DI'. on bakelite panel, 230 D.C.
coil. 27/6. One ditto, 3 polo or 2 ou 1 oft 20 amps. on
panel, 110 volts AC. coil, 25/-.
READ TEMPERATURE AT A DISTANCE. 21m,
dial meter and connection, 10 to lRt. long, 7ß.
SOLENOIDS, 6-volt for model work or distance ewiteh,
core travel lin.. pull 1 oz. 3/6. AC. Magnets. 230 volts
30 rn/a, 14-ozs. lift, 2/8. AlI voltages and sizes. State
wants.
F,I.ECTRIC IMMERSION HEATERS. Save coal.
Armoured bath or tank type with flex. 1,000 watts DO
volts. 25/-.
5/. EMERGENCY PARCELS of useful
stand-by electrical and racImo repair material
and apparatus, 10 lbs. for 5/-, Post
Ftee.
i-

.5

'i

I

.

,q

is used.

In the case of a superhet receiver having
an H.F. stage preceding the mixer, the
tuned anode circuit may be replaced by an
aperiodic coupling, as shown in the illustration. It will be observed that on switching
over to push-button tuning, the switch I
inserts a coupling resistance 5 in the anode
circuit of the H.F. amplifier valve 2 in
series with, say, the medium-wave coil 6
and its associated trimmer capacity, and
the switch 3 disconnects the manual tuning
condenser gang 4. The coil 6, and its
trimmer capacity, will tune to a wavelength
a little below the medium-wave band, and
will serve to increase the gain towards the
high-frequency end of the medium-wave
band where the efficiency of the resistance
coupling 5 is beginning to fall off.
Tito switches I and 3 may either be

ELECTRAD IX
-

Diagram showing how the circuit switching
is carried out.

arranged to be actuated by each push
button or, alternatively, by the wave-band
switch if the latter is arranged to convert
the receiver from manual to push-button
tuning.

CORRECTION
OWING to a printer's error, the capacity
of condensers CS, 06 and C17 for the
Diversity Receiver described recently was
given as .01. This should have read 0.1

mfd. It should also be noted that the
dials, type 1P8, specified for the Shortwave F'our, are munufactured by Messrs.
Bulgin and not by Messrs. Stratton.

,

-

Stumped eiiceiOpe must be enclosed for Barpains Lui or
reply to all enquiries.

-

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218 Upper

Thames
Telephone

London, E.O.4
Central 4611. ________________
Street,
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ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT

This precision-built moving-coil D.0
instrument, with 13 ranges covering
O-120 rn/A, O-600 volts, and O-3
megohms, provides adequate testiiij
facilities for checking valve performance, batteries and power units, etc.
It reduces trouble-tracking to its
simplest terms. In case with instruction b9oklet, leads,
testing prods ànd
crocodile clips.

-interchangeable
Voltage

Curre,it

O-

G

V.

O-240 v

O-

6

o-

i2

T.

0300

O-

SO

O-120

.

y.

O-600 y.

fape.

FórEvj' Purpoe

,.t

,

:

o-

1.

o:;1u

,s-

Write for
fully
descriptive leaflet.

t

)tanufaclurera
ßoe P,oprle5ort
Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder Eouee,Dosiglas SLLoncìon.S.W.1.

p

Vido,i S4O47

ARMSTRO NG

Apologise for delay in delivery of some models,
this unfortunately hss been unavoidable owing to
the present great ifflslty in obtaining row
m3terials.

EASY TERMS

WRITE FOR FULL DESCRIPTIVE LIST &
,*- TERMS. PROMPT DELIVERY. CARL PAID.
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
i. WINDEN," ARDINGLY RD., BALCOMBE,
SUSSEX (Evacuation Address).

SPECIAL OFFER
Prese Button Radio

MISCELLANEOUS

SPARTON 5-Valve

-

7 statIons on Press Button, Walnut Cabinet,
Provision for Pick-up and Katension Speaker,
4 watts Output with negativo feed back. Multistags Superhet, P.V.C. For AC. mains only.
Guaranteed Perfect Reception. Few only. Original
Pitee £918.5. Our Price £4.5.O. Carriage paid.
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO STORES,

Any

MORSE EQUIPMENT

23 Lisle

Keys, Practice Sets,
Oscillators, Recorders and other Radio Telegraph
Apparatus, designed and manufactured by T. R.
McElroy, World's Champion Telegraphist. Sole distrihntors Webbs Radio, 14, Soho Street, London,
-\v.l. 'Phone : Gerrard 2080.
FULL range of Transmitting

:

AW38.

S-valve All-wave

Super-

I

PAPER 1fATIONING
We are reluctantly compelled to charge Sd. towards
the cost 5f sur Illustrated Catalogue In future.
which gives full details of our complete tange.
write for cour cope to-day !

MANFG.CO..
ARMSTRONG
ROAD, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
WARLTERS
(Adjoining HolloWay Arcade)
'Phone NORth 3213

-

Gerrard 2959

Street, W.C.2.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
.

MORSE TRAINING

COUPON

WIRELESS Code Courses. " Book ofFsets" Free.Candler System Co. (LO.), 121, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2.

Thia coupon Is available until June Ist, 1940
and must accompany ali Queries and Hf nsPRACTICAL WJRELJtSS 25/5/1940.

NEW LOUDSPEAKERS
3,000 Speakers, P.M. and essergised 4hs. to l4hs. Inridding several Epoch lSin.-Sloclair Speakers,

Turn Your Surplus

Nl.

Components

PUBLIC APPOINTMENTS

MODEL

ARMSTRONG
QUALITY CHASSIS ON

REPAIRS to nioving coil speakers.
Cones/coils
littest or rewound. Fields altered or wound. l'ricco
quoted, including chirninatore. Pick-ups and epeaker
transformers rewound, 4/S. Trade invited. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Prompt service.
L.S. Repair Service, I, Ilaihsain Grove, London, S.W.12.
Battersea 13ul.

Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street, London,

heterodyne chassis. T1il8 All-wave Radiográn
chassis has resistance capacity coupled push-pull
output capable of handling O watts and gives good
quality reproduction on both radio and gramo,hone, for an economical price of 8 gns. Plus
5% war increase.
Armstrong Push-pull Speaker to snatch AW$8
chassis, £1 : i : O. Pine 5% war iescrease.
We suggest Model AW3S together with matched
speaker at £9 9 : O, plus 5% war increase, cornplete, represents the most outstanding value òn
he market to-day

3d.

:::
Uss1 coloso snd engravisjs

WE SUPPLY LATEST MODELS OF

.

Nl.

Sussex.

2cl.

Productions Ltd.
Church Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS

PRINTING.-1,000 Btllheads, 35. 9d. ; Memoe, Cards,
Cret8way Press, 21, Buxted,
etc. Samples free.

megohms.

1H.

...

British Mechanical

LOUDSPEAKER repaire, British, American, any
make. 24-hour service, moderate prices-Sinclair
Speakers, Pulteney Terrace, Copenhagen Street,

Ri,tanco

...

HsavyWiring,No4l6

A"

o-10,000 ohms.
0-1,200,000 ohms.

.,

qY

.

NEW Ildition.
Anerican Amateur Relay League
Randbook. 500 pages of sip-to-the-minute technical
Informatinn, 7f- post free. 1940 Jones llandbook;
approximately 701) pages dealing with every aspect of
Short-wave Radio, S/ti, post free--Webb's Radio, 14,
Solio St., London, WI. 'Picone Gerrard 2089.

o-no m/mps.

O-6O,Oo ohms.

Small No. 414
Large, No. 415

o1'

LITERATURE

London,

1940

Â?SPADES

(

CABINET for Every Radio Purpoe. Surplus
Cabinets from noted makers tinder çoat of manufacture. Radiogram Cabinets from 30/-. Undrilled
table, console and loudspeaker cabinets from 4/O.
Inspection invited.
H. L. SMITH AND CO., LTD., 289, Edgware Road,
W.2. Tel: Pad. 5891.
A

Av0MIN0R

25th,

Advertisements

CABINETS

with the D.C.

!

May

AIR MINISTRY.
DIRECTORATE.
INSPECTION
AERONAUTICAL
Vacancies exist for unestablished appointments as
Engineering,
W/T and
General
Exhmlnece in the
Instrument Branches.
QUALIFICATIONS.
All candidates insist have good general education, be
able to read drawings, understand specifications, use
micrometers asid other measuring instruinesits.
(a) Applicants for the General Engineering Branch
must have liad practical experience in sis engineering
works. An elementary knowledge of materials testing
Is desirable.
(b) Appilcaiìts for tli Instrument Branch must have
knowledge of physics and training lu tight engineering
or instrument making. Candidates with knowledge of
optical instruments are also required.
(e) Applicants for tise W/T Branchi must have practical
knowledge of W/T and electrical equipment with
technical training ilk radio communication equal
to City and Guilds final examination standard.
ACCEPTED candidates will undergo a period of
training in inspection as applied to the above subjects,
nut exceeding three calendar isiouthis, and will be
paid £3 lOs. Od. weekly during trainleig. Subsistence
allowance of £1 Se. Od. weekly during training Is
payable to married men normally residing outside
training,
the training area. On successful completion of
candidates will be appoiuted as Bxaminers at a salary
corresponding
a
with
over,
or
of8246, if25 years ofage
reduction of £12 per annula for each year nuder 25 on
joining (payable monthly in arrebr) if service Is ostiafactory, asid most be prepared to serve in any part

of the United Kingdom.
NORMAL age limits 23 to 60.
CANDIDATES should indicate on their applicatIons
for which vacancy they wish to be considered-a,
b or e.
APPLICATIONS must be made on Form 786, copies of
postcard
which can be obtaislel on application, by Training
onlq, to : Tise Tnspector.In.Chìarge, A.1.D.
1.
Bristol,
School (l.OES./REC. 53), Brandon Steep,

Into

Cash

Those components for which
YOU have no further use can be
turned into cash through the
classified columns of "Practical
Wireless."

Readers' adver-

tisen,ents are inserted at the
special rate of Id. per word

(minimum charge

Il-).

to
Send your advertisement with
Manager,
" Practical
Advertisement
Tower House, Southampton
Wireless,
Street, London, W.C.2.
.

' '

CALL-UP

19-36
Post

coupon

now

for

details

of

Home-Study Radio Courses and

our
learn

how you

can qualify for better pay in a
wireless section of the Army or Air Force.

T.

&

C.

RADIO COLLEGE,

Fairfax House,
:

High Holborn, W.C.I.

(Post in unsealed envelope, id. stamp.>
Please send full details of your Postal Tuition-

i

I
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I
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RADIO MAP AND GLOBE
WEBBS Radio Mal) of flic World ei%1jIe yOU to
Jocate any station heart!. Size 4tY by 3O 2 colour heavy
Art Paper, 4/6. Limited supply on Linen, 10/6.
WEBB'S Radio Globe-onperb 12" fuI]-coour model.
Radio prefixes, zones, etc. Heavy oxydloed mourt.
Post Pail, 27/6.-Webb's Radio, 14, Solio Street,
London, Wi. 'Phone : Gerrard 2059.

PGALVANOMETER, high resistance reading, patent
applied for, compact, complete, battery, guaranteed,

10/6.-H(,bley, The Drive, Wellingborough.

TROPHY 3. AC., 6-550 metres, new March, perfect,

nearest

£5/J5/-.-Wisbart,

9,

Tankerville Terrace,

Neweastle-on-Tyne.

and working order, aSso allMust be good and reaonabJe

RADIOGI%AM, good tone

yave taWe receiver.

RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS

NEW PREMIER S.W. A.C.
RECEIVER KIT

HIGH Grade Step-down 'J'rauivformere 2t101250v. 4V.
4 amp., 4v, 2 amp., suitable for Model Trama, etc.

n response to many requests, we have now proluced an AC. version of the popular Premier
ihort Wave SOI Kit. Complete kit of Parts
vith drilled chassis, all components, Plug-in
:'oils covering 13-170 metres, 4 valves and full
nstruetio,is and circuits £4/I 0/ -. Complele t.

sired and tested, £5/lO/-.
Send for faG details

READERS' BARGAiNS

::

PREMIER RADIO

price-Roberto, Rural Structures, Amersham.

REMIER SHORT-WAVE BATTERY-OPERATED

KITS for OVERSEAS NEWS
neorporating tile Premier 3-Band SW. Coil.
Sletres svil boul coil changing. Each Kit Is COnll)lel e
vil Ii all components. diagrams, acri 2-volt valves.
I-Band S.W. 1-Valve Kit, 14/-. 3-Band SW. 2valve Kil, 2216.

llG

DE LUXE S.W. KITS

oniplete to the last detail, including all Valves
smi coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
br building and working. Each Kit is supplIed
vitti a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
oils to tune troni 13 to 170 metres.
Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor Kit 20/Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter Kit 23/Valve Short-Wave AC. Superhet Converter
I

BROWN'S " A " 4,000 ohm Earphones, lOs., also
various val've, components ; write stating requiremento. Wanted, 490v. transformer, Webley Air Pistol.
\Vimbusli, Bishopsworth,
Binoculars, }xelsanges.
Bristol.

-

-

WANTED. I).C. AvoMinor, good condition. Write,
stating prier-J. G. Picot, 18, Castle Ttoad, Luton,

(Jhatham, Kent.

Surplus Components For Sale.
Cheap and genuine.
COils, etc.
Old Shoreham Rond, Sonthwiek, Sussex.

CONSTRUCTORS'

Speakers, Valves,

1iase state requirements. Starnp.-131,

HALUCRAFTER Sky-champion, as new, used IIi.
per week oidv. Owner joins Services, £14.-6, Elizabeth
A venue Christehureb, liants.

RECEIVERS

AND COMPONENTS

GAI.PIN'S ELECTRICAL STORES.
BRAND new Ex-U.I'.O. Multi-coistact Relays, small
type, 1,000 X 1,000 coil resistance, 5/-. I)itto, 7,000
,'liin resistance. fitted 2 blades, 3/6 each, post 4d.
Useful for remote control, etc.
MAINS Transformers. input 200/240v., out 12v.
Useful model trains, LT. rectifler,
at 3/4 amps.
etc. 9/6, post free.
MAINS Transformer, 200/240v. Input, 106v. at 100
watts otput, for Aioeriean sete. 8/6 each, post Od.
SI LVERTOWN Horizontal Galvanometers, jewelled
movements, 1,- each, l)(wt Od.
HIGH Voltage Transformers, useful for all test work
or television. Input 200/240v., output 5,000 and
7,000v. not-put, 6/6 each, post 1f-.
MAINS Chokes, 30 by., 120 rn/a., 150 ohms resistance,
3/6 each, post Od. Ditto, 30 hy., 210 rn/a., 7/6 each,
L.T. Choke, .1 by., 14 amps., 3/6 each.
J)OSt Od.
ELECTRIC light ('berk Meters, for sub-lettings,
garages, etc. 200/250v., 50 cy. 1-ph., supply 5, 10 or
20 amps., 6/- each, post 1/-.
p.M. Public Address Horn Speakers. Complete with
power transformer handle. 15/20 watts. Size, 4(lln.
high, SOin. flare. Price, 75/-, C/F. Packing 5/-.
WESTON and E. Turner first-grade 2m. Moving
(oil Milliamp. Meters, O to 50, 21)!- each.
75, Lee High Rd., Lewisham, London, S.E.13.
SOUTHERN Radio's Bargains.

ALL Guaranteed. Postsce Extra.
5/.. Pareol of useful Components, comprising Con-

1-

::-

:

densers, Resistances, Volume Controls, Wire, CIrcuits,
etc. Value 25/-. 5/- per parcel.
Electrolytic
15/. ServIce Man's Component Kit.
Condensers, Volume Controls, Resistances, Tubular,
Mica, Paper Condensers, Valve Holders, etc. 120
artiriescontalned in strong carrying case, 9 x x

the Kit.

r

Small Trader's Parcel of Components. 150
-$21/-Articles comprising nil types Condensers, Valve
Resistances, Chokes, Coils, Wire, etc. Value
Holders,
;o..
85/-, 21/- the parcel.
Wire-end Resistances, assorted capacities.
100
5/..-;:
and 1 watt, 5/- per 100.
ORMOND Loud-speaker Units, 2/6 ; Crystal Sets,
\Vestectors 'lype W2, 2/6 ; Crystal Detectors.
1,/6 ;
2/. ; Crystals, Od. ; Marconi V21 Valves, Od. P.O."
Microphones on Stand, for use with any receiver, 1/.;
Trisen \V349 Iron-core Midget D.H. Coils, 5/6 ; Morse
Tapping Keyt, 3/- ; lliizzers, -1/6.
2/- Tool or Instrument Carrying Cases, ex Governnient Stock Wood 9' X T' x 7, 2/-.
SOUTHERN Radio, 4(1, Lisle Street, london, WC.
Gerrard 6653.
-

#.
--

i

I

Kit

----------

..........

i Valve Short-Wave Receiver
i Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid

Kit

Kit

..

26/3

29/-

and Pentodo

68!PIEZO

ROTHERMEL
SPECIAL OFFER.
CRYSTAL PICK-UPS. New Junior
BRUSH
p.U. with nein, 19/6. Standard 5.8. Model with
srm, 29/6. PU. head only, De Luxe Model, 19/6.
Special Offer of Record Auto-Changer Uniti tor
Play S
A.C. Mains by famosen manufacturer.

records. Latest type Magnetic Pick-up, Autostop, Start and Rejector. Limited ijumber only
st 24/19/6, Carriage Paid.
4.C. GRAMO UNITS, comprising Motor and
lick-up, Auto Stop and Speed Regulator 52/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturers' surplus.
All l,rajsl new and Guaranteed.
Input 110 V. and 220 y. AU. Output 325-325 V.,
120 m.a. 6.3 y., 2-:l lamps., 5 y. Z amps., CT.,
7/6 each. Input 230 y. AC. Output 325-325 y.,
75 01.5., 5 V. 2 amps., 6.3 y. 2-3 mops. C'I'., 6/6
mcli. Input 100-250 y., 300-300 y. 60 ma. 4 V.
5 a. CT., 4 Y. la., 6/11.
PREMIER BATTERY CHARGERS for AC.
Slams. Vs'estinghouse Rectification
ready for use. To charge 2 volta at amp., 11/9
t volts at amp., 19/- ; 6 volts at 1 amp., 22/6
6 volts at 2 amps., 37/6.
12 volts at 1 amp., 24'S
REPLACEMENT VALVES OR ALL SETS
4 y., AC. 'types,
EUROPA MAINS VALVES.
A.C./V.-M.S.G.,
A.C./L.,
A.C.!S.G.
A.C./H.L.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (5-pin) all 5-3 s'acls.
A.C./H.P., A.C./V.H.P. (7-pin), 7/6. A.C./Pens1H., 7/6 ; A.C./P.X.4, 73 ; Oct. Freq. Changers,
8/6 ; Double Diode Triodes, 76 ; 350 V. F.W.
Ren., 5/6; 500 V. F. W. Rect., 6/6 ; 13 V. .2 amps.
Gen. Purpose Triodes, 56 ; HF. Pens and Var.Mu H.F. Pen., Double Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq.
Changera, 7/6 each. Ful! and Hall-Wave Rectiliers,
;

6,6 each.
TRIAD HIGH GRADE U.S.A. VALVES, all types

stock. Standard tubes 56 each. Octal liase
tiles, 6/6 each.
MORSE PRACTICE KEY8.-Brass movement ou
Itakelits base, 3/3. General purpose Morse keys,
smooth action, heavy contacte, 5/IO.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS. All complete wittu
Output Transformer. Kola Ihn. P.51's, 12/6
tin. PJsl.'s, 16/6 ; lOin. P.M's. 22/6 ; G12 P.M.'s.
ill
L

Energized Models. Plessey, Sin., 7,500
16/-.
hm field, 7/6 ; 750 ohio field, 7/6 G12 Energiseul,
I 250 or 2,500 ohms, 59/6.
Condensera all-brass
Short-Wave
P REM I ER
'onstruction, with Trolitul insulation. 15 nsmf.,
1/9 ; 25 mmf., 1/IO ; 40 mmf., 2/- ; 100 mmf.,
2/3 ; 160 mmf., 2/7 ; 210 mmf., 2/Il.
Coil Formero, 4- and 6-pin, plain or threaded,
1/2 each.
UTILITY Micro Cursor litais. Direct and 100 : 1
llatio8, 4/3.
LISSEN Dual Range Screened Coils, medium and
ong wavea, 2/9 each.
Dolera 5!- anti over oent Post Free. UntIer SIpiense alti OsI. postage. All enquiries must Le
teconspanied by

2d.

each.

kl/ti

TOGGLE Switches, Gd. ; Ex-R.A.F. I mfd. eondenoerv,
3,003 y. D.C. working. size I)in. X lin., 2/3. Plug and
lack, open circuit, 1/6 ; 7- and O-pin chassie valve.
holders, 3d.; 400 ohm L.t. Chokes, 45 ma., 2/3;
8O-1 Mike 'transformers, i/ti ; New Boxed 3-gang

Condensers, 2/6 ; Negative Iced-Back Chokes, 1/..
LONDON CENTRAL RADIO, 23, Lisle Street, W.C.2.
lierrard 2909.

5/- BARGAIN PARCEL comprising Speaker Cabinet,
2 Drilled Chassis, condensers, resistances and many
other useful components.
Limited
Worth £2.

number. Postage l/-.-Bakers Sellturst Radio, 75,
Sussex Road, South Croydon.

RADIO, Griinslsaw Lane, Ormskirk.
Collaro AC. Gramophone Motors, 12m. turntable,
27/6.
With pickup, 41/-. Crystal pick-ups, 22/O.
Bola OE12 Speakers with transformers, 1,250 ohms,
52/6. P.M., 65/-. Guaranteed Ausueriean valves, 4/6,
Octal, 5/6. 33) per cent. discount oui Record British
Types. Latest Double 1)ecca, 1) gns. 2d. stamp
Ihr Lists.
COULPHONE

VAUXHALL.-AII goods previously advertised are
still available ; senti now Ihr latest price list, free.Vassxliall Utilities, 163A, Strand, W.C.2.
Pocket Two " midget dry batlery receiver,
£2/15/0. Ideal for present conditions. Send for delaila.
-Wnrwick Road, Clactosi, l'bsex.
DENCO

Brand new 1030/40 modela,
makers' sealed cartone, with guarantees, n-t lesa
also Midgets,
listed
prices
4tl/0
below
30% to
portables, car radio. Senti 2id. stump loe liste.LichIleld
Road,
P.V.,
261-3,
Radio Bargains, Dept.
Anton, Birmingham.
BANKRUPT Bargains.

;

TUITION
PRACTICAL Postal Courses, radio television, test
equipment design, trade-test coaching for RAie.

posts, I.P.R.E. and I.W.T. exams. ; booklet free.Secretary, 1.P.It.E., 3, Shirley Road, London, W.4.

years) urgently needed to train
as Radio Otlicere for the Merchant Navy ; military
exemption obtainable ; short training period low
lees ; boarders accepted. Write or call for full particulars, Wireless College, Caimore, Southampton,
or \Virelcss College, Coiwyn Bay.
YOUNG MEN (15-20

;

BOOKS
need this war atlas when you read the newspapers
or listen to the wireless bulletins. " Newnea Comprehensive War Atlas " will make the progress of the
conflict understandable in all ita aspects. 8 pages of
war lumps, including the Scandinavian countries,
Western 1"ront, Balkans, atud all countries whose
frontiers adjoin or are near those of the belligerents.
\Vith svar strengths of the Armies, Naden, and Air
Forces of the Nations-Of all newsagents anti booksellers, 1. Od. net, or by post is. liti. from the Book
Publisher, George Ncwnea, Ltd., Tower [louse,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
YOU

KNOW what lo do before lIte doctor conses.-Learn
front tite new book, ' First Aid For The Householder,"
and your knowledge auay be tIse means of saving a life.

Desla In simple language with all kinds Qf Injuries
and their treatment, n'sr-pasce, shock, andthc minor
ailments ot everyday life. Clearly illustrated.01 all booksellers, la. Sul. net, or by lost is. Sul. from
t-lie Book i'ubllsher, George Newney, Lid., 'rower
House, SouthamptoO Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

stamp.

.

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD. All lines previously adveravailable from atock. Look ont for startling
bargains in.eoming isnes.
tiCe(l still

RADIO CLEARANCE, LTD., 63, High 1-lolborn, London,
W.C.1. Telephone : HOLborn 4631.

YOU MUST HAVE A
PREMIER 19O CATALOGUE
111

PAGES
CET

.

. . PR!CE 66. pIsa postage, 2/d.
YOUR COPY TO-DAY

.E!_.05T ORDERS TO : Jubilee Workn, 161,
Lower Clapteru Road, London, E.5. Amherst 4723
Jubilee Works, or our NEW
CALLERS TO
PWEi1ISES, 169, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.

Ceustuul 283:1

or 50 High Street, Clapham, S.W.4. MacaWay 2381

.

leur

lists
'town
recure

UfllCìUe

15e easy

Slandtjook

way

to

A.M.O.C.E.,

A.M.I.E.E.,
A.5I.I.Meeli.E.,
A.Ml.W.T.,
A.I%I. 0./I.E.,
A.M.I.R.F.. and simIlar qualificaWE (,UAICA7sTEL-" NI) PASS-NO
tions.
FEE." lietal s are given of over 150 DIploma Courses
In all branches of Civil, Medi., Flee., Motor, Ace-o,
Radio anti Television Engineering, Euliding,
(,svernLlraiightemanship, Tracinir. InspectIOn.
mene Emplonient, etc. Write for this enlightening
Handbook to-day FREE and post free.
(he
Sr,v,ces
in
itch u'Uh jl,,,iis k so,tt',lge eqs o5toi,, al Sucht e p0,5s
British Instituto of Engineering Technology,
409. Shaliesc,eare Heute.

17.

Ii. 19.Stralfsrd Pl., W.l
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MY

INVALUABLE

TRADE'S

RADIO

!

MANAGER

A

A BIG OPPORTUNITY

TO-DAY

the call-up affecting many thousands of Radio engineers,
\v ITH
and wireless playing an increasing part on the

Home
and in the Services, Radio Service Managers are at their Front
wi2s'
end to-day to keep pace with the work in hand.
Husbands and brothers, who normally knew enough about wireless
to diagnose and correct simple troubles of the family set, are away
in the Forces, and women send for service men when their set
'o goes wrong."
Servicing is only one of the many busy branches of modern radio,
and the industry provides a golden opportunity for youths leaving
scboo,'. and others to learn a remunerative trade. One may study
it by reading the following important radio books, which form a
complete sequence of authoritative instruction in radio practice
to-day. If you are a father, consider radio for YOUR son. Get
the whole set of books, or singly in the order given.
The following practical books are by
(Editor of Praclical Wireless)

F.

THE

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
Wireless Terms and Definitions stated and expiane

J.

Upkeep and Overhaul of all types of Wireless
Receivers. 200 illustration and diagrams.
5s: net. (By post 5s. 6d.)

Covers fully and clearly the whole field of wireless
transmissions. With 120 illustrations.
3s. 6d. net. (By post 4s.)

AND

YEARS'

Th

SENT ON

I

DAYS'

7

I

APPROVAL
POST PAID

I

No
,,,

POSTAL ADVISORY

ob1igtjo,,

purcFa,e

Fill

SERVICE

Coupon

I

I

I

I

In

Below

f
I

Compete
8

in

volumeS

t

U

.

'>edi

SIXTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
Modern circuits of every type. Diagrams and in
structions for assembling and wiring. Details of
components and notes on operation.
3s. 6d. net. (By post 4s.)
PRACTICAL WIRELESS SERVICE MANUAL
A complete work on the testing and servicing of all
types of wireless receivers. Packed with information.
With over 220 illustrations. 288 pages.
6s. net. (By post 6s. 6d.)
NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
Deals thoroughly with the problems underlying the
design of short-wave apparatus. the special circuits
which yield the best results, and designs for receivers
based on those circuits.
5s. net. (By post Ss. 6d.)

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FOR AMATEURS

2

________________

392 pages. Over 500
7s. 6d. net. (Py post 8s.)

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK
A Radio Consultant for all, explaining the Operation,

Over 3,000 Pages of Exclusive,
Practical, Worth-while Information.
Over 2,500 Action Photographs,
Plans, Tables and Calculations. 63
EXPERT CONTRIBUTORS. Special
Chart Case with 48 Data Charts.

CAMM

in concise, clear language.

I

I

:

" PRACTICAL WIRELESS ' EXAMINATION FORM
To J-tOME LIBRARY BOOK CO. (George Newnes,
Ltd.),
Tower house, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
send nie, carriage paid, for seven days' FRE
examination, " COMPLETP ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING." complete in eight volumes. It is understood thst I
may return the work on the eighth day after I receive it, and
that there the matter ends. If t keep the books
I Witt send
you on thé eighth day a First Payment of 5/-, and, beginning
30 deys alter, twenty further monthly payments of 5/each,
thui completing lie purchase price.
(Price for Cash on the eighth day, 100/-.)

IPlease

C

26 illustrations.
3s. 6d. net. (By post 4s.)
Of all Booksellers, or by post from the Publishers
i

ENGINEERS

STUDY the ¡nformation contained in this great new work
and you will add considerably to your earning capacity
in the electrical engineering world
COMPLETE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING is offered to you at a price you can
afford to pay. t is a complete library-a ready reference to
the thousand and one applications of present-day electrical
engineering. Its contents are absolutely comprehensive
and deal with everything you can possibly want to knowfrom Electrical Power Supply to Talking Picture Equipment
from the Wiring of Modern Flats to Electrical Timing Instruments ; from Emergency Storage-Battery Systems to Testing
Electrical Machinery ; from Lift Operation and Control to
Garage Electrical Testing Equipment
from Time Switches
and Time-Delay Devices to Electrical Welding Plant ; from
Refrigeration to Electric Meters and Cookers, etc.
It is impossible in this space to include details of the 60
Sections, but's ou can examine COMPLETE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERIN at our expense, in order that you may realise
it is the veryork you have been lookinp for.

SERVICE

For every home constructor.

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL
ENGI NEERINGe

Says this

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
TRANSFORMERS

ALL

COMPLETE

BOOMING,

illustrations.

TO

George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

r
I

I

I
I

IName ..................................................
IAddress

...............................................
i

Occupation .................... State ¡fHouseholder
......

I

Slaicageinwords ...................... Dale ..........

I(P.W.

25540.)

George Newnes. Ltd.

George Newnes, Ltd.

I
I
I

RADIO
TRAINING

_MANUAL

7
P.W.

Puhlishsd every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LlanTaD, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2, and
Printed in England by THe NEWNES
PsAissow PRINTING Co., LTD., Exmoor Street, London, \V.10. Sole Agents ¡or
Australia and New
Zealand : GoRDoN & GoTce, LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS Anaxcy, LpD. Practical Wireless
can be sent to any part el the world,
postfrce, for 17s. 8d. per annum ; six months, 8s. bd. Registered at the CeneraI Post Oflice as a newspaper
and farthe Canadian Magazine Post.
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